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INTRODUCTION 

Srividya is a discipline where abounds considerable mystery, esotericism 
and occultism. There is among common people quite some ignorance concerning 
its philosophy and practice. There is also a host of doubts and uncertainties 
among practitioners themselves. The presence of different tradition in Srividya 
is a further source of confusion. The textual background to Srividya has almost 
become obscure and obsolete; it has become more a matter of individual lineages 
of practices. In the circu.mstances ther.e is need for an authentic and 
comprehensive account of all three aspects of Srividya, viz. The Yantra, The 
Mantra and The Tantra. Here is an attempt ro provide on~: 

Along with all textual · details concerning the philosophy and pn~ctice of 
Srividya, 1 have also given here relevant iconographic details. Included in this 
volume is a mathematical treatment of Sri-cakra as a yantra. I am indebted to 
the late Shri R.S . Narasimhan for having prepared this account , which is at 
once relevant and unique. It is given as an appendix and as a separate 

monograph. 

The photographs appearing on pages 123 to 128 are from Srinagar 
(Kashmir), where o~ _a ~uge rock ~richakra has appeared naturally in an 
elaborate design. This ts under worshtp, and the photographs were sent to me 
by me friend, the well-known Kashmiri artist, Mr. Santosh. I acknowledge his 
love and courtesy. 

1 am grateful to my friends the Guptas in the Indian Books Centre who 
have undertaken to bring out this book _in a revi~ed edir_ion. The production 
has been excellent, and the Guptas ment all pratse for It . 

Bangalore, 

December, 2004 
S.K. RAMACHANDRA RAO 
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Chapter One 

BACKGROUND 

l. THE ·.AGAMA STATUS OF 
'~nnny.A SJUT.&JJ 

..; -vidya is a form of upasana, 
~n ·d I and because it has an elaborate 1 eo-

ogy (jnana-pada), an eq(kru~ll~ e~~b~rate 
ritualistic involvement tyba-pl.a a ' an 

. piritual and sym o tc struc-
esotenc s 

-pada), and a code of con-
ture (yhogt ais valid for all its practitio-
duct t a _ · · A-

h rya-pada) 1t IS an gama. 
~ers ~ - ~riginally meant the ~edic 
Ag~tn but in due course it came to 
s~n~rur:· practical manual of worship 
signtfY . · n Although in the latter 

d edtl3UO . 
an tn . as more akin to the Tantra, 
~ens~, ~t :ffiliation was to the Vedic 
ItS co~ It is, however, an error to 
authontY· Tantra as altogether alien to 
look upo~ the Vedic passages refer 
the Veda' ideas and practices which 
frequentl~d~ntify with the tantra. But 
we no~ bhatta, who commented on 

KuJiuka- ·· · 
as , Dharma-sastra, .pomts out, 
Manu 5 

0 
traditions m the coon

there ~ere tW t antiquity: Vedic and 
try wtth _grea a as it became distin-

'k Agam 
Tantn · the typical Vedic out-
guished frotno"' as Nigama, attempted 

k k wn n V' ' .... ,. 

loo no . f these two traditions. Sri-
a symhesiS 0 

- is thus distin-
. d - as an Agarna 

VI . ya d b an integrated approach 
gUishe Y T: ·k 
. 1 . '"edic ideology and antn mvo vmg v• 

practices. 

The expression upasana (from the 
root 'as', meaning 'to sit', upavesane, 
with 'yuch' and 'tap' praty~yas, 
and with the upasarga 'upa', cf. P~ni 
3,3,107 'vyarasrantho yuch ' ; and the 
other pratyaya signifying the feminine 
gender of the . word, 'upasa'; and 
further, from the sutra of PaQ.ini 7, 1, 1, 
'yuvoranakau', addition of 'an', thus 
'upasana') has the connotation of 
worship in the sense of an act of 
devotion in close proximity to the 
object of devotion. It involves "being 
seated" (cf. Brahma-sutra, 4 , 1, 7 
'asinas sambhavat ') 'with concentra
tion' (ibid. 4, 1, 11, · yatra ekagrata tatra 
upaviset') , and "repeatedly turning in 
the mind the essential aspects of in
struction" (ibid. 4,1 , 1 'avrttir asakfd 
upadesat') . 

The synonyms given in 
Amarakosha (2, 7 , 34) bring out several 
significant details of upasana: 

~ 1'"1~14f~fu: ~ . 

~:~:1. 

qf{q~l TI ~~ qfrt:tllls Oj)41fHIII 

A regular act of worship (puja) , 
acrs· of devout prostration (namasya), 
an attitude of renouncing other inter
ests (apachiti), honouring (arhaQa), 
approaching reverentially (saparya), 
worship (archa), waiting upon 
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(varivasya), attendance (susrCisha) and 
. service (paricharya) are all ingredients 
of 'upasana '. 

Although Agama, the branch of 
learning as it has now become, is a 
bundle of disparate sectarian cults, all 

· the texts and manuals that go under 
this name have this one common and 
predominant theme, namely upasana . 
The objects of worship may differ, but 
the act of worship is the same. Sri
vidya as an upasana is treated espe
cially in Saktagama, the division of 
Agama pertaining to Sakti (the femi
nine representation of the object of 
worship), sometimes also referred to 
as Devyagama. But in the matter of 
rituals of worship and procedures of 
meditation, Srividya in its essential 
n~ture cannot be regarded as strictly 
'Sakta'; it has much in common also 
with Saiva and Vaishnava divisions of 
the Agama. The real distinction lies in 
the conceptualization of Sri-chakra , 
and the system that has been formed 
around it , Sri-vidya. 

Ther~ is some truth in the view 
t?at the Sakta- agama which treats of 
Sr~-vidya is a branch of Saiva-agama. 
It IS true that the distinction between 
t_!Iem is often only in the expressions, 
Agama for the Saiva division and 
Tant~a for the Sakta, although so~e of 
the Saiva-agama texts are also known 
as tantras (like Mrgendragama being 
also known as Mrgendra-tantra). The 
distinction that is sometimes made 
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between the two divisions is that the 
Saiva-texts were communicated by Siva 
to his spouse Sakti or to one of his 
devotees (and hence known as trans
mitted in a long line of teacher-pupil 
relationship or Agama), while the 
Sakta texts were revealed by Sakti to 
her husband Siva, or to one of her 
devotees. This, however, is not always 
true, because there a.re texts of the 
Sakta division where knowledge is 
communicated by Siva to Sakti (like 
Tantra-rtija-tantra and Srl-netra-tantra.) 

It is interesting that the texts com
municated by Sakti to Siva are re
ferred to as Nigama, in contrast to 
Agama, which is passed on by Siva to 
Sakti (Rudra-Ytimala): 

3lJTRj f.< I '***€! ~ Tf<i -:q R I R'Jl llj@ 9_1 

~ -:q Cli~~Clf'll cFfl=ti<!JJIB:!;:;qcill 

f.:rrffi R I R'Jll q Cf';i I~ Tf"Ci -:q flTfm ~ I 

~ -:q Cllf!~Clf4 (F81 tf?flfl1'j)::c::lld ll 

As the expressions themselves, sig-
nify, the Saiva scrip~ures are. Siva
oriented, while the Sakta scnptures 
are Sakti-oriented . The former pre
scribe worship of masculine divinities 
belonging to Siva group, :V~ile the 
latter extol the feminine dett,tes, also 
assigned to the entourage of Siva. But 
in the history of Saiva-agama, the 
early texts include sections which deal 
with the worship of feminine deities, 
because Siva is unthinkable without 
his Sakti. The Saiva -siddhanta also 
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recognizes the role of Sakti. The 
Kaula cult, which is now obviously 
Sakta in its nature, was originally 
Saiva in orientation. In fact, the cel
ebrated Saiva Natha -siddha saint 

' 
Matsyendra-natha (Mina-pa in Tibet), 
is regarded by the Kashmiri Kaulas as 
the exponent of Kulagama (cf. Jayaratha 
on Tantraloka). And Abhinava-gupta 
. points out in Tantraloka that the devo
tees who are in their private life given 
to Sakti worship (viz. the Kaulas) are 
for all outward appearances Saivas, 
and in their normal conduct they pass 
for the adherents of the Vedas. 

3Rf: ~ ~: 

~:1 

(Tantraloka, Vol III, p 27) 

Among the secondary streams 
(anusrota) of Saivism, Mrgendragama 
(charya, 1 ,40-41) enumerates two 
groups of practitioners .who are obvi
ously Sakta in inclination: Yoginikaula 
and Siddha-kaula . The commentator 
Narayana-kamha had earlier (ibid. , 
1,2) noted that the Saivas (desika, 
mantra-vrtti, putraka and samayi) are 
distinguished from the Saktas. 

~llffili'\'4~ -a 3ir:lll~~ll ~ 

fc~ :i11 q ~tl ~q qc;) q<!J"i '1_1 

The distinction mentioned in the 
Kaula texts is that 'kula' represents 
Sakti, while 'akula' is Siva, and that 
the prescriptions and practices related 
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to the worship of Sakti goes by the 
name of Kaula. 

~ ~lfffiRfo ~ ~ fuq ~~ 

~sen (?lfll w...q: Ch1(?1 r~flll fcq~ 11 

( cf. in Saubhagya-bhaskara, 87 -88) 

From the unmanifested kula 
emerge both siva and sakti. The lord 
of the universe is designed 'akula
siva I • which is pure consciousness as 
light (prakasa); and the same principle 
incorporating the power of self-recog
nition (vimarsa) is called 'kaulini-siva '. 
'Kula' in the context refers to the 
power which is responsible for the 
emergence ~f the universe of thirty-six 
principle (tattvas). This power, known 
as 'icchha sakti' or the will to create 
is identified with 'ananda' (bliss) o; 
'samvit' (consciousness); the projected 
universe is latent in it. The power of 
the universe of thirty- six tattvas is 
'Kaulini'. Kula is, therefore 'prakasa', 
and kaulini is vimarsa; beyond both is 
'akula' (pure and transcendental). At 
the human level, this 'akula ' is said co 
reside in the thousand-petalled lotus 
(sahasrara) in the head, on top or 
sushumQa. This 'akula' is synonymous 
with 'anuttara-siva'. 

The spiritual gnosis revealed spon
taneously and in a mystic manner lO 

the class of female devotees of super
normal origin, known as yoginls whc 
function as guides, is known as 'yogini
kaula' and this is confined to Ll i 
class, and does not go outside it. 
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llW I ;:41 -Bfcqt ~ tmlll'llll C4 '41ft Cfi '(I 

<f.:r oWfll11chld 1ffiTuf OP1 ~ ~~ 

(Mrgendra, I, 40) 

Similarly, the wisdom that occurs 
to the adepts called siddha 's, who 

f~nction as con:tpanions is known as 
'siddha-kaula', and it is confined to 
this group of adepts. 

The significance of knowledge 
being confined to the group of yoginis 
or to the group of siddhas is that it is 
traditionally and orally communicated 
and guarded in secrecy. 

(f8Bf ~ ~ fiSI<!<Illdl 

~~:1 

(commentary on 1 ,40) 

This is one of the distinguishing 
features of the doctrines and practices 
detailed in the Sakta-tantras. Frequently, 
the texts enjoin that the wisdom must 
not be revealed except for the properly 
initiated devotee; it must be held back, 
even as the coconut holds its water 
within itself, unseen by others and got 
only with effort and persistence (cf. 
Kularr.zava-tantra, 11 , 83). 

~ . ' ~~ qm;:r tJIIIq fq 11f<q;<:'l'"h("li~C4<1_1 

also 

~ Cf1~f~Cfli'Cll{qjiJ@f~ ~:1 

Cli~lffl f.l; Sllli:0f~ '11~1llf.:ct SICfll~l~ II 
--

(Sakti-smigama-tantra, 36, 24) 
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~\"!;~11619)<1UJif"1 ~ ~~ljjlJ'iJ ~I 

~ TI w'l1cit fcrnr :I1:ffi ~~ 11 

(Kular~zava-tantra, 11, 85) 

One of the basic texts of the Sakta 
tradition (Parasu rama-kalpa-sutra, 1 , 
12) prescribes that the worship must 
be conducted in absolute privacy, and 
that the worship in public view would 
lead to hell. The text allows the doc
trines to be communicated only to the 
right student, and in strict confidence. 

~ ~1..... SIICfl<_liiRH£1:1 

ft f-tij tsi! U.\ 801 Cfl ~I 

Sakta literature abounds in code
language, and employs metaphors and 
symbols, which can be explained only 
by a competent teacher (sailketa-vidya, 
guru-vaktragamya). The part played 
by initiation ( diksha) and consecration 
(abhisheka) is more important in the 
Sakta division than in the Saiva. 

~ ~a:llfqtilifll "1' fBf~;:f T.i ~:1 

~ ~cfstl!M'i ~ G1fa;rn) ~11 

(Kular~zava, 14, 97) 

fcAl cfta:rf ';f lila:T: flll 'd 5-di f?< I Cl ~II fA I 

BT -:q -;:r 8011f&11 i".IJlt ~ flll 'Cl 14 4 < c:q U II 

(ibid.) 

31f~ 'fcRT -qq <tj, C1 Cfi 4 "Cfi"Ufu <1 : I 

~ Cf\l'llf.:::cn· Cfllt 31Tf~,..~l<lll ~II 

(Vcimakesvara-tantra) 
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The ideology of seven modes of 
conduct (saptachara) beings out the 
difference between Saiva and Sakta 
divisions rather emphatically. Among 
the conducts included here are 

(1) Vedachara, ordinary conduct, 
in accordance with Vedic prescrip
tions, comprehending daily a~lutions, 
honouring the teacher, meditation on 
the thousand-petalled lotus within one-. 
self, and iconic worship during day
time only; 

(2) Vaishl)avachara, conduct 
guided by several .restraints (such as 
abstaining from violence, slander, 
quarrel, meat -eating and worship dur
ing night); 

(3) Dakshil)achara, conduct char
acterized by .worship of deities during 
day as well as during night, wearing 
of ornaments made of human bones, 
and occult practices in crematoria, on 
riv<;r-bankS, in jungle-retreats and sakti-

centres; 
(4) Vamachara, conduct in abso

lute privacy, involving the five 'prin
ciples' (paiicha-tattva, viz. wine, meat, 
fish, gestures and copulation); 

(5) Siddhantachara, conduct domi
nated by traditional wisdom, and prac
tices that facilitate the dawn of such 
wisdom; 

(6) Saivachara, conduct guided 
entirely by the Saiva-agama; and 

(7) Kaulachara, conduct regulated 
by ·rhe Sakta-tantras. 

5 

And many of the sakta-texts point 
out that among these seven, saivachara 
is superior to vaishl)avachara which is 
better than vedachara; dakshil).achara 
is superior to saivachara, vamachara 
to dakshinachara, siddhantachara to 
vamachijra . an1i kaulachata to 
siddhantachara. 

Kularr.zavd-tantra (2, 7 -8) has a 
different arrangement: 

~tlDJqJ5;'dJO:j ~ ~~OI:!'dJOOI'{I 

"if~ 0 115'dJOOI. Cfrfi CfTlml f.e:tl;H1:!'dJOOI'{I 

n ·~ ~ . ~ .e:tl;J"'dJS>'dJOO! ct11C1. cniC1Je<IUH 1 ~~ 11 

Excluding the first two conducts 
(veda and vaishl)ava), which are said 
to be suited to ordinary mortals with 
normal aspirations, the next two 
(dakshiQa and varna) smack of 
antinomian inclinations in ·a saiva con
text. The subsequent two conducts 
(siddhanta and saiva) comprise of what 
we know as saiva-siddhanta, and what 
we learn from the twenty-eight A.gama 
texts. The la$t conduct which is re
garded as most superior, is what is 
followed by the Sakta-devotee, and 
what is prescribed in the tantras. 

Kaulachara is by definition the 
conduct that is taught not only by the 
tantras but also by the masters in 
secret sessions. Not all of them would 
be in perfect accord with the textual 
prescriptions. The devotee is more 
likely to follow the teachings of his 
master than make an independent study 
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of the texts. Thus, there are numerous 
aspects of this tradition which are 
regarded by purists as heretical . The 
text that is most popularly employed, 
Kulan.zava, itself points out (2, 16) 
that many of the practices of the 
kaulas are contrary to tradition and 
display incorrect knowledge of the 
texts. 

~: ch1fclcti ~ ~1~11fct:S14Cfil:l 

~ Cfi(""qli:J\~ qr{i:q~fqq~dl: II 

The seven - fold conduct is re-
'lated to three spiritual dispositions 
(bhava) of the practitioners, which are 
progressive and productive; (I) 
pa8u(animal), characterized by igno
rance and normal aspirations; (2) vira 
(valorous), characterized by learning 
and knowledge of scriptures (agama) 
and by involvement in spiritual prac
tices; and (3) divya (divine), charac
terized by fine discrimination (viveka) 
(cf. Rudra-yamala, 11, 8). According 
to some texts, the first four varieties of 
conduct, mentioned earlier, are com
prehended within the first of the dis
positions, the next two in the second; 
and kaulachara alone in the third, 
which is the most mature of the 
dispositions. 

'4lq54£111dli_ ~ ~N11~Ri~ ~ <:£ :1 

~ w:f ~ ~ >J1lq;:g;m'l 1 WT!J: II 

Disposition is defined as mental 
attitudes, and it is prescribed that the 
practice of dispositions must only be 
mental (cf. Viimakesvara-tantra). 

Srividya-Ko~a 

~ % 'tWm) ~ G1~q "BGJ~I 

To help the practice of disposi
tions, appropriate initiations are given. 
Living a householder 's life, one has 
the 'animal' disposition, and the initia
tion given to him leads him to 
vedachara and vaishiJavachara. The 
consecratio_n into the Sakta way of life 
(s~ktabhisheka) entitles him to follow 
dakshinachara, even while he contin
ues as a householder. The next con
secration which is described as com
plete (purrnabhisheka) provides him 
with the 'valorous' disposition, and 
makes him competent to follow 
vamachara, while living in the home
stead but as an ascetic (grhavadhiita) · 
The initiations known as 'krama-diksha' 
and 'samrajya-diksha' mark the transi
tion from the 'valorous' disposition to 
the 'divine' disposition, and entitles 

· the devotee to follow siddhantachara 
and then saivachara. The penultimate 
initiation known as 'mahasamrajya
diksha' stabilizes the 'divine ' disposi-

. tion and provides the eligibility to 
follow the highest conduct, viz , 
kulachara, which is identical with the 
path of Yoga. 

l{)lfGIIJ ctiit1GPf£lCfll'qf{Shq' >Jcqll 

cMT~~~ 

~cffu~.yd ~II 

The crowning initiation, also called 
'piirQabhisheka', is said to mark the 
final stage of the 'divine' disposition 
and the highest attainment of kula
wisdom. 
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Some texts make little essential 
distinction between the ' valorous' and 
'divine' dispositions. The only distinc
tion between them pertains to the 
general bearing of the pra~titioner. 
According to Purascharyar~wva, the 
'valorous' disposition makes one arro
gant and ·overbearing, while the 'di
vine' disposition makes him 'godlike ' 
(deva-vat); tranquil, humble, sweet and 
attractive. 

~ cftt 1 ~sfu; ~ on cn~l 
~ fcr;:ft-ffi 11~: Ch C11 C11 Cl o ll fl1<1 : I 

f<\&lfti ~ ~ cfu:~YQ&ol411'8: I I 

(Purafcharyan;ava) 

And it is interesting that some 
texts (like Rudra-yamala, 11, 32-38) 
prescribe that all three dispositions 
must be practised by the devotee, 
accommodating them in the three di
visions of the day; from morning till 
noon ('animal' disposition), from noon 
till evening ('valorous' disposition) and 
during night ('divine' disposition). 

The arrangement of dispositions 
is interesting also because it empha
sizes the ideology of kul)c;ialini, which 
is . fundamental to the sakta outlook. 
The 'valorous' disposition is dis tin~ 
guished by the awakening of kul)c;ialini 
(kui:tc;ialini-prabodha) in the practitio
ner. 

2. TilE TANTRIK APPROACHES 

In sakta-tantra, the divine and 
cosmic energy (sakti) is approached 
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by three distinct but complementary 
practices: (1) mantra-energy (mystical 
and potent formula given by the mas
ter during initiation), which is to be 
regarded as the very body of the 
goddess; (2) kul)c;ialini-energy (the vi
tal and psychic current within ones 
own body, regarded as the individual
ized form of the goddess); and (3) the 
representations of the goddess in icons 
or in cosmograiT'.s (mal)c;ialas) like sri
chakra. Each of these approaches in
volves three forms of the goddess; 
'coarse' (sthilla, viz, a concrete, physi
cal .form such as the verbal aspect of 
the visual representation of the chakras 
in kul)c;ialini, and the iconic or graphic 
form in a murti or a mal)c;iala); 'subtle' 
.(siikshma, viz, the meaning aspect of 
the mantra, the symbolism of the 
several chakras in kul)c;ialini, and of 
the worshipful deity in the icon or 
cosmogram); and ' transcendental· 
(para, viz, the spiritual contents of the 
mantra, the experience of kul)c;ialini 
after the chakras have been resolved, 
and the identity of the worshipper 
with the deity represented by the icon) 
(cf. Nitya-shor;tasika-kalpa and 
'Setubandha' on it) . 

34lfllllll: 1:Rll~llf;:;ftful {C\q)ful 

341f«J<nllllf1 -~ ~~ ~ ~I 

<RM cn<~<o,,'Elctllct~nd .... 

-:crltlRf-i!:ll q Ian R!:lltill(fl '4 '"(I 

~ 14"511\YCh· ... 
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~ o)f.:S::lfCIIfllf.:s:;lf414fJ -~'{I 

wfTci Cll~11f'i&i g;olfCidi ~ ~I 

The role of mantra in all divisions 
of agama is an important one; and in 
the sakta division it is even more so 
~bile in the saiva-agama, a distinction 
I~ made between 'mantra' and 'vidya' 
(m the 'pit}la' ideology, the mantra 
and vidya being the principal 'pitha', 
the mudra and maQ.c;lala, subsidiary to 
them respectively), the former repre
senting siva and the latter sakti. In 
s~t~-tantras mantra includes vidya and 
stgrufies the conjoint presence of siva 
and sakti . Texts like BrahmLl-yamala 
subordinate mantra to vidya, and view 
vidya as signifying the goddess herself 
and mantra her reflected image (prati
lqti). The body is regarded as a 
'yantra', and its value consists in its 
being suffuced with 'mantra', which 
symbolizes the presence of the god
dess. 

~ 1i"'.:4ttll" m ~ 40'.:4~fqofll 
. Alt~mately, the individual's psyche 

(chttta) ts 'yantra', and the expression 
~ere~f (vak) is 'mantra', and the two 
m umson would make for the mobili
zation of the psychic energy. 

In the sakta philosophical frame
~ork t~e transcendental reality which 
IS nothmg more than undifferentiated 
existence, awareness and bliss 
(sacchidananda-vibhava) transforms it
self. into a godhead with attributes (sa
guoa-paramesvara), from which 
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emerges the transcendental nucleus 
(para-hindu). The transcendental 
nucleus gives birth to the immanent 
nucleus (apara hindu, also called karya
bindu), primordial sound (nada) and 
the primaeval seed (bija). The imma
nent nucleus is identified with siva, 
and the primaeval seed, with the union 
of the two, is represented by the 
primordial sound. The primordial 
sound (called sabda-sakti) is present in 
all things as mere awareness, and in 
human beings as kUQQalini (to be 
explained shortly) . The sound in the 
human beings as will to express itself 
is described as transcendental (para 
vak), and is located in the basal centre 
(muladhara). When it rises up and 
reaches the level known as svadhisht 
hana, it is 'perceptive' (pasyanti); 
reaching the level of the heart (called 
anahata), it is 'midling'(madhyama) , 
and in the throat (visuddha) it trans
forms itself as 'expressive' (vaikhari). 

The transcendental sound in 
muladhara is like a lightning in the 
foundational centre (adhara-chakra). It 
is known as kuQc;lalini. When the 
spiritual energy that is coiled up and 
asleep stirs in the muladhara, she 
manifests herself as a young maid 
(kumari), and her babbling and indis
tinct talk which resembles the hum
ming of the bees is para vak. When 
the energy moves up, or grows up, 

. helped by the fire svadhishthana and 
the sun above the anahata, the young 
maid is transformed into an adult lady 
(yosha). 
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The immanent spiritual energy also 
manifests itself as the fifty letters of 
the Sanskrit alphabet (pafi.chasad-:varl)a
riipil)l) . The vowels, also known as 
matrices (matrkas) are of the nature of 
Sakti, while the consonants (varQ.as) 
are of the _ nature of Siva. 

3iChi'Uf<; 83Chi{H'11 ~ Ylo{C\MUfll 

ChChl<tf<; a;JChi{to:at qUJf«1) f.<tq{C\fyot:l 

q':qt:(J~UJ{C\qoj :(Ja;;t@tj "Cf«1) ~II 

The union of the two is illustrated 
by the seed-syllables (bijaksharas), 
which are involved in the mantras. In 
fact, the letters themselves are the 
mantras, which are all derived from 
the goddess. 

<) ~ -q:q l=p;IT: f9)@141~1 Sl~f84ct: I 

(Mahiinirvii.IJ-a-tantra, 5, 19) 

The letters are called 'varl)a' be
cause they are· alive with energy and 
awareness, reflecting the goddess her
self. The fifty letters are collectively 

k 
own as the goddess Malini, with a 

n d . . 
tinue of fifty atten ant-detties who 

re h . e all looked upon as er energies 
~;akti). Here, the differentiation of the 
vowels as matrices (matrka) and con-

ants as extended sounds (varna) 
son · 
are the fabric out of which all mantras 

are woven. 
-qrftrci TI ~ lJ((Cfl R:;{ ~ TI fq :(l tict :I 

~ <:fll1 m ~ 41Q~1~1 ~II 

(Jayadratha-yamala, 40) 
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11-R fcf~fq~J1· ;rrui titiRG4~1 

<:rn: q;Ufu -tiTB:tiil ~ ~f9)TZ!d mt_ll 

(Pifigalii-mata) 

~ 5fJOJ1J~q 45(q<f4jqafl'iFI'Tq_l 

l=p5f ~ f9>TZI a ~ ~'ellldi1 d = fl;rq 11 

(Rudra-yiimala) 

l1-RT(( (1cq{C\4f4 ~q'f4tfi4od\lfti: I 

~ "BCf<q<:rn: ct '841 :::q ~ $ ffi Rct : II 

(Kuliirl)ava) 

The mantra is so called because 
the words contained ·in it help menta
tion (manana); which in turn protects 
(tral)ana) the individual who recites it. 
Mentation in this context is the intui
'tive understanding of the real nature of 
phenomenal existence apropos divine 
presence ·or the form of the deity; and 

· protection is from the bonds of phe
nomenal existence, and from all fears . 

'lf~ Ch I tSQll dl "Cffi;;: oq;;;q d -q2RTRfcq : I 

0~ ~~ ~'qO<q\rlld f.nq:ll 

Even as the fire hidden in the fuel 
is brought out by friction, even so by 
the power of the mantra devotion to 
the deity will help the manifestation of 
godhead. Indeed, the relation between 
the godhead and the mantra is best 
brought out by the saying that godhead 
(devaUi) is connoted by the mantra 
(mantra-vachya), and that the mantra. 
is that which connotes the godhead 
(devata vachaka). Really, there is no 
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distinction between the two, and the 
devotee will contemplate upon godhead 
when he thinks of the meaning of the 
mantra . 

l=p5ff~~Clctlf"l:l~'""t ~.mtr 

Cll"t'21Cll1:lCh~~ JOF'51~Clct<11: II 

(Rudra-ydmala) 

And the seed-syllables (bija) are 
said to be divine and potent, and they 
make for the efficacy of a mantra. 
Merely by reciting them, the presence 
of the deity is secured. 

sauJ ~ ~~ afl\i!Hi ~q~qctlli_l . 

y~}cqi{OIJOli~OI ~ Sl\ill<1d II 

The inscrutable power of the 
mantra has been recognized in texts 
like Parasurama-kalpa-sutra (1, 7) as 
owing to its being given by a compe
tent teacher: 

'"l'""'51101Jyf.:q'f4~1Fmctll 

In fact, it is only what is given by 
the teacher that becomes a mantra; 
otherwise, it is but abracadabra and 
futile. 

:JI'6q~~ lct'l ~ ~ ';1IOJ11c;fq I 

also, 

~~tan q ~ 62:1 { -.::p;rr : *1~ bCfl <11 c:rn : 1 

(Kultin:zava, 14, 3-4) 

The devotee is to regard the 
teacher (guru) , the mantra and the 
deity (devata) as essentially one; and 

Srividya-Ko~a 

he must seek to realize the 
correspondances between the teacher 
and his own self Uiva), the mantra and 
his own mind (manas), and the deity 
with his own vital current (pral)a): 

lj'6'"l'""'51~Clcti\YY'1: 

qqJ'1J'11 GCfllf.:t 6lfi 1<1'11 c;~{l\14 fq f'd : I 

(Parasurama-kalpa-sutra, 1 ,8) 

The texts deal prominently with 
the device known as ' purascharal)a' of 
the mantras. The expression which 
literally means performance (charal)a) 
which is prior, or in front (purah) , 
signifies that the root-mantra is to be 
repeatedly and continuously recited 
everyday at the same place from morn
ing till noon, observing several vows 
during the entire period (like eating 
only once a day, remaining a celibate, 
eschewing articles which are likely to 
cause indolence or violence, lying 
down for sleep on the bare ground , 
and avoiding food cooked by others) . 
The number of times the mantra is 
recited is determined by the number of 
syllables that the given mantra has : so 
many lakhs of times as many are the 
syllables in it. Without this ritual, the 
mantra is ineffective; it will be like a 
sick man, who will not be able to do 
many things. The ritual has five limbs 
(panchati.ga): ceremonial worship of 
the deity three times every day (puja 
traikaliki nityam), proper repitition of 
the mantra mindfully Uapa), offerings 
made to the deity after the repitition 
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(tarpaDa), worship of the deity in the 
fire (homa) and feeding the pious 
priests (brahmal).a-bhukti). 

:rrn ~H o 0 ll c=q I (( fct f+'Ol'l l II &'l Cfl4 o II '{I 

:r«fi fqf.oPOllllfll T.I{OIIf;l Cf~l 

(Raghava-bhatta on Saradti tilaka) 

-mq;:j !{(1'"l~fll -g;\~{Oilj'i'Zfct I 

(Vayavlya-sarfzhita) 

cxrrf~ <:J~ ~ ~cfCh 4'€! ";:{ arq: I 

~~{o~t:l1lS<:f Cf~ ~sfq ~:II 

q":qjl n qlfl~~ tl21 ~ ilfct<;HCl: I 

~mfu ~ ~muf ~II 

(Kuldr!J.ava, 17, 87) 

The main function of the mantra 
is to protect the devotee. Hence, the 
several auxiliaries to the mantra have 
expressions which serve to secure 
protection: kavacha (armour), astra 
(defensive missile), varma (covering), 
heart (hrdaya) etc. According to the 
texts, the practice of perfecting a mantra 
(mantra-sadhana) should continue .until 
the deity is pleased, and presents ttself 
in a concrete form (devata-darsana), 
or until some well-known benefit fol
lows: clearing of the doubts, getting 
rid of the ailments, securing the 
fulfilment of a desire, possessing pow
ers of healing, enticing the people to 
oneself, attainment of supernatural 
powers which are described in the 
yoga manuals (ashtanga-siddhi), and 

so on. 

11 

3. THE K~ALINI 
The ideology of kuQ.c;lalini as ~e 

supreme spiritual power residing lll 

the individual is an important one in 
Sakta-agama. Kui).c;lalini is the form of 
the Goddess residing in the lowest of 
the six psychic centres in the indi
vidual (mflladhara) as a coiled serpent 
gone to sleep. As long as this energy 
is asleep, the individual is outward
oriented; he involves himself in the 
wnrld and lives an ordinary life. He 
functions only at an animal level (pasu). 
It is when this energy-serpent wakes 
up, that the individual suddenly be
comes inward-oriented and intensifies 

~~~ 

~;f 

·~~~~ ~tm§03 
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his spiritual practices. The technique 
of awakening the KuQ<;lalini is known 
·to the Saktagama as 'pitambara-vidya '. 
It involves the employment of mantras, 
mudras and maQ<;lalas, as a result of 
which the 'descent of energy' (sakti
pata) is achieved. When Kul).<;lalini is 
awake, the energy moves up, and 
breaking through the three phenom
enal knots of life (named after Brahma, 
Rudra and Vishl).u) and burning up 
the six lotuses (which are psychic 
centres, arranged in an ascending 
order) reaches the thousand-petalled 
lotus on top of the head (sahasrara), 
where Siva (pure consciousness) is 
supposed to reside. KUI;t<;lalini is Sakti, 
and her union with Siva~ who is in the 
sahasrara, is the purpose of what is 
known as KuQ.<;lalini-yoga. 

Incidental to the idea of KuQ.<;lalinr 
is the recognition of the main vital and 
central channel symbolizing fire called 
sushumQ.a (with two subsidiary chan
nels i<;la and piilgala on its left and 
right respectively, and representing 
moon and sun) , along which are 
visualized six spiritual and psychic 
centres called chakras: mtiladhara at 
the base, representing the earth ele
ment, svadhishthana above it, repre
senting fire; mani-pura at the navel 
and representing water element; anahata 
in the heart-region representing air 
and known as "the lotus of conscious
ness (sariwid-kamala); visuddha in the 
neck or throat, representing sky; and 
ajiia in the space between the eye-. 
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brows. 

These are visualized as lotuses 
with four, six, ten, twelve, sixteen and 
two petals respectively; and, beyo~d 
them, is the thousand-petalled lotus m 
the region stretching from the eye
brows till the top of the head (also 
known as dvadasanta). The godde~s 
resides here in her full ~glory and m 
unison with Siva. She is of the n~ture 
of all mantras (sarva-mantra-mayt) 

This scheme of divine presence in 
the human being (piQ.<;laQ.<;la) is also 

l.d for the entire cosmos va 1 h. 
(brahmaJ).<;la), and this fact is grap l -

cally represented in the cosmogr~m 
known as Sri-chakra. It has mne 

· les enclosures, with four tr~ang 

reprsenting Siva and five. tnangles 
representing Sakti, intersectmg. 

The midmost point is worshipped 
as the great Gooddess herself in her 
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unrnanifest state, while the triangle by 
Which the point is enclosed is re
garded as her manifest aspect (Tripura). 
The whole pattern is looked upon as 
the seat of the goddes~, and as jllus
trating the union of Siva and Sakti. 
The worship of Sri-chakra is wide
spread in the country, not only among 
the Saktas but among all religious 
groups. And there has grown up an 
extensive literature on this very theme, 
known as Sri-vidya, the worship of 
Sri-chakra and its symbolism. The 
ideology of. the six psychic centres 
(chakras) along the KuQ<;lalini and the 
philosophy of seed-syllables in the 
mantra have been incorporated within 
the cult of Sri-chakra (see for details 
my books on Sri-chakra, Sri Sadguru . 
Publications, Indian Book Centre, New 
Delhi, 1989; and The Tantrik Prac
tices of Sri-Vidya, Kalpataru Research 
Academy, Bangalore, 1990.) 

There seem to be three distinct 
traditional approaches (sarhpradaya) to 
the cult comprehending mantra, 
Kundalini and Sri-chakra: K~shmira 
(foli~wing the 'right path' or dakshiiJa
marga, and worshipping Siddha
chakra), Gau<;la (following the 'left 
path' or vama-marga, and worship
ping Bhairavi-c~akra), an~ Kerala ~:al
lowing the 'mtxed path , or mtsra
marga, and worshipping Sri-chakra). 

The last mentioned approach is 
distinguised by its entire affiliation to 
the Vedic framework, while the GauQa
approach evidences considerable Bud-

13 

dhist influence, and the Kashmira 
approach is essentially Tantrik. The 
approach designated as Kerala
sarhpradaya is "mixed" (misra) in the 
sense that it is said to be outwardly 
"dakshiiJa" but secretly "varna". The 
J ainas also get included in · the tantrik 
division, and the cult specific to them 
involves the worship of Nava-pada
maQ<;lala, Siddha-chakra, Rshl-maQ<;lala 
and so on. 

Sakti-sangama-tantra treats vama 
and dakshiiJa approaches as equally 
valid: 

~a:tUllilR'4l~l1 ~~ -;; ~: 1 

cW'ilill{onfq o~ ~~ 4~~qUII 

We read also in Saptasatl:-

~ fufq~ ~ ~a:TUT~:I 

~ err ~a.-luR ~ u 7:~~11 
The devotee must choose the path 

that accords with his taste. However 
' 
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the import of the two approaches has 
been explained by Bhaskara-raya
makhin as follows: The devotee of the 
Varna-approach will keep his chosen 
deity (ishta-devata) in front of him 
during what~ver fi'rual he engages 
himself in; the other deities occupy for 
him but a subsidiary or secondary 
place. The devotee of the Dakshil)a 
approach, on the other hand, will 
worship whatever deity that he en
counters in a temple or any place of 
worship, as the main deity. He has no 
preferences; and does not construct a 
hierarchy among deities. In this re
gard, the Dakshil)a path is better than 
the Varna path, for it makes emanci
pation easier. Brahma-ydmala speaks 
of the Dakshil)a approach as 'sattvika' 
in character, while the Varna is 
' rajasika '. 

This text suggests a third ap
proach, 'mixed' or madhyama, which 
however is "impure" and 'tamasika'. 
There is, further, a notion that the 
Dakshil)a path emerged from the right 
side of Siva's head, while the Varna 
came out of the left side, and the third 
one (madhyama) from above Siva's 
head. The dakshil)a is the best, be
cause it is complete with the four 
accessories of worship, namely vidya 
(philosophical viewpoint), mantra (sa
cred formulae embodying the divin
ity), mudra (symbolic gestures and 
postures) and mal)<;iala (sacred designs 
and cosmograms suitable for wor
ship). 

In Lalitd-sahasra-ndma -
bhdshya, Bhaskara-raya identifies the 
DakshiQa approach with the 
'Samaya' (which follows Vedic and 
Agamic texts), the Varna approach 
with 'kaula' (which follows tantrik 
texts like Kuldr!J.ava-tantra, 
Kdmikdgama and Parasu-rdma-kalpa
sutra), and the third with the misra ' 
(which follows eight texts like Chandra
kalti) . Most texts insist on the superi
ority of the Dakshil)a-mode of wor
ship, which is pure, non-violent and 
symbolic. The Varna worship, on the 
other hand includes practices like 
animal-sacrifice (bali-pradana), ador
ing of women (suvasini-piija) and as
sembly of heroes (vira-goshti). But 
texts like Kulan:w.va and Sakti-sangama 
hold the varna method as the best: 

CliGGill · feAT -eyq 1 fu ~~ 

Cfi,5lf.q~l 

CliGI'ql'(: >J~S;J ~ ~ "CTII 

(Tard-kha!J.r;Ja 1, 110, Sakti
sangama-tantra) . 

It is to be noted that elsewhere in 
this text, the two approaches, Varna 
and Dakshil)a are regarded as equally 
valuable. Apparently, the Varna is 
commended for the obtainment of 
material benefits like wealth, happi
ness, success and safety. The Dakshil)a 
approach is only for spiritual welfare, 
and therefore not of practical interest 
to the common people. 
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The main differences between the 
two acharas may be shown as follows: 

SAMAYACIIARA 
(The Right way) Dakshil)a 

1. Based on 5 subhagamas 

2. External worship according to 
Kalpa-siitra 

3 . Dakshina-miirti is Rshi . . 
4. 

5. 

Kamesvara-Kamesvari are Devata 

Worship KuQ.<;ialini in Sahasrara 

6. Arousal of KuQ.<;falini and its pas
sage to Sahasrara 

7. Siva and Sakti are one and equal 
(samarasya) 

8. ~orship of deities Mahamaya, 
Sarada and forms of Parvati 
(Kamesvari and Bala) 

9 . Goal : release from samsara (viz . 
moksha) 

KAULACHARA 
(The Left way) Varna 

I . Based on Tantras 

2. Worship according to tantras 

3. Bhairava is ~shi 

4 . 

5. 

Ananda-bhairava and Ananda
bhairavi are Devata 

Worship KuQ.<;ialini in Miiladhara. 

6. After arousal , KuQ.<;ialini rises to 
Sahasrara, but returns to 
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Miiladhara to rest there 

7. Sakti is dominant (stands above 
the prostrate Siva) 

8. Worship of Tripura-bhairavi and 
her forms 

9. Goal is fulfilment of desires 
(kamya) 

The Sakta worship, according to 
some texts, assumes three variant 
modes: (1) KuQ.<;ialini-krama (also called 
Kali-krama), where the arousal of 
KuQ.<;ialini figures prominently, and 
which is sattvika in character and 
where Sri-chakra is worshipped in the 
'Kadi ' method, (2) Sundari-krama (also 
called Harilsa-krama), where the Sri
chakra is worshipped according to the 
'Hadi' method; and which is rajasika 
in character, and (3) Samavarodhini
krama (also called Tara-krama), where 
the Bhairavi-chakra is resorted to, and · 
the Sri-chakra is worshipped accord
ing to the 'Sadi' method, and which 
is described as tamasika in character. 
This division is especially relevant for 
the foiiowers of Sri-vidya. 

4. THE CULTIC OVERTONES 

The Uimasa-mode of worship in 
the Sakta cults involves the actual 
employment of five articles, the names 
of all of which in Sanskrit begin with 
the letter 'rna' (hence called paficha
makara-tattvas): wine (madya), meat 
(marhsa) , fish (matsya), occult gestures 
(mudra) and copulation (maithuna). 
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What prejudiced the common man 
most against the Sak.ta cultic practices 
was the set of six wicked and harmful 
procedures, known as shat-karma, 
which no doubt .figures prominently in 
many of the Sakta texts and even in 
lhe Buddhist sadhanas and guhya
samaja, and in the .Jaina manuals like 
Bhairava-Padnuivatl-kalpa. They are: 
paralysing (the enemy's tongue or limbs, 
starhbhana), deluding (making the 
enemy's mind confused and heart 
r:-.louded, mohana), driving out (the 
enemy from his own place of resi
~ence and activity, ucchha!ana), entic
mg (the women one has set his heart 
upon and attracting the influential 
peo~le, vasyakarshal).a), causing dis
s~nsiOm and quarrels (among friends, 
VIdveshal).a) , and killing (the enemies, 
maral).a). 

Thes\.: are achieved by occult 
means, always carried out in secret 
and mostly by recourse to witchcraf~ 
and sorcery; specific mantras and 
h~rbs are also employed. To these 
Wtc~ed deeds are added three other 
magtcal procedures for pacification of . 
malevolent influences and e '1 . . 
( ,_ . v1 spmts 
santtk~)' for nourishment and health 

(paush!Ika), and for 
(santiiflaka). progeny 

~~ -q'l6'3)'€i41<:.f ct~41Cfi~UI~~I 
~ ~ -:q ~lf.::O~ -q1f1:oc!~ 'Gq(ll 

The six proced - . ures are regarded 
as tamastka in nature· and 1 h • at ough 
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they may be effective here and now, 
they are sure to spell ruin to the 
practitioner himself in the long run: 

~ ~ 1m q:d~l'j~ 'W~I 

But we find many Sakta works 
describing them in great detail, and 
Prapaiicha-siira (23-5), ascribed 
(wrongly, however) to the great 
Sailkaracharya, gives a lengthy mantra 
(called Trailokya-mohana) to accom
plish all six magical deeds at once! 

It is probable that the ancient rite 
of syena-yaga (dealt with in many 
Sarhhitas and BrahmaQ.as of the Vedic 
corpus, and also in Manu-dharma
siistra, 11, 63) was the source for all 
the six magical deeds. 

Manu (op.cit) mentions that at
tracting the people to oneself and 
establishing ones own influence on 
others (mohana) is the primary deed 
(mula-karma), and that the other five 
branch out of it. According to him, 
attracting and enticing take three forms : 
winning the ruler over (raja-mohana), 
securing the attention of the assembly 
(sabha-mohana) and enticing men and 
women (stripurusha-mohana). 

There was a reaction against the 
employment of mantras for achieving 
these sinister and non-spiritual ends. 

In the Sakta literature we find 
sects hurling attacks on each other. 
Kaulas who cons.idered themselves as 
the most authentic group looked down 
upon other sects (cf. Kuliiri;Ulva, 2, 8, 
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'kaulatparataram na hi'). In Kulcln:zva
tantra, (2, 10), Siva tells the goddess 
that he, with an eye for the essentials, 
has recovered Kula-dharma from 
churning the great ocean of the Veda 
with his rod of wisdom. 

ltf~ ~(1(\0;g1 ~(\(J(Jii""I~(Ufq'{l 

w$ l1liT ~ ~: (Oi~~d:ll 

Within the Kaula group itself, 
there were the Uttara-kaulas who were 
given to external worship and coarse 
rituals; and the PUrva-kaulas who re
lied only on symbolic interpretations 
and internal worship. But the follow
ers of Samayachara condemn the other 
groups as given to violence, sex, 
crude rituals and anti-social conduct; 
and claim that they themselves are 
highly refined and evolved. But the 
expression "samaya'' which means 
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Siva, or Devi when in the feminine 
ending, or more properly the identifi
cation or equality (sama) of Siva and 
the Dcvi (sakti) . It also means hemp 
which was employed ceremonially. And 
the samaya adherent will not engage 
himself in any details of worship, 
mantra, japa or homa, but conduct all 
worship in his own heart; and only for 
spiritual benefit. His worship is purely 
internal, mental, and not at all exter
nal. 

~~~' p ' (44llli<IFU '1Tll 3ii•~Hl(\li1Uct: I 9j. <:.11i:ll(i 

'1Tll ~1&110(\liRfctfU{l {~{04'{1 (Ot'"lfll1i 

~ ~mui ~. \ifGT "11fuf, ~~~6'1"ilsN 
'1'Tft<r1 ~1~1{\illfCl~ 1 ~I ~<'=fl4<:.1 
~ ~ liiCl<!\j~ll'{l 

(Loll a-Lakshmidhara). 

According to Kdma-kald-vildsa, 
samaya is synonymous with Siva-vidya 
(kadi), of which Dakshil).amurti is the 
rshi and Kamesvari and Kamesvara 
are the Devatas conjoined. 

In any case, the Sakta-agama. is 
built on the basis of several sectarian 
divisions, and does not have a central 
source. The differences between the 
sects are not only ideological but 
territorial and provincial. The division 
of the Sakta agama into four tradi
tional schools or amnayas is, there
fore, significant. Although the number 
of amnayas was increased to five or 
seven in later times, the original reck
oning was only four, related to the 
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four cardinal directions East, Sout~, 
North and West (cf. Sariketa-paddhatl) 

The Purvamnaya (easten school) 
emphasized KuHichara, having Kulesvari 
as the presiding deity and adhering to 
the Trika doctrine which originated in 
Kashmira. The DakshiiJ.amnaya (south
er~ school) is associated with Sri
v.idya, with Kamesvari in her form of 
a · young--virgin or Kumari .as the 
presiding deity, with her four aspects, 
Tripura, Vagisvari, Vagbhava and 
Bhaga-maliru; the school expounds the 
Kamakala doctrine, and teaches the 
worship of Sri-chakra. The Uttaramnaya 
(northern school) teaches the krama 
doctrine, prevalent in Kashmira, and 
the worship of Kalesvari (anakhya). 
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The Paschimamnaya (western school) 
· · dvocacy of the is distinguished by Its a -

. . of Para Apara trika-doctnne m terms . ' hi 
and Parapara aspects, and Its wors p 
of Kubjika as the goddess. 

Each of these schools has its own 
· n assem-set of scriptural texts, Its ow. . 

bly of goddesses, its own P?Ilosoph~~ 
cal orientation, its own . lm~age d 
.gurus and line of comm~rn~auon , ans 
its own ritualistic prescnptiOns. Thu ' 
the idea of Saktagama does not sug
gest a common background or fra~e~ 
work, or even a common doctnna 
corpus. 

5. THE TEXTUAL MATERIAL 
Considering the manner in which 

the Saiva sects developed, and the 
Sakta outlook was crystallized, one 
cannot expect the Sakta-agama to be 
well-defined or unitary in character. 
There is considerable vagueness about 
the number of texts, the nature of the 
texts, and the authenticity of the texts 
that constitute the Sakta-agama. In 
fact, we do not read about Saktagama, 
as for instance we read about 
Saivagama or Paficha-ratragama. And 
the affiliations of what we know as 
Saktagama to . the Vedic corpus is 
highly uncertain. There was of course 
an attempt to graft the tantrik practi~es 
into the Vedic frame-work, and m
volve Vedic mantras in the tantrik 
practices; but the attempt was not 
always successful, nor was it accepted 
universally. 
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In general, however, the Sak:tagama 
is claimed to have originated from 
AJharva-veda, especially the Saubhagya
kai)<;la thereof. Rudra-yiimala describes 
the Devi as belonging to the Atharva
branch (atharvai)a-sakhini). Bhaskara
raya, ·an eminent authority on the 
Southern division of Saktagama, holds 
that this agama is a sequel to the 
knowledge-part (jiiana-kai)<;la or 
Vedanta) of the Vedic corpus, even as 
the Srauta-siitra and dharma-sastra texts 
are to the ritualistic action-part (karma
kai)<;la or mimarilsa). Kuliir!Java (2, 
140-141) boldly suggests that the Kula
sastra is entirely Vedic (vedatmaka). 
There are scholars who trace the 
origin of Sakta-agama in Taittirlya
iirm:zyaka (1 , 11, 54, 1, 12, 32, 127 
etc.), and the Sakta practices in the 
ritual known as Arui)a-ketaka-chayana. 

From very early times, it is be
lieved that the tantras constituting the 
Saktagama are in three major divi
sions corresponding to the three geo
graphical divisiqns of the country: 
Asva-kranta (64 tantras current in the 
region extending from the Vindhya 
ranges to Tibet), VishJ)u-kranta (64 
tantras current in the region from the 
Vindhya ra~ges to Chanala) and Ratha
kranta (64 tantras in the region to the 
south of the Vindhya ranges till the 
ocean). Texts like Sammoha-tantra also 
make a tripartite division of the tantras, 
but slightly differently: China (with 
one hundred principal texts and seven 
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subsidiary ones), Dravi<;la (with 20 

major texts and 25 minor texts), 
and Kerala (with 60 major texts and 
500 minor ones). 

Meru-tantra (1,21) mentions that 
108 tantras were given by Siva to 
Devl, but doe~ not tell us what these 
texts are. The number 108 is of mystic 
significance, and there may be little 
more to it. Generally, however, the 
number of texts constituting the 
Sak:tagama is given as 64 · ( cf. 
Nityasho(fasikiir!Java, 1, 14-22, and 
Bhaskara-raya's Setubandha on it; also 
Kula-chu(iamaiJ.i -tantra, and 
Lakshmidhara's commentary on 
Saundarya-laharl}, probably the num
ber corresponding to the 64 aspects 
(kalas) of Sakti. It may be re_called that 
Abhinava-gupta, while making a tri
partite division of Saivagama, gives 
the number of texts included in the · 
third group as 64 (the so-called 
Bhairava-tantras), (the first two groups, 
viz. Siva group and the Rudra group, 
together comprising of 28 texts, which 
correspond with the extent of Saiva
siddhanta), The number 64 here is 
derived from the traditional reckoning 
of eight groups of Bhairavas with eight 
of them in each group (bhairava-ash~ 
ashtaka). It is hard to ascertain if this 
was also a consideration while giving 
the number of Sakta tantra texts as 64. 
But what these ·texts are is not uni
formly accepted; different sects have 
different lists. 
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The commonly accepted· texts are 
the four groups of eight texts each 
(ash~akas): Bhairavashtaka, Yamalash~ 
aka, . Bahurupashtaka and Mata
tantrashtaka. The Bhairava group of 
texts correspond with the e~ght forms 
of Bhairava: Svacchanda, ChaQ<;Ia, 
Krodha, Urunatta, Asita, (Asitailga or 
Ugra), Ruru, Jhailkara (Mahocchh
ushma) and Kapalisa. The Yamalas 
(couple-in-union) are so called be
cause in them the god and the god 

dess, the male tantrik practitioner and 
his female consort, the mantra (male) 
and the vidya (female), the theory 
(iiHina) and the practice (kriya) occur 
in unison. 

<!Ja:tflt4P id : ~ ~1'18fe1 f.o111~dl 

(Jayadratha-Yamala, ch. 35) 
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~ ~ ';fp:f q~fq.g)Cfllll'q{'"{l 

#111 f 5h ~I c-4Cti o =c:q I o:lll 0041 q 8P1T W-mq_11 

(ibid 40) 

The only Yamala texts that are 
available now are Jayadratha
Ytimala, Brahma-Yamala and frag
ments of Uma-ytimala (recovered in 
Nepal). The eight Yamala texts , ac
cording to the list given in Brahma
yamala, are named after Kanda 
(Skanda), Rudra, Brahma, VishQu, 
Yama, Vayu, Kubera and Indra. And 
this Yamala naturally claims that all 
other Yamalas are derived from itself. 
8ju-vimarsinl; . however, gives another 
list: Brahma, Vishi).u, Rudra, 
Jayadratha, Skanda, Uma, Lakshmi, 
and Gal}esa. And there are other 
Yamala texts, for which references are 
available: Devi-yamala (Devyamala), 
Ruru-Yamala, Svacchhanda - yamala, 
Lakshmi-yamala, Gai).esa-yamala, 
Atharval}a-Yamala and Sarhkarshil).i
yamala. 

It is also believed that there are 
three major divisions: Raurava, 
Andhaka and Kanaka, corresponding 
to Vishi).u-yamala, Skanda-yamala and 
Rudra-yamala; and that from these 
yamalas ~gveda, Yajurveda and Sama
veda took shape respectively. From 
Uma-yamala, Atharva-veda is said to 
have emerged. 

The group known as 'Bahu
rupashtaka' contains texts in the names 
of seven celebrated matrka goddesses 
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(sapta-matrkas): Brahmi, Mahesvari, 
Kaumari, Vaishl)avi, 'larahi, Mahendri 
and Chamul)<;la, together with that of 
Siva-diiti as the eighth. 

The eight Mata-tantras are so
called because the names of the texts 
end with 'mata' (meaning the view
point expressed by a particular sage, 
teacher or goddess) . They are, in most 
of the references: Kubjika-mata, 
Siddhayogisvari-mata, Mahapichu-mata 
(the expression pi-chu seems to signify 
the union of 'pi' menstrual flow or 
female aspect, yoni; and 'chu', seed 
or male aspect, hindu), Mahalakshmi
mata, Rupika-mata, Kurupika-mata, 
Sarvavira-mata, and Vimala-mata. 
Another list of the same group has: 
Sambara, Piilgala, Utphullaka, Rakta, 
Pechika, Nilakesa, Bharul)<;la and 
Mrgalini. 

These four groups of texts ac
count for half the number of texts 
which are supposed to constitute the 
Saktagama. Among the others, we 
have five 'amnayas' listed as books: 
Purva, Dakshil)a, Uttara and Paschima, 
referring to the four cardinal direc
tions, and one Ordhva (upper). But 
the expression 'amnaya' is usually 
employed to signify a group of texts 
which reflect a particular tradition, or 
a sect. And there is no other refer
ence to any text bearing the name 
ending with 'amnaya'. 

However, there are tantrik works 
which are taken to represent the four 
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amnayas: like the Trika-tantra and 
Kularatnodyota for the eastern - - . ,. ,. _ ,. arnnaya, 
lvltya-shOt;/astkan:zava-tantra and 
Yoginlhrdaya for the southern amnaya. 
the Sammohana-tantra and the thre~ 
Kula-tantra texts (Kulasara, Kuloddlsa 
and Kula-chu(ialna!Ji) for the northern 
amnaya; Kubjikii-mata-tantra and 
Chifichinl-mata for the Western amnaya; 
and the Vaiseshaka-tantra for the up
per amnaya. But the identification of 
~exts belonging to the different amnayas 
Is by no means uniform. However, the 
list of Saktagama texts enumerates 
some of the amnaya-texts indepen
dently. For instance, the three kula
tantras of the northern amnaya, and . 
the Vaiseshaka-tantra of the upper 
amnaya. 

There are three Saril.bara texts: 
Suka-sambara, Yoginl-jala-sambara, 
and Tattva-sambara, all of which be-· 
long to Vidyapitha division. There are 
two texts belonging to the Garu<;ia 
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division of the eastern amnaya: .Trotala 
and Trotalottara. ~here are three 
Bheda-tantras: Hrdbhjda (or Hrllekha), 
Matrbheda and Rupa-bheda. Among 
other tantras included are Maha-maya, 
Mahil-sammohana (given by Tarilburu 
in the Vidyapitha division), Malwch
chushma (given by Kanaka), Vatula 
and Vatulottara, Nayottara (given by 
Phe~kara-bbairava), Guhyatantra, Vi~a 
(a root-tantra)~ Paiichamrta (belong
ing to the southern amnaya) , Kamika, 
Kalasara, Kala-vtida, Viravali, Visud 
dhesvara, Aru~esa and Modanesa. A 
verse traditionally recited by the Saktas 
enumerates the texts as follows : 

. ' 11 " . 4~141lll ~ ~ ~1 11N\1(1l(ICS(('{_I 

dt€4~114<q; ~ ~(qltiC:CfiGq ~II'< 11 

iil~q1si ~ lii4(116C:cfdlq ~I 

'€1~~111 ~ ~ 4~1~4't~1 o?.TIII~II 

46't~ ~ ~ ~ 1~l~H'{_I 

W\_~ "tffii~ ~ ~d;::i ~ Cfilf'iCfi'{_ll~ II 

Cfil("'qt<; CfiR1Bt( "0~ Cfj,f&StCfil4dl{l 

~ ~ C!lUII@G ~dct't~Hl{ll~ll 
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{1c:td1vn=i ~ fct4et4dGq ~~ 

3WJM q1c:::'\~i ~~ ~IIl i i 

Several tantras accepted by the 
Buddhists have found mention in works 
as early as the sixth century A·~· 
Some of these are obviously sakta lll 
nature and affiliation, like Kubjika
tantra and Nih.Svasa-tantra. Amogha
vajra, whose career in China stretched 
from 746 and 771 A.D. , is said to 

have translated as many as seventy
seven tantras; among them are some 
Sakta-tantras like Garuda-garbha and 
Vajra-kumara . Paramefvarl-tantra is 
found to have been copied in 849 
A.D ., and Kira~a-tantra (not the Saiva
tantra of that name) in 924 A · D · 
According to Jayadratha-yamala, the 
nine natha-siddha saints, and princi
pally Matsyendranatha (who lived 
around 800 A.D) , were responsible 
for the introduction of Sakta-tantras. 

6. MOVE TOWARDS VEDANTA 

GauC;la-pada (who is traditionallY 
claimed to be the teacher of Govinda, 
who is turn was the teacher of the 
great Sari1karacharya) whose date is 
ascertained to be around 500 A. D · • 

B~~~;ft~{ -tcl 4~1ftt¥Jftd tf?.TII 

~~ ~ fBO$iY•fllll~ll~ \l 

wrote several tantrik works of Sakta 
persuation: Sri-vidya-ratna-sutra, Sakli
sutra and Subhagodaya-stuti . These 
works ~rystallized the Sri-vidya school 
of Sakta-tantra (the so-called 
Tripuragama) . His student Govinda is 
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said to have authored Jayadratha
yamala, the manuscript of which was 
discovered in Nepal. Samkaracharya 
was himself an adept in Sri-vidya, so 
the tantrik tradition claims, although 
we get no indication of .this in his 
commentaries on the three prasthanas 
of Vedanta. However, Saundarya-lahari 
is ascribed to this master, although it 
is said that he only recovered this 
work, entirely or part of it, from 
Kailasa. Among the other Tantrik works 
ascribed to him are Prapaficha-sara
sangraha, Chintama~zi-stava and Tarti.

P rabh.rtikti.. 

Sarilkara is said to have popular
ized the Sri-vidya cult, especialy in 
South India. According to the account 
given in Sri-vidyt117J1lva-tantra, Sarilkara 
inherited this cult from a long line of 
teachers beginning with Kapila and 
continuing with Atri, VasishJha, 
Sanaka, Sanandarut, Bhrgu, Sanat
sujata, ·vamadeva, Narada, Gautama, 
Sakti, Markal)c;feya, Parasara, Suka, 
Vyasa, Gauc;Iapada, Parasarya, 
Satyanidhi, · Ramachandra, and 
Govinda, among seventy ooe teachers 
of antiquity (1, 52-60). In any case, 
after Sarilkara we have Padmapada 
(who was a direct disciple of Samkara 
and who wrote Smizbandha-dlpikti., a 
gloss on Prapaficha-sara), Bodha, 
GirvaQa, .Ananda, VishQu-sarma and 
Lakshmal')a-desika (who was the au
thor of the well-known Saradatilaka
tantra). 
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The impact of'these teachers and 
their work was the focussing of atten
tion on Samayachara, and making 
Sakta-tantra acceptable to the people 
at large. The tantra, which had suf
fered considerably owing to the 
antinomian and occult tendencies of 
some of the sects, was n0w purged of 
its discontents, and represented a highly 
esoteric and evolved complex of meta
physics and practice. As against the 
general run of the Sakta-tantras, which 
rejected the authority of the Vedic 
corpus and indulged in sorcery and 
witchcraft (mayendrajala), which en
couraged anti-social inclinations 
(nishiddhachara). and the practice of 
the six ignoble magical practices (shat 
-karma), was presented the pentad of 
auspicious texts (subi:tagama-pafichaka): 
the sarilhitas of Vasishtha, Sanaka, 
Sanandana, Sanatkumara al).d Suka. 
The yamalas which smacked of vio
lence and pa~sion (rajasa) and the 
c;Iamaras which preached wicked prac
tices like killing, wine-bibbling and 
sexual misbehaviour (tamasa) were 
given up; and the tantras which were 
favourable to austere and spiritual way 
of life (sattvika) were emphasized . 

The names that stand out in this 
period of purge and renaissance are 
those of Lolla-lakshmidhara of the 
l)iQQima family (about 1490-1530), 
who wrote excellent commentaries on 
Saundarya-laharl, and Subhagodaya, 

and Bhaskara-raya-makhi (Bhasura
nanda-natha) , who wrote his famous 
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gloss on Lalita-sahasra-niima in 1728 
and his commentary on Nityasho
dasikarnava section of Vamakesvara
iantra in 1733. The student of the 
latter, Umanandanatha brought the 
definitive text of Samayachara, Para5u
rama-kalpa-sutra, to the attention of 
scholars and practitioners alike by his 
commentary on this important and 
aphoristic work. 

Para.Su-rama-kalpa-sutra is a work 
in ten chapters (called khai)Q.as) , deal
ing with all important details of tantra. 
It begins with initiation (diksha), and 
provioes all particulars about Sri-vidya, 
theoretical as well as practical in the 
subsequent chapters. The work, al
though a standard textbook for Samaya
convention, recognizes the validity and 
value of kaulachara and the admissilility 
of the five 'rna' -articles used in 
Vamachara. However, Ramesvara's 
gloss (vrtti) on this work argues that 

· the Vedic framework is indispensable 
for success in tantrik practice. The 
gloss justifies the claim of the work to 
be in the nature of a 'kalpa', one of 
the auxiliary disciplines of Veda. The 
Kalpa-sutra aligns itself to the tfmtrik 
position of 'Traipura-siddhanta' which . . ' 
1~ ~et out mall the five 'amnaya's. The 
Salva enumeration of thirtysix tattvas 
o~ categories of existence is recog
mzed, and the soul is defmed as Siva 
but_ enclosed within the coverings 
(kanchuka) of these categories; the 
soul freed . from these coverings is 
none other than the supreme Siva. 

The interest of the work consists 
in the exposition of the sakta position 
in the preliminary section. There are 
twenty-three sutras (1,6-29), which 
present succinctly the ideological basis 
of Tantra-agama in terms of twelve 
principles (dharma). The recognition 
on the part of the soul that its essential 
nature is the undifferentiated absolute 
(Siva or Brahman) is held out as the 
objective : 

~fctq:t\: ~~:llf., II 

In the attainment of this 
objective, the mantras are of 
invaluable help, for they are equipped 
with imponderable power : 

G~tollqf-q'fll:ttfulot I I~ I I 

However, faith in the tradition of 
Hintrik teachers is a sine qua non for 
success in the endeavour. 
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Reliance on the master's words is 
capable of generating the gnosis that 
liberates: 

fcJJHrn~ SIIGI0'4~{" I~ o II 

The gnosis of ones own nature is 
occasioned by the realization of the 
utter unity of ones master, the mantra 
that has been given by him, the deity 
of the mantra, ones own self, mind, 
and the vital currents of the body: 

!!<IG~~cl(1JS Sc=G1R: 

4C41HI~Cfllf1%1cl11<\~{lfGfqf'd :II~~ II 

The nature of Brahman (viz. ones 
own self) is bliss; and the bliss is 
instituted within ones prychophysical 
constitution. The five rna-categories 
(matsya, mamsa, mudra, madya and 
maithuna) (of the lefthanded 'tantrik 
discipline) are calculated to unravel 
this bliss. But their employment must 
be in secret: 

~~~' 
~~~~ 

~tf~~Cf)l: "'m ~:1 

~ ~I SIICfi<_41btFI : II~~II 

The first principle is that the 
attitudinal steadfastness brings about 
the gnosis: 

t!IC411<\I<iffif<\litilfflf.&: II~~ II 

The next two principles are as 
follows: while the practitioners should 
refrain from finding fault with disci-
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plines and doctrines other than his 
own, he should also be indifferent to 
teachers and masters other than his 
own. 

'8q<:;~f11f1><;111 ~ 't II 

3l1'J11R Cfl flll fit II ~to, II 

The master must, in consideration 
of this devotion, impart to his disciple 
the most confidential details of the 
doctrine and discipline: 

'8f~&1 {(ifl!Cfi~ll~~ll 

The fifth principle is that the 
disciple must all the time attend to and 
contemplate upon, the instructions 
imparted by his master : 

~ fcmr S j'8.6 fa : II~ ~,g II 

He must unceasingly project in 
his consciouness the idea that he is in 
reality Siva, and this is the sixth 
principle : 

"8"ffif f.<IC4di'8Gdlc)~l: II~ t., II 

In order to succeed in this, he 
must eschew desire, aversion, greed, 
infatuation, arrogance, envy, injury to 
living beings, stealth, and sexual mis
deeds (seventh principle) : 

Cfi1Gst~l~'q4l6G<\41ffi ;qffq f5of% '81 s

~4(1lCfifqfG:teC4\;f1'{11~ ~II 

The eighth principle speaks about 
the necessity of being devoted to one 
master in order to be free from all 
doubts and uncertainties : 
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l(Cfi!!{iqlf~H'i~l~: II~ o II 

The ninth principle is to maintain 
an attiude of indifferance (riz. non
desire and non-aceptance) towards all 
mundane matt~rs : 

00 f16Yfhl~dlll~~ II 

The performance of ones own 
duties and functions without an eye for 
material benefits or reward is the tenth 
principle : 

~ fli<:Rql . Cf)qCf){UIIi_ll~~ II 

The eleventh principle is not to 
neglect for any reason what one is 
ordained to perform (viz. duty en
joined by virtue of belonging to a 
class or stage) 

3'1 f1 fll Cflt:f~ q : II ~ ~ II 

The last principle is to be 
fearless in all situations 

f1'*«rr 0011~~~~ 
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This enumeration of the twelve 
principles to be followed by the tantrik 
practitioners is followed by a symbolic 
account of the Vedic fire-ritual. What
ever one cognizes by his mind is the 
oblation to be offered; the sense
organs are the ladle through which the 
offerings are made. The energies of 
the individual are the fire-flames which 
lap up the offerings ; ones own self 
who is in reality Siva is the fire; and 
the practitioner is himself the priest 
who performs the fire-ritual: 

"BCf cru: ~~ ~f~~1fUr ~:1 

~ ~:1 *41r'll fuq: ~:1 

fq~£\q mor11~c...." 

The next aphorism describes the 
reward of performing such a fire
ritual. It is the acquisition of the 
consciousness which is altogether free 
from objective or subjective modalities 
(viz. recovery of pure consciousness) 

f1ffiti!~f-ilfG:"jfte: ~~~~~II 

The final aphorism in this section 
affirms that there can be no gain 
greater than the restitution of ones 
own natural state: 

~~ ~ fcm'ij II~G II 

The aphorism 29 concludes the 
section which formally begins with the 
third aphorism, viz "here is the philo
sophical foundation ." ('tatrayam 
siddhantah'), with the statement, "This 
then is the method of scriptural expo
sition" 
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Parasu-rdma-kalpa-sutra h b 
ed. t d 1 . as een 

I e a ong wtth Ramesvara 's vrtti b 
A· Mahadeva Sastri (Oriental Ins.titut Y 
Ba~oda, 1923) and the text was bee~ 
rev1s~d and enlarged by s. Yajiiesvara 
Sastn Dave (Oriental Institute, Baroda 
1979). Umanandanatha's Nityotsava 
which was a sort of supplement to th~ 
above text, was edited by A. Mahadeva 
Sastri (Oriental Institute, Baroda, 1930). 

The most important idea here is 
the di~tinc~i_on between prakasa (light) 
and ~Imarsa (thought). They are Siva 
and Sakti, the masculine and feminine 
principles of existence, not however a 
duality like that of Purusha and Pralqti. 

These two can coalesce, which is 
cal.led 'samarasa'. They form a single 
umty, the two aspects being interde
pendent and complementary to each 
other. They are like object and its 
movement, moon and its light, sub
stance and its shadow, word and its 
meaning, gold and the ornament made 
out of it, object and its attribute, name 
(nama) and form (riipa), what is ex
pressed (vachya) and what expresses it 
(vachaka). Siva is like the seed in 
which the power to grow into a tree 
is contained; the power to grow is 
vimarsa, while the seed is the prakasa. 
The power is always in the seed; 
vimarsa is always in prakasa, and the 
two canno~ be divorced from each 
other. If the light is bereft of anything 
to illumine, then that condition is 
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called prakasa. The refl . ectwn of aware-
ness, or thought of this 1. h . _ ,_ . . tg tIs vtmarsa, 
a potentiality ever prese . _, nt m prakasa. 
The flush of awareness . kn , , IS own as 
sphurana or thought Th d . f _ , · . · e octnne o 

prakasa and v1marsa is b . 11 , .. , as1c to a 
Sa1va and Sakta ideology. 

7• AROUND TilE VITAL FORCE 

It may also be seen that the 
~antrik ideology incorporates the Yoga 
Ideas about the vital force which func
tions in all beings. In fact, the two, 
Tantra-yoga, form a continuum, both 
in history and in spiritual discipline 

Derived from the Samkhya sys
tem, Yoga provides the practical supple
ment to the theoretical outlook. Yoga 
has actually its foundation in the pre
historic Tantrik practices, but was 
greatly influenced by the early Samkhya 
thought. The . Yoga-Tantra complex 
relies almost exclusively on the idea 
that the entire existence is the manifold 
play of, one vital principle, the power 
called Sakti , with its counterpart, con-
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sciousness called Siva. This is the 
most complete and comprehensive 
account of the vital force which is 
philosophically valid and practically 
significant. 

It may be mentioned that in the 
Tantrik system the universe consisting 
of thirty-six categories evolves in three 
strands, originating from the transcen
dental consciousness (para-samvit) or 
the pure being (sat) devoid of all 
limitations, differentiations, obstructions, 
inclinations and urges. This transcen
dental awareness or para-samvit is 
therefore represented as a point, de
void of dimensions (bindu). From this 
emanates the principle of subjective 
consciousness (as 'I' or 'aham') known 
as Siva, and the principle of objective 
consciousness (as 'this' or 'idam') 
known as sakti. The two principles 
are, in reality, one; undifferentiated 
and unmanifest in the parti-samvit. 
However, in the phenomenal context, 
the siva principle is the first evolute, 
followed by the sakti principle, which 
has three modalities of energy, viz, 
inclination (iccha), awareness (jiiana) , 
and action (kriya). 

The modality of 'inclination' ini
tially occurs as the principle of 
'sadasiva' (or stidtikhya, where the 
first experience of the individuated 
being is had), involving the dichotomy 
between the 'I' and the 'This') , with 
emphasis on the subjective aspect of 
experience; the modality of 'awarenes ' 

Srividya-Ko!?a 

occurs initially as the principle of 
Isvara ('lord of the phenomenal pre
sentation'), with emphasis on the ob
jective aspect of the 'I-This' dichotomy; 
and the modality of 'action' manifests 
originally as suddhavidya (also called 
sad-vidya, 'true knowledge'), repre
senting complete recognition of the 
dichotomy involved in all experience 
without emphasis either on the subjec
tive or on the objective aspect. While 
the modality of 'awarenes' (lsvara) 
first becomes aware of the 'I', the 
modality of 'action' (suddha-vidya) first 
becomes aware of the ' I', and subse-' 
quently of the 'This', thus occasioning 
movement. But Suddha-vidyti is char
acterized by the basic awareness that 
the 'I-ness' and the 'This-ness' are 
identical, while it is distinguished by 
maya which sees them as distinct. 

These five categories constitute 
'the pure path' (Suddhtidhva) charac
terized by -the modalities of conscious
ness only (chid-rupa). The para-samvit 
thus acquires five-fold powers (sakti): 
enduring as consciousness (siva), per
vasive as bliss (sakti), complete as ever 
content inclination (sadasiva), omni
scient as awareness (isvara), and om
nipotent as pure knowledge (suddha
vidyti). Their original direction is to
wards non-differentiation and unity. 

Owing, however, to the influence 
of the primordial veiling power (maya
sakti), which represents the complete 
separation of the 'I-ness' (ahantti) and 
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'This-ness' (idanta). Thus, in a kind 
of negation of suddha-vidya, the five 
characteristics get limited or contracted 
(and hence the expression kaiichuka): 
e~durance becomes limited and. de
fined by the time factor (kala), perva
sion defined by spatial restriction 
(niyati), omniscience particularized by 
circumscribed aspects of knowledge 
(vidya), and omnipotence limited by 
restricted activity (kala). These five 
modes of contraction are fundamen
tally aspects of consciousness (chid
rupa) and pure in their: nature 
(suddha), but are subject to the impact 
of the principle of obscuration (viz., 
maya-sakti), which is inert (achid
rupa) and impure (asuddha). There
fore, the group of these five modes is 
called ' the pure-and-impure path' 
(suddhtisuddha}, which is the second 
strand of evolution. Here the split 
between the 'I' and the 'This' be
comes complete. 

The third strand of evolution con
. ts of twenty-six categories, all of 

SIS . h 
h 1 representing the Impure pat 

t en . d b 
(asuddhadhva) and ch~ract~nze y 
on-consciousness (achzd-rupa). The 

n ower of obscuration (mdya-sakti) is 
~he fundamental principle operating 

h and the entirety of phenomenal ere, . 
transactions is occasioned by It· The 
categories, besides the power of ob
scuration under this head are the 
twenty-fi~e categories postulated in the 
Samkhya system; the five 'bare details' 
(tan-matras: form, taste, sound, smell 
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and touch), the five 'formed elements' 
(mahabhuta: earth, water, air, fire and 
akasa), the five 'cognitive organs' 
(ji1dnendriyas : eyes, ears, nose, tongue 
and skin), the five 'organs of action' 
(karmendriyas : organs of prehension, 
locomotion, speech, elimination and 
reproduction), the mind (manas), the 
ego (ahamktira), the potential but 
unformulated awareness (mahat), the 
primordial nature (mula-prak.rti) and 
the individuated being (purusha). The 
last two categories represent the ob
jective (This) and subjective (I) coun
terparts of the dichotomy inherent in 
phenomenal experience. 

Thus, the universe is composed of 
five categories in the 'pure' strand 
(symbolizing percipient consciousness), 
twenty-six in the 'impure' strand 
(symbolizing the presentational world 
of inert matter) , and five in the 'pure
and-impure' strand (symbolizing the 
representational aspect or the transac
tion between the two extreme catego
ries mentioned above), altogether mak
ing thirty-six. This entire phenomenal 
context is the projection of the prin
ciple of universal energy (Sakti-tattva), 
the second evolute representing the 
bliss (tmanda) of pure and transcen
dental consciousness (para-samvit) . It 
is undistinguished in its essence from 
the first evolute, viz., the principle of 
universal awareness (sivasakti) . How
ever, the universal dynamics is better 
understood by referring to the caus
ative principle as power of energy. 
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The principle of siva, as the first 
evolute, is differentiated from the ulti 
mate principle of pure and transcen
dental consciousness (para-samvit) in 
that it is the principle of active con
sciousness (chit), providing the subjec
tive framework in all experience (viz. , 
the notion of 'I', aham), without how
ever any involvement of the objective 
context. The principle of sakti, on the 
other hand, evolving directly from the 
principle of siva, is the cosmic energy 
which defines. the objective context 
(viz., the notion of 'This', idam). The 
phenomenal projection actually pro
ceeds from the principle of sakti (who 
is therfore described as the mother
goddess), as the three modalities of 
energy: 'inclination' (iccha), 'aware
ness ' (jfuina) and 'action (karma). 

The principles of siva and sakti 
are undistinguished, and occur in 
perfect harmony in the ultimate state 
of cosmic dissolution (samhara or 
pralaya). During creation (srsh!i), 
however; the bipolarity of the 'I' and 
the 'This' (the functions respectively 
of the principles of siva and the 
principle of sakti) tends to become 
maximized; and during preservation 
(sthiti) the dichotomy is steadily main
tained. The twin functions resulting 
from this polarity are 'illumination' 
(prakasa) and 'deliberation'· (vimarsa), 
which pervade the entirety of phenom
enal reality as well as the transactional 
experience of all living beings. The 
relation between the two principles is 
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likened to that of the lamp and its 
light. The rays of light proceeding in 
all directions are responsible for the 
cosmic evolution in terms of thirty-six 
categories. 

The function of 'deliberation' 
(vimarsa) is explained as the principle 
of 'illumination' becoming aware of 
the processes in its own being as 
active consciousness ('percipient', 
pramatr), more specifically, becoming 
conscious of itself as the subject. An 
extended meaning of 'deliberation' is 
also drawn out; "It renders even an 
extraneous thing its own: it renders 
itself alien to itself ; it unifies the two 
processe~ (identification and alienation); 
and separates what is thus united" . 
Principally, 'deliberation' signifies di 
chotomization in the act of awareness 
in terms of = 'self-awareness' (ahamtd) 

·and 'object-awareness' (idamtd). 

'Deliberation' is taken to repre
sent the central 'channel' in the hu
man constitution known as sushum!Jd. 
The idea of 'channel' (ntir;li) in the 
body, gross and subtle, is prevalent 
not only in the Tantras and Yoga, but 
even in the Vedic thought. The 
Upanishads speak of one hundred and 
one 'channels' that originate in, and 
ramify from, the very core of human 
existence viz, 'the heart' (hrdaya, as 
the seat of the soul) . They are de
scribed as extremely subtle and minute, 
like unto a single hair split a thousand
fold. Each of these channels carry· and 
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convey the vital force (prti.!Ja) ; and all 
of them together not only sustain life, 
but are responsible for all physiologi
cal, mental and spiritual functions. 

One of them, the one that inclines 
upward, is the most important one. It 
enables one to. accomplish the highest 
objective of human existence, viz. 
immortality (amrtatva). While hun
dred channels bind the individual, the 
one liberates him. The early 
Upanishads, however, do not name 
this ascending and liberating 'chan
nel'; we find the first reference to it 
by name in Maitrl-Upanishad (6,21). 

The .idea of 'channel' of energy 
figures prominently in the Tantrik 
texts and in yogic practices. The num
ber of channels that support life and 
sustain the organism is given here as 
three crores and a half. The subtle 

. body of man is composed of one 
hundred and one channels, which 
ramify from the 'heart', the 'basal 
pit', and otlfer centres (chakras). Each 
of these is said to branch out into a 
hundred lesser 'channels', each of 
them in turn branching out, and mak
ing an elaborate network of 700 mil
lion 'channels', through 'which the 
vital currents flow. 

The central ascending 'channel' 
known as 'sushum1Jti' has already 
been referred to. It occurs inside the 
most minute channel (called chitriJJl, 
representing the lunar energy in the 
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body) , enclosed within another chan
nel known as vajrb:zi, representing the 
solar energy in the body, which runs 
inside and along the back bone (called 
meru-daJJr;/.a). It represents the prin
ciple of fire (agni) and is composed of 
the three gunas (sattva, rajas and 
tamas). It originates in the basal cen
tre (mitladhtira, also called kanda
yoni, or adhara-kutLr;/.a, representing 
the earth element in the body) and 
reaches upto the subtle opening on top 
of the head (brahma-randhra, which 
represents the seat of pure elements 
(viz. svadhish{htina-water, maJJpilra
fire, anahata-air, visuddha-ether and 
ajiia-mind). 

Thus the sushum1Jti is the most 
fundamental chord in human exist
ence, comprehending as it does the 
three basic strands (viz. the guJJas), 
the three regions (sun, moon and 
fire), and the five elements, · and also 
providing the possibility of pushing on 
to the highest goal. It symbolizes the 
primordial nature (or prakrti) as par
ticularized in the human being. To its 
left but outside the meru-dar.tr;/.a is 
another channel, called il;la, originat
ing from the same source as the 
sushum!J-d, but ·ending in the left nos
tril; and to its right , also outside, the 
meru-daJJr;/.a, is the channel known as 
pifigalti, originating as ir;la does bur 
ending in the· right-nostril. If sushum1Jti 
represents the principle of fi re, it;la 
(masculine and white in colour) rep-
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resents the lunar principle, and piligald 
(feminine and red in colour) the solar 
principle. 

The three channels -are united in 
their origin in the basal centre 
(Multdhiira), and hence they are called 
yuktii-tri veiJ.l, (three streams united), 
and symbolize the _ new-moon 
(amavasya), when sun and moon meet. 

Srividya-Ko~a 

The streams referred to here are 
imagined to be the subtle and organ
ismic representatives of the river Ganga 
(lt;fti), the river Yamuna (ping ala) and 
the hidden river Sarasvati (sushuml:zti). 

The central channel is closely 
related to the cosmic energy that 1 ies 
dormant in every living being, ku~:z{falinl 
imagined .to be like a coiled serpent 
slumbering in the basal centre and 
blocking the central channel. It is the 
representative of the principle of Sakti 
in man, deliberation (vimarsti), re
moved from the principle of (Siva) 
illumination (prakdsa) which is located 
in the thousand-petalled lotus ' 
(sahasrdra) on the crown of the head. 

The central channel being blocked 
is responsible for the separation of the 
two principles in transaction, although 
they are united in reality. The pre
scribed discipline in Tantra and Yoga 
is to "to arouse" the ku1J4alinl, which, 
uncoiling itself,- would ascend along 
the central channel and reach the 
thouasnd-petalled lotus. The dichotomy 
between the twin principles is thus 
eliminated. The deliberation of sakti is 
actualized in the central channel. 

The concept of chakra in Indian 
literature is varied . The word is de
rived from the root Kr ('to do'), and 
etymologically it signifies an instru
ment of action. The potter 's wheel 
which helps the production of pots is 
called a 'chakra 'in this sense· the 

' 
wheel of the cart is also a 'chakra' for 
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it enables the cart to move. The 
diagrams, implements and machines 
that are meant to accomplish certain 
pre-determined effects are also 'chakra'. 
Extended use of the word is in the 
sense of assemblage (samuha, vraja), 

army (send), or empire (rdshfra). We 
thus have . stellar constellations 
(nakshatra-chakra), and expre~sions like 
chakra-vyuha, meaning the crucial 
deployment of army-units on the battle
field, and chakra-vartin meaning em
peror. In the Tantrik context, well
defined congregation of devotees for 
characteristic ritualistic ends, is called 
a 'chakra'; hence expressions like 
stidhaka-chakra ('the assemblage of 
practitioners') , chakra-puja ('ritualistic 
worship in secret group'), yoginl-chakra 
('the assemblage of esoteric helpmates') 
and so on. 

Srividya-Ko~a 

A special connotation of the word 
is to be found in the idea of the human 
constitution being composed of several 
channels of vital force (nafll-chakra). 

'Chakra' here means a vortex, or 
plexus of forces, physical as well as 
psychic. They connect the subtle body 
(made up of the sensory organs and 
functions, mind, ego and conscious
ness) with the physical body (made up 
of the five elements). About thirty of 
them are listed in the Yoga manuals : 
the nadis situated at the toe of the foot 
(pada~gushfha) , the heel (parsh~zi), 
the ankle (gulphas), the knee (janu), 
anus (guda), the miiladhara, the sac
ral plexus, the perineum (yoni) , the 
testes (mushka), the penis (meflhra), 
the groin (varhksh!Ja), the svadhis! 
hana, the i(la, and the piligala in the 
kanda-yoni, the navel (nabhi, umblical 
region), the mal)ipiira, the thumb 
(angus.tha), the elbow (aratni), the 
arm-pit (kaksha), the anahata, the tip 
of the tongue, (jihvagra), the visuddha, 
the soft palate (gha!J!ika) , uvular (talu), 
palate, the nose-tip (nasagra), between 
the eye-brows (bhrumadhya), the ajna, 
below this region (lalana), the mind 
(manas), the middle region of the 
cereburm (soma) . 

Of these channels, six (shaf-chakra) 
which have already been mentioned · 
~re regarded as especially important 
10 

yogic practice and hence designated 
brahma-chakras: ( 1) 
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building and body-breaking processes 
take place. The two channels meet at 
the muladhara, close to the ku~zflalini, 
which is the source of the bodily 
energy, Vayu, the life-force (bindu) 
and the expressive tendency (niida, lit. 
sound). 

The channel that is central (hav
ing the ifla to its left, and pitigala to 
its right , the two entwining round 
itself) is called sushum~a (or 
avadhutika), coresponding to the prin
ciple of fire. This is the channel 
through wich the Ku~flalini can as
cend to 'the thousand - petalled lotus' 
on the crown of the head. The 
Kur:u;Lalini is imagined as a serpent 
with three coils and a half, asleep at 
the mouth of the sushum1J.d. She is the 
mother-goddess, having her home in 
the subtle body of every individual . 

Around the central channel is the 
network of 72,000 channels, of which 
the most important are the f<:>urteen 
mentioned below: 

(1) The Alarhbusha, correspond
ing to the letter 'ka' is the channel 
starting from the base of the central 
channel and reaching the anus (payu); 
(2) the channel called Kuhu starts 
from both sides of the central channel 
and reaches the penis (dhvaja); it 
corresponds with the letter 'kha' ; (3) 
The channel known as Visvodara is 
inside the stomach (jafhara) but it 
reaches alround; it corresponds with 
the letter 'ga' ( 4) VariJ.a (sometimes 
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called Varu~J.a) extends upwards and 
downwards form the same region; it is 
identified by the letter 'gha'; (5) Hasti
jihva begins at the eastern side of ifl.a 
and goes to left toe; it is the letter 
'na'; Ya.fovati (or Yasavati) begins at 
the same place and attaches to the 
right two, it is the letter 'cha' ; (7) 
Payasvini is the channel reaching right 
ear and is the letter 'chha'; (8) 
Gandhari reaches the left eye and is 
identified with the letter 'ja' ; (9) Pasha 
reaches the right eye and is the letter 
'jha' ; (10) Samkhi~J.i the channel reach
ing the left ear is the letter 'I) a'; ( 11) 
Sarasvati reaches the tip of the tongue 
and is tne letter 'ta'; (12) ifl.a is the 
channel to the left of te central chan
nel and reaches the left nostril; it is 
identified with the letter 'tha' ; ( 13) 
piligala is to the right of the central 
channel and reaches the right nostril ; 
it is identical with the letter 'da'; and 
( 14) Sushum1J.d, the central channel 
which reaches the opening at the 
crown of the head (brahma-randhra); 
it is identified with the letter 'dha '. 

The locations and the directions 
of the naflis are given slightly differ
ently in different texts. The above 
account mainly follows Tantra-raja
tantra (27 ,33-41) and Darsanopanishad 
belonging to Stima-veda. Anothther 
text, Yoga-chufltimaf.li-Upanishad enu
merates ten important channels; and 
gives their places of function. Besides 
Sushum~ui, lfl[l and Pi~J.gala, it men
tions that Alarizbusha functions in the 
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mouth Kuhu in the genitals, Gandhari 
' 

·in the left eye; Hasti-jihva in the right 
eye, Pushd in the right ear, Yasasvini 
in the ·left ear, and Samkhil;i in the 
anus. 

The nydsa-procedure given by 
Bhaskara-raya in his gloss over 
Bhdvanopanishat, however, has differ
ent places. According to him, the 
channels mentioned in the Upanishadic 
text are to be located in the centre of 
the forehead (Almhbusha), on the right 
side of the forehead (kuhu), on the 
right cheek (Visvodara), on the right 
shoulder (Vara~a), on the right side 
(Hasti-jihva), on the right thigh 
(Yasovati), on the right ankle 
(Payasvini), on the left ankle 
(Gandhari), on t~e left thigh (Pasha), 
on the left side (Samkhi~i), on the left 
shoulder (Sarasvati), on the left cheek 
(lc;ia), on the left side of the forehead 
(pi rig ala), and at the back of the 
forehead (Sushum~a). 

The concept of Vayu ('wind', 
. e the 'vital current', PrcuJa) is 1. . , 

f ndamental to the concept of the 
u . l 
h nnels. The different vita currents 

c a , ·~ 
d It with here are so many mam es-ea . 

t . ons of consciousnes' (clzattanya-ta 1 . 
jnizbha!Jam) derived from the capacity 
t~ combine on the part of the five 
bodily constituent-factors (earth, . w~-

fi re air and akasa) and the mdi-
re~ ' · Th vidualized consciousness (buddhl). e 
principle that organizes these several 
factors of the body and the sense-
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organs is the soul (jiva), which is 
nothing other than the individualized 
conciousness in its condition of non
discrimination (viz. the phenomenal 
state) 

We have spoken of the channels 
which are 72,000 in number. Of 
them, ten are most important because 
they carry the vital currents, and thus 
sustain the 'soulhood ' (jiva), viz, the 
efficient organization of the bodily 
facrors, mental modalities and the sen
sory functions. 

The ten vital currents are grouped 
into the prti!Ja- pentad (prti!J.a
paflchaka) and ndga-pentad (naga
paflchaka). In the first pentad are 
included; 

(1) Prd!J.a, located principally in 
the heart, although moving about in 
the nostrils, the head and the navel, 
moving upward causing food to be 
swallowed, respiration and all other 
bodily movements; (2) Aptina, locate~' 
principally in the navel, although 
moving about in the navel, the thighs 
and the stomach, causing evacuation 
of faeces, urine, semen and menstrual 
fluid, as well as bearing down foetus ; 
(3) \)!tina, located principally in the 
nostrils and stomach, although it per
vades all over the body, causing circu
lation of blood and chyle, growth, 
building of the body and sustenance of 
life; (4) Udtina, located principally in 
the throat , although it moves about in 
the hands and feet accompanying Prd!Ja 
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and causing speech and alimentation ; 
and (5) Samtina, located principally in 
the navel (near the digestive fire or jti! 
hartigni) and the toes of the feet, 
although its function is pervasive in 
the body, causing reception of food , 
digestion, separation of the nutrients 
from the waste products, and nourish
ment for the body. 

In the second pentad are included 
minor vital currents: (1) Ntiga, whose 
function is to cause belching etc. (2) 
Kurma, which causes the movement 
of eyelids ; (3) Krkara, which is 
responsible for fatigue and yawning; 
(4) Devadatta, which causes fatigue 
and yawning; and (5) Dhanafijaya, 
which causes various sounds within 
the body during bodily functions, and 
which does not leave the body even at 
death. 

Bhtivanopanishat which is a tantr.ik 
text dealing with Sri Chakra has the 
following passage describing the func
tions of the vital current: 

"This vital current (or wind) led 
by prtiiJa, becomes the five-fold sto
machic fire, owing to differences in 
the conditioning factors viz, the one 
that eliminates, the one that digests, 
the one that dries up (the doshas of 
the stomachic fire), the one that burns, 
and the one that floods. The vital 
current, led by ntiga, becomes five
fold fires in the body of human be
ings, viz., the one that secretes bile, 

· the one that throws out, the one that 
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churns (food) , the one that swells, and 
the one that dissolves, and the one 
helps digest the five kinds of food, 
viz., what is eaten without mastica
tion, what is masticated, what is 
sucked, what is licked up and what is 
drunk. These are the ten aspects of 
the vital firet,. 

The Tantra-rtija-tantra (35, 10) 
which is probably the source for the 
above passage mentions merely ten 
' fires' (vahnayah). The commentary 
thereon expleains that the ten fires 
refer to the fires in the 'seven bodily 
constituents (chyle, blood, muscle, fat
tissue, bone, marrow and semen, 
dhtitvagnis, viz, responsible for 
metabolism) enjoined with the fires in 
the three doshas (vtita, pitta and 
kapha). 

The function called 'rechaka' 
eliminates or ejects the waste-products 
after the separation of the nutrient 
portion of the food (sara) from the 
waste (ki{!a). The function called 
ptichaka is the actual process of diges
tion; soshaka is absorption of the 
watery portion of the digested food, 
and aiding the action of the 'stom~chic 
fire ' ; dahaka is burning in the sense 
of metabolic action; plavaka is flood
ing the food with chyle in order to 
help the 'stomachic fire' burn; kshiiraka 
secretes the bile; udgrtihaka drives out 
the wind that might interfere with 
proper digestion; kshobhaka churns 
the food well in the stomachic cavity; 

- - --
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cal formulation of the correspondance 
between the universe (brahmaQ.<;la) and 
the individual (pii)<;lai)<;la). The same 
mother-goddess is the Devi in the 
universe and KuQ.<;lalini in the indi
vidual. She is primarily in the form of 
a triangle (trikoQ.a), representing the 
sun (surya), the moon (soma) and the 
fire (agni) in the universe, and indicat
ing the power to des~re (icchha-sakti), 
the power to act (knya-sakti) and the 
power to know (jnana-sakti) in the 
individual. The sage Durvasa identi
fies such a triangle with the form of 
the mother-goddess called Lalita and 
with the Brahma-vidya. ' 

Lalita of Srividya, in other words 
is identical with the Brahman of th~ 
Vedantins. This is the distinctive out
look of the 'Samaya' form of worship 
mentioned above. The triangle repre
senting the basic form of the mother
goddess is also the commingling of 
Purusha (i.e. the Brahman) and Prakrti 
(i.e. the Maya represented by two 
powers: concealment or avaraQ.a, and 
projection or vikshepa. This is called 
in the tantrik texts 'kama-kala' or 
'bindu-traya', which corresponds to 
the Sabda-brahman of the Vedic way 
of thinking (with its three stages of 
speech-sound: para, pasyanti and 
madhyama). 

Kamakala is vocally represented 
by the mantra 'hamsah': 

II~: ms~ll 
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The letter 'ham' is the Purusha, 
and 'sah' represents Prakrti. The 
former forms the apex of the triangle, 
while the latter occupies the two other 
bindus (in one corner, and the visarga 
in the other). In terms of the powers 
of the individuals, the apex represents 
icchha, and the other two corners 
j.fiana and kriya. In the universe, the 
bindu at the apex represents fire, and 
the other two bindus the sun and the 
moon. In the tantrik ideology, the 
apex of the triangle,is Siva (repre
sented by the initial letter of the 
Sanskrit alphabet) and the other two 
corners constitute sakti (represented 
by the terminal letter with the virarga). 
The lines of the triangle constitute the 
other letters of the alphabet, altold 
fifty in number. The central-most point 
is the para-bindu, transcending the 
articulate speech or the manifest tri
angle; it is also the Para-sakti. Issuing 
from it are the sixteen vowels (forms) 
constituting one of the three lines, the 
sixteen consonants forming another 
line. The three corners of the triangle 
are Bindu (point, siirya) , Nada (sound, 
soma), and Bija (seed, agni). 
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The triad being most important in 
the visual representation of the mother
goddess, she is described as Tri-pura, 
the personification of kamakala or 
bindu-traya. The sage Durvasa says: 

3i I~ \1"11 {ctl '1fat 14 f1 t1 ~ 

~ r~r~1l·l,4f'll:l 

fi:r~ {'ctifuC1SI~-

4&:~01~f~f'll: II 

~ f~g):fd ~ ~

m ~ ~ ~'tl':ll 

The triad is also illustrated in the 
mantra specific to this Deity~ the 
fifteen letters of the mantra being in 
three units (lctitas). Indeed, the Deity 
is personified by the mantra: the first 
kuta representing the head of the 
Deity, the second the torso and the 
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Third the lower portion of the body. 
And Lalita as the object of the upasana 
is described as such in the Sahasra
nama-stotra: 

~<q Cl c:hJcn fCI {C\ q g:&l q ~\3111 

Cfl Odl<!;'tl' :Cfl fc:q4~'lU!'lCfl,_2fCI<C\M on I 

~If -ctl Cfllcn C1 I q?l en <'!il m'l1Plmftuft I 
"' 

Lalita is thus the best syncretic 
form 'of the yantra (principally tri
angle) as well as the mantra (articulate 
speech comprehending all the letters 
of the alphabet). It is therefore that in 
the upasana of Sri-vidya, the worship 
of the Deity as Lalita (or Tripura
sundari) figures prominently; and the 
recital of Lalitasahasra-nama (the thou
sand names of Lalita) is almost invari
ably resorted to. What follows is an 
account of this text in devotion to 
Lalita: 

2. LALITA-SAHASRA-N.AMA 

The text and its commentaries 

One of the eighteen 'great' purat)as 
compiled and redacted by the cel
ebrated sage Vyasa, BrahmaJJtj.a
puriiJJa is better known for its es
pousal of the cause of the Lalita cult. 
Included in it is an elaborate account 
of the appearance of the Goddess as 
Lalita in order to save the world from 
the clutches of the wicked and- ter
rible demon, Bhal).c;lasura. This narra
tive occurs almost as an appendage to 
the third and last division of the 
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pural_la (uttara and upasamhara-pada). 
Known as Lalitopiikhytina, it consists 
of forty chapters, the last five of which 
are regarded as especially important 
as they deal with the actual appear
ance of Lalita (Lalita-pradurbhava), 
eulogy of her greatness (Lalita-stava
raja), the manifestation of the god 
Madana-kamesvara, and the wedding 
of the goddess with the God 
(Vaivahikotsava). 

This portion is in the form of a 
dialogue between the sage Agastya 
and the god Hayagrlva. Better known 
than this narrative and more widely 
employed in devotional practices are 
two other texts, which are also in the 
nature of dialogues between Agastya 
and Hayagriva: Lalitii-trifati and Lalitti
sahasra-ntima. These are not actually 
portions of Brahmtil)(ia-purti!Ja, al
though they are usually described to 
be such; they are secondary texts, 
evolved from the Lalitopakhyana por
tion of this pural_la. The former text 
eulogizes Lalita in three hundred 
names (tri-sati), and the latter in one 
thousand names (sahasra). 

The three texts together constitute 
the corpus of Sri-vidya known after 
Lalita; and they contain not only the 
details of 'external' worship (bahir
yaga), but suggestions for meditation 
and absorption (antar-yaga). In 
Lalitoptikhyiina, we read that the sage 
Agastya asked the revered Hayagriva 
to enlighten him about the great god-
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dess known differently as Maha-tripura
sundari and Kamakshi. Hayagriva, 
before giving Agastya an account of 
the glory and exploits of the goddesss, 
reveals that she resides in the heart of 
all beings, and that whatever occurs in 
the world, as thing or thought, is in 
reality her own sport: 

~ f4i f-q ~dd ~ fi c:fJOt Bll fer~ ftie:a t{ 

f4; f-q f-cq "f4 d Cflf~ ~ :og=-<;' fc:Jc\~ II 

The first of these texts, 
Lalitoptikhytina narrates the tales high
lighting the greatness of the Goddess 
in the first of the last four chapters 
(41-44) of the concluding section of 
Brahmti~1f/a-purtil)a,· the second among 
these chapters brings out the signifi
cance of the sixteen-lettered mantra of 
the goddess (sho9asakshari-vidya), and 
the benefits and powers that are ac
quired by the practitioner who per
fects this mantra; the third of these 
chapters gives an account of gestures 
and postures (mudras) that must be 
assumed by the practitioner; the next 
chapter deals with initiations (diksha), 
meditations ( dhyana) and other associ.
ated details like guru and so on; and 
the concluding chapter deals with the 
mystical placement (nyasa) ?f the dei
ties involved in the sacred Sri-chakra. 

The other text is known as Lalitti
trifati, because of the three hundred 
names of the goddess that figure promi
nently. These name are arranged in 
the order of letters that constitute the 
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celebrated fifteen-lettered mantra 
(paftchadasi-vidya). The text has a 
prologue (piirva-pithika) and an epi
logue (uttara-pi!hika). There is a well
known commentary on this work as
cribed to the great vedantin, Sarilkara. 
However, the authorship is not certain. 

The text, celebrated as Lalitti
sahasra-niima consists of 320 verses 
in three chapters. The first chapter (in 
51 verses) relates that the thousand 
secret names of Lalita were first re
cited by Vasini and other Vagdevatas 
as commanded by the Goddess her
self, and includes a 'nyasa' giving the 
following details: the Vagdevatas headed 
by Vasini are the seers who saw these 
sacred names, which are strung to
gether as a garland of mantras. The 
metre in which the verses contain 
these names is anushtup. The great 
goddess is Lalita, the deity invoked by 
these names. The vagbhava-kiita (the 
first of the three kiitas constituting Sri
vidya) is the 'seed', the Kama-raja-kiit 
a (the second of the three kO~s) the 
'power' , and the Sakti-kOta (the third) 
the 'spike' ; the purpose of the recita
tion of the name is to accomplish the 
grace of the goddess Lalita, and thereby 
to procure· the benefits that one longs 
for: 

~ '3fl(1fcl('ffti6{:il'11'"1@1':4'"11(11'"1"'31f'4 

q~l rl04 1 fc; qll ~q('fl ~: 1 

~ ~:1 SJfT ~ 'tRll.ml ~I 

SJiT ~'qq ~ ~l"qt4~e-2Fd ~: 1 
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~If "ffi Cfle. 2R1 Cfll t1 Cfl '"tl m <:1 r (1 (11 JOJ61 r~ s<'tlr<:::ft 
m ffl F~ b: Fu f-q f.:d <1 4'l <:11 q l{"ll ~ ~ 
fqf.p~fll : II 

The second chapter contains the 
thousand mystic names of the goddess 
in 182-112 verses. The third chapter 
(86-112 verses) enumerates the ben
efits that are got by reciting these 
thousand names. 

The text, which is exceedingly 
popular among the devotees given to 
Sakta form of worship, even as Vishz:tu
sahasra-nama (extracted from 
Mahabharata) is among the Vaishz:tava 
devotees, is among the best known 
and widely used hymnal collections in 
the country. It occupies a unique 
position, because it has mystical over
tones which are both profound and 
suggestive. Although formally affili
ated to the Brahmti~J,da-purti!J,a cor
pus, it enjoys an independent and 
august status, and has merited numer
ous glosses and commentaries, among 
which the following are important: 

1. Saubhagya - bhtiskara (an elabo
rate commentary by the celebrated 
tantrik authority, Bhaskara-raya
makhin, whose initiatory name 
was Bhasurananda-natha); 

2 . Vidytira~J,ya-bhtishya (in nine chap
ters, 1500 slokas in extent, by 
Vidyaral)ya-muni, who . is de
scribed as a disciple of 
AnandaraQ.ya-pujyapada); 
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3· Commentary by Vimarsanan
danatha (a work of 2000 slokas in 
nine sections, by the disciple f 
Vimalananda-natha); 

0 

8· Pasu-pasa-pariccheda (356-408) 

9. Sritattva-pariccheda (493-503 and 
997-1000) 

4. Saubhdgya-ratnakara (in 36 
tarangas by Srinivasa-sundara 
whose initiatory name wa~ 
Vidyananda-natha, disciple of 
Sacchidananda-natha); 

5. Commentary (a work of 2500 
sloka~) by ~hana-narayai).a (who 
desc_n~es himself as the disciple 
of Sivananda-natha, and describes 
his work as inspired by th~ god
dess Lalita herself) . 

All these are works of Tantrik 
initiates, and contain esoteric doctrines 
preserved in several traditions, or 
margas (lines or pathways meant for 
tantrik practitioners). They have dif
ferent ways of classifying the tl:lousand 
names. For instance, the commentary 
of Vimarsananda-natha, which has nine 
chapters, has this classification: 

1. Prathama-bhumika (names I to 
64) 

2. Visvadhika-pariccheda (65 to 84) 

3. Sakti-chandra-kala-pariccheda(85-
lll) 

4. Sakti-trayottlri).a-pariccheda (112-
256) 

5. Sakshi-pariccheda (257-274) 

6. Paiichama-pariccheda (275-300) 

7. Purushartha-pariccheda (301-354) 

Some commentaries are 
encyclopaedic in character. Saubhdgya
ratniikara, for example, treats of all 
topics concerning Tantrik worship 
(daily as well as occasional), varieties 
of, and preparations for, initiations, 
fire-oblations, rituals of benign and 
malignant significance, recitation of 
sacred hymns as a ritual, the divisions 
of the Sri-vidya cult, and good con
duct: 

Mfq~:w::u: ~~ ~ ~fi:IR1Cfl14'4 
CfliAI~~i 

~a:rfTr~ ll4f4JI~I~ 
d 'ct ('Cf) 4f.14 A I R Cf) I i 
~1J:lf~{fq~: 

~~¥ ~~ 
Cfl 1a::ufl Afcl ~~ 

~11«104«ifq~l41: ~ CfliJOlflflcll~4: 
~~l<qi<JP\Cfl. $:i f~&:ni <Acllf<~r r 

But the information provided in 
most cases is fragmentary and pedan
tic, and offers little clue to the prac
tical character of these cultic tradi
tions. Probably, this was deliberately 
meant to be so, for the esoteric as
pects of the tradition cannot be ex
pected to be made explicit for those 
who are devoid of necessary equip
ment and who are not properly initi
ated. 

The best among the commentar
ies, and most frequently consulted , is 
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Bhaskara-raya's Saubhagya-bhaskara. 
The author who lived between 1690 
and 1785 A.D. was a versatile scholar 
and prolific writer on general sub
jects. Among his tantrik works, the 
commentary on Nitya-shocjaiikiir(lava 
(Vamakesvara-tantra) entitled Setu
bandha; the exposition on the Paiicha
da5i-vidya known as Varivasya-rahasya; 
the commentary on Lalitti-sahasra
ntima known as Saubhtigya-bhtiskara; 
and a work on worship based on 
Paraiu-rtima-kalpa-siltra entitled 
Nityotsava are popular and famous. 
He was an ardent devotee of the 
Mother-goddess, and was recipient of 
all higher initiations in the Sakta
tantra. His name as a dikshita was 
Bbasurananda-natha, and his teacher 
was Siva-datta-sukla. He pays homage 
in his works to his father (Garhbhira
raya), his teachers Nrsirhha-adhvari or 
Nrsirhhanandanatha · (vidyaguru) and 
Siva-dat~a-sukla (dikshaguru). His 
writings number more than 40, and 

. include works on Veda, Vedanta, 
Nyaya, Mirilamsa, Chhandas, Smrti 
and mantra-sastra. He wrote commen
taries on some Upanishads (like 
Kaulopanishad and Tripuropanishad) , 
on Sri-siikta, and on Durga-sapta-sati 
section of Marka~c,leya-pura~a. entitled 
Gupta-vatl. His vast erudition and 
profound acquaintance with tantrik 
practitioners make his works a mine 
of valuable information concerning 
Tantra and Mantra. He performed 
several Vedic sacrifices (makha) also, 
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and thereby come to be known as a 
'makhin'. 

His commentary on Lalita-sahasra
ntima was based on some notes on 
technical and terminological matters 
(Paribhasha) prepared by his tantrik
preceptor, whom he does not name: 

!J)<l•C:HOI{Oi'il~ ""1l'§)<H~'il~ 

fq ~ f8101 fo u~ f4 i cfl n~ 44101 f41lOJ) 

{oqlffct <::1 F<:"lctllf I 'i I '4'81~ f~CfJ 141 

!J)(IqldYR~: flfq~Uq$1~~ ~I: II 

He also draws extensively from 
all available sources, both of the Vedic 
tradition and the Tantrik tradition. 
The commentary is divided into twelve 
sections (called kalas) . The first chap
ter called 'upodghata-prakaral)a' deals 
with the first fifty-one verses of Lalitti
sahasra-nama, and the last chapter 
.known as 'kshama' with the enumera
tion of benefits (phala-sruti); the other 
ten chapters deal with each of the 
thousand names. The ten chapters 
dealing with the thousand names are 
named Tapani, Dhumrika, Marichi, 
Jvalinii, Ruchi, Sushum:r:t.a, Bhogada, 
Visva, Bodhil)i, and Dharini. The 
colophon at the end of the first chap
ter describes the author as a devotee 
of the sacred feet of his teacher 
Nrsimha-yajva, who is claimed to be 
• Srimat -pacta-vakya -pramaiJa-parav ara
pariiJa-cthuriiJa-sarva-tantra-svatantra', 
the customary description of a great 
and venerable teacher who is profi-
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Nyaya , and who is an independent 
aurh.ority in matters of all rei igious 
and philosophical disciplines. The 
author's father's name is given as 
Gambhira-raya-dikshita who bore the 
surname 'Bharati '. 

(3) HAYAGRIVA AND AGASTYA 

The text, like Lalitoptikhytina and 
Lalitti-trifatl, is, as said earlier, in the 
form of a dialogue between the sage 
Agastya . and the god Hayagriva. 
Hayagriva is represented as the teacher 

('desikendra ') who communicates lhe 
mysterious thousand names to Agast~a 
who is here a disciple. Hayagriva IS 

the horse-headed incarnation of VishQU, 
the occasion for the assumption of this 
form being variously given. The most 
popular story is that he assumed this 
form to kill the demon Hayagriva 
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(who was horse-headed). But the more 
ancienr narrative (cf. Pancha-vimsa
brahmti!J.a 7, 5 , 6 and Taittirlya
tiraJ;yaka, 5, 1) mentions that Vishnu 
as the personification of sacrifice (yajfu) 
was deprived of his head in a skirmish 
with the other gods, and that later a 
horse's head was fixed on the trunk of 
yajf.a, which was resuscitated. Skanda
purtil}a, howerver, has it that Vishi)u 
having lost his head, 1performed aus
terities in Dharmarru;tya and obtained 
a horse's head as a boon bestowed by 
Siva. Bhaskara-raya refers to Devl 
blztigavata. (first skanda) for the story. 

Agastya was a sage of great re
nown, and he has been immortalized 
by a celestial position (the star canopus, 
agastyodaya being the arising of the 
star on the seventh day of the second 
half of the month Bhadra , when wa
ter-offerings, tarpai).a, is offered to the 
sage Agastya) being accorded to him. 
The legends ascribe his origin ro the 
semen of the twin-gods Mitra-Varul)a 
which were dropped into a jar (hence 
known as Kumbha-sambhava, "par
born", and also as Maitravarul)..i, "off
spring of Mitravarul)a '') and to the 
conjoint ac!ion of fire and wind. 

The celebrated sage Va.Sish~a was 
his half -brother, according to Yaska 's 
Nirukta. Among the many exploits of 
Agastya were the drinking of the 
entire ocean, the destruction of the 
demon Vatapi and the humbling of the 
mountain Vindhya (hence his name 
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Agastya, which means one who fixed 
the mountain, "nagacchhatity agah, 
parvatah; tam vindhyanamanam 
styayati; styanam starhbhanam") . He 
is also the patron-saint of South India, 
and a system of indigenous medicine 
practised in Tamil Na<;lu till this day 
(viz. the Siddha) is said to be his 
legacy. 

The verse that is commonly re
cited while making offerings to him 
on the occasion of Agastyodaya, men
tioned earlier, . runs as follows : 
=-ntTTT'I<T"rTT::i"rb-nn !=; • 
Cfli~19)614Sid1Cfll~l 3ii'141{ld_~'qql 

f'I';41C({l014l: "9(f ~ -;p:fts~ "ff11 

His wife Lopamudra was the 
princess of Vidarbha, and was reputed 
~or her devotion to the sage Agastya 
(cf. for her birth, Maluibhdrata, Vana
parva, 96 ff) . She is eligible for the 
pious offerings on the occasion of 
Agastyodaya, and the verse recited on 
the occasion is given in Mala-masa
tattva as follows : 

ct) q llj~ 'tlm'G'Jll <I \119)f~ "tJfW;ffi I 

lJ61UIIut 11<1r ~ ~~IC({lf\JIC(~cqll 

They were married m 
~ahasindhu-tirtha (Mahtibhtirata, 
Santi-parva, 88, 343 and Vana-parva 
130, 5) and lived in Gangadvara. 
Both Agastya and Lopamudra were 
great devotees of the Mother-goddess, 
and they are eulogized by the Goddess 
herself in Lalitti-trisatl. Lopamudra is 
regarded by Tantriks as one of the 
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architects of a Sri-vidya division, anct 
her name is identified with a mantra 
of the goddess. ~haskara-raya describes 
Agastya as 'Srividyopasakagresara' 
("the frotranking devotee of Sri-vidya '') . 

Agastya's meeting with Hayagriva 
has been described at the beginning of 
Lalitopakhyana (3,5 in the BrahtruliJ{la_ 
puriil), after the fourth chapter in the 
Uttara-bhaga) : 

~ ";fT11 ~: ~<!;~<!;ill41{ll:l 

~cff~;;&l"'d~R~:lr Cj4&111~Hilf'iCh: II 

+ri".l~<t'\iia~{f1 m~i"'lltllo'1tf1 "'i".l't 

:()(11{Ull14lll:!@ltl1_ ~ 'JIH4<=:HMII 

~ f.q "'d ll4 H '8'1 -:q«fl ~mfl:rqf I 

Slll{14t«l;::q61~0lj. Cfli'i'.l1'1ll{:!'d'"l'{ll 

-
Cf1Tl1T~ Cfl f~ c:,"1 t:i &11 '"l '{ \31 ll <=;~I r'"l C4 11_11 

<?i'1Cfl~{1l~lll~'8'1 ~~ ~: 1 

f.q {Cfll ~ 1 "d"4'm mftfoT S ""[,i"\51'11 ~'1 : II 

'i <P:ri f . \11'1 6$ ('f'i. ~cq<:JT ~ 5 \llld lit I 

~~ ~ s~<f'loil\ll~lll 
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The great sage Agastya was once 
visiting several places of pilgrimage 
and when he saw people steeped in 
ignorance . and concerned only with 
their creature-comforts and sensual 
pleasures, he was greatly agitated and 
pondered over their lot and fate. He 
came in due course to Kafichi . He 
worshipped Ekariuanatha and 
Kamakshi, and performed austerities 
for a long .time there. Pleased with his 
devotion, Vishl).U appeared before him 
in the horse-headed form and asked 
him what he desired. The sage 
prostrated before the God, and inquired 
how the poor worldly folk could be 
released from the fetters of ignorance. 
VishQ.u there-upon told Agastya that 
the same inquiry had been made first 
by Siva, then by Brahma, and later by 
Durvasa. He explained that He is in 
fact a primaeval spiri.t, the primodial 
principle, source of every~ing and 
ause of creation, preservation and 

~ . olution. He involves in himself the 
~:=e forms (Brahma, Vishl).u a~d Siva) 
and the three gul).aS (sattva, raJas and 

) . and yet beyond both forms and tamas , 
gw;as. 

Sporting out of free will, He who 
. p dhana (primodial matter) and 
1s ra .. ) 

h (the conscious sptnt at once, Purus a . . 
divides himself into two dtstmct as~cts : 
the Pradhana aspect transformed Itself 
. the universe · the other aspect tnto ' 

. d beyond the gunas, remame · 
transcendental and supreme. One who 
understands this dual nature of 
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Godhead gets released from worldly 
fetters. It is possible to achieve this 
freedom, by the performance of 
austerities for great lengths of time, 
observances and self-discipline, 
renunciation and elimination of evil 
propensities: 

However, it is difficult to give up 
worldly pleasures and renounce 
completely. But the worship of the 
supreme goddess that abides in oneself 
will achieve the purpose of liberation 
easily; and this is true for all people, 
whether they come within the fold of 
three varnas or not, and even for the 
sinful folk. Mere contemplation on the 
Goddess will transform malevalent 

·inclinations to beneficient ones. The 
worship of the Goddess may or may 
not be conducted according to 
prescribed regimen; but its reward 
wilJ.. surely be release from all 
bondages. Siva, Brahma and all the 
gods have worshipped the goddess 
Tripura and obtained their powers. By 
no other means can worldly prosperity 
and ultimate liberation together be 
accomplished. 

Vishl)u conclude4 by saying that 
this· was revealed out of compassion 
for the mankind, and suggested that 
Agastya spread this message among 
gods, adepts, and human beings for 
their weal and welfare. When the sage 
desired further knowledge about the 
form of the Goddess which was 
absolute the undifferentiated, Vishl)u 
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vidya known as Hadi (viz where the 
~antra begins with the syllable ha) 
mvolves the wife of Agastya, 
Lopamudra, prominently. This division, 
which is said to be later (kadeh 
paschad eva hader uddharah), 
according to Jfliiniir!Java, counts twelve 
pioneers of Sri-vidya: Manu, Chandra, 
Kubera, Lopamudra, Manrnatha 
(Kama-raja), Agastya, Nandisa Siirya, 
Vishl)u, Skanda, Siva and Durvasa 
.(cf. also Sri-vidyiir!Javatantra, 7, 1). 

l1l~: ~~ <?flqi~S\1 -:q ~?.i:l 

3:Pif-kl<fi1: ~~ ~: ~: ~ICI'RtP.UI 

snT~<q<_201(Chl ~: ID"W 341fiChl :II 

Lopamudra is credited with having 
initiated her husband Agastya into Sri
vidya. Manrnatha (Kamaraja) is said 
to have inaugurated the Kadi lineage, 
while Lopamudra and Agastya were 
responsible for the other lineage. The 
main difference between the two 
lineages is that the number of effective 
(viz. not repeated) letters in the Hadi 
lineage is five, while in the Kadi 
lineage the number of such letters is 
seven. 

The mantra of the Kadi lineage 
takes this form: 

Cfl ~ ~ B m1 ~ ~ Cfl ~ B "@1 

~ Cfl B mr1 

while that of the Hadi lineage i~: 

~ -;g Cfl B m1 . ~ ~ Cfl ~ B "@1 

~ q; B m11 
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According to Sakti-sangama
tanrra, the Hadi apprach involves 
several restrictions and regulations 
whereas the Kadi approach is free 
from them. One may adopt the Kadi 
method, and worship in accordance 
with ones fancy. The latter method is 
easy : 

~ g f.p;rqy: ~ l4"ifi.'4"i1C:.l4:1 

~ g ~ ~ ~~l41 ~4'll"c~ht_ll 

It is the Kadi that is identified 
with the 'samaya'. which comes for 
elucidation in Rudra-yamala (chapter 
10). 
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The Kadi-vidya is said to have 
been derived from Devyatharvaslrsha 
belonging t·o Atharva-veda: 

m ""lflR: CfitR1T Cl >;~ q I fU I 

(q;) . (~)." ({) ((1) 

1m ~ w lfffift-w~:l 

(~) (q;) (~) ((1) 

~ "B' q; (11 ~ -:q 

C@) C~f) 

9){i~t:41 ~~YidlfC::fCIOQIII 

It has (according to Chatussatl) 
three sections (khaQ.Qa or kO~a), 

constituting fifteen letters (akshara), 
twenty-seven ingredients and thirty-six 
units (representing the 36 tattvas of 
Sakta philosophy : 

Section I : 5 letters; ingredients 
(4 consonants, 3 voewels, 1 nada, 1 
hindu) 

Section II : 6 letters; 10 ingredients 
(7 consonants, 1 vowel, 1 nada, 1 
bindu) 

Section III : 4 letters; 8 ingredients 
(5 consonants, 1 vowel, 1 nada, 1 
bindu) 

Total 15 letters; Total 27 
ingredients. 

[Each section has three tattvas 
separately; thus the mantra has 
altogether nine tattvas, which when 
added to the 27 ingredients will 
constitute a total of 36 tattvas. In Sakta 
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philosophy the following tattvas are 
enumerated: Siva, · Sakti, Sadasiva. 
Isvara, Suddha-vidya, Maya, Kala. 
Kala, Vidya, Raga, Niyati, Purusha. 
Prakrti , Ahamkara, Buddhi, Manas. 
10 indriyas (5 for cognition and 5 for 
action), 5 tanmatras and 5 mahabhiitas]. 

~ q\:~C!;~I:!&j;qf fc:mT "£d:!UIJf-YCfll l 

"tfqfcq~ a~ ~cq~ ~aft: I I 

fCl {Oll.\ll '1 ~ fl ~ fci~ I Sl ~I 

fl~fct~iSI~ t4f<_:;:(~l'dtct{C\f4oft I 

Citctldl C1 fCl cqycrr "G ~ ~ ~II 

Lalitti-trisatl is supposed to be the 
main text of the Kadi-tradition, and the 
tllree hundred names are arranged in 
the order mentioned above for the 
Kadi version of Pafichadasi-vidya. 

Sri-vidydrr;ava-tantra ( 1, 17) 
distinguishes between Kamarajakrama 
(viz. Kadi) and Lopamudrakrama (viz. 
Hadi), within Ordhvamnaya. The same 
text later (7th svasa, as told by Isvara) 
refers to Lopamudra-vidya as a variant 
of Kamaraja-vidya: 

CfllY{l\llfct<Qilll: ~ ~ "G ~~ 

~ ~ f.<l~'{;:l(<:!l e:~'t4Pj~l SICfllf.<ldlll 

In the first kOta of kadi-vidya, we 
have -q: and { and which are omitted 
in the version ascribed to Lopamudra, 
and this version begins with ~ and 

has "B' also in the first kOta (vagbhava). 
Otherwise, the two vidyas are similar. 
There is another version of Kamaraja-
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vidya, followed by Agastya as well as 
by Lopamudra: 

en- ~ ~ ""ff &11 ~ "B en ~ ""ff &11 
~ "B "B en ""ff &11 

$ ~ l FR'4) q If~ ct I .mfcrnT I 
• ' Q~ (f~ (11 q lljs:J SJ ··11 q u 1 m~ 

~@fCI~fYof)' ~ "fcror 

ctl YlljS'!\41 c:cg;qrf.fid~~: I 

~ %d14r <.Vi)qiljS:.lYif~ctr ~lfC4~fct 1 

(Srl-vidycirJJ.ava-tantra, 7, 8) 

There is also a third version 
which is associated with Lopamudra 
(Sakti-lopamudra, Sakti represented by 
the syllable which 1s added to 
Kamaraja-vidya) . 

~I f ffi 4~ ~ I : cnJ1i ~ '"$\<i{l \if. "ffiJ : -cw:r_1 

4til14141 "ffif: -qm AtilfSIChlffict~l 

The addition of 'sa' at the 
beginning of the fiffteen-lettered 
Kamaraja-vidya would make it the 
Lopamudra version of the sixteen
lettered vidya: 

C1lYI:!S'\1 qrrcqq' TI ~~ f.<ICl4l\i111(!_1 

~ Cfil4{1\i! l<) "(1')1:n TI ~e;m11 

The eighteen-lettered vidya which 
is again ascribed to Lopamudt:a takes 
this form : 

..q: ~ "B en ""ff &11 CR4T ~ "B ql ~ ""ff 

"&11 "Bl": "B ql (.1 &Til 
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This has been described as 
incomparable and most meritorious, · 
providing prosperity as well as 
liberation, and accomplishing directly 
all human objectives: 

ll:~rl2!D21C::!{'n mmr ~cff.fif;s:Sic::lfilCfill 

~arslGJ "Bra:ffi'l ~~SIC::IfilCfilll 
m ~ "fcror 4" fq'6lrofqlfl~{l 

~ ~ g11ff«t ~ ~ ClC::Il04till 

- Lopamudra, although born as a 
princess, lived austerely in a hermitage 
after she married Agastya; she had a 
son by Agastya, Drc;fhasyu (or. Idhma
vaha) by name. . 

5. THE PANCHADAS.f 
All the three texts pertairung to 

the goddess Lalita (Lalitopakhyana, 
Lalita-sahasra-nama and Lalita-trisatl) 
involve the ideology of Srichakra and 
are empolyed while worship i~ 
conducted to Sri-chakra (for details of 
Sri-chakra, see the author's Sri-chakra 
Sri Sutguru Publications, De~hi, 1989 
and the Tcintrik Practices in Sri-vidya, 
Kalpatharu Research Academy, 
Banglore, 1990). The cult of Lalita is 
distinguished by its devotion to the 
fifteen-lettered mantra of the Goddess 
(pafichadasi-vidya), which is itself 
regarded as the embodiment of the 
Goddess. The thousand names, or the 
three hundred names, are recited while 
worshipping Sri-chakra, and the 
ideology is that the names are in 
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reality the elaboration of the implications 
of pafichadasi-vidya while the · Sri
chakra design (whether as a linear 
diagram, rekhayantra, or as an icon, 
meru) itself is the visual representation 
of the same vidya. The construction of 
Sri-chakra follows the symbolism of 
the three kutas and the significances 
of the fifteen letters of the Sri-vidya. 
The arrangement of the names of 
Lalita follows the scheme, especially in 
the Lalitti-trisatl. The correspondance 
between the Sri-chakra as a yantra 
and paiichadasi-vidya as a mantra is 
achieved by the mindful recitation of 
the names of Lalita: 

Kuta I - the central dot (bindu) 

- the triangale (trikm:ta) 

- the eight-angled figure 

(vasu-kor:ta) 

- inner ten-sided figure 

( antar-dasara) 

Kuta II - the fourteen-sided figure 

(chatur-dasara) 

- the circle that is outside 

the above 

(pratharna-valaya) 

- the eight-petalled lotus 

(ashta-dala) 

- the second (middle) circle 

( dvitiya-valaya) 

- th_e sixteen-sided figure 

(shoQasasra) 

- the third (outer) circle 
(trtiya-valaya) 
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Kuta III - the inner lines forming the . 

square enclosure (bhupura) 

- the middle lines 

- the outer lines 

the presiding pair of 
deities, 

Siva-kamesvari 

Among the letters that go to 
compose the Sri-chakra, the three 
'ka's and the two 'ha's are regarded 
as the Siva aspect, the other effective 
letters represent the Sakti aspect; the 
conjunct letter 'hriril' that occurs after 
each kuta is composite of Siva and 
Sakti. 

~ m 4cf ~ 'lWT: ·SIChlffia:r 

~e;rofUr ~ ~ ~'i'illlf¥'il:fi: II 

Paiichadasi thus involves the 
conjoint presence of Siva anq Sakti; 
and the Sri-chakras also conveys the 
same message. According to Bhaskara
raya, the central point (bindu) 
represents the letter 'i' as well as the 
three 'ka's of the Pafichadasi. The 
triangle which encloses the bindu is 
the first 'hrim'; and the eight -angled 
figure represents the outer two ·'hrim 's. 
The two tensided figures (iiner and 
outer) and the figure with fourteen
angles stand for the two 'ha's and 'e '. 
The eightpetealled lotus and the sixteen
petalled lotus symbolize the two 'sa's. 
The outer enclosure, square in shape 
and with a portal on each of the sides, 
represent the three ' Ia 's of the 
paiichadasi: 
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~ c:rr«aRm mfll f&fcfm q RCfl1 ffi a 11 

mmu T:J "Rumu "Rumu ~~ 
mmu c:rr g; m~ "Rumu g; ~~ 

an~ qoftiCR'Jl{lfcm~ -wt~1 

3lm'tl~e:fosilrt~l · ~~un:ffi1 ~~ 

c:rr ~ ~ "SShm m g; ~ 'Hlt"tll: 11 

~ifCI~q 'RT ~: -;fflti 1R11J$l:1 

3-"ffi: ~ crf Rftli 'i\ll ~ ;:q fd 4 'd 4 : II 

( fidtiT~dllli, ~' ~) 

The goddess that is worshipped in 
Sri-chakra and by the repitition of 
Panchadasi-vidya is called Lalita or 
Lalita-trjpura-sundarL The expression 
Lalita literally signifies 'desiring' 
(lallyate), 'adorning' (spigare) or 
'charming' (sundari). The 
commentators, however, take the word 
in the sense of playing or sporting . 
Bhaskara-raya relying on a statement 
in Padma-purti!Ja interprets the word 
to mean one who sports, having 
transcended the world (lokanatitya lalate 
Ialita tena chochyate). The Goddess 
known as Lalita is also known by 
other names such as Tripura, 

' 
Kamesvari, Supdari or Raja-rajesvarL 
She is called Tripura ('one who has 
three cities') because the Pafichadasi
Vidya has three 'kO~a's (Vagbhava, 
Kama-raja and Sakti), and the mantra 
is three-lettered (ka, la, Im) according 
to Sri-kranuz: 

Cfi"Cfi"R tlcfg;cq~;j Cfil4~q~C::IllCfil{_l 

~ ~.w:f tcW tlcfBl&iC::l{_l 

lJ;C( 4liJ1~ll· 'ifci fcmFrj tll<tl·!l~l{_ll 
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The goddess is represented by the 
triangle (trikoiJa), standing for the 
three pimas: Kamagiri, Jalandhara and 
Piirl)agiri) in Sri-chakra, and her form 
as kuiJ<;}alini is also three-fold (iqa, 
piilgala and sushumiJa). She is also 
called the supreme and sovereign ruler 
(para-bhagarika) . 

The goddess Lalita is invoked in 
Sri-chakra, contemplated upon by the 
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japa of Paftchadasi-vidya (in the Kadi
krama) which is most sacred for the 
goddess, and worshipped by the 
recitation of the thousand names, after 
the japa is completed. 

· ~ <1fC1C11~041«i:l) 9;&1fl4~ lfl I 
~fc:p~q U 4;:;3t101j 03; ~m 11UII 

~~~ ~ q':q~~~~~l 

~ Cflld~ffi~fqc{ 114B6~?Ffl'{ll 

\i1 q '{\Jll~~l'ffi ~('qd?II'1B6~Cfl'{ll 

( ctfC1C11Btn:;II114«1H I ~I ~~) 

If one is unable to perform the 
sequences of worship or japa, he 
should at least recite the thousand 
names. While reciting the names, he 
should first articulate each name clearly, 
and holding the flower (or kumkuma) 
in the cupped hand he should utter the 
fonnula 'Hrim s.rim Srimatryai namah" 
and then place the flower (or kumkuma) 
on top of the bindu in Sri-chakra . 

As regards the suitable flowers, 
the text suggests lotus, tulasi, and 
bilva-leaves (1, 21); and the · list is 
expanded to include kaihara, kadamba, 
champaka, jati, · mallika, karavira, 
utapala, and so on. Phefkiiri!J.l-tantra 
prescribes that the flower must always 
be held upward in the hand in the 
posture of offering (aiijali), and never 
facing the ground. 

31tfl¥j<911cfoj ~ ~6lli\i1f<?lfc:tfil fcRTI 

It may be pointed out that contrary 
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to the injunction of Lalita-sahasra
nama, Rudra-Yamala prohibits the 
employment of tulasi, bilva-leaves and 
dhatri-leaves in the worship of Sri
chakra. 

tl)<1ff'ifcSI~q';ilfOI <t::w~(q511fU1 ~I 

am 't:tstl<l\i1'8'1 '11f-q(11o:itCl "B"Cf~11 

The recitation of the names of 
Lalita upon Sri-chakra must be done 
every day Uapen nityam) after the 
customary bath and ablutions, and 
after the sandhya is done in both the 
Vedic and Tantrik manners. The 
devotee must approach the Sri-chakra 
with reverence and worship it in the 
prescribed way. Then he must repeat 
the paftchadasi-vidya a thousand times, 
three hundred times, or at least a 
hundred times. It is only after this is 
completed, one must recite the thousand 
names of Lalita: 

"5lffi:~ fq~ ~~ fi41G4 -:q"l 

'{\J11lJ6. "ffi'IT TRqT 't:tstl{l\i1. fl'"l:;:;f~q_ll 

~ ~ ~ err ftmci ~IC1GCl crr1 

<6f<4114BI6'afiic{ "G'~I('qd?l<: II , 

(~I ~~~-~~0) 

But the recitation of the thousand 
names of Lalita is itself most 
meritorious, and it alone may be done 
everyday. If, however, one finds it 
difficult to recite it everyday, he may 
do it on Fridays, or on the ninth or 
fourteenth day of the bright-half of the 
lunar month;recitation on a full-moon 
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night is specially recommended. If 
even this is impossible, then it may be 
done on special and auspicious days 
like Sankranti or Vishnu, or on the 
day on which falls one's own birthday, 
one's wife's birthday or one's child's. 
Should this also prove difficult, one 
may recite the thousand names once at 
least in a life-time (janma-madhye 
sakrcchapi), or at least one of the 
thousand names (rahasya-namasahasra 
namaikam api). All the sins committed 
by the devotee will completely be got 
rid of. 

When the full-moon night is chosen 
for the recitation (and night is the best · 
time for this), the Goddess must be 
visualized in the lunar orb, and must 
be mentally worshipped with five-fold 
ministrations (paiichopachara, viz . 
gandha, pushpa, dhupa, dipa and 
naivedya). The devotee .must identify 
himself with the Goddess with the 
lunar orb and then recite the thousand 
names: 

Slfol41<€f c?lofq<€JW4f~1fl4'€i~{ii~: 1 

~ "lf~<;t){f\l1~114ti~fCI<~cH'11'"1_11 

~ "q:cf (1f(?IC11~q'RtstGI (1f~C11 ~I 

1 C1l4Jfcmd ~ i\<;q>fC!Jqq>c;;_ ~II 

(~, ~\9~-~~0) 

cj)oiq~j ~::p;:f;qkl ~ ~(1f~C1Jfi4Chl'i_l 

. ' ~ ~ q +.f1 q ~ 11: : '€i at~ ""q....,.,a~=,,.,q,.,'€i ...... 6 ~......-r=o"Ch ...... '"{ll 

(~, ~~~) 
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Bhaskara-raya explains that 
'worship_ here means the devotee 
identifying himself with the lunar orb, 
and then identifying the lunar orb 
with the Goddess : · 

~ ms"BT mt C1t€44ct ~ 

C1fC::t'41fe\ ~ Sl RP~l fi Jtq {C\qf! Rj ~;r 

fqlf'"I~CIC1l4t{cp:j fcJ~11 

Numerous benefits consequent 
upon the recitation are recounted in 
the final portion of the text 
(Lalitasahasra-nama, Phala-sruti). The 
recitation of names is regarded as 
what can be accomplished with little 
effort (svalpayasa-sadhya), but 
productive of great and various benefits 
(bahu-phala-prada). Especialy so in 
the present age, when evil prevails and 
virtuous conduct is conspicuous by its 
absence. 

In an age like this, people can 
hardly do anything better than merely 
recite the names. It is imposiible to 
perform the rituals and other religious 
activities prescribed in the Vedas and 
Tantras : 

~ qi~Chiit~~ ~14lj)tdi1CI~d I 

1JJ41j)Cflld1. ~ ~ 1frtffll{ft40f'i_ll 

(~, ~o~) 

Therefore the recitation of names 
which easily secures the grace of the 
Goddess has been prescribed as the 
most suitable conduct for all classes of 
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aspect, but also as a personalized 
Deity (ish~a-devata), bearing an intimate 
relationship with the devotee. 

The same deity is called by 
different names and described by 
several attributes; and this forms the 
content of multiple names (1000, 300 
or 108). The nama-samkirtana (or 
nama-smaral)a, recollecting the glory 
of God through a standardized list of 
names) is different from japa. While 
the latter is repition of a single name 
(as mUla-mantra) over and over again, 
the former is recitation of a large 
number of different names, which may 
or may not constitute a unity. 
Pafichadasi-vidya, or instance, is a 
mantra (mystic for miila) and is meant 
for japa, whereas Lalita-sahasra-nama 
is really a stotra (prayer), which has 
to be articulated (patha). 

The ingredient letters in a mantra 
are all closely inter-related, and all of 
them together have one spiritual import 
and impact . The constituent names of 
a sahasra-nama, trisati or ashtottara
sata are all independent of each other, 
and the expression of unity is formal 
and collective. One may indeed select 
out of the standard list only the names 
the appeal to him and recite those 
names. The text itself suggests that the 
recitation of a single name among the 
thousand would suffice. 

The recitation of names is indicated 
in formal and 'external' worship (bahir
yaga) as well as in 'internal' and 
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mental worship (antaryaga), and this 
is its distinction. It may be employed 
as a sequence in the elaborate ritual of 
Lalita worship, or it may be all that 
the worship involves. The names of 
Lalita are meant more for 
contemplantation than for mere 
articulation. Therefore, they are all 
packed with ideas characteristic of the 
cult. We have it on good authority that 
when the names are recited as part of 
the ritual, the symbolism of each name 
must be fully comprehended for 
rendering the recitation effective. 

Bhaskara-raya compares 
pronouncing the words without a 
knowledge of their meaning to the 
performance of the ritual of oblations 
to the fire, not in fire but in ash; the 
ghee poured on the ash will not help 
to produce the blaze of fire. And he 
likens the person who has made a 
study of various texts without 
understanding the import of those texts 
to the donkey carrying a loard of 
sandalwood (not knowing the value of 
the load on its back) cf. 
Varivasyarahasya, Amsa, 2, 54-55). 

3l~~ 11 <f6 <1 ~I iii\) :c:q I o I B'1 ~ 

4141ji4111'C'ql~~l1141cH4Cfil41~

-;:rr~~l1fcttn1· ~I<Si\l'C'qi{Oj ~I 

~ qf~fc:nn~ ";f m~ ~('ifd 11 

3l~14\J11111i ~'tt~lcii!;l41'3141dqdl9_l 

m~Sfllqr;:q(14\J1~ ~,, 

( qf{qtz~l{~~ ~, ~ '6-~ ~) 
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The importance of understanding 
the import of each name and its 
relevance to the deity can hardly be 
exaggerated. The names included in 
the list are descri~d as having 'secret' 
or 'hidden' meaning (rahasya-namani) , 
which can be communicated only to a 
deserving disciple from a competent 
master. It is interesting to read in the 
Lalita-sahasra-niima that even the sage 
Agastya, to whom all details about 
nyasa etc., antar-yaga and bahir-yaga 
and worship rituals were imparted, 
was not considered worthy enough by 
Hayagriva to receive the 'Thousand 
names'. It is only when he felt that all 
that he had learnt till then from 
Hayagriva did not set his mind at rest 
and .~ha~ _he had to receive speciall; 
the lahtadevyah namasahasrakam, to 
crown all .other initiations, Hayagriva 
offer~d to mstruct him. And the teacher 
spe~I~ed that the 'thousand names of 
~ahta must be given only to one who 
~s devoted to the Mother-goddess who 
ts well-ve~sed in the cult of Sri-~idya 
and. who Is a practitioner, filled with 
punty: 

~~ffi1ml1:f ~fcnlHi\ll~f<\-T 1 
-aqltiCfir:t ~ ~ -;r-;umqrMfi=M...._i1Cfl-'l_ II 

<~. ?_, ~~) 
Bhaskara-raya e 

kinds of meani t; num~r?tes different 
expressions n~llor traditional Tantrik 
, , I ustrated b h 
Thousand names, Th Y t e 

names of Lalita ar~ d. .e ~housand 
Istmguished by 
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the absence of words which are by 
themselves meaningless (like 'cha', tu'), 
which are inserted only to satisfy the 
requirements of prosody. And further, 
they are free from the flaw of repitition 
of ideas. Although apparently words_ 
like 'Arilba', 'Janarii' and 'Mata' mean 
only mother, and words like 'Devdi 
and 'Sura-nayaika' mean only the ruler 
of the hosts of gods, each of the words 
in the Thousand Names has a distinct 
connotation (prthaktvanivesitasvabhav
yah). What this special nuance is can 
only be known from masters of the 
tradition. Bhaskara-raya provides a list 
of fifteen shades of meaning: 

1. The comprehensive import, taking 
into consideration also the words 
that are not ~rticulated, like the 
PiillQa-gayatri, the fourth quarter 
of which is usually not uttered. 

2. The genral import (bhavariha) 
overlooking the customary and 
literary expressions and 
concentrating on the spirit of the 
text. 

3. The traditional meaning (sampra
dayartha), which can be learnt 
only at the feet of an accredited 
master. 

4. The mystic (hidden) meaning 
(nigarbhartha), which becomes 
evident when the act of initiation 
has begun to mature. 

5. The cultic meaning (kaulikartha), 
which is imparted at the time of 
initiation. 
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6. The secret import (rahasyanha), 
which becomes apparent m 
contemplative sessions. 

7. The great metaphysical meaning 
(mah::Hattvartha) which emerges 
when thought about it deeply. 

8. The explicit nominal meaning 
(namartha), which can be 
apprehended by those who are 
brilliant, even though not initiated. 

9. The literal meaning 
(sabdarupartha), which can be 
got by consulting lexicons. 

10. The partial but relevent meaning 
( namaika-desaga). 

11 . The Sakta meaning (Saktartha) , 
which can be conveyed in terms 
of theory and practice of the 
Saktas. 

12. The integrative meaning 
(samarasyartha), which is 
produced by comparative study. 

13. The cumulative meaning 
(samastartha), which covers all 
aspects, but not in depth. 

I 4. The secondary meaning 
(gut)artha), which focusses 
attention on particular aspects o~· 

purposes. 

15. The final and overriding 
significance (mahavakyartha) . 

It must be conceded that most of 
these meanings are not available to us 
to-day, and that many of them have 
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become obsolete and irrelevant to the 
uninitiated layman. The commentaries 
of Bhaskara-raya and others have 
preserved fragments of some of these 
meanings in so far as they realate to 

Sri-vidya and Sri-chakra, for the text 
itself holds that the three are intimately 
related (1, 25 , 'chakra-rajarchanam 
devya japo namnam cha kirtanam'). 

The composition of the Thousand 
Names of Lalita as eulogy is ascribed 
to th~ eight Vagdevatas (1 , ·27-32). 
Stationed in the eight~ided figure (ash! 
ara) known as " Sarva-roga-hara 
chakra ' of Sri-chakra the eight 
goddesses (vasini, kamesi, modini, 
vimala, arut)a, jayini, sarvesi and 
kaulini) are very close to the Mother
goddess, Tripura or Lalita, who 
assumes the forms of the central 
triangle known as Vagbhava. They 
constitute the inner circle of attendant
divinities, and the Mother-goddess 
reveals the entirety of Her mysteries 
only to them ('macchakrasya 
rahasyajfia); and they are fully 
acquainted ·with the Sri-chakra structure 
and symbolism. And they are said to 
have crystallized their wisdom 
concernmg the Goddess in these 
Thousand Names, which ·they 
themselves recite without a break 
('mama nama-parayat)ah'). Tradition 
holds that out of an infinitely large 
number of names, they selected a 
thousand , to help the devotees quickly 
realize the benefits. 
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~ ~ ~ ~ W't!Cfll4Cfli<CfltCl1 

~ qjl~c:n·11rm filJ~l('11f11 

( "fft'l1J1?1~' ':( ' ~ ) 
When the Lalitii-sahasra-niima is 

regarded as a miilamantra, these 
speech-goddesses (Vagdevatas) are 
considered the seers therof: 

~l c.1 f("l ('II '8 ~ tH I '"I'R1)1 '34"'1 R11 '"I "'51 f'4 

q~l'"l!IC!;lll qll~q('ll'a:f ~~ -;p:t: I 

These are described as 'deities of 
speech' (Vagisi, Vailgmayi, Sarasvati, 
Vak-pradharal)a). They are engaged 
always in japa (parah, Lalitopiikhyiina, 
37 ,7), and are brilliantly charming 
with their poetic compositions in 
adoration of the Goddess; and they 
entertain the Goddess with their sweet 
and musical voice. 

"QJ11 W' '\ij'lffifJ ~'4 <a I '"I fU:g ('II : I 

m:r ~<~~4~kl~~lC1f<1('11 lffll:ll 

~~ ~~ '11~: c:nof~lftf'l-1:1 

Fc ) ~ q-ffi) ~qB<qq II 

( c.1fc.1ell41&41~, ~\.9, \.9- l·J 

There .... are several ways of 
classifying the Thousand Names of 
Lalita. Most of them have characteristic 
feminine ending (like Srimata, Varada, 
PUri)a, Hrii)kari, and Veda-janani); 
but some have masculine endings (like 
Gul)a-nidhi), and some neuter 
(Paramjyoti). 

Srividya-Ko~a 

Bhaskara-raya cites an authority 
which says that the divinity may be 
visualized as having no form whatever 
but as mere existence, pure 
consciousness and bliss : 

~ en ~{~c:fr fi\{C'q· en fqf-qOfilCll 

3l~ f1 &:fl d '1"211 ~ ct=l f-c:q C!;H ~C1 ~II 

( "fft'l1J1?1m-m ~:' ~ ' ~ \.9 ) 

Classification is sometimes made 
on the basis of the length of the name, 
and depending on a Tantrik 
classification of mantras. If the mantra 
(any mystic formula, in the case any of 
the Thousand Names of Lalita) has 
only one letter, it is called a piQ<;ia, if 
there are two letters, it is kartari; if 
from three to nine letters, it is known 
as bija; if the letters are ten or more 
but less than twenty, it is mantra; 

~a,ro "f1:rcrsr: ~ ~a;ro ""'1(11: I 

~ ~'R:f ~ fc:ff'tl4) \J1 Cfll :II 

(f(f) C!;!tll 0 f"''l<'a:f '41~ ffi~ I fe1 l=Rf err: I 

"ffif "3l'U:f TRfT '"II C11 «'11 {"! $!J ";f ~II 

It is usual to take the entire 
collection of the thousand names as a 
'mala-mantra'. But there is also a 
method of classifying the names in the 
method mentioned above. There is a 
single example of the 'pil)<;ia' variety 
(1, 712), leaving out of consideration 
the case-endings of the word and the 
usual expression of submission 
('namah'). Illustrations for the 'kartari' 
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variety are Rasya (311), Rama (313), 
Dlijti (446, and Santi (447). The next 
variety, 'bija', is illustrated by a large 
number of names, like Sri-mata (1), 
RamaQ.I (310), Satodari (130), 
SarvaruiJ.a (49), Anavadyaiigi (50), 
Bhagamalini (276), Sampradayesvari 
(710), Ksharaksharatmika (757), 
Kadambavana-vasini (60), and 
ShaQ.adhvatitariipiQ.I (991). Quite a few 
names belong to the "Mantra" variety, 
Tarakanti-tiraskari-nasabharaQ.abhasura 
(20),Janma- mrtyu- jaratapta- jana
visranti- dayini (851), Samsara-paiika
nirmagna-samuddharaiJ.a-paiJ.Qi ta (880), 
-and so on. 

There is another classification 
which groups the thousand names 
under ten heads according to a formula 
'gam-ga'sya-la-ka-vala-rasa-bha'; the 
names beginning with each of these 
letters constitute a group (cf. Bhaskara
raya, on 1, 16) . 

The Paribhasha-sesha has a 
scheme whereby the thousand names 
are classified into ten groups with a 
hundred names in each group. The 
name marking the beginning of a 
centum (sataka) is given to the group. 
The ten groups are : 

1. Sri-mara 

2. Mal).i-purantar-udita 

3. Sadgati-prada 

4. Hrim-kari 

5. Vividhakara 

6. GuQ.anna-pritimanasa 

- - .:::__ ._,___ 

7 . Dur-andolita-dirghaksha 

8. Desa-kala-paricchhinna 

9. Pushta 

lO.Nada-riipiQI 

Lalitopdkhytma also refers to this 
classification, but the last names given 
in the text are Savitri , Rasasevadhi and 
Vijnanakalika. 

The beginning letters of the names 
have also been considerd while 
classifying the names. Unlike 
Lalitatrisati, which has names beginning 
with the fifteen letters of Paiichadasi 
(kadi) vidya in a regualr order, the 
Sahasra-nama does not follow any 
order in selecting the first letters of 
the names. But out of the 51 letters of 
the Sanskrit alphabet only 32 have 
been selected and the rest left out. 
Among the vowels, the first five and 
'e', 'o' and 'am ' have only been 
chosen; and among the consonants, 
'gha', ' n'; 'jha', 'fi'; 'ta', ' tha ', 'l)a,; 
'tha', 'pha' ; and ' Ia' have been omitted 
(altold nineteen). The names 
commencing from 'a' are 40; 'a', 10; 
'i , 3 ; 'i' 2; 'u, 5 : 'e, , '0, 2 ; 'am , 4 ; 
'ka ' 51 '; 'kha' 1; 'ga' 24; 'cha' 29; 
'chha' I · 'J'a' 19· 'da' 2· 'ta' 46 · 'da' ' ' ' ' . 
37 ; 'Q.ha' 14; 'na' 75; 'pa' 81 ; ' ba' 
24; 'bha' 37 ; 'rna' 112; 'ya ' 13; 'ra' 
38, 'la' 14; 'va' 79; ' sa ' 59, 'sha' 5; 
'sa ' 122; 'ha' 11 and 'kha' 9. The 
letters that have been selected are said 
to represent the ' matrka' (letter
divinities) that help the devotee 

-- ~ 
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in the anushtup metre retaining only 
the names in the nominative absolute 
case-ending, omitting the firstand the 
third parts (Om and namah). Each 
line will contain one name (when the 
name is long) or more usually two or 
more names, and thus the thousand 
names are in a string or an unbroken 
chain of 183 couplets constituting the 
second chapter of the text, which is 
more properly named Lalita
sahasranama-stotram. The last line 
says: "Thus the thousand names of the 
Goddess Lalita were uttered (by the 
vagdevatas)" . 

~ »l'h.1fi9H11~0lll: -,:T: B'Q{:icn· ~:II 

When the text is recited as a 
chant (pa~ha), the verses are read or 
sung as they actually are; but when 
the names are used for worship, the 

. names are taken out individually and 
pronounced along with the first and 
the third parts (Om and namah), which 
are added to each of the names. For 
instance, the chant of the first verse 
would be: 

srimata srim,aharajiii 

simhasane~vari' 

chidagni.,kuJ)Qa-sambhiita 

deva-karya-samud yara 

As rendered during worship, it 
would be as follows : 

Om Srimatre namah 

Om Srimat-sirnhasanesvaryai namah 

Srividya-Ko~a 

Om Chidagni-kuQ.<;ia-sambhiitayai 
namah 

Om Deva-karya-samudyatayai namah 

The significance of the first part 
(viz . Om) is too well-known to need 
elaboration ~ The expression 'Om' is 
regarded as the very first sound that 
emerged when Brahman manifested 
himself in the phenomenal context, 
and the expression dentoes the absolute 
brahman (Om tat sat) as well as all the 
manifestations thereof. 

It is customary to utter Om before 
commencing any serious religious 
activity like study of scriptures (vedapat 
ha), oblations in fire (homa), sacred 
recitation (japa), ritual of food offerings · 
(bali), oblations to the manes (tarpaQ.a), 
meditation . (dhyana), expiations 
(praya5chitta), daily devotions (sandhya) 
and so on. Especially while perfecting 
a mantra, Om is added at the beginning 
of the mantra and also at the end; thus 
enclosed by two 'Om's, it is called 
'sarilputita'. It is said that the mantra 
does not get fixed, unless om is 
uttered before it, and that the power of 
the mantra will run away unless Om 
is uttered after it (cf. Kalika-pura~w. 
cited in Saubhagyabhaskara) : 

{:1 cH''41Y q:; o '!. c:f q <«11 =a:t fq ~ n 4cll 

According to the tantrik lexicon 
Matrkiikosha, 'Om' is what contributes 
stability to the mantra and makes it 
effective : 
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words, the supreme Brahman. This 
aspect of the names, which is common 
to all of them, is suggested by the 
addition of 'Om' (which is an ancient 
expression for parabrahman) to each 
of the names: 

m<T ~ fiA«ft<l ~~:1 

'Om' is added to the names in the 
sahasra-nama only at the beginning of 
each name. And while reciting the 
names continuosuly, care must be taken 
to . introduce a slight pause after each 
'namah' (coming at the end of the 
name), so that the next name starts 
distinctly with an 'Om'. The expression 
'namah' (meaning prayer, bowing, 
adoration) is the proper termination of 
each name as a mantra, even as 'Om' 
is the proper comencement. The name 
articulated without an Om at its 
beginning would fail to be a mantra, 
and would thus be ineffective. 

6. THE GODDESS 
Before the ceremonial recital of a 

mantra, it is usual (if not mandatory) 
to remind ourselves of the nature of 
the deity (devata), the 'seer' (rshi) of 
the mantra (discoverer or one who 
was responsible for its composition or 
revelation), the metre in which the 
mantra occurs (chhandas), and the 
purpose for which the recitation is 
undertaken (viniyoga) . Then follows 
the descriptive verse for contemplation 
and the visualization of the deity 
( dhyana-sloka). 

Srividya-Ko~a 

As regards, the 'seer' of this 
mant.ra (or rather Mala-mantra), the 
eight Vagdevatas headed by Vasini are 
mentioned. Lalita-sahasra-nama 
mentions that when the Goddess 
commanded, Vasini and other 
Vagdevatas got up from their respective 
seats, folded their hands in an attitude 
of supplication, and praised the 
Goddess by the thousand names which 
they themselves had composed (1, 38-

39): 

~ ~~(qfq~~ ~ ~ ~ "lt~ISfl'"l'{l 

~ JJ(l("lf(.1dl~cilCfl218JTaA 41lf<;ctl: II 

'3"'~ C4f.<I'1J'j&H ~"'@f<19)2i~<!J I 

3'i«iC4~1'"lfl6f~: fC4Cfldclf<1olf'4Cfli'{ll 

((1f(."lct~tt6~'11'"i~H, ~. ~c...-~~) 

And the metre in which the 
composition appears is given as anusht 
up. There· is a custom of formally and 
symbolically placing the three details 
(devata, rshi and chhandas) on ones 
own body-parts. This procedure is 
known as 'ailganyasa'. The 'goddess' 
is located in the heart, the 'seer' on 
the head, and the 'metre' on the 
tongue. This is because the 'seer' is 
the preceptor and so must be held on 
top of the devotee's head. The goddess 
is to be meditated upon, and so must 
be placed in the heart. The metre has 
to be articulated and so must be 
located on the tongue: 
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She, the mother of all the worlds, 
is four-armed, carrying in her hands 
the sugar-cane stalk as bow, the flowers 
as arrows, noose and goad; her head 
is adorned with the crescent moon. 

According to Bhaskara-raya, 
Lalita-sahasra-niima has this dhyana
sloka: 

ftl"\<l{iolfcm6i f~'11l41i 

"'lfulct4ifiH.1~< 
' . 

'dl(l11l4Cfl~l@{l 

' . 
{tfiW'H."' 

~ {Mttlft4{'ffi"Cj{Oij 

tlfi~N{I"'fR4Cfll'{ll 

The goddess is visualized as ruddy 
in complexion like red lead or sindfira, 
having three eyes, smiling countenance, 
and large breasts, her bejewelled crown 
is adorned by the brilliant moon. She 
holds in one of her hands the jewel
studded bowl ·filled with nectar, and 
red lily in the other. Beneath her foot 

' 
daubed with red lac, is a bejewelled 
pot. 

Another version of the same text 
has a different dhyana-sloka: 

~ \iTlTOf ~~~I 

~ ~ ~ 461f~::t<t!~il'{ll 

Here, she is identified with the 

Srividya-Ko~a 

fifteen-lettered mantra (Paiichadasi) 
which is familliary known as Sri
vidya. She is also the nourisher of the 
world : she is responsible for creation, 
preservatrion and dissolution. She is 
an enduring spirit (nitya) , and the 
great Tripura-sundarL 

Lalita-trisatl has this dhyanasloka 
included in the prologue (purvapi~ 

hika): 

ff chCfi."' fct cl q Xi1 El '114 f(?1'~f'4 Cfi ~Cfi I '{I 

~~8JUli ff~R~Iqqp~liCfjl~ll'{l 

3i~'jq\l1'1'itf~4l"'{i01"11(11fct~lk4'0'{1 

·\l141cnt!"~~ \jfqfqm' .'f'itc::fk4Cfil'{ll 

Here, the goddess is visualized as 
red in complexi<m and wearing reddish 
garments and ornaments. Red is the 
color of the Goddess, because 
according to Bhavanopanishat (29), 
red signifies the aspect of vimarsa 
(which is represented by Sakti, as the 
Prakasa aspect is Siva). 

JJr~~ihtfCI ~ ~: ' 

There is a name in the 
Sahasraruima which identifies the 
goddess with vimarsa (vimarsariipil)I, 
548) . She is charming in appearance 
and has four arms, carrying bow, 
arrow, noose and goad in her hands. 

The Lalita-sahasra-nama itself has 
names descriptive of the goddess 
suitable for visualization; 

chidagni-kuQc:.ta-saritbhuta (4): she 
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emerges out of the fire-altar of 
consciousness 

deva-karya-samudyata (5): she is 
engaged in accomplishing the task for 
the good of the gods 

udyad-bhanu-sahasrabha (6): she 
is resplendent like the rising sun 

chaturbahu-samanvita (7): she has 
four ·arms 

raga-svarupa-pasa<;ihya (8): she 
holds in one of her hands noose, 
which symbolizes love and worldliness 

krodhakarar1kusojjvala (9) : she 
holds in another hand goad, which · 
symbolizes divine displeasure 

mano-rupekshu-kodal)<;la (10): she 
holds in the third hand sugarcane-stalk 
as bow, symbolizing mind 

paficha-tanmatra-sayaka (11) : she 
holds in the fourth hand arrows, 
representing the five basic elements of 
the phenomenal world (earth, water, 
fire, are and akasa). 

The symbolism of the weapons is 

explained in Bhavanopanishat : 

~le&;lf<:;ct"'415il: ~ gt54<St1UII: I 

' lR: ~!tlCfll<;OS: I 

UTT: ~I 

~:~:1 
Further, this text identifies te 

supreme goddess Lalita with the 
devotee's own self, ever filled with 
bliss: 

105 

'8<\11~'{1Jf: fCll\~q 4\~qctf . ~fclctTI 

Bhaskara-raya, commenting on this 
sentence, quotes a verse from Tantra
raja-tantra, in support of this idea: 

fqJ,tlq ~ ~ ~ m~, 

ct) f~ f4' d fG:Y ~f: flll54 I fui R fct cqrq.:rr II 

The Sahasra-nama has several 
names (65 to 87) recounting the 
occasion for the appearance of the 
Goddess (viz. to kill Bhar:t<;iasura), as 

VARAHI 

given in Lalitopakhyana. And her 
identification with Sri-vidya is the 
import of several other names (85-89): 

vagbhava-ku~aika-svarupamukha

pafikaja ; 

. kamhadhah-kati-paryantamadhya
kuta-svariipil)i; 
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sakti-kiitaikatapannakacyadhobhaga-
dharil)I; 

miila-mantratmika; 

miila-kllta-traya-kalevara. 

The figure of the goddess is 
composed of the first unit - of the 
pafichadasi-vidya (known as vagbhava
kiita) as her face, the middle unit 
(kamaraja-kuta) as her torso, and the 
third unit (sakti-kOta) as the limbs 
below the waist. Here, the form is that 
of the paiichadasrvidya itself (referred 
to here as miilamantra). She is 
elsewhere also described as having 
three units ('trikiita', 588), as being 
the six-lettered vidya viz. pafichadasr 
with the addition of Srrm as turrya-kiit 
a (587), as 'srividya' , (584), as 
worshipped by Kama ('kama-sevita', 
585), i.e. the kadi-vidya, as well as by 
Lopamudra (647), i.e. the I-Hidi-vidya. 

She is also described as residing 
in Sri-chakra (' srichakra-raja-nilaya' , 
955, 'chakra-raja-niketana' 245), and 
is of the form of the primary triangle 
in it ('tripura', 626, 'kamakala-ropa' , 
321 , 'sumeru-sp'lgamadhyastha ' , 55) . 
There are names which describe 
elaborately the form of Sri-chakra as 
'the abode of wishfulfilment' 
(chintamal).i-grha, 57), 'the glorious 
city' (srimannagara, 56), 'the peak of 
the golden mountain' (sumeru-sp'lga, 
55; meru, 775), 'the great garden of 
lotus-flower' (maha-padmatavi, 59), 'the 
forest of kadarilba trees' (kadarhba
vana, 60) , and ' the ocean of nectar' 

Srivid ya-Ko~a 

(sudhasagara, 61). The source of this 
imagery is Lalitopakhydna (chapters 
35 to 37) . Inside his splendid palace, 
she is seated on a cot, composed of 
the five inert gods representing the 
five tattvas (paiicha-brahmasana, 58; 
paficha-preta-mafichadhi-sayinr, 94 7 ; 
paiicha-pretasanasina, 249); and she 
sits on the lap of her consort Kamesvara 
(siva-kamesvarankastha, 52) who is 
identified with the central point inside 
the primary triangle (bindu) (hence 
'baindavasana, 905). And the goddess 
represents the unity of Siva and Sakti 
(siva-saktyaikyar\ipiQ.I, 999) . 

Following the idea of the 
correspondence of Sri-chakra with the 
six chakras of KUQ.Qalini-yoga, 
Subhagodaya says : 

f-;j <:hl o i -:qr~ f;j g){d j) 'irS ~I { q 1 ~ 

CfCf ~~ ~ ~t qfUI9)'<1{1 

00 'ir ~ Cf1YMY21 Y~t!Ch~ 

fcfzl~ ~~ ftrq ~ om &t o:<:;_q lJti 'lll 

Lalita is said to reside in each of 
the six chakras, and also in the space 
transcending them (shatchakropari
sarilsthita, 108; daharakasa-rupii).I 608); 
she also breaks through the three 
'knots' of the constitution, during the 
upward passage of KuQ.Qalini . Among 
the names in Sahasra-ncuna, we find 
the following : 

miiladharaika-nilaya ( 109) 

brahma-granthi-vibhedini (100) 
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maQipiirantar-udita (101) 

vishl)u-granthi-vibhedini ( 102) 

ajfiachakrantarala-stha (103) 

rudra-granthi-vibhedini (104) 

sahasrararilbujarii<;lha (105) 

sudhasarabhi-varshiQI ( 106) 

ta<;lil-latasama-ruchi ( 107) 

mahasakti ( 109) 

kuQ<;lalini ( 110) 

In another context, later on, we 
have a complete list of the six chakras: 

miiladhararilbujarii<;lha (514) 

svadishthanarilbuja-gata (504) 

mal)ipiirabja-nilaya ( 495) 

anahatabja-nila)'a ( 485) 

v.isuddhi-chakra-nilaya (476) 

ajfia-chakrabja-nilaya (521) 

sahasra-dala-padma-sarilstha ( 528) 

The goddess is, likewise, identified 

107 

with each of the three states of 
experience (waking, dreaming and 
sleeping), while she is actually beyond 
them; 

(1) visva-riipa (256) 

jagaril)i (257) 

(2) taijasatmika (259) 

svapanti (258) 

(3) prajfiatmika (261) 

supta (260) 

turya (262) 

sarvavasthavarjita (263). 

She is also recognized as the 
inner awareness (pratyak-chiti-riipa, 
367) in all beings, and the goddess 
transcending all the beings (paradevata, 
369). She is also the stages of the 
manifestation of the fundamental urge 
to articulate: 'para' (366), 'pasyanti 
(368), 'madhyama' (370) and 'vaikhari 
(371). 
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and q~~lftt> 't:4gcff€1(4.4ll ll~$h(4'""<qq: 

(Sailketa-paddhati) 

The chakra is therefore called 
nava-yonyiitmaka-chakra, viz., the 
pattern which consitutes nine-fold 
union. The numbers three and nine 
are significant in Sri-chakra: 

f;ffqm 91o-s<:11 ·~= f~~ql1i ~ ~~ 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ lffilll 

(Kalika-puraQ.a) 

and 
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ftfm ~ ";fqm ~ :q $h (4 ~o Cfl. "TJ: 1 

(Yogiru-hrdaya, I , 73) 

cf. also 

f5!Cf1lOj ~ ~ ~ ~ f~h§ICfl. l 

lRfl SN "5lf8R: >rTffi": a~ ~ "TJ: II 

1qlllloft4qitSfllfUI ~m • 
"tfTTTT ";{Cf ~~I 

"1CtRf ~ 31f'!:RT~ 1q¥jS!:I 

";fqcqw 4~l11'{11 

(Tripuropanishat) 
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Th~ triangle has three angles (tri
ko!Ja)', hence the deity which it repre
sents is called 'Tri-pura' ('one that has 
three fields '). The symbolism will be 
explained later. But it must be men
tioned here that the triangle itself is an 
emanation from, or a projection of, 
the central point (bindu), which is 
itself an unmanifest union of Siva and 
Sakti. And there are nine triangles in 
all, four representing Siva and five 
Sakti , the commingling of which illus
trates the smae union, but in a mani
fest manner. 

We read in Rudra-Y amala: 

F: ' ' . ' • ?!CfiiOI'"lt:I:!CfiiOI ~ \'!;0\(ICfiiOiblOI Cf~l 

il£!A~II( ~ ~ifmi4snlful -rrn ~II 

~~ -cr0 til:S::(Iq51Cfi"ll 

~ ~ ~ f;{ICii4Sf11 ij]jsn'"lH'(II 

The nine triangles, interw6even, 
project as many as forty-four triangles, 
if we count the cental point (bindu) 
also as a ' triangle ', as is usually done. 
Sometimes, however, the midmost point 
is excluded, for it does not have the 
manifest form of a triangle, and then 
the number of triangles would be 
forty-three. 

This pattern of forty-four triangles 
(or forty-three) for male triangles to
gether with the central point (bindu) 
constitutes the main design of Srl
chakra. Surrounding this pattern, how
ever, are two concentric circles (called 
lotuses), inner one having eight petals 

Srividya-Ko~a 

(data) adn the outer sixteen. These in 
turn are enclosed by three concentric 
circles (called 'girdle', valaya). And 
the whole design is placed inside a 
square field (called courtyard or 
'earthstretch' , bhupura), in the form 
of three lines signifying enclosures. 
On each side of the square is a portal 
or gateway (dvtira) . 

Technically, the triangles (or rather 
angles) are called 'chakra', while the 
petals (dala) are called 'kamala' 
(lotuses) . There are five chakras 
(trikoQ.a, ashtakol)a, antardasara , 
bahirdasara and manvasra) and four 
kamalas (hindu, ashta-dala, shodasa
dala and bhupura) . There are in the 
usual reckoning forty-four angles and 
twenty-nine petals. The angles are 
known as ' vimarsa' and the petals 
'prakasa '. As explained elsewhere, 
prakasa is the principle of Siva ( Slqi 602:'1 

Cfil::(lld ~ ~ ~:),the light of 
consciousness, the illumination that 
Purusha is. And vimarsa is the Sakti 
principle, the incorporation of the 
projected world ( fc:l'pllct ~ fc:p:M: , 

m : d'l '"f1 <.11'1 : d'l '"fll fiil ~ "B: 1 ) , the 
feminine principle of Prakkrti. Prakasa 
is Brahman while his natural propulsion 
is \mown as vimarsa: 

SICfil:\(ll\""l4Cfif'4 q'(~tfjOI : ~~ 

~ ~ ~fq'i54clll 

The union of the two principles is 
the foundation for the creation as wel1 
as the well into which the world 
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dissolves at the end. 

f.< I q ~I ftri '€•!1•1141 lll C( ~ ~ fi:eCfl c::rq 1 II I 
_, n . 

-w:f 'i:l <I~ VH§l <:1 \J11l! fa 

\J"PI~di!;M ~ -mr ~ ~ 
~ l{lf'd1H'41: I 

~: "Bla;ll;::y61~c() 46l~q~ ~lf¢'lli1 

~"ifoc'l~n ~ ~cfilo-c~'HI'ClV{II 

This then, is the composition of 
the Sri-chakra: three-angled figures 
(triko!J.a), arrangedin nine successive 
coverings or enclosures (navaavara~ta). 
The nine enclosures from the interior 
to the exterior are enumerated formally 
thus : (1) the central point (bindu) 
which is regarded as siva-chakra,· (2) 
the primary triangle (tri-koi)a); (3) a 
figure with eight corners, also 
consisting of eight smaller triangles 
surrounding the primary triangle (ash~ 
a-koi)a, also called vasu-koi)a); (4) a 
figure with ten angles (also ten 
triangles), surrounding the above (dafa
ko~za or dasara); (5) another figure of 
ten angles (also ten triangles), 
surrounding the above (and therefore 
called bahir-dasara, outer ten-angled 
figure, in contradistinction with the 
above, which is called, in relation to 
this, antar-dasara 'inner ten-angled 
figure'); (6) a figure with fourteen 
angles (also triangles) surrounding the 
above (chaturda§ara) ; these five (form 
2 to 6) being regarded as the 'Female
fields' (sakti-chakras); (7) a circle in 
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the form of a lotus with eight petals 
(ash.ta-dala-padma) enclosing the above, 
main part of Sri-chakra; (8) another 
circle surrounding the above in the 
form of a lotus with sixteen petals 
(sho(iasa-patraka); and (9) the square 
field in which the above is positioned 
(chaturasra or bhiipura); these three 
together with the first, viz., the central 
point, being the four 'Male fields' 
(siva-chakras). 

Not included in the main pattern 
but figuring in the composition of Sri
chakra are the three concentric circles 
(tri-valaya or tri-vrtta) representing 
the triple worlds, surrounding the 8th 
of the enclosures (viz., shodasa
patraka), and the three lines (tri
rekha) surrounding the 9th enclosure 
(viz., bhiipura). 

f~Cfll0(10jti2CfllUj "q i!;~ICfllU(~lj· O~( 

"Gtl{~lli ~ l{lftri"GStilfUI "W "Cfll 

F~«it:;:!<;C'i "tfid "tfid t:il:S~Iq~Cfl· l 

~g -:q ~ f?<lct'ClSfiiOl!jSti'liCI_II 

(Lalita-trisati, 'phala-stuti ' , 12-14) 

While the usual view is that among 
the nine triangles that constitute the 
main portion of Sri-chakra, four 
represent Siva and five Sakti, there is 
also a view that all the nine triangles 
are sakti-chakras, representing nine 
female deities (or aspects of the mother
goodess): Varna, Jyesh~a. Raudri, 
Arhbika, Parasakti (represented by the 

---= 
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so-called 'female' triangles: Icchha, 
Jnam, Kriya and Santa (represented 
by the four so-called 'male' triangles). 

qJllJ ~ 00 T.llfkic:tlllljtHi~l ~ ~: 1 

~'t01~11fstilli~IH11 ~~'ti{lqJ:lql: II 

(Kamakala-vilasa, 23-24) 

cf. also 31Ttm: ~= 1qT.ISfitil1 qf{o1rn 

<mrr:l (ibid. 47) 

In · the main design of Srichakra, 
composed of the nine commingling 
triangles, the angles are of course of 
primary importance. They signify the 
points of union of Siva and Sakti; and 
they are so many projections of the 
central point (hindu), which is enclosed 
by the fundamental triangle (known as 
klima-kala), signifying the residence 
of the mother-goddess. The hindu 
reprsents the union of Kamesvara (as 
Prakasa) and Kamesvari (as Vimarsa) 
from which the primary triangle 
emerges. 

Besides these angles, there are 
two otherkinds of points in the main 
design that are held sacred: the points 
where two lines unite (or intersect) 
(sandhi, defined as 'dvi-rekhasangama
sthanam'), and the points where three 
lines meet (lnllrmastluina or vital points, 
defined as 'trirekha-sangama-sthanam ' ). 
There are twenty-four unions and 
twenty-eight meeting points in the 
design. There are of course no such 
angles, unions or meeting points outside 
the main design, enclosed by the three 
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concentric circles (tri-vrtta). 

The motif of the union of Siva 
and Sakti is sought to be evoked in the 
entire Sri-chakra m a more 
comprehensive way. The various 
geometrical forms that are involved 
are seen as pairing off: the central 
point (hindu) with the fundamental 
triangle (tri-kOIJ.a); the eight-cornered 
figure inside (ashftira) with the 
eightpetalled lotus (ashfa-dala-padma) 
outside ; the two ten-angled figures 
(daftira, the inner and the outer) 
inside the girdle with the 16-petalled 
lotus (sho¢asa-patraka) outside, and 
the 14-petalled figure (chatur-dasara) 
with the surrounding square 
( chaturasra, hhupura). 

R '' ~~~~ . ?l Cfl jO'j Cll.-G, q I~~ "C 01 OCI <. 5 2!C::<"'fl ~\l11 

3lfcRT<qlq'fi'~sP:i <TI \l1111f<"1 "B 't:liilfqct_ll 

~ fcf<qlll'h"llffll ~ <:fls4~ffiqi~l 

(1f<:"H'11'41 · -::r ~II 

It is because of such union, which 
is six-fold, that the design itself is 
called 'yogini' (cf. Varivasyarahasya, 
2,94) 

(Bhairava-yamala, 'Chandrajiiiina
vidyti ') 

The union of Siva and Sakti is the 
central idea in Sri-chakra; it is in fact 
the corner-stone of the Sri-vidyti 
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philosophy. If the universe is 
comprehended by the twenty-five 
psycho-physical principles (tattva) which 
are fundamental to existence and 
experience, in accordance with the 
systemic framework provided to Indian 
thought by the Sarhkhya school, the 
commingling of Siva and Sakti (siva
sakti-yoga) is the twenty-sixth principle 
(tattva), which pervades the whole 
design, but in an unmanifest manner. 

The central idea is that there is a 
perfect and natural identity (samya) 
between Siva and Sakti, even as 
between the moon and the moon-light. 
Sakti is Siva, and Siva is Sakti, and 
there is no distinction between them: 

f~lqfll "'G R-<164141~ ~ ildM'qfeffi: I 

<1~ f.<lq«"J~ ~ <1~ ~ q~ firq:l 

'11'1l!l<'"fl{ fCl~l:cq~:qf~Cflllli1:C4 II 

This is the thought that is 
expressed by the commingling of the 
two sets of chakras, four Siva-chakras 
(facing upward) and five Sakti-chakras 
(facing downward) in pefect harmony 
(sama-rasa). This emphasizes the 
bipolar biunity of prakasa (Siva)and 
vimarsa (Sakti) 

The nine chakras represent the 
initial emanation of the phenomenal 
universe from this transcendental 
principle (srshti), intermediary 
preservation of the order, growth and 
harmony in the universe (sthiti), and 
the ultimate dissolution (viz., not 
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destruction but absorption) of the 
universe (samhiira). The three chak.ras 
that are on the periphery (viz., the 
square bhupura, sixteen-petalled lotus 
and the eight petalled lotus) are known 
together as the centre of emanation 
(srshti-chakra). 

The two chakras that constitute 
the middle portion (viz., fourteen
cornered figure and the two tenangled 
figures, inner and outer) are nown as 
the centre of preservation (sthiti-chakra); 
and the three interior chakras (viz., 
eight -angled figure, the primary triangle 
and the central point) are known as 
the centre ·.of absorption (samhiira-

chakra). 

The first center is said to be 
presided over by Moon (soma), the 
second by Sun (surya) and the third 
by Fire (agni). The significance of the · 
triad (tripura will be explained in a 
later section. 

2. KAULA AND SAMAYA 
METHODS OF PREPARING 
SRI-CHAKRA 
There are two ways of counting 

the nine enclosures; one, starting from 
the central point (hindu) and going 
outwards, ending with the square that 
surrounds the whole design (bhupura); 
and the other, starting with the 
outermost square and proceeding 
inwards, till the central point is reached. 
These methods are in accordance with 
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the two traditions of preparing the Sri
chakra, and also of conducting worship. 

The 'kaula' method of preparing 
the Sri-chakra follows the method of 
'absorption' (sarizluira-krama), arid is 
given in Lakshmidhara's commentary 
on Saundarya-lahari, verse 11: 

(1) A circle is drawn first; and 
within it nine parallel and equi-distant 
lines are drawn across, beginning with 
the bottom-most and going up~ three 
short ·lines occupying the central 
portion, on either · side of which a line 
touches the circle on both sides; and 
beyond these lines are two other lines 
of decreasing length. These lines are 
two other lines of decreasing length. 
These nine lines serve as bases for the 
nine triangles that constitute the Sri
chakra. These lines are said to reprsent 
the nine stellar bodies; sun, moon, 
angdraka, budha, brhaspati, sukra, 
sani, rdhu and ketu. The first four 
represent the Siva factor, while the 
latter five the Sakti factor. 

(2) Then, lines are drawn from 
the ends of topmost line, making them 
converge in the centre of the sixth line 
below, thus forming the first triangle 
(with apex downward). Another 
triangle (with apex upward) is. similarly 
formed by converging the lines drawn 
from the ends of the bottom-most line 
in the centre of the seventh line above. 
The two triangles will intersect; and in 
the process is formed the primary 
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triangle, within which the central point 
is inserted. 

Then, from the ends of the second 
top line are drawn two lines that 
converge in the centre of the eighth 
line below. 

(3) The lines from the ends of the 
second line (from top) are drawn and 
made to converge in the centre of the 
ninth line (bottom-most) , and likewise, 
the lines drawn thus forming another 
set of two intersecting triangles. 

( 4) The two long lines that run 
across and touch the sides of the circle 
are then taken up. Lines from the 
ends of these lines are drawn so as to 
fonn a triangle, the apex of which 
touches the circle. The two intersecting 
triangles thus formed produce a six
angled figure (shafko1Ja). 

(5) Two of the three lines in the 
middle protion of the circle are now 
taken up. The ends of the line on top 
are drawn also to converge at the 
centre of the fifth line (counted from 
this top line) below, and similarly the 
ends of the line at the bottom are 
drawn so as to converge at the centre 
of the fifth line above (counted from 
this bottom line). Thus, two intersecting 
triangles are obtained. 

(6) The shortest of the three lines 
in middle portion, which is also the 
midmost line among the nine line, is 
finally taken up. The lines from the 
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two ends of it are made to converge 
in the centre of the third line from it. 

The 'Samaya' method of preparing 
the Sri-chakra, following the method 
of 'emanation' (srsh{i), is given in 
liidndn:zava-tantra (cf. also Sri
vidydrr:zava-tantra, 1, 8, 10-33). We 
begin by drawing a triangle (inside 
which is the hindu) with its apex 
upward (viz. , facing west, or away 
from the devotee), and by drawing. 
another triangle with apex downward 
(or towards the devotee), cutting the 
first triangle above the bindu. A third 
triangle is formed, apex upward, from 
a base drawn across the apex of the 
first triangle. Thus is formed the pattern 
of.eight triangles (ash{a-kor:za), and on 
this basis the pattern of ten inner 
triangles (antar-da.Sdra), the pattern of 
ten outer triangles (bahri-dasdra) and 

. the pattern of fourteen triangles 
(chaturdasdra) are drawn. 

Successive extension of the lines 
is the main procedure employed here; 
and the pri.nciples involved aie 
increasing the number of triangles 
from one to three, from three to eight, 
and from eight to ten, and 
distinguishing of the meeting places of 
lines (sandhi and marma), thereby 
forming fourteen triangles out of the 
outer ten. 

Thus, there will be nine triangles, 
four of them with apex upward (viz., 
away from the devotee), signifying the 
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fields of Siva or Agni, and five with 
apex downward (viz., towards the 
devotee) signifying the Sakti-field, 43 
angles, 24 sandhis (point where two 
lines intersect) and 24 (or 28 accordino 

. 0 

to Lakshmidhara) mannas (where three 
lines meet). 

The main differences between the 
two methods are with regard to the 
posture of the primary triangle and the 
position of the central point (bindu). 
In the .Kaula method, the primary 
triangle faces downward (viz., forming 
the field of Sakti) and the bindu is 
located in its midmost area. In the 
Samaya method, however, the primary 
triangle faces upward (Viz., forming 
the field of Siva or Agni) and the 
bindu is located in the midmost point 
of the area enclosed by the six -angled 
figure (including the primary triangle). 
The Kaula method disregards the 
number of angles; it holds as relevant 
only the manna-sthdnas (points where 
there lines meet) formed by the nine 
triangles. 

Drawing the eight-petalled lotus 
and the sixteen-petalled lotus 
surrounding this main portion, 
encircling the whole by three lines on 
all sides are done at the end, alike in 
both methods. In fact, they are regarded 
as inessential details , and are even 
altogether dispensed with in some 
traditions (as for instance in the 
Hayagriva-sampradaya), while in some 
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other traditions they are drawn as 
decorative details and are not involved 
in the worship rituals (as· in the Ananda
bhairava-sarilpradaya). It is only in the 
tradition known after . DakshiQamOrti 
that these peripheral details · are held 
as important as the interior pattern of 
nine triangles. 

3. VARIETIES OF SRI-CHAKRA 

There are two varieties of the 
yantra with regard to Sri-chakra. The 
first, and the most commonly found, 
variety is the linear yantra. Sri -chakra 
is drawn with a stylus using sandal 
paste, turmeric, kumkum, gorocha'na_, 
or coloured ink as mediums on a 
specially prepared ground, on a 
wooden plank, or on the levelled bark 
of some approved tree, on bhurja or 
palm-leaf, .or on paper. 

It may alternately be inscribed on 
a metal sheet, gold, silver or copper, 
in order of preference. The potency of 
the yantra in gold is said to endure 
for a life-time; of the yantra in silver 
for thirty -two years; and of the yantra 
in copper for twelve years (Ratna
siigara). The golden yantra is said to 
promote worldly influence, ihe silver 
one health and long life, the copper 
one wealth; and the one made in all 
three metals together is said to secure 
all accomplishments. The metals that 
are unsuited for this purpose are iron, 
lead and zinc. 
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Crystals are recommended as 
excellent material for inscribing· the 
yantra. It should, however, never be 
written or hund on a wall, a screen or 
a pillar. Worship must always be 
conducted to the Sri-chakra kept in a 
horizontal position, with the apex of 
the primary triangle facing the devotee. 

The other variety is three
dimensional. This is called meru. 
because it assumes the form of a 
mountain. If the form is that of a low 
mountain, it is ardha-meru. It may be 
carved in stone or crystal, cut in 
precious and semi-precious stones, or 
cast in metal (gold, silver, or copper 
as mention~d above). Unlike the linear 
variety where all the nine chakras are 
on the same plane, this variety projects 
the chakras on different elevations. 

There are three subvarieties in the 
latter: (a) the three outer chaknis (viz, 
srsh!i-chakra) all on the bottom level, 
the three middle chakras (sthiti-cluikra) 
on the· middle level, and the three 
inner chakras (sarizhiira-chakra) on 
the top level; (b) the outer square 
{bhupura) on the bottom level, the 
lotus of sixteen petals (shoflaiara) and 
the lotus of eight petals (ashfadala
padma) on the middle level, and the 
main portion (viz., the nine triangles 
intersecting) all on the ·top level 
(inscribed or embossed on a flat 
surface; and (c) each of the nine 
chakras is on a different elevation, and 
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the ft}.eru looks like a gradually rising 
mountain peak, with the square base 
(bhupura) and pointed top (bindu), 
other chakras being aranged in the 
ascending order. 

The lay-out of $ri-chakra is three
fold. Where emanation of the 
phenomenal universe from the central 
point (srsh{i) is the prevailing idea, the 
chakras are arranged in the form of a 
mountain, and are identified with the 
sixteen nitya deities (explained in a 
subsequent chapter). 

The lay-out then is called 
meruprastara; it is prescribed as 
suitable for celibates and the less 
evolved devotees. 

When the prevailing. idea is 
preservation of the universe (sthiti), 
the chakras are all laid out on the 
same plane, and are identified with 
vaiinl-vagdevatas. The lay-out in this 
case is called bhu-prastara; and is 
recommended as suitable for 
householders. 

When, however, the idea of 
dissolution (laya) prevails, the central 
point (bindu) stands out prominently, 
and the other chakras are arranged in 
one, two, or three elevations, and are 
identified with the matrkas (see section 
on the Tantra). The lay-out here is 
called kai ldsa-prastara, recommended 
for ascetics and renunciants (Srl
vidyiir"(Ulva-tantra) . 

There is another way of classifying 
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the Sri-chakras, which is simpler than 
the above. When the entire design is 

· inscribed, embossed , or drawn on a 
flat surface in flush with the ground , 
it is called bhuprshrha. When the 
inscribed, embossed, or drawn design 
is supported by a dwarf pedestal , 
raised like the back of a tortoise, it is 
called kacchapa-prshjha. When the 
inscribed, embossed, or drawn design 
is held aloft by a tall structure, or 
when the design assumes the form of 
a mountain with the chakras on 
different elevations, it ts called 
meruprsh{ha. 

Further, the yantras of Sri-chakra 
fall into three groups according to the 
modes of their employment. When the 
yantra is a permanent one (inscribed 
on stone or on metal plates, or carved 
in stone, or cast in metals), and fixed 
to the ground, it is achara 
('immovable'). Once it is ceremonially 
installed and consecreated, it becomes 
worthy of worship for all time, without 
any need for periodical renewals. If, 
on the other hand, the yantra is drawn 
by hand on an earthern plate, on a 
wooden plank, on bhurja surface or 
on paper, or inscribed on a metal 
plate not fixed to a pedestal, its efficacy 
depends upon its proper consecration 
before the worship rituals begin~ and 
it ceases to be worthy of repeated 
worship when once it is used. On 
each occasion of worship, the yantra 
must be prepared anew and 
consecrated afresh. Not being fixed to 
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the ground, such a yantra could be 
carried about, and thus it is called 
chara ('mobile'). 

The third group of yantras consists 
of the design inscribed or carved in 
metal, crystal, gem and so on and 
worn on the body (as pendant, ring or 
amulet). These are necessarily small 
in size, and do not admit of ritualistic 
worship. They are, therefore, not 
consecrated in any manner. This group 
is called dhara~a-yogya. Its efficacy 
consists in its being touched and given 
by a holy man; it has no value when 
bought in a market. 

4. THE NINE ENCLOSURES. 

Sri-chakra is visualized as an 
elaborate mansion, in the innermost 
apartment of which abides the mother
goddess in all her majesty and glory. 
But the mansion presents a series of 
coverings or enclosures, passing 
through which we reach the sanctum. 
Each of these coverings hides the 
divine presence in a series of 
phenomenal and psychical projections 
and presentations; but it is suffuced by 
the divine presence. It can also illumine 
the devotee's path. That is why each 
of these enclosures (dvara!J.a) is 
regarded as a step to further our 
journey towards the sanctum of the 
mother-goddess. as a station in our 
onward spiritual progress. 

There are nine of these coverings 
or enclosures (avara~w from root vr, 
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'to cover '), beginning with the 
surrounding square, significantly called 
' the earth-stretch' (bhii-pura), and 
ending with the cental point (bindu), 
which is the natural abode of the 
mother-goddess. 

There are two ways of 
enumerating these enclosures. One 
starts with the central point (bindu) , 
and moves outward till the square 
enclosure. This is called the order of 
descent (avaroha-krama), the goddess 
condescending to assume the 
phenomenal form. The other order, 
called ascent (or aroha) , beginning 
with the outer most enclosure and 
proceed inward until the central point 
is reached. This is also called samhara 
("gathering up ") or laya (dissolution). 
This is recommended for the normal 
devotees. 

The path of descent (avaroha) is 
the order of creation (srshfikrama) , in 
order to undestand the gradual evolution 
of the tattvas. The other path is meant 
for the devotee who seeks identification 
with the supreme reality (the central 
point, bindu or para-tattva) by spiritual 
practices (upasana) . 

Each of these enclosures has its 
own name, physical form and spiritual 
significance; its own appropriate colour 
(signifying the approach tendencies) , a 
presiding divinity (chakra-nayika or 
chakresvarl), who is merely a variant 
form of the mother-goddess abiding in 
the central point, ·a class of specific 
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aids in the spiritual progress (yogini) 
representing different aspects of the 
mother-goddess, and a particular guard
divinity (mudrti-devatti) who welcomes, 
purifies and delights the devotee 
(mudam rtiti). The spiritual aids 
(yogirus) are 64 crores in number, and 
they constitute the retinue of the mother
goddess (mahti chatuh-shash{i-yoginl
gca:uz-sevitti). 

q:q ¥4 cF'l4~1 :q<j)· 11m.m f~ g;u c-4Cfi 'l 

(Nitya-patala) 

Thus, Srichakra is verily the body 
of the mother-goddess, her own form. 
The nine enclosures actually reveal 
her true form to the devotee, and 
hence worship of each of these is 
enjoined on the devotee. 

The worship rituals involve the 
presiding deities, aids and guards 

mentioned above. The wor&hip 
sequence begins with the outer-most 
enclosure (bhupura), and is completed 
at the innermost enclosure (viz., the 
central point, bindu) 

( 1 ) 

First Enclosure, called 'Deluder 
of three realms' (Trilokya-mohana). 

~l@g;{§j 41Ql1Uj ~ 

fq fq I 9>l;ll t-i '{l fct '{O f<Sll §JI""ll 

~2.TT fflfO&B~~-
~" ~, . 

f5m.11¥1Bl"l15'1 ~:II 

Its form is that of an ' all-inclusive 
square' (sarvtinta-chatursra). It is the 
wide space in which the entire yantra 
is poised. On its outer fringe are three 
lines (tri-rekhti), like ramparts of a 
fortress (prtiktira), one inside the other, 
and coloured white, red, and yellow, 
in order. On the iilller edge of the 
space are three concentric circles (tri
vrtta) surrounding the si.(Cteen-petalled 
lotus. 

' I J I 7 
to 
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The square provides a gateway 
(portal) on each side called amnaya 
(East, South, West and North) . The 
outermost line surrounding this square 
is the residence of the ten spirits of 
spiritual accomplishment (siddhis), four 
of them stationed at the four portals, 
another four at the four corners, one 
above and one below. These spirits 
represent abilities to become minute 
(aJJimti) , swell into magnitutde 
(mahimti), become· light (laghima), 
become heavy (garima) to lord over 
(isitva), to desire (icchd), to subjugate 
(vasitva), to attain the objects of desire 
(pralaimya), to get pleasures (b~ukti), 
and to actualize all intentions (sarva
kama-siddhi). These are powers to be 
acquired for self-protection along the 
spiritual journey. 

The second line surrounding the 
square represents the eight minor 
'mother deities' (matrkas), four of 
them stationed at the doors, and four 
at the corners. They are creatures of 
passionate longing (Brahml), of violent 
anger (Mahesvarl), of insatiable avarice 
(Kaumiirl), of dazed fascination for the 
world (VaishJJavl), of piggish obstinacy 
(Vdrdhi), of tormenting jealousy 
(lndrar;i), of sinful disturbances 
(Chtimu!Jfiti), and of benign inspiration 
towards merit (Mahalakshml). They 
have their consorts (bhairavas): black
bodied Asitailga, indiganant Ruru, 
fierce Chal)<;la, tJ?.oughtless Krodha, 
intoxicated and proud Unmana, envious 
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Kapala, terrible Bhisha.l)a, and 
absorbing Sarilhara respectively. 

The inner line surrounding the 
square represents ten feminine guards 
(mudra-sakti) or guardians of the ten 
directions (dikpalas): Sarva
sarilkshobhil)I ('agitating all') in North, 
Sarvakarshii)I ('fascinating all') in the 
East, Sarva-vasarhkari ('subjugating 
all') in the South, Sarvoilmadini 
('driving all mad') in North-West, 
Sarvankusa ('goading all ') in North 
East, Khechari ('moving about in thin 
air') in South-East, Sarvabija 
('sprouting everything') iri South-West, 
Mahayoni (' the great source of all 
things') below, and Sarvesvari ('ruling 
over all') above. 

Nine of these guardian spirits 
belong to the nine individual chakras, 
and the last one (also known as 
Trikhal)c;lika) belongs to the composite 
Sri-chakra, pervading through all the 
parts. 

~ :qsMI\J1f4 cil:IINChl 4RCfllRictll 

The symbolism is also current 
that each of these guar1ian spirits 
rules over the six chakras in the body 
(mULadhara at the base, svddhish!hdna, 
mar;ipura, anahata, visuddha, ti}fiti, 
the sahasrtira (centre of pure 
consciousness), the lambikagra (the 
centre of vision), and the bridge of the 
nose. 

The three lines sorrounding the 
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fortitude (dhairyd), recollections 
(sm_rtyd), verbal labels (nama), sources 
of phenomena (blja), self hood (atmd), 
immortality (amrta) and body (sarira). 
They are indicated by the sixteen 
vowels, one inscribed on each petal, 
starting from East in a clockwise 
manner. 

The corresponding centre in the 
human body is mo.ladhara-chakra. 

The enclosure symbolizes the 
second part of the emanation-chakra, 
denoting 'emanation-preservation' (srsht 
i-sthiti). 

( 3 ) 

Third Enc~osure, called 'Agitator 
of all' (Sarvasankshobhar;a). 

m: ~a.11'40IT.ISfl'8·~= 

:(n011kHR1.q;foCh~Ch'~'' 
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Its form is that of a lotus having 
eight petals (ash{a-dala-padma), 
immediately within the above enclosure 
and outside the main portion of the 
yantra (viz. , the complex figure formed 
by the inter-section of nine triangles). 

The deity presiding over this 
enclosure is called Tripura
sundari,surrounded by her aids who 
are more hidden than the aids in the 
previous enclosure (gupta-tara-yoginl). 

The eight petals qf the lotus represent 
eight forces which are psychophysical 
in nature (anatiga meaning 'not entirely 
physical') : Ananga-kusuma (speech and 
expression, vachana) in the East, 
Ananga-mekhala (apprehensions and 
receptions, adana) in the South , 
Ananga-madana (locomotions, gamana) 
in the West, Anailga-madanatura (urges 
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of the body and eljminations, visarjana), 
in the North, Anailga-rekha 
(pleasurable feeling, ananda) in South
East, . Anailga-vegini (rejections and 
reactions, hdna) in South-West, 
Anailga-madanailkusa (attention, 
upadtina) in North-West, and Anailga
maliru (detachment and dispasion, 
upeksha) in North-East. They are 
indicated by the eight consonants 
beginning with 'ka '. They also 
represent the five material elements 
(bhuta-tanmatra) along with the 
unmanifest (avyakta), initial spirit 
(mahat) and egoity (ahamta). 

The c;orresponding centre in the 
human body is the navel region (nabhi) 
or the loin (ka!i) . 

The enclosure symbolizes the third 
and final part of emanation
chakra,denoting 'emanationabsorption' 
·(srsh{i-samhiira) . 

(4) 
Fourth Enclosure, called 'Provider 

of all prosperity ' (sarva-saubhagya:
dtiyaka) . 

~~~ 0 fl 'i cfq; ~ ifffi ~ ~"f\ 

~s~~qfq~'tf4Ciof'"ll 

Cf;l(\ O:S~ I Olifcfl('j 6f<l q<ij '\ 

-m~ 'qst)qffl Ptfqtii!'"lll 

Its form is that of the 
fourteencornered figure (chatur-da.Stira, 
or bhuvana standing for the fourteen 
realms, or Manu standing for the 
progenitors of the human race in 
fourteen segments of time), constituting 
the first enclosure in the main portion 
of Sri-chakra (viz., the complex figure 
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formed by the intersection of nine 
triangles). 

The deity presiding over the center 
is Tripura-vasini, surrounded by the 
aids 'conditioned by tradition' 
(sampradaya-yoginl) . 

The fourteen corners (angles) of 
the enclosure represent fourteen of the 
vital channel (nafli) in the body. They 
are, from the East in anticlockwise 
order; Sarvasailkshobhil).i ('agitator of 
all', ala~izbusha-nafli), Sarva-vidravi.¢ 
('chaser of all', kuhu), Sarvakarshil)I 
('attractor of all' visvodara), 
Sarvahlada-karir;ti ('delighter of all', 
varar,za), Sarva-sammohini ('deluder of 
all', hasti-jihva), Sarva-starilbhini 
(' arrestor of all', yaso-vatl), Sarva 
jpilbhir:ti, ('releaser of all', payasvinl), 
Sarvakarshir:ti (' attractor of all', 
alternately called Sarvavasam-kari 
'controller of all', gandhari-), Sarva
rafljani ('delighter of all', pasha-), 
Sarvonrnadini ('mad~ener of all', 
salikhinl), Sarvartha-sadhani . ('acco
mplisher of all objectives', sarasvatl), 
Sarvasampatti-pural)i ('provider of all 
wealth', /fla), Sarva-mantra-mayi 
('made up of all the mantras', pingala), 
and Sarva-dvandvakshayarilkari ('des
troyer of all duality', alternately called 
Sarvadvandva-mayi, 'made up of all 
phenomenal duality', sushumr,za). They 
are indicated by the first fourteen 
letters of the alphabet. They represent 
the ten sensory faculties (indriya) of 
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the Devi, along with the four-fold 
'ant~karar:ta' (inner faculty) . 

The corresponding centre in the 
human body is the anahara-chakra in 
the heart region. 

Ttie enclosure signifies the . first 
part of the 'preservation' -chakra (sthiti), 
denoting 'preservation emanation' 
(sthiti-srshfl). 

( s ) 
Fifth Enclosure, called 'Accom

plisher. of all objects' (Sarviirtha
stidhaka) 

~~~i:h"CCstiB·~: 

· f~fo~;SIC::I'W: "5JUTOlsft:l:J W : 1 

!ill (11 c6CI o lf'4 {O I iZ!)Cfl I~ 

CI<SIC::I?tl<~~ l 
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Its form is that of a ten-cornered 
figure (da.Sara), immediately surrounded 
by the a.bove ; it is specified as the 
'outer ten-cornered figure (bahir
dasara), for it encloses another figure 
of the same nature. 

The deity presiding over this 
senter is Tripura- :~ri, surrounded by 
aids who are beyond the reach of 
sensory apprehension (kuloaln;ayogini). 

------------. 

The ten corners of the figure 
house ten auspicious deities , from the 
East in anti-clockwise order; Sarva
siddhi-prada (ensuring all auainments), 
Sarva-sampat-prada (bestowing all 
wealth) , Sarvapriyaqlkari (doing only 
the most desirable), Sarva-maQgala
kariQI (bringing all the good things), 
Sarvakama-prada (fulfilling all the 
desires), Sarva-dukha-vimochani 
(removing all sufferings), Sarva
m~ tyuprasamani (counteracting all 
portents of death), Sarva-vighna
nivariQI (overcoming all obstacles), 
Sarvaligasundarl (comely in all the 
limbs), and Sarva-saubhagya-dayini 

(gifting all prosperity) . They are 
indicated by the five consonants 
beginning with ' ka' and the five 
consonants beginning with ' cha '. The 
number 'ten' also signifies the ten 
incarnations of VishQu , which secured 
the welfare of the worlds: They also 
represent the ten organs, five of 
knowledge Unanendriya) and five of 
action (karmendrlya). 

The corresponding center in the 
human body is the visuddha-chakra at 
the throat. 

The enclosure signifies the second 
part of the 'preservation (sthiti-chakra) , 
denoting 'preservation-preservation' 
(sthitisthiti) . 

( 6 ) 

Sixth Enclosure called 'Protector 
of all' (Sarva-rakshtikara). 
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~~~~~~{@1~: "SJ11ir 

fp::f~ ~I f'ffi Sl'j€1 I~ ~: I 

Cfilm~ fq<"lflcq)<ICWII: 

fl11f{1<~1Ch(ClSflfl.~: II 

Its form is that of a ten-cornered 
figure (dasara), immediately inside the 
above, and therefore specified as 'inner' 
(antar-dasara). 

The deity presiding over this 
centre is Tripura-malini, attended by 
aids who are 'embryonic' 
(nigarbhayoginl). 

The ten corners represent ten 
powers of the vital fire (vahni-kata): 
Sarvajna ('knowing all', associated with 
rechaka, elimination), Sarvasakti-prada 
(' bestowing all powers', pachaka, 
digestion), Sarvaisvarya prada 
(bestowing all wealth,, sosha!Ja, 
removing the defects of the stomachic 
fire) , Sarva-jnana-may1 ' ('full of all 
knowledge', dahaka; burning), Sarva
vyadhi-vinasini ('undoing all diseases', 
plavaka, flooding with rasa to help 
the digestive function), Sarvadhara
svarupa ('supporting all things' , 
ksharaka, bile-secreting), Sarvapapa-
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hara ('dispelling all misery·, 
kshobhaka, churning food), 
Sarvaraksha-svarilpil).I ('protecting all 
beings' , Jn.nbhaka, yawning), and 
Sarvepsita-phala-prada ('granting the 
fruits of all that one wants' mohaka, 
causing fainting). They are arranged 
in the corners from the East in an 
anticlockwise manner. They are 
represented by the five letters of the '! 
a' group and five of the 'ta' group 
denoting the outward inclinations 
(vishaya-pravrtti) of the Devi. 

This figure is described as of the 
nature of fire (agni), and its symbolizes 
the third part of the 'preservation' 
(sthiti) chakra, denoting 'preservation
absorption' (sthitisa1J7hara). 

The corresponding centre in the 
human body is the mai).ipUra-chakra. 
but it is said to be situated between the 
eye-brows. 

( 7 ) 

Seventh Enclosure, called 'Remover 
of all diseases ' (Sarvaroga-hara). 
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c:w<c:nu: g;~q;q~-

-q\fl fa fq ti -:q ~'tfRT: 1 

~' . 
"1'111'1 {jlJI46ilsti~~= 

~flUJikHicl:S:._qifuqofqlcll: II 

Its form is that of a eight -cornered 
figure (ashfa-kof)ll, also called vasu
kona, because the number of Vasus is 
eight). Its location is within the above 
enclosure and immediately outside the 
primary triangle. 

. The deity presiding over this 
centre is Tripura-siddha, attended by 
aids who are described as 'secret' 
(rahasya-yoginl). 

The eight corners represent the 
powers responsible for, or the 
expression of, the eight fundamental 
urges: Vasini ('subjugating', associated 
with sita, cold), Kamesi (lording over 
desires, ushma, heat), Mohini (causing 
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confusion, or Modini, causing 
happiness, sukha, happiness), Vimala 
('purifying', duhkha, pain), AruiJ.a ('of 
the colour of ruddy dawn', icchhti, 
desire), Jayini (conquering ', sattva, 
wisdom), Sarvesl (lording over all 
rajas, activity), and Kaulini ('of the 
family' also called Kaula-sundari, 
tamas, inertia) , arranged in the eight
corners of the figure from East in an 
anticlockwise manner. They are also 
described as 'deities of selfexpression' 
(vag-devatas) who are very close to 
the mother-goddess (Lalitha). The 
number eight symbolizes the eight 
forms that Siva assumes (Rudra, Bhava, 
Sarva, Isana, Pasupati, Bhima, Ugra , 
Mahadeva). They are represented by 
the five letters of the ·'pa' group and 
the letters 'sa' 'sha' and 'sa'. The five 
material elements (bhuta), mind 
(manas), intellect (buddhi), and egoity 
(ahamkara) are symbolized here. 

The enclosure symbolizes the first 
part of the third chakra, 'absorption' 
sarrzhiira-chakra, dem>ting 'absorption
emanation' (saiJzhara-srshfi). The 
corresponding area in the human body 
is said to be the forehead (laHifa), or 
alternately svtidhish[htina-chakra. 

Included in the same enclosure 
(in the space between this figure and 
the primary triangle) are four weapon
deities (ayudha-devata) situated in the 
four directions guarding the primary 
triangle: Bal)ini ('holding the arrow') , 
Chapini ('holding the bow'), Pasini 
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('holding the noose') and Ailkusini 
('holding the goad'). 

( 8 ) 

Eighth Enclosure called 'Bestower 
of all attainments' (Sarvasiddhi-pradd) 

~= m ~ ~m;rr: 
~ ~ ~sftq ~:1 

fq fq I 91~ 0\S!:I fu fCh {l <!~ 0 'qf-

~~ fuf~SI(\oqc;t;~i~:ll 

Its form is that of a triangle with 
the apex facing East (viz., facing the 
devotee) or, when drawn on paper, 
hanging downwards. This is the primary 
triangle, situated centrally and retaining 
an independence in structure. It is 
called Kama-kala, and is the immediate 
evolute of the central point (bindu). 

The deity presiding over this 
enclosure is Tripurarhba ('the mother 
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of the triad'), attended by aids who 
are exceeding secrets' (ati
rahasyayoginl) . 

The three corners of the triangle 
represent three form of the power of 
the mother-goddess. Kamesvari 
(presiding over the Kamariipa-pitha; 
symbolizing Moon; representing Varna 
or the Vomiter of the expressive 
tendency, viz., Brahma's power of 
creation; and standing for the 
urunanifest aspect of Nature, viz. , 
avyakta-prakrti). In the eastern 
direction, Vajresvari (presiding over 
the Piin~agiri-pi!ha; symbolizing Sun; 
representing Jyesh!ha the first-born, 
viz., Visht:tu 's power by preservation; 
and standing for consciousness, mahat) 
to the right, and Bhaga-malini 
(presiding over the Jalandhara-pi~ha; 
symbolizing Fire ; representing Raudri 
or Raudra 's power of dissolution; and 
standing for the ego, ahar_nkii.ra) to the 
left. 

ql~licti,~ll~lfacni~ l:ff~

{'i'1_Ufqr;i ~ ~~~ 
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CfiiG~Cit14Widi 111Tfi111~ II 

ql~liCfi~~ ~~ 

fl<;lf-54. ~ ~: Cfiql(¥11{1 

mwff !<nUI~Cfi<>-(1qUifl{ 

q;i.yff ~~ 111Tfi111~ II 

111Tfi1 ql~liC{1!<14~ 

~mff ~fR1 Cfi 4!:4 \31 :a I{ I 
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The three angles of the triangle 
also represent three forms of speech: 
pasyanti, madhyama and vaik.hari. The 
triangle is therefore called 'Speech
born' (vtig-bhava). The form of the 
triangle, representing the union of 
Siva and Sakti, is suggested by the 
way in which the diphthong 'e ' is 
written in Sanskrit. This vowel is 
formed by combining (gw:za) two vowel 
sounds 'a' (symbolizing Siva) and 'f' 
(representing Sakti). 

3rcfiR: q{4~1CI : I ~ etlfl'<i111 ~aJUT 

~I 
~ . ,, 
O<.il : flljjlf1 ~~:1 

(Bhaskara-raya) 

It is interesting to note that in the 
Guhyasamaja tradition of the Vajrayana 
cult in Tibet also the letter 'e'symbolizes 
the triangles of Vidya; comprehending 
the three-fold liberations; voidness, 
wishless and signless. 
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The triangle is also called 
'wandering between horns' (srizgti,ta) , 
two horns seen in the two lines that 
meet at the eastern corner (facing the 
devotee) and the horizontal line 
touching these two lineson top 
suggesting movement between them. 

Regarded as the head (mastaka) 
of the mother-goddess, the figure is 
likened to sahasrtira-chakra in the 
human body. It is imagined that in the 
central space is situated the Uc;lc;IIyana
pitha, the most important Tantrik 
centre. The mother-goddess, thus 
represented is ' three-fold in residence ' 
(symbolizing the three Tantrik centres 
Kamariipa, PiirQ.agiri and Jalandhara, 
represented by three dots arranged to 
suggest a triangle), and in the empty 
space enclosed by the three in her 
urunanifest (hidden) abode (Utjtjlyana). 
KamarOpa is the left-eye, POn:tagiri the 
right-eye, and Jalandhara the point 
between the eye-brows; the three units 
also symbolize the three fundamental 
tendencies of existence: desire (icchti), 
knowledge (jfulna) and activity (kriyti) . 
Tripura suggests notonly the composite 
character, but the unitary basis. 

This centre symbolizes the second 
part of the third chakra of absorption 
(sarhhara) , denoting 'absorption
preservation' (Saf!Zhtiras thiti) . 

The primary triangle, when taken 
to represent the iconic form of Lalita 
(Raja-rajesvari), the eight-cornered 
figure surrounding the triangle suggests 
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the five basic elements of phenomenal 
existence (tanmatra: earth, water, fire 
air and akasa), symbolized by the five 
arrows of flowers (paficha-bii!Ja, which 
is also the symbol of Kama), passion 
(raga) symbolized by the noose (pasa); 
aversion (dvesha), symbolized by the 
goad (a!Jkusa); and mind (manas) 
symbolized by the sugar-cane stalk 
(ikshu-dm:uja), all of which are held 
by the deity. 

The primary triangle is white in 
colour, signifying pure sattva. 

( 9 ) 

Ninth Enclosure, called 'Filled with 
all bliss' (sarvananda-maya). 

· n ' ft ~J 1 11'(4 di~~."H'11~·l!ft>c'{ 

f}{ I q I ~?"liB I tgJ fl ~~fHfl '{I 

f.q T;;:q ~r~ kif !n~<'1 Sl Cfi t:f

~~IHilfCIIC!;'1fi~4'dl'{ll 

Although called an 'enclosure', it 
is actually the point (bindu) which is 
central to the primary triangle (and to 
the whole pattern of Srichakra). In 
fact, the primary triangle is merely the 
manifest form of the central point. The 
point is the actual ma~1{1ala or the 
abstract Uc;lc;liyana-pitha in which the 
three puras over which the goddess 
presides are the three vital channels, 
ic;la, pingala and sushunu:ta, representing 
the three powers : ichcha-sakti, jiiana
sakti and kriya-sakti; and three 
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bijaksharas of VagiSvari, Kamesi and 
Siva-duti. The mother-goddess resides 
here (binduma!J.rjala-vasinl, mahofl
yii!Japlfhasthii). 

The deity that presides over this 
point-region (baindava-sthtina) is 
Tripura-sundari, Lalita, Kamakala, 
Para-bhanartl<a, Maha-kamesvari or Sri
vidya . She is the empress of the entire 
kingdom of Srichakra (Srichakra-raja
rajesvari). The aids that attend on her 
here are 'secret beyond all secrets' 
(partipara-rahasya yoginl). This centre 
is red colour, for it represents the 
deliberation of Sakti (vimarsii), 
primordial spurt of activity (rajo-gu!Ja), 
upon the foundational consciousness 
that is Siva (prakiisa). The three gUI:tas 
have their characteristic colours; sattva 
is white, rajas red and tamas black. 
The centre thus is the 'field of 
deliberation', which is the indissoluble 
union of the subjective and objective 
counterparts of experience, the '1' and 
the 'This', viz., Siva and Sakti. 

~C!:Cfi~SJ<n: 3Hfdc{(14): ~tftt>~IW: 

3l~ fcpmf~ F~::s;:qst;f~fa ~~ 

(cf. Rudra-yamala, 6, 49) 

In actuality, the central point is 
composed of three dots (or drops, 
bindu-traya) , or three 'fires': (a) Moon 
(soma), red in colour, representing 
the irja channel (or the left channel in 
the human constitution); (b) Sun 
(surya), white in colour, representing 
the pi!J.gald (or the right vital channel; 
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(c) and Fire (vahni, agni), of mixed 
colour and representing the central 
vital channel sushum!J.ii~ 

The three dots are arranged in 
the form of a triangle. 

The top dot symbolizes the head 
of the deity as also the sign in Sanskrit 
for the unmodified nasal or anusviira, 
'rp', and the pair of dots at the bottom 
symbolizes the breasts of the mother
goddess, and also the sign for the 
unmodified sibiliant or visarga, which 
also means 'creation', 'emanation', 
'projection'. The two sounds ar~ 

interesting; while producing the sound 
liz (the unmodified or neutral nasal), 
we close the two lips together and the 
sound goes inward; while producing 
the other sound ('h' unmodified 
sibilant) we part the lips, and ·the 
sound goes out. The former illustrates 
the acts of 'gathering up' (sa,mara) 
while the latter 'emanation' (srsh!i) . 
The idea of 'emission' in visarga is as 
old as Taittiriya-briihJnal:ul, 3 (Bhavano
panishat, 27). The one central point 
becoming three is an act of 'swelling' 
(ucchuna). This is how the central 
~oint becomes the primary triangle in 
Srichakra. 

The centre symbolizes the final 
part of the third chakra, of 'absorption' 
(sarphara) denoting 'absorption
absorption' (saf!l}uira-sa1J1.hlira) . It is 
because of the complete absorption of 
the phenomenal projections into the 
very self of the mother-goddess and 
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utter freedom from duality, the center 
bears the name 'filled with all bliss'. 

B<;H::<!;l(ulf fC!I<:GC! 1:fU ~I 

(Bhavanopanishat, 27). 

Bliss is defined as ' resting in 
oneself' (svarupa-pratishfhd). In the 
human· constitution. It corresponds to 
the central outlet within he sahasrlira
chakra, viz, brahmarandhra. 

Complete absorption is another 
term for entirety (samastha, sama~h! 
l). That is why the mantra for the 
form of the divinity at this center is : 

{ -9ft WWJi '{(.1fq~j 3fl'(sl?OlHcfld 

~14 ~I f?l9)'<fi""<:{l 

!Ill Cfl Cil !JC(ll f<HC! I '"Cll !J 10(11 : 

flffia.>I<;I?Oll: Cti~ch')~~Otl: I 

f.frl'41111T -:q <~ f4 "'1141 

4<14(1<§41fct<~~::tHI4111~ II 

"ffif-q ~ "frCtffcq (i 4 I f4 41 "'II'{ 

~ctlc:t?Olfil'qll ?Olf1~ q{O?Oll'i_l 

3lro~~ 

fC4i#J~C11'qlfC!{~~Cfllf.::O'{II~ II 

"9)ti ~ ::t<<a"'<=:H ~ 

~ qrm ~~~cil'{l 

~ l1R1T ::t<fflf"'4kfl'{l 

cqi 'CI'*·~cil· ftigU ";fO)sftq11~ 11 
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Chapter Four 

MANTRA RAHASYA 

1. THE SYMBOLISM OF SRI
CHAKRA 

One of the most intersting, if also 
intriguing, aspects of the Indian thought 
pertains to the philosophy of language. 
The raw materials of language are· the 
sound-units that constitute the alphabet. 
Called in Sanskrit 'aksha-maHf (the 
rosary of letters from 'a ' to 'ksha') or 
van;amaia (group of letters, 51 in 
number called 'matrkas'). While 
Sanskrit grammar recognizes only 48 
phonemes, mantra-sastra adds also the 
cerebral 'la' and the conjunct sound 
'ksha '. In Sanskrit alphabet there are 
16 vowels, and 33 consonants. The 
first letter (a) is Siva while the last 
letter (ha). is Sakti. Together they 
constitute 'aham' (ahamta) , which is 
expressive of the supreme reality. The 
first letter is crystal-coloured, while 
the last letter is red. The vowels from 
the short 'a' to the unmodified nasal 
'm', fifteen or sixteen in number, are 
regarded as the 'male' principle (Siva) , 
the foundational and contentless 
consciousness. From five of them a 
(31) , i ~). o (311), r (~) and Ir (~). 
five groups of consonants (viz., 

guttarals beginning with ka (Cfi) , palatals 
beginning with cha ('q), cerebrals or 
unguals beginning with {a ('t), dentals 

beginning with ta (o) , and labials 

beginning with pa (ll) evolve. 

The five consonants beginning 
with ka (Cfl) represent the five primary 
forms of matter (the mahabhutas, viz., 
earth, water, fire, air and akasa). The 
five consonants of the cha ("q) group 
represent the pure and bare condition 
of the same five forms (tan-miintras). 

The. five consoants of the fa (c) group 
are symbolic of the five organs of 
action (viz,· speech, prehension, 
locomotion, excretion, and 
reproduction); the five consonants of 
the ta (0) group represent five sense
organs (visual, auditory, olfactory, 
gustatory and tactual) . The five 
consonants of the pa ('l) group stand 
for mind (manas), ego (aharrzkara), 
individualized consciousness (buddhi), 
the feminine principle of action, change 
and growth (prakrti), and the masculine 
principle of undifferentiated but 
inspiring consciousness (purusha). Thus 
these twenty-five consonants represent 
the twenty-five principles of existence 
(tatrvas). 

The other consonants are evolved 
from these five consonants: the liquid 
ya ('f) and the sibilant sa ~)from cha 

("t:f); the liquid la (~) and the sibilant 
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sa (B) from ta (CJ); the liquid va (CJ) 

f,om. ta (CJ) and pa (11) together; and 

the ~~ft breathing ha (~) from the 
urunodified sibiliant at the end of 
vowel group (visarga). The four 

consonants ya (?.1), ra ~), Ia (B) and 

va (CJ) represent the principles of 
attachment (raga), wisdom (vidya), 
kala and maya; and the four consonants 
sa (~), sha (~), sa (tl), ha (5) 

represent the principles mahamaya, 
suddhavidya, lsvara and sadasiva. 
Altogether, there are fifty letter (15 
vowels and 35 consonants), and they 
exhaust the universe of existence and 
experience, of appearance and reality, 
of the empirical and the transcendental 
orders. 

The universe bound by the 
dimension of its urunanifest origin 
(Siva) on the one hand, and by the 
dimension of its manifest passing out 
and absorption (Sakti) on the other 
hand, are illustrated by the letters of 

the alphabet beginning with a (3l)and 

ending with haM. As indicated earlier 
the initial letter stands for the 
'manifesting consciousness' (prakasa) 
of Siva and the final letter for the 
'reviewing energy ' (vimarsa) of Sakti. 

m : ftcfqolfl~: Tcfim:~: fucf:l 

~5~: Cfl~l{i\Yl fqq~lf&l: SICfllffio: II 

3Tffi SCOR-~'Rfi 3"i6 fq~ ~~I 

~ f!?lq~lfUi'Rfi Sfltslcpfll !IICfll~ld II 
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The former is the ' origin ' (nulla) , 
while the latter is 'nature ' (prakrti). 
The universe, thus, is a play of the 
'original nature' (prak_ni) . The universe, 
thus, is a play of the 'original nature ' 
(mula-prakrti), which is the mother
goddess (mdta) . The letters of the 
alphabet , signifying the several forms 
of this 'original nature' , are thus called 
'mother-like' (ma{rkas, mata-iva). 

The Sanskrit word formed by the 
initial vowel 'a' (31) and the final 

consonant ha (5) surmounted with the 
urunodified nasal (1iz) means egoity 
('I'), which pervades the en~ire ~o.rld 
of experiencing and expressive hvmg 
beings. It is important to note that the 
terminal consonant ha (~) is associated 
with the last of the vowels, Iii, thus 
suggesting the r~assertion of prakasa 
element. The symbolism of ah~m ('I ') 
would therefore be Siva-Sakti-Siva. In 
fact the entire group of fifteen vowels 
begtnning with the soft 'a ' and en~ing 
with the unmodified nasal (anusvara, 
til) is counted as one principle, the 
first tattva. 

In Srividya ideology, there is no 
disparate existence of sign~fying so~nd 
(vqchaka) and the sigmfied obJ~Ct 
(vachya); and the expressmg 
consciousness and the expressed energy 
are fundamentally one. The universe 
of experience, therefore, is nothing 
other than the expressive sounds that 
contitute the alphabet (visvam 
vidyabhimzam) . The thirtysix letters 
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(the sixteen vowels taken as one, and 
the consonants 35) of the alphabet 
correspond to the thirtysix principles 
(tattvas) that underlie the constitution 
and function of the universe. The 
thirty-seventh principle (actually 
transcending the other principles, 
tattviitlta) is involved in an unmanifest 
manner for it is the necessary ground 
for the principles which are manifest 
in the universe (cf. Varivasya-rahasya . 
2). 

The consonants by themselves are 
impossible to meaningfully vocalize 
without the aid of vowels. The 
consonants are accommodated in the 
alphabet are, therefore, invariably 
associated with, in fact dependent upon, 
vowels (like ka, La etc) , as Sakti on 
Siva. The vowels are said to provide 
power (sakti) to the consonants, which 
are in the nature of mere seeds (blja). 

Cf. C6 C6 i<lfC:: a:IChi'U"QI ~ 

f.< Jq{IM OJ: I 

3i C6 1<1 fc:: fcHP il "Q I ffiT: 

~ ~: II 

f.<JC1~1fw'i lfl quyf: ~~Sifa qJ <=;C6J : I 

firq: ~~ ";{ ~: Cfi<!;itZf:8lll 

(Matfka-mat:t{lala) 

~ ~ ~ ~ 04~F1~NJ£il 

~ltfilfttl) ~ ~ 1!1'51j·O<:lifl41'i:lt(f_ll 

(J fianall)ava) 

Srividya-Ko~a 

m 41tJChllfltl ~ <i(l'JIIR m: 1 

~= ~: q{il:{iif-1 ~ o;qfu) g; 
Cfll C1Ch: II 

etc. (Uttara-tantra) 

To transform these ordinary letters 
into the 'mother-like' (miitrkii) 
condition, the composite vowel-power 
along with the thirtyseventh sound 
(corresponding to the unmanifest but 
ever present tattvatlta) is added. 
Technically, this additive detail is called 
'the moon and the point' (chandra
bindu), the moon signifying the 
collective power of fifteen vowels 
tending towards the final unmodified 
nasal , and the point (dot) suggesting 
~he thirty-seventh principle. Moon's 
parallelis!ll with fifteen vowels taken 
collectively is derived from the fact the 
moon has fifteen phases (tithi) during 
each fortnight, the sixteenth phase 
being transcendental and unchanging. 

foifqlf~U41Ch Rlf~~~ 

f.<JC1~1fwf{'ilfiiChRI: II 

(Kiima-kaliiviliisa . 17) 

cf. also 

mm: tflf04Jo:oJ~ 

~= q~<:;~lq Til 

~ TI ~ ~ flf::c=q <:;J'1~~fqoflll 

Siva is likened to the moon's dig it 
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that is visible (darsakhya chandri kala), 
and Sakti to the digits that make the 
moon visible (drishtakhya kala) cf. 
comrn. on Saundarya-lahari, 1. 

- (Arm:tamodini) 

The letter of the alphabet are also 
identified with various aspects of the 
divinity. The vowels constitute the head, 
a and ii the back of the head and face; 
i and I the two eyes; u and a the ears; 
the r and rr nostrils, tr and trr the two 
cheeks; e and ai the two sets of teeth, 
upper and lower; o and au the two 
lips; the unmodified nasal (m) the 
tongue, and the unmodified sibilant ah 
(visarga), the neck. The consonants 
constitute the rest of the body; the fa 
group and the ta-group feet; pa and 
ph a the two arm-pits; ba, bha and ma 
tactile sensations, navel and heart. The 
other consonants are vital currents 
inside the body. 

VIDYA 
The articulated awareness in the 

form of sounds meant to obtain, 
crystallize and communicate knowledge 
concerning the most fundamental 
principles governing the universe, is 
the Tantrik lore designated as Vidyii. 
It consists essentially of individual 
letters of the alphabet, and specific 
sounds when articulated. Vidyii thus 
means not only verbal knowldge, but 
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the underlying conceptual reality. The 
term Vidyii is generally employed to 
mean an aspect of the mothergoddess. 
The tantras speak of ten such mother
goddesses (dasa-vidyiis) who are 
identified with different sound-patterns 
and their symbolisms: Kali, Tara, 
Shodasi, Bhuvanesvari, Bhairavi, 
Chinna-masta, DhOmavati, Mataii.gi, 
Kamala and Bagalamukhi. Of these 
ten, the first two are described as 
mahii-vidyiis, the next five as vidyiis, 
and the last three as siddha-vidyiis. 
The first group of vidyiis is meant 
only for advanced devotees, the second 
for most .of the devotees, and the third 
for devotees intent on acquiring power 
and influence. 

The third of these Vidyiis is known 
as Sri-vidyii, also known as Shotj.asi, 
because the mantra of this mother
goddess consists of sixteen letters with 
the addition of the sacred seed-syllable 
'Sri'. A variant of this mantra, however, 
comprises only of fifteen letters (:Vith 
the omission of the· terminal Sri), 
known as pafichadaii. This vidyii is a 
peculiar arrangement of letters (vowels 
and consonants) in three units, which 
signify the thirty-six ·(in pafzchadasi, 
or thirty seven in shor;lasl) principles 
that we have mentioned already. That 
it is the verbal formulation of the 
visual Srichakra will be discussed 
later. 
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~ ~~ ~ ~ ~~ 
1\fq: ~\ ~~ .\'4 ~~'t 

~ ~· e.~ ~ ~· 
~ qwor: tT1f: 

l.O <~ <.c 
\~ ~· ~~ ~ ,_q qt' 

Jf;r: .~'d $ ~\ ~ ~~ 
t~ ~- ~· tr' ~\t 

~ _t~ ~r ~ ~,~ 
~q a-· ~~ t ~" >l' 
~~ "GlJ J7. 1.T~~ 

l,~· ~~ r-· ~1. \}'" 
~ 

~ 
~\Ctllfl: 

~ ~ 't! 

2. PANCHADASi AND SHOI)ASi 

The universe of fifty letters (mii! 
rka-chakra) is accommodated in the 
rays of light (kala) which sustain the 
universe; the vowels are the 16 aspects 
of the Moon (15 for the nights of the 
fortnight, and the transcendental asepct 
which is beyond change) , the 
consonants from ka till bha are the 24 
aspects of the Sun; and the consonants 
from rna till the last are ten aspects of 
Fire. 

' ' ~ ' 1::11 '5~ 1 I: ~ <qHI~ID<:\1<1 <:\1<111~ I 

m 4~11< 1('Cfl(11 ~ 141QCfil'i::!Sfl~fqofl II 

Thus the mii!rka-chakra comprises 
of three fie lds (tri-pura), three types 
(lri -vidhii) , or three parts (tri-khWl(ia ). 
Hence the mothergoddess who 

'J ~r Q~ ~~ 
~:u .m.tailf~ 'tt'm l..<t 

~· ~· ~~ ~ t~ 1f 
~ ~ am <u :t\ ~4 

~( 'ti t(D ;f tev 
• .l, ~<• ~ i~ 

~"q. <..\ t ~'d T ~ 

~ '~ ~,~ ~ _1\ 
. . . 

~~~ ~~ .?t" ~ "". 
~ 

~ 
~R m 

't ~ 

.t'll 11'" 3.'{ ~ ~\ lt" 
Clf6;: 

~ ~ :t ~ ~ 

symbolizes this triad is Tripura. She 
also signifies the three powers that 
confirm her presence : the power of 
cognition, the power of action, and the 
power of intention. 

~ f::ffcrm ~ ~ 'QOl fq tSO I <=Ill< I 'Q fq o ill 

=i1111< I ful : f Sfi lll ~I fw fl'%§ 11< I Cf<Oll f<-q Cfi I ftrir II 

(Vamakesvara-tantra) 

In her aspects as the power of 
cogmt10n, she is designated as 
Vaglsvarl (the field being called 
Vagbhava-chakra); in her aspect as 
the power of action, she is KameSvarl 
(the field being called Kamaraja 
chakra); and in her aspect as the 
power of intentions she is Parasakti 
(the field being called Sakti-chakra) . 
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CJl7ft .mt ~ 11 ~ 1 Fm qfn:m 

CfiiG<Idl Fst~~l~lfm: ~.mt CfiiGI{':'FYon 1 

~lfffics(j\J) q(~lftli: ~W Cfil'i{':'Non I 

~ tcit x:rarft TI q~lf;f3<~"<::ilrl 

In the iconic representation of the 
mother-goddess, the first field (Moon) 
is regarded as her head, the second 
(Sun) as her torso; and fields are 
fifteen 'mother-like' letters, which are 
collectively called paiichadasL 
Pafichadasi (or Sho9asi, with the 
addition of another seed-letter Sri) is 
not merely the mantra of the mother
goddess; it is itself the mother-goddess, 
even as the ninefold yantra is itself the 
body of the mother-goddess. The origin 
of the mantra is traced back to the 
Sankhayana-Sruti. 

The tradition that advocates the 
use of this mantra mentions twelve 
poineers: Manu, Chandra, Kubera, 
Lopamudra, Manmatha (Kama), 
Agastya, Nandi, SOrya, VishQu, 
Skanda, Siva and Durvasa (Krodhabhaf 
faraka) . Many of these names do not 
suggest historical persons, except 
Lopamudra, Agastya and Durvasa. 
Different versions of the same mantra 
are said to have been taught by others 
like Dharma-raja, Agni, Nagaraja, 
Budha, Brahma, Isana, Rati (wife or 
Kama), Jiva and Varuna. 

( cf. Srlvidyan:zava-tantra, 7, 
section on 'Sri-vidyayah bhedanamu
ddharah', pp. 114-115:) 
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These versions are extant, but 
they are not in vogue. The only 
versions that popularly prevail are 
tliose associated with Agastya ('Kadi 
version') and his wife Lopamudra 
('Hadi' version). All versions alike 
take the hymn in Saitkhayana-sruti as 
their common authority. 

(cf. 'Prakasa' on Varivas-
yarahasya). 

The following hymn is cited as 
the mnemonic description of the 
mantra: 

Tne explanation of the word used: 

m m: ~ q;;tq1fb11~~ ~ 
lTIOftsm~: 1 

~ ~ l:iJm ~ 3{':\:r:A 1!41 

fcHP1TOT S sRfcfm II 

q;rq: (Eros) = Cfi; ~: (Source) 

- ~; ~ (goddess) = ~; q>;~qrfUI: 
(Indra) = {1, ~ (Skanda) = ;¥11 

~ = ~; llT'Oftsm (air) = Cfi; ani 
(Sky) = ~; ~: = {1; again ~ = 

;¥; ~ = ~ Cfi {1; l:iJm = ;¥ 

The hymn cited produces this 
mantra of fifteen letters in three groups, 
known as kil{as (peaks) or khar.ujas 
(sections). 

(1) Cfi ~ ~ {11 ml 

(2) ~ ~ Cfi ~· {11 ml 

(3) ~ Cfi {11 ml 
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This version, which begins the 
mantra with the letter ka is known as 
'kadi-vidya' ('the formula commencing 
with ka '). There is another version, 
which omits some letters and gives 

letters in a slightly different order: 

(I) ~ ~ Cfi ('II m: 
(2) ~ ~ Cil ~ "{'JI m: 
(3) ~ Cil "{'JI "@ 

This alternate version commences 
the mantra with the letter ha and is 
therefore known as 'hadividya' (the 
formula commencing with ha). The 
former tradition, said to have been 
promulgated by Kama (Eros) , is 
ascribed to a line of teachers: Parama
siva, Durvasa, Hayagriva and Agastya; 
an it is more popular all over the 
country than the other one. Tantra
rdja-tantra and Vdmakesvara-tantra are 
its chief authorities. The latter tradition 
goes back to Lopamudra, wife of the 
sage Agastya, and was prevalent in 
Kerala. The main text on which this 
tradition relies is Tripuropanishat. 
There is a bel ief that the 'Kadi' 
tradition is not only earlier, but more 
important. 

CfiR: 'tt~ til~{l"H : I 
There are several other versions 

of the mantra, depending upon the 
main import that is sought to be 
projected. That a group of five version,s 
known as paiicha-sundarl, was 
prevalent at one time has been 

Srividya-Ko~a 

mentioned in some medieval texts: 

1. Verbal communication 

(bhdshd): 

"ti" Cfi "{'J ~I WI Cfi "ti" C1 ~I ~I 

Cfi "{'J ~ ~I '@11 

2. Emanation (srshfi): 

"ti" ~ Cfi "{'JI WI "ti" e1 c:n ~ "BI · 

WI 

~ Cil "{'JI Wll 

3. Preservation (sthiti): 

~ "{'J Cil ~I WI Cf) ~· ~ C'll WI 

Cil 'ti" ~ "{'JI Wll 
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4. Absorption (swnhrti) : 

~ "B en tfl m' en tf ~ "BI m' 
~ ~ en "BI m11 

5. Indeterminate state (nirtikhyti): 

"B en tfl m' tf ~ en "Bl m' 
~ tf tf ~ cnl mil 

Another version, designed to 
gather up thoughts and make the mind 
inoperative in the normal framework 

' bm active in the spiritual practice 
(unmani) has been mentioned . 

en ~ ~ "BI m' ~ en ~ "BI m' 
~ tf en "BI m1 
Only two among the versions, 

however, have been in vogue among 
the general run of practitioners: 'kadi' 
and 'hadi '. As pointed out earlier, the 
difference between two versions is 
mainly in the number of effective 
letters used. When the repetitions of 
the letters are not counted, the 'kadi' 
version has seven letters (en ~ ~ "B 

m ~ "B) ' while 'hadi' has only five 

(~ "B en "B m). The latter omits two 

letters ~ and t both of which are 
held as very important in the 'kadi' 
tradition. That is why, the 'kadi' 
tradition, adopted by one of the most 
important among the texts of Srividya, 
viz., Lalita trisatl-stotra, is held in 
high esteem: 

mf ~~ "'mil 

There is another view which 
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emphasizes the primacy of one or the 
other of the three units in the fifteen
lettered mantra. The view known as 
ktill-krama (also called kw:u;lall-krama) 
begins the mantra with the unit q; ~ 

~ "BI m1 (and hence designated ktidi
vidyii); it underlines the sattva 
(benevolent, . knowledege-oriented) 
aspect of the mother-goddess. In terms 
of the paiicha-sandhya ritual, the mantra 
is worshipped as Kama-kala-kali at 
dawn, as Bhuvanesvari at noon, as 
ChamuiJQa at dusk, as Samayakubjika 
at night, and as Kadipafichadasi at 
midnight. This is prescribed as most 
suitable for householders. 

The view known as Ttirti-krama 
(also called samavarodhinl-kranw) 
begins the mantra with the unit, ~ Cfl 

"BI m1 (and hence stidi-vidyti), 
emphasizing the rajas (dynamic, action
oriented) aspect of the mother goddess. 
In the paficha-sandhyti. ritual, she is 
worshipped as DakshiiJakaii (or 
Aniruddha-sarasvati) at dawn, as Tara 
at noon, as Bala at dusk, as Jfiana
sarasvati at night, and as 
Sadipafichadasi at midnight. 

The third view known as Sundari
krama (also cal1ed Hm?zsakrama) 
begins the mantra with the unit ~ tr 

Cfi ~ "Bl "@1 (and hence htidividyti) , 
and emphasizes the tamas (malevolent, 
ignorance-oriented) aspect of the 
mot_!ler-goddess, who is worshipped 
as Adya-kali at dawn, Tara at noon 

' 
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Chinna-masHi at dusk, BagaHi-mukhi 
at night, and Hadipaiichadasi at 
midnight. The last one is said to be 
suitable only for those engaged in 
black magic, sorcery and such other 
evil mechanizations. Householders are 
forbidden to adopt either the Tara
krama or the Sundarikrama. 

~l'S~1101f "CfU femT ~fq~e'l(f<q~l 

Jnanan:tava, 24,28 

cf. also Siddha-yamala 

m ~ "Ul1T ~ ~ -:q 'ql(l~~n1 
~ Cfi 14ch~l ~: ~ "StUTC{: 'ft;rll I 

"' 
~4t:rti!l-s~n~· ~ -m ~ :tq1';4~ 1 

~~~~ 
What has been said till now refers 

to the fifteen-lettered mantra of Srl
vidyti known as paiicha-dasl. But an 
older tradition speaks of 'Shogasi' (the 
mantra with si~teen letters, figuratively 
described as ' the girl of sixteen') as 
the real Sri-vidya. It is not only 
praised as the best of vidytis, but great 
secrecy is attached to it: 'Do not 
impart to the undeserving this sixteen
lettered lore, even if you are threatened 
with death. This lore must be guarded 
as a great secret like one's private 
part. When the devotee's mind becomes 
absorbed in the feet of the guru, like 
salt is water, it is only then the great 
vidyti is to be communciated to him, 
out of compassion'. 

';{ ~ ~)I 'S~ (IUlf fu mOl: CfiUdll~{fq I 

10NdC41 461fC4{ll fcP~lf1Rq -q-rcffu1 

Srividya-Kol?a 

~ ~ ffi <:J~ cqqfu ~I 

-q;fl cqqfu ~ ~: ~: ~I 

"dGJ ~ 461fC4~1 ~ ~~I 

~ ~ mu ~ 1 ~ ~~~ 

(ibid. 68-69 :) 

This lore is said to be the hidden 
import of the all the Vedas, (ibid. 68-
69) Sastras, puraQ.as and the yamalas. 

~C::~II~9><1ul~ ~14Jltqf4 "Tffi 
t?ls~norf etc. 

(ibid . 64) 

But the shoflasl is substantially 
the same as pm1chadasi, using the 
same letters in the same order, but 
adding the seed-syllable of prosperity 
'Srirp' at the end. The form it would 
take would be (shogasakhari, 
sribijavasay ini-paiichadasyaiva). 

aTII q) ~ ~ ~I m1 "6" "B en "B ~I 

m1 "B q) ~I mr m11 

But then, the nature of the mantra 
would significantly alter. Instead of the 
three units (khar:zflas) of the 
pafichadasl, we have here four units, 
'Srirp' itself constituting the fourth 
unit, called 'transcendental unit' (turlya
khar:zfla) . In the paiichadasl the 
transcendental form is said to be subtle 
or unmanifest, whereas in the shoflasl 
it becomes explicit: 

q'§c::~~i uu~{q~q~ q~c::~n 

~a."'"t~qo1 fC4<1'l1d I 
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Thus instead of the thirty-six tattvas 
expressed in the pafi.chadas1, the 
shot;lasi speaks of the thirtyseventh 
tattva beyond tattvas also. 

(cf. Kamakalavilasa, 
trimsat -tattvatmatattvatita 
vidya). 

18, shaf 
tu kevala 

The expression 'Srividya' refers 
to the importance of this ultimate but 
pervasive principle Teprese~ted by the 
syllable 'Sri'. . 

The mother-goddess has . only 
fifteen aspects, corresponding to the 
fifteen phases of the moon in the 
fortnight; but the sixteenth aspect that 
the shot;lasi includes is pervasive in all 
the phases, and is verily the entirety of 
the mother-goddess, in her natural 
aspect of pure existence, consciousness, 
and bliss : 
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~: 'if011iH'11 4~lt:tlCi l!l 

~ U "Cf1ffi ~ tif-ci:4ltl4lt{lfliof) II 

Subhagodaya. 

Paiichadasi also enumerates this 
as tqe transcendental aspect (turiyakii! 
a)., . but more by implication than by 
explicit statement. The explanations of 
the mantra of fifteen letters always 
reckon four units, the fourth, however, 
not including any letters of the mantra. 

There are also extensions of 
pafi.chadasl like the ones into the 
seventeen-lettered ,mantra (saptadasa
vidyii), with, at the end, hal!lSa in 
Rudra-yamala; into the eighteen-lettered 
kamarajaashfiida.Sa-vidya with the 
initial addition of aim in the first unit, 
hrlm in the second, and srllfz in the 
third (~ Cf1 ~ ~ ~I ~I ~ ~ "B Cf1 

~ ~I ~I ,W ~ ct!RI ~I); into the 
twenty-one lettered mantra in Siddha

yamala (Cf1" ~ l ~~ ~~ ~ ~ Cfi ~ 
~I ~I ~ Cfi "RI ~I ~ ~ ~ stf 
~I (11) and into the thirty-seven 

lettered para-vidya: 

3lfl ~ CRYff ~:1 Cfi ~ ~ ~ ~I 

~: CRYff ~I 

3lfl ~ CRYff ~:1 Cfi ~ Cf1 ~ t1 ~I 

~: CRYff ~I 

~I 1!: CK'ff ~:1 ~ Cfi t11 ~I 

~: "CRYff ~I 3lfl 

There is also a mahii-shOf;lasl 
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with 28 letters: eight seed~syllables, 

pafi.chadasi ( 15 letters) and the first 
five seed-syllables in the reverse (viloma) 
order. 

In all these instances, the basic 
structure is that of pafi.chadasl, and 
care is always taken to group the 
letters and other seed-syllables into 
three explicit units, with the fourth 
unit either spelt out, or implied. Even 
when absent or undefined, the fourth 
unit it is that endows unitary significance 
to the mantra. The three explicit units 
are like unto the body of the mother
goddess ( "mula-kufa-traya-kalevarii ", 
Lalitiisahasraniima) , while the impli'cit 
fourth is here very self. Seed-syllables 
like aim, klim a srim emphasize this 
fourth unit, which is regarded as 
'secret' (rahasya). 

Bhaskara-raya, the most revered 
authority on the Snvidya tradition, 
declares that all those who merely 
know how to articulate the mantra 
withou~ understanding the meaning 
thereof are like donkeys carrying loads 
of sandal-wood; utterence of words 
without a knowledge of their import 
will not tend to any accomplishment, 
even as ghee poured on the . ashes will 
not help light a fire'. (Varivasyii
rahasya, 2, 54 and 59) . And he 
suggests that meanings are manifold: 
general sense, traditional import, secret 
teaching, practical import, etymological 
meaning, explanations based on word
power, total meaning etc. "In short, 
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there are as many meanings as there 
are letters in the pafi.chadasl" (ibid. 
59) . 

Broadly, however, meanings are 
two-fold: (1) explanations of the 
essential symbolism and verbal imagery 
involved; and (2) communications of 
practical significance, meant to guide 
the devotee. The latter are, of course, 
beyond the scope of this (or any other) 
book. The former is both elaborate 
and diffuse ; and much of the imagery 
has now become obsolete. Works of 
comparatively recent origin which seek 
to offer symbolic explanations for the 
mantra can be forbiddingly complex, 
abounding in flights of imagination 
(like Tri-kar:zrj.a-siirartha-bodhini, Sri 
vidya-sar:zketa-bhtishya and Pafi.chadaSi
rahasya-vivarr:za) . But works of 
celebrated writers like Gau<;lapada, 
Lolla-Lakshmidhara, Bhaskar-raya 
and Girva1,1endrasarasvati attempt to 
present the traditional view-point that 
it is the primal symbolism (iidi-vidya) 
which provided the inspiration for the 
Vedas and the rest of religious and 
philosophical lore in the country 
('sarva-veda-sastrai)am api karal,la
bhO.ta ') . There may be some truth in 
the argument that this symbolism goes 
back to ~oary antiquity. 

Pafi.chadasi has, as has often been 
mentioned earlier, fifteen letters 
arranged in three units (khar:zrj.as or 
ku{as). The first unit is called 
Viigbhava-kufa and contains five letters. 
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The first letter, guttaral ka, stands for 
Kamesvara, the higher principle that 
governs our intentions and desires; it 
stands for the field of waking life, 
where the sense-organs and mind are 
transacting with the phenomenal world 
outside (jagradabhimani-vif vah) . The 
letter is explained as derived from the 
root whichmeans 'to illumine' (kan 
dlptau); and in this sense, it is the 
principle of consciouness (buddhi) . It 
is also the vital principle in the human 
constitution, and it is the symbol of 
Self: 

CflCfli{fll ~I\101C1if~tt:mt" 

Finally, ka is said to represent 
'kama', the cosmic urge to find 
expression and satisfaction, or Brahma 
the creator. The consonant ka is 
actually a union of the sound q; with ... 
vowel 3l (Siva-Sakti). 

This is an important letter, as it 
occurs thrice in the mantra. It is said 
that it suggests three kinds of devotees 
(upasakas) : 'sakala ' (impure, inferior, 
believing only in actions), 'pralayakala' 
(mixed, midling, believing in actions 
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as well as knowledge) , and 'vijiiana
kevala ' {pure, superior, believing m 
knowledge only) . 

cf. Svacchanda-sG1:zgraha: 

~ ~A 5410li~Ujj ""Cft CiS: I 

~m~,f~(j~ ~ ~ 54Cfli~48'' 

The second letter is e, which , 
stands for the feminine counterpart of 
the above, Kamesvari or Lakshmi. 
The symbol ~. which resembles a 
triangle when written in Sanskrit, 
typically stands for the mothergoddess 
as the source of all things. 

q~Cfiii!;~iilctili ~ <fil01'54lfi\101Cfll{l 

( Chatuh-fati) 

also ~: CfliJOI(C\qfi ~~ 

F: ' ~C:OIOICfl: I 

(MatrktJ-kofa) 

It is derived from the root which 
means 'to remember ' (lk smara~le), 
and represents the dream state, ~h~r~ 
the mind is dynamic (svapnabhunam 

taijasah). If Cfi is Brahma, ~ is the 
power of Brahma to manifest, express 
and · denote (Bharati). 

The central point (bindu) enclosed 
in a triangle (trikor;.a), which signifies 
the consonant Cfi followed by the vowel 

~. symbolizes the union of Siva and 
Sakti which is responsible for the 

. emanation, preservation and dissolution 
of the phenomenal world, as suggested 
in the opening verse of Saundarya-
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lahari. The former (Siva) is represented 
by one half of the yantra (composed 
of four triangles), while the latter 
(Sakti) is -represented by. the other half 
(composed of five triangles). Together 
they bring about all the nine enclosures 
that go to constitute the whole yantra. 

f~CfllUI{C\~ ~lf'dlf4"${C\q: fiyq: ~I 

~I q I {Of k4 P!:l «1 ~lOll f~-s;f~ Cf) I 0 IJ"'l : I 

~'i=tllf41f4 ~ fcrnt lj~Cfle'G"fll 

feAT ~ ~ ~ '1' Slfil~fo II 

There is also an explanation that 
Siva represents the Vedantic Absolute 
(avikrta-chaitanya, brahman) and Sakti 
the power of maya, the union of the 
two being responsible for the world 
(Padartha-chandrikii on Saundarya
lahari, 1). In the Sarpkhyam framwork, 
the union of Purusha and Prakrti is 
the corresponding ideology. The central 
point (hindu) is in poetic imagery 
styled as the 'ocean of ambrosia' 
(sudhasindhu) , within the 'abode of 
the wish-fulfilling crystal 
(chintamar,tigrha), viz., the triangle, 
surrounded by. the nipa-trees (viz .• the 
lines of the yantra) (l)if,lflima-vyakhya 
on the same). 

The third letter l stands for 
Vishl)u, for the etymological 
significance of the roots of the two are 
the same (iyate vyapnoti). Pervasion of 
consciousness throughout experience 
is indicated by the involvement of the 
state of deep sleep with this symbol 
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(sushuptyabhimiini prajftah). It is also 
referred to as Maya , the power of 
cosmic projection and concurrent 
ignorance of the reality. The letter l is 
said to resemble a dark cave, which 
covers, encloses and hides : 

{CfliHZI !J~IC4if-t:niu~fq~l~qdlll 

d(!;q f-tijo;>j(etl(\_1 

The fourth letter ~ stands for 
earth (kshiti), the principle that remains 
isolate from the sensory activity in 
walking, from mental processes in 
dream, and suggests insensibility to 
perception (paroksha), beyond the 
phenomena, and uninvolved. The letter 
La is actually a symbol of the essential 
condition of phenomenal existence. That 
is why it occurs thrice in the mantra, 
suggesting its hidd~n relevance for the 
three worlds. 

~ fq ~I d fCfi 14'€1 '4 P!:1 fq ~ C::"fl '€1 ~·tgUll : I 

The seed-syllable hriiJl which 
comes at the end of this group of four 
letters is not a part of the first unit, 
but a 'crowning or peak'. HriiJl is an 
especially sacred syllable representing 
the mother-goddess hereself. It is a 
composite sound, consisting of the 
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seed-letter ha (meaning 'sky' or 'void'), 
the sound ra (repha signifying 'fire'), 
and the terminal letter i (Manmatha), 
closing with the unmodified nasal 
1.n (anusvdra suggesting dissolution). 
The first constituent ha is said to be 
white in colour, the second constituent 
ra red in colour, and the third 
constituent i blue in colour. The three 
constituents thus reprsent the three 
gw:zqs (sattva, rajas, and tamas). Which 
are indistinguishably dissolved in the 
mother-goddess as mula-prakrti. A 
second explanation is also given: ha 
stands for Siva, ra for Sakti, and l for 
their union resulting in utter tranquility. 

The same seed syllable (hrilJl) is 
repeated at the end of the second and 
the third units. Technically hriJ!l is 
called the 'streak from the heart' 
(hrllekha), viz., ardent aspiration of 
the devotee. This is also considered as 
the one-lettered mantra of maya or 
Bhuvanesvari (who not only governs 
the three worlds but withdraws them 
into hereselt). The etymological 
significance of hrl~n is 'bashful' : the 
phenomenal world as yet withdrawn 
(sankocha) is in a state of hiding in 
her, but it has all the potentialities of 
unfolding and manifesting. 

This seed-syllable, which is 
extensively employed in Tantrik rituals 
is described as the tantrik equivalent 
of the Vedic 01.n (tantrikapraiJava). It 
gives the sense of completion: the 
letters in each unit of the mantra are 
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separate by themselves (vyashfi), but 
the employment of hrlrn at the joints 
(kara) transforms them into a unity 
(samashfi) . That is why the position of 
hrirp is figuratively described as 'knots ' 
(grantlu), the first being brahma-granthi, 
the second Vish1;ugranthi and the third 
Rudra-granthi. 

The terminal sound 1iz (bindu, 
anusvtira) has along with it the crescent 
moon (ardha-chandra) and the invi.sible 
powers (rodhinl, ndda, ntidiinta, fakti) , 
which are present only when the 
seed-syllable is articulated, and not 
when written. This complex seed
syllable is identified with the supreme 
mothergoddess (para-devata), whose 
presence and power are sought to be 
packed into the mantra. The import of 
each preceeding letter is imagined as 
flowing into the succeeding one, and 
the imports of the entire series to 
coalesce in th~ terminal hri~n. 

The first unit, called VagbhavakOt 
a, is so called because the unit is 
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presided over by the creator both of 
the material world and of the linguistic 
forms, Brahma. And its importance is 
derived from the fact that it includes 
the three most important seed-syllables: 
ka from which everything arises and 
which confers on the devotee the 
highest benefit of liberation; Ia which 
bring~ to ~he devotee unfailing 
prosperity; and l which secures all 
happiness. 'Thus, this unit is the very 
substance of the entire Srividya, which 
in its tum is the epitome of all religious 
lore. 

~ ficfgjG?i Cfil'"i~q~C!Jl!cfil 

~ ~~ fct;rt ficfBJ@llc{ll 

"'C1,C( ~~\JI~ll· ~ fcrnRi fil{fi~·~·, 

~ Cfii4(1\JI. ~ D '();{ f·P4l\JI~tt_ll 

(Srlkrama, 3, 4) 

The first kufa, according to the 
'hadi' tradition, is obtained by replacing 
the first three letters (ka, e, l,) by the 
sixth (ha) , the seventh (sa) and the 
first (ka) of Kadipanchadail. 

Bhaskara-raya tries to draw out 
the significance of the famous gayatrl 
hymn from this unit of paiichadasi : 
ka .standing for 'tat', e for 'saviture 
vareQyam', I for 'bhargo devasya dhi', 
and Ia for 'mahi '. The third quarter of 
the hymn, being meant by the peak 
symbol hrlf!Z, which also includes the 
inarticulate fourth quarter (Varivasya
rahasya, .1 ,43). 
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The second unit, called Kamaraja
kufa, contains six letters (ha, sa, ka, 
ha, Ia, hrl1?1), three of which (ka, Ia, 
hrlf!Z) are repetitions from the first; 
and one letter (ha) is repeated twice 
in this unit. The two new letters are 
ha and sa. The letter ha, when it 
occurs as the initial letter of this unit, 
means ' to strike', 'to destroy' (hanyare, 
destruction of the five kinds of bondage 
and evil); it represents Sun in the 
context. When the same letter occurs 
again, .it means 'to obtain', to reach' 
(hiyate, prapyate) all that one desires; 
it stands here for the divine Swan 
(haf!ZSa) (from the root ohar.zg, ' to 
go'). 

The other new letter sa is taken 
to signify helping to enjoy pleasures, 
mundane and spiritual (slyante, from 
so, 'to enjoy' or sa 'to procreate'); it 
represents the cool rays of the Moon. 
The letter fa (which is also found in 
the first unit) means here 'plenty' 
(adhikya), when taken along with the 
final peak-syllable hrlTJl (viz., fahrlf!Z, 
laharlf!Z) . The syllable hrl1.n in the 
second unit, however, has the same 
significance as in the first. 

The third unit, called Sakti-kiita, 
has four letters (sa, ka, fa, hrll.n), all 
of which are repitions from the first 
or second units. The three letters (sa, 
ka, Ia,) taken together, however, mean 
'entirety' (sakala), viz., all the tattvas 
from the transcendental Siva to the 
phenomenal earth (sa is symbol for 
Sakti, and La for the earth). 
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Of the letters that go to form this 
mantra, ka occurs twice and ha occurs 
twice; they signify the Male ingredients 
(Siva) . The other single letters all 
belong to the Female (Sakti). The 
composite seed-syllable hrirrz, which 
occurs thrice. is both Male and Female. 

~ m 'h ~ 'qTTJ: !llCfllRid:l 

~aRfUT ~ ~ '3"~~1('44Cfi: II 

The three units are representatives 
respectively of the three cosmic powers; 
Fire, Sun and Moon; 

f~<§los· 'III;JChl~sti Bl'lfi-4f'1(11r'IChl{_l 

(Rudra-yamala) 

Sometime the three units are calJed 

Soma-khanda, · Sflrya-khaQQa and 

Agni-khaQga) 

The three gods, Brahma the 
creator, VishQu the preserver and 
Rudra the destroyer; three supreme 
values of human life, dharma (life in 
accordance with divine law), arthakama 
(wealth and pleasure), and moksha 
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(the final freedom from phenomenal 
involvement); the three aspects of the 
Vedic lore J!.gveda, Yajurveda and 
Sama-veda; the three linguistic 
arrangements (cchhanda), gtlyatri, trish{ 
up and jagall. 

Each of the units has its own 
characteristic and collective seedsyllable; 
aim for the first, kllrh for the second, 
and sauh for the third . The three 
together constitute the sound-body of 
the mother-goddess. Hence the g4yatrl 
for Tripura takes the following form : 

~ r~gu~oil ~~ ~ comW'f 
~~I 

-m = Cffi : fcR.vl?IT Sl ,=l1 <;~ 1 cr_11 

The first unit (represented by aim) 
IS the head of the mother goddess 
Tripura; the second unit (kll1J1) 
constitutes her body from the neck 
below till the waist; and the third unit 
(sauh) is the portion of her body 
below the waist. In the human body, 
the first unit (aim) is the Fire that 
starts from the basal plexus (muladhara) 
and rises till the anahata in the heart-
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region; the second unit is the Sun that 
rises from the anahata and touches the 
ajfui centre between the eyebrows; and 
the third unit is the Moon that emerges 
from the ajna centre and touches the 
top of the forehead (lalafa) . 

The panchadasi with the above 
three ku{as are to be regarded as the 
stream of sound that rises from the 
basal muladhara centre and goes right 
up to the thousand petalled lotus on 
the crown of the devotee's head. This 
sound passes through the three 'peaks' 
(ku{as) symbolized by the sound hrlm, 
as a thread through the three beads of 
a rosary (Varivasyarahasya 1, 21). 

3. IDENTITY OF YANTRA AND 
MANTRA 
Works on Srividya insist on the 

conceptual identity of- the visual 
representation in the form of Srichakra 
with the verbal imagery that is known 
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as Srl-vidya-mantra (fifteen-lettered 
paiichadaSi or sixteen-lettered shoc;lail). 
The two are used conjointly in worship 
rituals, and each has its own thematic 
specificity and procedure of 
employment. But the prevailing idea in 
the entire worship is that the two are 
basically of one nature, one form and 
one import. 

The expression 'Meru' (Sumeru), 
applies equally to Sri-chakra and to 
the Srl-vidya-mantra. 

S3fi:q5fl'"iM ~ ~ ";f m:t 

The expression is derived from 
the ancient mythical lore, common to 
many Asian countries, that in the 
centre of the universe is the most 
resplendent mountain, made of solid 
gold and studded with jewels on the 
slopes, soaring unimaginably high, and 
that it has three peaks, on the middle 
of which the heavens are located; the 
three peaks are said to be the residence 
of three gods: of Brahma on the 
Western peak, of VishiJ.u on the Eastern 
peak, of Siva on the Central peal<. 
The base of ·the mountain is square in 
shape, each side being differently 
coloured; and the fourteen worlds are 
arranged around the base ( cf. 
Bhagavata, 5, 16; Matsya-purar.za. 95, 
7 and Narasimha-purar.za. 30, 14, 45). 
It is the king of mountains, and the 
beings that dwell on it are free from 
sorrow, ·old age, disease and death. 

In the Tibetan lore (cf. Ratnakara-
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the highest objective of spiritual 
endeavour. 

The primary triangle (kor;atraya) 
is the yantra along with the central 
point (hindu) , as the fourth detail is ' 
regarded as the initial seedletter aim 
(representing the triangle as explained 
in the previous section, along with the 
hindu), from which the entire mantra 
evolves. The letter itself is the symbol 
of union of Siva (a) and Sakti (f). The 
form of diphthong in Sanskrit is enough 
to establish the identity of the yantra 
and mantra, which are imagined to 
represent Siva and Sakti respectively. 

The central point (hindu) , like the 
unmodified nasal m, is beyond concrete 
representation or explicit vocalization. 
It is regarded as the 'fourth' (turiya) , 
implicit in the three concrete units of 
the triangle. The three units in both 
the yantra and. the mantra are called 
chakras (or kll{as, or khat:u;las). 

The three chakras are: Fire, Sun 
and Moon, with Brahma (formless) as 
~he. fo~rth. The three corresponding 
mst1tut10nal directions (amnaya or 
samayas) are East, South and West 
with North as the fourth; the spirituai 
centres (pl!has) in them are respectively 
Kamarupa, Plirl)agiri and Jalandhara, 
and UQQiyana as the fourth; and the 
three presiding deities Kamesvari 

' 
Vajresvari and Bhagamalini respectively 
with Mahatripura-sundari as the fourth. 
The three powers (Sakti) are: Varna 
(with her consort Brahma) , Jyeshtha 
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(with her consort Vishl)u) and Raudri 
(with her consort Rudra), with Santa 
('tranquil') as the fourth . 
Corresponding to these are desire 
(icchha, association with Bharati 

' 
spouse of Brahma), knowledge (jftana, 
associated with Kshiti, spouse of 
Vishl)u) and action (kriya, association 
with Aparl)a, spouse of Rudra) . The 
three principles (tattva) are : Self 
(atnui ) , liberating wisdom (vidyii), 
and the ultimate good (siva), with 
entirety (sarva) as the fourth , The 
three selves are: individual self, (atmii), 
the inner self (antaratmii) and the 
highest self (paranuitmii), with the 
enlightened self (jftanatmii) as the 
fourth. The conditions of the individual 
self are three : wakefulness, dream and 
deep sleep, with turlya as the fourth. 

. The cognitive process (pufa) also 
mvolves three units: the knower (jftatr), 
the knowledge (jftana) and the known 
(jfteya), with their perfect union 
(samarasya) as the fourth . The verbal 
expression (.Sahda) is three-fold: 
cognizable although indistinguishable 
(pa.Syanti) , distinguishable but 
inarticulate (madhyama), articulate, 
expressive and suggestive (vaikhari) , 
with 'transcendental' (para) as the 
fourth . 

It may be recalled that the different 
parts of the Srichakra are inscribed 
with different groups of letters of the 
Sanskrit alphabet, each letter 
symbolizing an aspect of the power of 
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the mother-goddess. In the tradition of 
Kailasa-prastara layout, Sri-chakra 
symbolizes the identification of 50 
letters (mii!rka) with the mother
goddess. The two decorative parts 
viz. , the surrounding square (bhupura) 
and the peripheral triple girdle (tri
vrtta), are left out in such inscription. 
In each of the petals of the sixteen
petalled lotus (shoflafapatraka), one of 
the sixteen vowels is inscribed, at the 
eastern entrance, and moving in 
sequence in the anticlockwise manner. 
On the petals of the eight-petalled 
lotus (ash{adalapadma), groups of 
consonant letters are inscribed from . 
ka to ksha. The vowels here are 
regarded forms of Sakti, and the 
consonants of Siva: thus these two 
lotuses by themselves signify ·the 
conjunction of Siva and Sakti. 

The enumeration of the letters of 
the alphabet is continued, one letter in 
each corner, in the fourteencornered 
figure (chaturdasara) inwards till the 
eight-cornered fgiJ're (ash{a-ko!JG.). The 
eight-cornered figure is inscribed with 
composite seed-syllables; and the 
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primary triangle (mula-trikm;a or 
Vagbhava) has in each of its corners 
a unit (kha1J¢a) of the pafichadasi
mantra, the first unit in the eastern 
corner, facing us when kept 
horizontally (or ~t the apex below 
when held vertically); the second and 
third units in the two corners on the 
right and to the left of the apex. The 
central point is usually left uninscribed, 
because it is beyond both visual 
representation and verbal expression. 
When, however, the point is made to 
swell into a circle (ucchuna condition), 
the foundational male seed-syllable 
'01.n' and the seed-syllable specific to 
the mother-goddess l!rz are inscribed . 

There is an account of how each 
of the nine chakras in the yantra is 
evolved from the letters included in 
the fifteen-lettered mantra, pafi.chadafi. 

From the letter occuring thrice in 
the pafichadasi and signifying the 
powers of desire, knowledge and 
action, and from the letter which 
together represent the union of kama 
and k{l[a, the central point (bindu) 
evolves; this the first chakra. Two 
subsequent chakras (primary triangle 
and the eight-cornered figure) arise 
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from the complex seed-syllable. The 
next three chakras (coprising the 
'preservation aspect' (sthitt) evolve from 
the letter occuring twice and from the 
letter respectively. The two peripheral 
chakras (the two lotuses) are derived 
from the letter occuring twice. The 
final chakra, (viz ., the surrounding 
square) evolves from the letter occuring 
thrice in the mantra. 

ctif~ol!i<;'rctil<lf'"S>'Sifo: ~ ~~ 

~~ T.lstif~oll' ~~II 

({Cfli{UI ~ dfH"Cf~ \ifffi ~~I 
T.ltl<~lful ~: ~ fcmtaRut ilsti'SIR: II 

Varivasyd-rahasya, 2, 99, 100 
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Each of the chakras has also a 
specific mantra: 

1. bhupura 

2. shoc;tasa-patraka 

3. ashta-dala-padma 

4. charurdasara 

5. bahirdasara 

6. antardasara 

7. ashta-km:ta 

8. tri-km:ta 

9. bindu 

~ CR'ff m:l 

"@ CR'ff B): I 

~~~:1 

~ e<h,ctf 
~ 

6=fiffil: I 

"@ CR'ff ~I 
m .m Bi:l 

~ rr ~I CffCful 

~~1:1 
pafichadasi 

or shoc;tasi 
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PfJJA RAHASYA 

fHi I {"Ct Sii I f4 Ch '{I 

fq&'lld. 'd'"if~a.R 

f.<IClu::4ifo4li ~:1 

l{d '"4 =-51 G l! I f<-q Cfll-

fcqu;un ~ ~;({il f~ I 

"11~ ~~Clf·dtic{)a~f<:"td 

cci ~@fCl'Ell fucfll 

1. SRIVIDYA 

(Durvasa) 

Sri-vidya is a cult of considerable 
antiquity, comprehending as already 
explained a yantra (viz., Srichakra), a 
mantra (viz., Paftchadafl or Shofjasl), 
and a tantra (viz., Sri-vidya). It is 
prevalent all over the country, although 
there are regional variations in the 
tradition. The mamra and the tanrra 
t~ereof are not quite as popular as the 
Sri-chakra, which is familiar not only 
to devotees but also to the art
enthusiasts. While the actual 
worshippers of Sri-chakra are few in 
number, those who reverence it and 
keep copies of the sacred diagram 
either in print or in metal in their 
homes or places of work are in large 

numbers. The mere presence of Sri
chakra (even without a ritualistic 
worship to it) is believed to confer on 
the faithful material and spiritual 
benefits. 

There are several temples, 
especially in South India, where the 
worship of Sri-chakra assumes an 
important detail. Among them are the 
temples at Kaiichipuram (Kamako{i), 
Chidarpbaram (Sammelana-chakra), 
Jarpbukesvaram, (Lalita), Kurtalam, 
AvaQaiyyar-koyil , all in TamilnaQu, 
Sriigeri (Saradii) and Kollur 
(Muka~nbika) in Karnataka. There is a 
legend. without however any 
foundation, that the great Srupkara 
installed a Sri-chakram in the famous 
temple at Tirumala-Tirupati, and that 
the unparalleled prosperity of the temple 
is to be ascribed to this reason. 
Inspired by this legend, several temples 
have begun to utilize the Srichakra . 
There is a temple in Karnataka 
(Chandala-Paramesvari shrine in 
Sannati in Gulbarga district) which 
has the vimana on the sanctum shaped 
like a huge Sri-chakra. 

There can be little doubt that the 
cult of Sri-chakra has a tantrik 
background, although efforts are made 
to relate it to the Vedic tradition. That 
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(Mal)gala-Chat)c;ii), Banga or Betigal 
(Sundari), Karavira or Kolhapur 
(Mahalakshmi), Assam (Guhyesvari). 
and · Malaya mountains (Bhramari). 
However, it is in the Kaiichipuram 
shrine that the Srichakra cult was 
active and persistent. It was from here 
that the cult spread all over the 
southern part of the country. 

Despite the fact that great secrecy 
was attached to the worship of the 
mother-goddess in the Srichakra form, 
a fairly rich literature has grown up 
on the subject. But this literature does 
not go back beyond the sixth century, 
although some of the work (like 
Bhavanopanishat and Arwwpanishal) 
are couched in archaic style. Much of 
the literary source-material is to be 
found included in Tantrik texts dealing 
with all aspects of the cults (principally 
Vamakesvara-tantra, Yoginl-hrdaya
tantra, Sakti-sa/igama tantra and 
Svacchanda-tanra), as well as in the 
manuals based on them but dealing 
with specific issues (like Rudrayamala, 
Tripurarahasya, Kama-kala, 
Setubandha, Nitya-shor,tasikti-kalpa, 
Parasurama-kalpa and Varivasy
arahasya). While most of the Tantrik 
texts are products of the ninth and 
tenth centuries, the manuals were much 
later productions, some of them as 
recent as the eighteenth century. 

The tendency noticeable in many 
of these manuals is to reconcile the 
cultic ideas derived from the Tantra 
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with the Vedic tradition. Lolla
Lakshmidhara, for instance, claims that 
Srividya is actually derived from 
Taiflirfya-arar;yaka ( 1. 11, 54; 12, 32; 
1, 23 , 1; 1, 32 , 127), and tries to 
draw parallels between the Vedic yajiia 
and the rituals of Sri-vidya. Bhaskara
raya, to cite another instance, derives 
Sri-vidya from hymn in ~gveda (5, 

47, 4 ~ ~ fai'!lfu . ~:) and 

Sri-chakra from another (~ ~ 
dcH"11(11 W ~ ~ ~ ~. :(~. 

0 It is also claimed that Sri-vidya is 
an evolved form of the celebrated 
Vedic hymnal deity Gayatri (cf. Sri
vidya-mamra-bhashya, Trikti~Jt;/a
stirtirtha-bodhi nf, Veera-raghava-sastri) . 

It has already been alluded to that 
Saq1kara, the reputed advocate of Vedic 
authority, is claimed in legendary 
accounts to have been initiated in the 
tantric cult of Sri-vidya at Vard!Jasl. 

·The principal poetic work in this cult, 
Saundaryalahari (ed. by J. Woodroffe: 
Tantrik Text Series, Vols 3, 18 and 
19; also in the Works of Saqlkara 
Series, Vailivilas. Vols 19 and 20) is 
ascribed (wrongly, however) to his 
authorship; a pan of this wor~ is said 
to have been recovered by him from 
Kailasa. As mentioned earlier, he is 
also said to have composed a general 
work on tantrik worship, 
Prapafichasara, a cultic text on Tara 
worship (Tara-prabhrtika) and a hymn 
to a tantrik deity ( ChintamarJi-s~ava, 

according to Bhaskara-raya) . 
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be assumed , that the present ideological 
and ritualistic strucure of the cult were 
crystallized by him. 

The glory of the Vijayanagar 
empire reached its peak during the 
reign of Krshl).a-deva-raya (1509-1529 
A.D.). Along with the political fortune 
of the Hindus, the revival and spread 
of the traditional values of the Hindu 
culture also took place. It was in this 
context that the cult of Srividya 
gathered momentum. Lolla
Lakshmidhara, who was one of the 
leading scholars in the court of Krshl).a
deva-raya, was the son of Visvanatha
bhagaraka (who bore the title 'Modern 
Vyasa', natana-vyiisa) in the court of 
VIra-Rudra, the Gajapati ruler of 
Orissa . Lakshmidhara was also in the 
Orissa court (of Pratapa-Rudra) before 
Krshl).a-deva-raya ascended the throne 
of Vijayanagar. 

He wrote a lucid and authoritative 
commentary on Saundarya-laharl 
(ascribed to the great Sarilkara), and 
a brief gloss on Subhagodaya-stuti 
(ascribed to Sarilkara 's teacher , 
Gauc;lapada). The former work became 
the chief source..:material for the later 
writers on Sri-vidyii . It has remained 
to his day an indispensable guide for 
the students of this cult. 

Another name associated with the 
Vija,Ynagar court as well as the spread 
of Sri-vidyii cult is that of Gambhira
raya-dikshita, who however retired in 
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his later years to Varal).asi. His son, 
Bhaskara-raya (initiatory name, 
Bhasuranandanatha), mentioned earlier, 
was a polymath, and he undertook to 
revive the tantrik aspects of Atharva
veda, which has been lost in oblivion 
at that time. He was a Sri-vidyii 
enthusiast and wrote extensively (in 
Sanskrit). 

To repeat what has already been 
mentioned, the most significant among 
his work are Setu-bandha (a 
commentary on Vamakesvara-tantra , 
written in 1733 A .D.), Saubhiigya
bhiiskara (a commentary on 
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Lalitiisahasra-nama, included in 
Brahmat)<;la-pur3Qa) (1778), Varivasya
rahasya (with his own gloss entitled 
PrakiiSa), Ratnaloka (a commentary 
on Paraiurama-kalpasutra), Guptavatl 
(a commentary on Durga-sapta-sati, 
included i9 MarkaT){leya-puraT)a) and 
Bhashya on the Bhavanopanishat . He 
also wrote works on Vedic literature , 
grammar, prosody, Nyaya, Smrn, 
Vedanta and Mimatpsa; he was a poet 
of repute. 

A Sol!th Indian settled in VaraQasi, 
a brilliant scholar in t)le Vedic and 
Tantrik lores and an indefatigable 
advocate of Sri-vidya, he had ample 
opportunities to examine the cultic 
presuppositions and practices current 
in different parts of the country," to 
reconcile them, and to revitalize the 
essential aspects of the cult. It was he 
who crystallized the tantrik point of 
view of Sri-vidya. · 

He recognized the need on the 
part of some of the devotees to resort 
to the cruder forms of external worshi.p 
(cf. his Tripurasundari-bahya-varivasya), 
and the need, on the part of the more 
advaned devotees, to dispense with the 
physical and external approach 
altogether and to worship Sri-chakra 
as manifested in the human constitution 
itself ( cf. Bhashya on Bhavanopanishat): 
During his day, Tantra had become 
disreputable in degenerate cultic 
practices, especially of the 'left-handed 
sect'. Bhaskararaya attempted to clarify 
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the real Tantrik outlook, and clear 
numerous misgivings (Bhashya on 
Kaulopanishat). 

Both. Lolla-Lakshmidhara and 
Bhaskara-raya sought to reorient the 
cult not only to accommodate the 
Ve~ic ideas but to eschew the 
degenerate practices that had become 
almost natural and necessary part of 
the cult. They minimized the value of 
external rites and practices and 
emphasized the merit of 'inner worship' 
(antar-yaga), once a fair degree of 
understanding has arisen. They 
underlined the prescription given by 
the Vamakesvara-tantra (51): 

. 3H'I~f~llft"4Cfll ~ ttcfl{''ll*1"il fWtl 

~: ~ fq~ ~ICI~Fi ':l ~II 

'Best of all forms of worship is 
inner worship. External worship (viz., 
ritualistic) is to be resorted to until the 
dawn of enlightenment.' 
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2. THE PRIMAL MODEL 

, Both the yantra and ·the mantra of 
Srividya emphasize that the universe 
is an integrated structure, and that the 
integrity of the structure derives from 
the functional unity, or the unity of 
direction which in turn indue to the 
presence and power of the mother
goddess, The Yantra is a concrete 
model of this integrated pattern, 
organisation of parts in a whole, total 
unity that is not disturbed by the 
presence of manifold shapes or 
multitudinous projections. The same 
principle is held applicable ro the 
individual constitution (pilJ-~IJ-(/a) also. 

. Tantra being a practical discipline, 
Its concern is more with the individual 
than with the universe. 
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It holds that the individual contains 
within ·himself all the essential 
dimensions of universe; and that the 
entire universe unfolds itself in the 
development of the individual. If the 
universe represents diffusion and 
separation (vyash!i) the individual 
represents focussing and compactness 
(samashfl). The presence and the power 
of the mother-goddess could, therefore, 
be discerned more mark~dly in the 
individual. 

The Tantra ideology, as is 
wellknown, works with the human 
model of chakra-organization. The 
human constituion, in its essential and 
abstract structure, c·onsists of six centres 
of organisation: muliidhara at the base 
of the spinal column (merudal)c;ia), 
sviidhish!hiina just below the navel 
region, mal)ipiira around the navel 
region, aniihata at the heart, visuddha 
at the throat, ajftii between the eye
brows. These are taken to correspond . 
with the six directional deities (amnaya
nayikas). 

In groups of two, they represent 
the three aspects of the mother-goddess, 
whose presence it is that renders all 
these chakras active, relevant and 
integrated: emanation (muliidhara and 
sviidhishfhiina), preservation (malJ-ipura 
and aniihata), and absorption (visuddha 
and ajftii). According to a different 
reckoning (Kiill-krama), muliidhiira 
represents the center of emanation 
(srsh!ichakra), sviidhishJhii.na the center 
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of preservation (sthiti-), matJipura the 
centre of absorption (samh[ti-) , anahata 
the centre which is unnameable 
(antikya), visuddha the center of 
illumination (bhtisa)and ajiia the centre 
of final rest (visrama). 

The features of the ypntra of Sri 
vidya have been accommodated within 
this model. The surrounding square 
(bhupura) and the triple girdle (tri
v.rtta) represent the mulddhtira centre 
(emanation, srsh!t) . The sixteen-petalled 
lotus (shot;lasdpatraka) and the eight
petalled lotus (ashJa-dala) that . are 
outside the main pattern correspond to 
the svtidhis!htina centre (preservation, 
sthiti) ; they encompass the essential 
yantra and preserve it.. The 
fourteencornered figure ( chaturdafara), 
the outer and inner ten-cornered 
figures (bahir-and antar-dasara) 
represent the ma1J.ipura centre 
(absorption, sa'!lhrti). The eight 
co~nered figur~ (ashftira) and the 
pnmary triangle (trikof)a) together 
correspond with the anahata centre at 
~e he~r.t. The central point (hindu) in 
u~, VISible aspect represents the 
~~s~ (aruihya) center, and in its 
mvlslble aspect the ajfta center or 
~llurnination (bluisa). The transcendental 
tmpo~~ ~o_f the entire yantra is beyond 
the Q)na center stretching till the 
mystical thousand-petalled lotus 
(sahasrara) on the crown of the head 
which is the· seat of the mother: 
goddess. 

The Samaya-system prescribes the 
worship of the abstract Sri-chakra in 
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one or more of the above bodily 
centers, excluding muladhara and 
svadhish!htina (which are conceptually 
'dark worlds '). From ma!Jipura till the 
sahasrara, worship may be conducted 
with increasing advantage from center 
to center. Worship at mal)ipira will 
lead the devotee very near the mansion 
of the mother-goddess (sarddhe); 
worship at anahata helps him get into 
the mansion and behold the 
mothergoddess from distance (salokya); 
worship at visuddha helps him 
approach the mother-goddess in close 
proximity (samipya); worship . at ajiia 
makes him acquire the same form as 
that of the mother-goddess (sarupya) . 
These benefits are insignificant in 
comparision with the absolute union 
with the object of the devotee's devotions 
at the sahasrara center; it is of the 
nature of 'highest bliss ' (parananda). 
(cf. Saundaryalahari, 99). 

~I({'Ctlft:ffldH'ifOI'{<I"fl6dfq:UQ{; i~l-

:qSfii("i~· ~ f~<gu;s· 

Ql 'i:({~f•R'1it"'i~ 'll · 
~ .... ("i...,) 'i"'"'~..,~~l"i~zwt-1 : f"' o;s 1 o;s Cl4 t;U o~ 

~~I 
fqu;sjo;gi~IO:S~l·tct41(( f"'o;gjusl~fd{Cf 

il4~1°s1Cff~ftf(1 <6~'ll... 
ftlo;slo;sqffif£1 Cfffit B6~i(~'izwt'll . 

' ' __;,.___ ~ \r41 N'"1 q lu ~. q') : 1 

~~ f~fl4~{'1:1 t?ls~i~ {'1 1 "1 i 

t?ls:tlf"1f4i('qGfi(~i((ll (~~) 

(Lakshmi-dhara) . 
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The bodily centers are grouped 
into three units or knots (granthi), one 
represented by Rudra at the svadhish! 
hiina center, another by Vishl)u at the 
anahata center, and the third one by 
Brahma at the aJna center; 
corresponding to the triplegirdle (v.rtta
traya) immediately within the 
surrounding square, which represents 
the thousand-petalled lotus. The devotee 
meditates on the identification of this 
peripheral reality with the central point 
(the focus of Sri-chakr3). 

The visuddha and ajfui centers 
correspond to the 'Moon' part 
(somakhar:z(la) of Srichakra, and are 
said to comprehend the sixteen vowels 
of the alphabet. The mar:zipura and 
anahata ceners constitute the 'Sun' 
part (silrya-khar:z(ia) and comprehend 
twenty-five consonants from ka to ma. 
The muladhara and svadhish{hana 
centers correspond to the 'Fire' part 
(agni-khar:z(la) and comprehend the 
other ten consonants (ya to ksha). 

The three parts are alike 
manifestations of the seed-syllable hrif!l, 
which is the verbal form of the mother
goddess. Right above the 'Moon' -part 
is the seat of the Moon, identical with 
Vishl)u; and right above the 'Fire' -
part is the seat of the Fire, viz. , 
Rudra. The three divinities symbolize 
the three-fold powers of the mother
goddess; emanation, preservation and 
absorption. 

Muladhara and· svadhishfhdna 
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together are designated by the unit 
symbol aim,· maiJ.ipiira and anahata 
together by kllm; and visuddha and 
ajfia together by sauh; the three 
symbols standing for Fire, Sun and 
Moon respectively. They_ also 
correspond with the three aspects of 
sound; pasyanti, madhyama and 
vaikharl, and to the three pairs in the 
yantra (triko~za and ashfakor:za, da.Stira
dvaya and chaturdastira, ash!adala 
and sho(iaSa-patraka), excluding triv.rtta 
and bhupura. 

They further symbolize the three 
involvements of conscious transactions: 
pramar:za (means of congnition) , 
pramata (the subject who cognizes) 
and prameya (the objects cognized) ; 
the three instruments of knowledge: 
individualized consciousness (buddhi) , 
ego (ahaf!lkara) and mind (manas) ; 
and the three values of life: dharma 
(life according to devine law), artha 
(wealth) and ktima (pleasures). 

From miiladhara to visuddha are 
ten principles (five bhutas: earth, water, 
fire, air and tikafa; and five tanmtitras: 
smell, taste, form, sound and touch). 
From there till ajfia are eleven organs 
(five sense-organs, five organs of action, 
and mind). These twenty-one principles 
are accommodated in the main portion 
of Srichakra (from the bindu to 
charurdasara). Beyond this (viz., beyond 
the 'Moon' -part), is the triple girdle 
(trivrtta) and surrounding square 
(bhupura). 
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The four corners ·of bhupura 
represent the four legs of · the cot on 
which the pure sattva (Sadasiva) rests 
as plank (trivrtta). The four legs of the 
cot symbolize the four principles: maya 
(Brahma), suddha-vidya (VishQU), 
mahesvara (Rudra) and sadasiva 
.(!sana). Together, the picture 
symbolizes twenty-five tattvas. The 
mother-goddess unites with the twenty
fifth tattva, viz., Sadasiva, and their 
union itself is the twenty-sixth tattva 
(siva-sakti-yoga}. It is this tattva of 
union that brings about, pervades and 
governs this entire universe' of matter 
and spirit. 

~~q~J~k4Cfi m \J11J~oiitl<l~{l 

("'i:f< is f\:!o;sJos and a:RR is 

~~Jus ) 
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The imagery of the cot on which 
the mother-goddess rests is symbolically 
significant. The four legs of the cot 
stand for the four principles underlying 
the phenomenal world: emanation (srshf 
i, Brahma), preservation (sthiri, 
VishQu), dissolution (upasa~.nhara, 

Rudra) and withdrawal of the entire 
world into the suble and hidden state 
(tirodhana, lsvara). The plank poised 
over the four legs (paryaiJ.ka) represents 
the fifth principle of the reception and 
retention of the withdrawn phenomena 
in a seed state until the occasion for 
re-emanation occurs (anugraha, 
Sadasiva). The four principles 
represented by the four legs are 
incorporated in the fifth principle in 
its causal condition and in the form of 
latency. 

The five principles are said to be 
offsprings of the mother-goddess; 
Brahma ~rom her right eye, VishQu 
from her ieft eye, Rudra from her eye 
on the forehead, Isvara from her 
naval, and Sadasiva from her heart. 
The underlying symbolism is that these 
five deities are merely differentiated 
manifestations of the mother-goddess 
hereself. 

Further, Kamikagama describes 
the human body as the island of nine 
precious stones ('deho nava
ratnadvlpah '), representing the nine 
chakras of the yantra of Srichakra (cf. 
I)iQc;lima's gloss on Saundaiyalaharl, 
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24). The reference is to the traditional 
imagery of the island of nectar-ocean 
(sudha-sindhu), in which the mansion 
of the mothergoddess (chintama¢-grha) 
occurs, surrounded by wish-fulfilling 
kadwnba-trees. Intentions are these 
wish-fulfilling trees (sarJzkalpah kalpa
raravah) which sprout on the vast 
island of consciousness (individuated), 
and surround the inner spirit of man 
(jlva) , viz. , the mansion of the mother
goddess. 

The human body, according to 
the above account, has nine constituents 
(dhatus); five derived from Sakti, and 
four from Siva, (even as the triangles 
in Srichakra). The constituents derived 
from Sakti are: skin, blood, flesh , fat 
and bone; those from Siva are: marrow, 
semen, breath and vitality. 

('Clll'ti:S:__Gi'8A~s~~: ~tfuiG<tCfll :·I 

G\Nlii{!CR1 SltfUt~CI~: fS<Ict'ictCfil :II 

1Cf~ ~ 1CI~lf1'8~?CI:I 

~ ~lf"1{~CI 4<t~tfUi~c::lWII 

4f(qU:S(O:S'("i~~~· d<:;<jt~l(O:g~q ; I 

-ern~ ~ttt1'1f1 Gl4t~H· ~tc:tf4 Till 

"JW:n ~ zt"fc:mt ~ lit·~H'8C::If1<tert I 
q":qfq:tifcH"H''Citf1 o~~ <l11 

fS< tct:tiCR'lfi(JOfCfi. ~ \Jill~d~"t=Ht"q<¥0(11 

(Kamikagaina) 
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3. KAMAKALA. 

The basic theme of Srichakra, in 
its yantra as well as in its mantra 
aspects, is the recognition of the 
fundamental principle of all existence 
and experience, karnn-kald. The deity 
of Srividya, viz. , Tripura-sundari 
(Lalita, Srichakra-raja-rajesvari) is the 
personification of this principle. Kama 
is a common word meaning 'desire', 
but its technical usage goes back to 
the ~gvedic hymn called Na.sadiya
·"akta (RV, 10, 129). Its meaning in the 
Vedic context as well as in the Tantrik 
JL~erature is urge, impulsion, without 
an extraneous stimulation. It is the 
prhnordal, in fact original, stress in 
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the form of movement. It is a throb 
(spanda) which brings about sound 
(niitkl) . 

The Tantrik ideology gives the 
following account. The essential reality, 
Siva, is mere effulgence: consciousness 
without a subjective background or 
objective context, but containing the 
potentials of a transactional nature 
(having subject-object relations). Its 
phenomenal involvement begins with a 
surge of consciousness, prompted solely 
by its own nature. This is technically 
known as prakiiSa ('illumination'). This 
initial spurt of awareness enters · into 
the energy (Sakti) as actualized 
deliberation or immediate experience, 
technically called vimarsa (which is 
sometimes rendered as 'Inspiration') . 
The operation of the actualization is 
likened to the mirror reflecting the 
form of oneself: this is the background 
condition for all phenomenal evolution 
(cf. Kamakala-vilasa. 2) . 

Stress-involved illumination 
(prakasa) and the deliberate and 
immediate actualization in experience 
thereof (vimarsa) are respectively white 
(pure sattva. or contentless 
consciousness) and red (rajas or 
tendency towards dynamism) in colour. 
When the former move·s in the direction. 
of the latter, the initial ' sprem' (bindu) 
is formed which is of mixed (red and 
white) colour. This is the stuff of 
which the universe is made. When 
subsequently the latter moves in the 
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direction of the former in response to 
the initial movement, the bindu swells, 
and becomes the primordial expression 
or original sound (nada) . which is the 
feminine counterpart of the bindu. 

Siva is the bindu, symbolized by 
the initial vowel 'a' in the alphabet; 
Sakti is the nada, _symbolized by the 
final consonant 'ha '. Their original 
union is symbolized by the word 
'aham' (meaning '1'. providing the 
subjective framework for phenomenal 
experience) . 

3lffi S Cf'l 1<6 Cf'll<l ~ 3'i 6 f'"i fli ~ 2:ffilm I 

W ~~q~lf-ttl~ ~ti'rslcpfli SICf'll~ldll 

(Siva-sutra:) 

~ ~~q~lf-ttl~(o:lliCf'll~ 4{fll{l~cttiJ I 

(Kamakala-vilasa,) 

When the bindu and the nada 
unite, a compound bindu emerges, 
bearing pure affinity to the male Siva 
as well as the female Sakti . This 
represents the original impulsion being 
actualized, providing the possibility of 
a phenomenal setting. It is this that is 
called Kama. This is a compound 
(misra) bindu, without any 
intentionality, direction or evocative 
energy by itself. But it has two 
inseparable ingredients: a white drop 
representing the male factor and a red 
drop representing the female energy. 
together constituting the twin details of 
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productive energy. Emanation IS 

symbolized by the letter 'ka' and 
absorption by the letter 'la ' , the two 
being involved invariably in all 
phenomenal processes. Thus, this pair 
of drops goes by the name of Kala. 

The three hindus (the primary 
bindu in its isolate character, and the 
secondary ones in their male-female 
actualizations) are represented by three 
dots, one above and two below it thus 
providing the · corners of a possible 
triangle. 

The dot on top (bija) represents 
the unmodified nasal m (anusvara) in 
the alphabet (all the vowels 
comprehended), belonging to Siva; 
and the two dots below (bindu and 
nada) the unmodified sibilant (visarga), 
suggesting creadon, emanation and 
projection. The tO'p dot is Siva, the 
two dots below are Sakti and nada 
(union of Siva and Sakti). 

The three dots agai.n, represent 
the three fundamental powers in the 
entire universe, viz, the original 
intention to manifest or kama, on the 
part of the supreme; and intention 
(icchha) at the phenomenal level; the 
original awareness of this primal 
impulse chit-sakti, and phenomenal 
cognitions (jfiana); and the original 
action of phenomenalization, which 
the bindu in fact represents, and the 
phenomenal action (kriya) . Thus the 
three sections of pafichadasi or the 
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mantra of Srichakra are basically 
involved in a triangle, called Kamakala. 
Kame; is the union of Siva (Kamesvara) 
and Sakti (Kamesvari), and kala is the 
concrete manifestation thereof. 

~ ~s~HI&H•4 ~~~ "tJl'Cffif1 

Cfi~l&:ll fifq~l'l'il&:ll ~ ~ Cfill"ictiJIFa 

<nil 

The symbolism of the three dots 
which together provide the main ideas 
of a triangle, (consisting of a bent 
line, vakra-rekha, the two ends of 
which are joined by a straight line, 
rju-rekha) is rich and elaborate. The 
triangle constitues the kama-kalti, the 
top dot (angle) standing for 'kama' 
(the primodial desire to evolve), and 
the two lower dots (angles) representing 
the actual emanation and the subsequent 
withdrawal. The dot representing 
'kama' is described as the source 
(bija), an undifferentiated intention
and actualization (siva-sakti, 
prakasavimarsti), being the preliminary 
condition necessary and sufficient) for 
the phenomenal projection, which is 
figuratively known as Varna (literally 
'that which vomits forth the phenomenal 
context', vamati visvam iti) , a goddess. 

The other lines emanating from 
the two dots, 'ka' and 'La ' , are the 
twin aspects of actualization, actual 
emanation and final · absorption, 
prakasa (illumination) and vimarsti 
(immediate experience) . The two lines 
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are figuratively known as Jyeshtha 
(primordial nature or mulaprakrti, 
literally 'the first-born') and .Raudri 
(the goddess of dissolution or 
absorption). The three lines symbolize 
the three gu!Jas or aspects of 
phenomenal projection and three 
presiding gods: sattva-Brahma, rajas
Vishl).u, and tamas Rudra. At the apex 
of the triangle (viz., the top dot) is 
placed the Sun (surya, from the root 
' su'' 'to project '); the right corner (or 
dot) is the place of Moon (chandra, 

from the root 'chadi ' to please' and 
'to nourish'); and the left corner (or 
dot) of the Fire (agni, which ' is the 
Sun on earth, the prinCiple of 
dissolution and absorption) . 

Srividya-Ko~a 

<fq('qf¢1-1 ~ ~ m:<:rrm 
·<!;6"'PdlC1i:\ll FCl"'S)G:<:l. 'R1'1~ll ~ 

etc. 

(Saubhagya-vardhanl, 19) also cf. 
...t .q 

1AI.~61f<SI'"S)g)@ :q:;;~4'R11&41 

(Rudra-yamala). 

Iconographically, the dot on top 
(Brahma) suggests the face of the 
mother-goddess, and the twin dots 
below (Hari-Hara) the breasts of the 
mother-goddess. Yoginl-hrdayatantra 
prescribes that the devotees must 
contemplate on the entire triangle 
(kamakala) as his own body. We read 
in Chatuh-sati: 

~ ~·Cfl<:-"001 ~ TI nG:'tl«li<"Ctl,'i:lG:£ll 

(](\~ "6"U~ 

"d?f ctil~ctit"ii{C\qi~{C\urr F~ 'flit f<;61 

ddRl~Cl ~ f-1\Ji{C\qj fqf~'fllt(l_ll 

cf. also 

~ ~~ cqrfu (](\~ f&F<Sl '"S)<=h.l 

Cfl'i:lG:£lC1llf ~ 3l'tl'R11'6't:l . f;jCf>lulfiifei n 
~ 

(quoted in TtHparya-dipinl on 
Smmdaryalalzari, 19) . 

The expression 'haradha' in the 
above verse means triangle (yoni) 
which is placed below the dots to 
represent the generative organ, 

The top dot as his head and the 
two dots below as two sides of his 
body; the straight line at the base 
(rjurekha) as his foundational posture 
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(asana) and the line to the left going 
up to the apex as his effort (sadhana) 
and the line to the right coming down 
from the apex as the descent of the 
grace of the mother-goddess. 

That the three dots actually 
constitute a unity, (in the form of a 
triangle) is philosophically significant. 
Saradatilaka-tantra says: The 
transcendental sakti differentiates itself 
in a tripartite manner: bindu (point), 
nada (sound), and blja (source). 

4. SAMAYA APPROACH 

This is why the concept of 'triad' 
is very important in Sri-vidya. 

fcm: g<f~q~ fcnrCf~ ~~ 

a:T8RT f!T1 fCl ~II 

3llf'tJliOT i1 '1 4ZiHI ~ ~ 

"l1fu"m ~Chll '1 I Y:_l I 

(Tripuropanishat) 
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-
The mother-goddess is called 

Tripura. 

~ ~ ~ ~ -:q f~{@Ch. l 

~.sftt ;r:raR: "!ffin: o~ ~ "Tf:ll 

AAm 91o;sct) fi: f~~Cll'ii -:q ~~ 

~ ~ "icl 4f'ii"Elf'il'tl ~ lfffill 

(Kalikii Purar;a) 

She has three forms in which she 
is worshipped : (1) gross or physical 
(sthula, kayika) in the human form , 
(2) subtle or verbal (sakshma, vachika) 
in the form of paficbadasi or sho9asi, 
and (3) transcendental or mental (pard, 
manasa), in the form of an abstract 
but all-inclusive power. In the first , 
she is worshipped by external rites 
(bahir-yaga), either at home (for ones 
own benefit, svartha) or in public 
places like temples etc., (for the good 
of the community, pardrtha). 

In the second form, she is 
worshipped without external rituals 
but through 'inner sacrifice ' 
(antaryaga), by means of articulation 
of the mantra ·and meditation upon its 
symbolism. In the third form, the 
body is looked upon as the temple, 
and soul the mother-goddess installed 
in it; and worship is offered only 
mentally (bhavana). 

There are two significant tradtions 
in the worship of Srichakra current in 
the country. Srichakra is designated as 
the 'yantra-in-space' ( v[yat -chakra) . 
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Chapter Six 

AMNAYA PANTHEON 

Amnaya strictly means scripture, sacred text, tradition or instruc.tion handed 
down in a lineage; sruti, sampradaya, and guru-parampara are its synonyms. It 
is usual to enumerate four amnayas, corresponding with the four cardinal 
directions: East (pllrvamnaya), South (dakshi.J)amnaya), West (paschimamnaya) 
and North (uttaramnaya). Two more amnayas rre sometim~s added: Top 
(iirdhvamnaya) and supreme· or unsurpassed (anuttaramnaya). In Sri-vidya-tantra, 
those who belong to the lineage of the paficha-dasi-mantra recognize only the 
former four (chaturamnaya), while the practitioners of the sho<;lasi-mantra include 
also the other two (thus shaQamnaya). 

In each of the amnayas, the masters (guru-mat)Qala) who promulgated the 
tradition receive the first postrations. There are dieties (devatas) specific to each 
amnaya; and each of rhe deities has its own mantra. There is also a pit}la 
associated with each amnaya: Kamagiri (purvanmaya), PiirQagiri (dakshir:tamnaya), 
JaJandhara (paschimamnaya), 099iyana (uttaramnaya). The rop amnayas are the 
form.s of Mahatripura-sundari: Unmadini (East), Bhogini (South), Kubjika (West) 
and Kalika (South) . They are described as samaya-vidyesvaris. 
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AMNAYA-MANTRAS 
i4 t('l: I RU ~ q ;~u : II 

(COMMON TO PANCHAI)ASI AND SHOI)ASI) 

(a) Preliminary 

~~llfG:1{l~lj IJOJqffi ~ ~ 

fBdiei CSI?S<=h*i ~ ~ffiSflq· qo:st:-11{1 

ci) ~:1 ~~ ~:q tl)bCfl ~ fi;c'1 q cfl ci) 4:1 q ct\ q ~ Ch. 

~q::qJfC1f'1'l~4:1"1Bftci cR: ~{)t{o:sC1JO(II 

cR: ~{l 4<\!;~'"l q I:S:._ Y 1 B' n :q 4:'"(1 

<CR1:UCR1l>l~~ ~ "tffi:ll 

GA~APATI 
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( ~ ) 
31'~ l{C4f"11~: Cfil4flif141a: 11 

(f5J "5fm ~ ~ •H4 q f ~ II q f< '"l < Cfl fl cf~· ltTI ~I o II@~ ~ f62: :q sfi 'J,_crf Cil.4 ~ crm· 
5ICRild q5j"Cgi414Pjqfq tlli!i q<~HIIII'(lO(j lJCRIT'lOI(Oiq~'"il(."'l!ljJI q"ij q(~llt~Jq((~ 

<CRlljCficlftlct~o:<;;<:'i@i ~ fc:;o4l~ffi4!~411ci11il~ 111: 11 

~40:SH'{ 

( ~ ) - q<iH"lsa!!'<l: 

( ~) - -qrq ~: 

("~) - ~: 

~ 11: ~- m, "tt ~ ~:, ~: firq: ~ ~ ~a;t4(.1q(i ~:, -m-a;t4(.1cl<t:ff 

~:, ~ : ftrq: ~. fct~4f1~4UJ6d~ ~ 111:1 3iljCfli10<\11~'311415Cfii t{\i141f'l 

111: II ~ II 
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~ "Q: m ,m 't:t CR?ff ~:, W ~: ftrc:r: (f@Sf5' ~&;14{1cWf ~:, ~a;14{1cW:ff 
~:, ~= fucf: ~"C£§!11CflJ~JfCl4~i~o~ ~q<4!!<~ ";{ll:l 3'iljCflH""G;":ll~~qiS)Cfli ~'l'P"llf'"i 
";{ll: II~ II 

q{qfb3~'6: 

~ v: m .m -tt CR?ff ~=. ~= ftrc:r: w: ~·=. (f@Sf5. ~&;14eqvf ~=. 
:m&;J4{1q{l(l' ~:, ~: ftrc:r: W ~:, ~k41{J4q3HfClctl1ct\lHl s>flq{qftia!!<~ ";{ll:l 

3i~CflH'"G;11~-'il qiS)Cfli ~'l1'1'11fi:t -;p:r : II~ II 

'hW'I014Rt: 

~ ,m m- 'CR?ff ~ Tf lJUJq(1~ 'C11: ~ ~ ll q~Jl4114 ~I 
46JlJUJqfol3flqJS)Cfli ~\l141f'4 ";{ll: II 

MAHAGA:t;.JAPATI 
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~ CR?ff m: 3l 3li m: Cfil4f11R41a~@k4:{1~ -;p:f; I 

Cfil4f11R41a~@l,4:{1fc:R1~41~Cfli 1{\lllflf'"i -;:n::r: · II ~ II 

UCHCHHISHT A-GANAPATI 

,z "@ ~ "tt Siff m: l{Uiff11R41afq60ql\4:{1~ -;p:f; I 

'{otffliR41fdq60qJ\4~1fc:R1~41~Cfli '{\lllflf4 -;:n::r; 11. ~ II 

~ CR?IT m: ~ "@ ~ \lfTC1~.:t<41a'6s::k4:{1~ -;p:f: , 

~~<4ld'6S::I\4:{1fCR1~415Cfli '{\illf lf4 ";fl1: II ~ II 

'{C4fi'Wfltl ~: II 

( ~ ) ztO&fq~:u 

( ~ ) CfR1l 

~ ~ all: I l{!O&fctEllktl~ 41~Cfli 'i\lllfrf'"i -;p:r: II 

~ CRYff m: m: CRYff ~ ~ 

q l t11f~3<tl"<\4k41~41~Cfli 'i\lllflf'"i -;p:f; II 
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a:;o -;p:fi ~ 451~Chlll f-r''J"~11(1~(1ll (l\jjti(\4~11'4 m: ~ -q <HI411ll 

~I 

-3fl~~ll14(11~1-31lqi¥Ji tt_\Jllllf'l 111: II ~ II 

a:;o -~ a:;o 3"4) ~ wi ~ t"!Ch(1Ch(11Cfllfq~ fcmi cit~ cit~ ~I 

-3il~llftcnl~lll4(11~1~qiS)Chi 1{\Jllllf'l ~: II ~ II 

a:;o -;p:fi ~ cff cfturr"a l1ll fi.l fh1 fq~j ~ ~ I 

~qlUII~lll4(11~1-31lqiS)Chi tt_\Jllllf'l ~: II ~ II 

a:;o -;p:fi ~ oq ~ l1ll tilf6fllfq~j ~ ~I 

-31lc)~!!~ll14(11~1,mqiS)Chi tt_\J1lllf4 ~: II ~ II 

~ 111: 3f-iij6C"'CIU:Sif~ ~ tic.f\l11cHif~· tic.f\l11C4~1tft ~I 

n ~ · R ~(111~lll4(11~153flq1S)Chl 1{\3141 'I ~: II \9 II 

( ~) ti1<!45il 

a::o ~~:~:1 C1ffifqg;cfiu;q· ~ ~ ~I 

f~ c:fl "Of: Slf.4l<\41(( ~lti43NRII~qfS)Chi '{'lP'ilfi:t ~:II 

~ ,m m ~ l1UiqC14 tic.fcnl4fBf%: ~ ~I 

fa:tSiliO iqfu-3flqiS)Chi tt_\J141f'l 111: II ~ II 

~ -~ m Bc.fcnlfltq&fSI~IIti114 tic.f<t\l1C4~4Ch<l4 tic.fefl~{l~ICf;~OII4 tic.fctiChC4~TICh<U114 

31) m Siil { ~ ~a:;o ffiO.S:liOiqfCl~lqiS)Chi tt_\J141f'l ";ff1: II ~ II 

~ m m ~ ~ --Q: ~ crc:; qjlqlf~f1 ff10.S:l1Uiq(14 

Tff 'qTTqfu ~ ~ ~I fCRt l I o I q fe1 siJ q I S)Ch i tt_ \ll41 fi:i 111 : II 'if II 
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GAYATRI 
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~ t_;f-81~(§11.4 cl&<Sfl«=\\14 af~~l4 '1(;1\G~ 

3li SiiT m ~ ~ Tf cl cl ar~~l4 ~ 

~ af~~l1Uiqffi~qi5)Chi '{\l141f'"i -;p:f : II ~ II 

~ Tf ~ I ~a:F0l1Uiqfd~qi5)Chi '{\l141fq -;p:f : II ~ II 

~ ,Z a:f a:f CfilOll <1'1~ -;p:r: ~ ~ ~ q 15)Cfl i '{ \l1 41 fA -;p:r : II ~ II 

~ m ~ ~ f!¢4~0414 ilft~ ~ ~ , 
<ffCjj~U4~415)Cfli '{\l141f'"i -;p:f : II ~ II 

~ m ~ ~ m: 'E4l"'<;l4 -;p:f: I ~~415)Cfli '{\l141fl4 -;p:f : II ~ II 

KARTIKEYA 
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MRTYUNJAYA 
NARAY~I 

~ -m -& ~ cqa;r \RIIC"llf-31 ~ <fi{IC1q~~ <tii~H~r~ Slf<'lf~·{ a:n ~ -m ~~ 
"A ~~~ l1f \aJ, 1111 ~ 'll8;l<1 'll8;l<1 "( ~ ~~ 11<14UfiS1f<'lf~·(I~41S><fii '{\l141f'l 
';fJ1 : II ~ II 

PRATYA~GIRA 
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m "@ ~ 111: q;rolcH"i~ Bt:{:lffift;f.i Bt\{:lClC\~ Cfilc:.1UGI Slfllf~·{ q{?i"'lfq{q,qfcfu:ffi:JR 

q{q~l~ilfC!:f'i ~~ctC::'"iR Bc:f~t:l;;:j~ cr~ Bc:ffq~j fuf~ ~ aJ)~ aJ)cq<:f 

q{('j~lful flfllc~ flfl'lc:~ Bc:f~J~·eli_ ~ ~ \11:lc:.1\N~:uelf-l!~ <:h<lc:.1ClC::4 5h"'4f~·{ ·~f' 
111: ~sftstfllf~·<l~qiS)Cf>i '{'il""'llf4 111: II ~ II 

<:IT Ch c;qllf~ -;:fis~ : 9fij ~ 'Cf~ 1 

"ffi ~@OIIqf?!<1cu: Slfll%('1f{ifi:0g I 

d£lcpfl!ISifllf~·{l~qiS)Chi '{\il~lfl:l -;p:f: II ~ II 

\11:lc:.1\Nqlc:.11F-l!~ Ch<le~e stfllf~·t aif m '( ~ 1 

3l~'qS!;Chl(.1'1 Slfllf~·<1~q15Cfli '{\ll~lf4 -;p:f: II t... II 

BRAHM A 
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~ ctcs<~~lq ~ '"~~~~qlq ~~ -om ~: Sl't'.llc::qlct_~ 

.3iChl<@:ll.q ~~Ch~ ~ 11=f: I ~-3tl41~Chi '{\l'lqlfJOi ~: II 
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~ (tcl&T ~: '{C4fx:r11q~qqfq~~qg"""ilfc:;;fl ~Oliii4P31l41~Chi '{\l'lqlfq ~: II 

~ ~<~~q•lalqfuc(lcr~q~f~ma ~fq~:ur~~qfq~:(q{lq<:f'"*'=qttFci:(lfct~6~~qctl4fh4fC4ctla 
~ crqf1:rilq~qf6d~f'"!ua .m '"l~lf-;jg;<tJ>o:<::4 ~:1 .stl'"l61f-;jg;<tJ>o:<::ilsilqi~Chi 
lf\l'lqlfq ~: II 

KANYA-KUMARI 
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( ~ ) 

~ ~Oi1""1r<:f: '{UrfflrRQro: 11 

'"Clg;{~ll<fG:i!:~ll<l<:"iq; ~ ~a;tOIIl0011~~ch11g)'iH'~4B6~1'qi ~ 
{Cfflq'f5lljzVlq1i ~WlllRii!:l~~:-m: ~: qi~II~~I3-R'Iq)l~~ ~-

~ ~ II 

~: II 

~ ~'tfii1iftm 

~ ~'qij "t{ffm 

* ~-q;i "t{ffm 

* ~-q;i "t{ffm 
~ ~'qij "t{ffm 

~ ~'qij -qff m 
~ ~'qij "t{ffm 

34l~~4t( II 

SJff 

SJff 

SJff 

SJff 

SJff 

SJff 

SJff 

~~~q15q>1j '{'ii~lfq ";{11: II ~ . II 

~~q15q>1j '{'ii~lf"i ";{11: II ~ II 

~~q15Cfii t'ii~lfq ~: II ~ II 

l(Cfik"il1~~~q15Cfii t'ii~lfA ~: II ~ II 

"{fq<qe:TUJ~~qi5Cfli t'ii~lfA ~: II ~ II 

";f..nf14C?t~~ql5q)j t{'ii~lfA ";{11: II ~ II 

~~~~q15Cfii '{'ii~lfA ";{11: II 1..9 II 

"@ SJff ~: 3li "i615;"if11'41f-e"~ql5q)j t'ii~lfq ';fll: II ~ II 

m SJff m: 3li 'tl~4'41f~" ~qls;q)j '{'ii~lfA ";{11: II ~ II 

m SJff ~: 3li fq~qi!;f?111'41f~OS:S>~lql~i '{'ii~lfii ';fll: II ~ II 

m SJff ~: 3li Cfiqlf(1q>il'41f-eos;:lJ'Oql5q)j t'ii~lfA ";{11: II 'tf II 

m m ~: 3li '4l"il¥41fuos;:J}flql~i t'ii~IF"i ~: u ~ " 
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SAMHARA-BHAIRAVA 
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BHISHANA-BHAIRAVA 
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UNMATTA-BHAIRAVA 
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ASITANGA-BHAIRAVA 
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"@ -3ff m: a:rr ch<f<?'ll'41f~~ ~41S)Cfli '"{'ll<"llfq 1'11: II G II 

"@ m m: 3li (§l{f1'11'41f~;s;:-3ilqrs;Cfli '"{\llqffq 1'11: II \9 II 

"@ -3ff m: 3li ~lff("l;:q'4ff~;s;:~qrs;Cfli '"{\Jlqrfq 1'11: II l II 

q~Cfi~4'( II 

~· "@ m ( ~ tGfl 0<\Cl ~Cfi ~ q I S)Cfl i '"{ \l1 q rfq "111: II ~ II 

~ "@ -3ff '( ~ f~;jCli;Cfl~41S)Cfli '"{\Jlqrfq "111: II ~ II 

~ "@ m '( ~ fc.tRf~Cli;Cfl-3il41S)Cfli '"{\Jlqrfq "111: II ~ II 

Yctil~ifqq~fql<!cfi II 

~f1CflC1~1· ~f1Cfi~C1~T f1CflC1~1·1 !f1Cfli~I41S)Cfli~41S)Cfli '"{\l17.flf"l "111: il ~ II 

~fiCflC1 ~f1Cfl~C1 f1CflC1~T1 fCI"l~fqiS)Cfli~41S)Cfli '"{\Jlqrfq "111: II ~ II 

~II 

~ 'Cf)'-~ ~ ~-~ ~: ~-'61 ~\if3qfq\!.Jil41-3il41S)Cfli '"{\llqrfq "111:11 

d4 •• (Wil 'j}sfl " 

SAUBHAGY A-BHUV ANESV AR.l~ 
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~ ~ ciPI~Ilj;f~ BcfS)t:e:Hi "CfRi ~ ~ ~ ~ Cfftw:r W%: fc~'il~llf 
~ ~ ~I qll~llj@l-3flqiS)Cfli l[\lllflfl1 "'111: II 

cU~H~1 II 

1?: ~ 1?: "'11il cqTTqfu cmiTfuT ~- crruf%" crruf%" q{lt:gf~ q{lt:gful 31~ 

31f..qfq "'111: I ~~ ~~ "'111: I \jj'";.cq ~ "'111: I 11ft ~ "'111: I 

~: II 

~ "@ c{ q~Cfillf ~lqS)&Roi ~ ~ c{ q~Cfilll "@ ~ ~I 

~I qS)&I<OICf~Cfi ~ qiS)Cfi j l[\lllflfG "'111: II 

"tJ: "@ .m "tJ: 'CR'ff ~: ~ ~ ~ fdH¥RfUI 11611114 Yt:lf'ia 

BC!1~q~pH11'1'i:l?4: ~3lfdH¥RUij ~ ~ "fCfT6l "Bf: ~ -q: m "@ -q:l 

fd H<h 11: o l! x:q I~ q I S)Cfi i l[\ll lll fq -;p:r: II 

46141""'11 II 

~ "@ ~ ~ "'11il cqTTqfu 11611114 ~ wr~mur Cf{ m ~ lif6<1 
~ ~ "@ ~ ~~ -3fll161111l!l-3fl41S)Cfii C[\lllflfl1 "'111: II 

m "@ ~ ~'R:I)s~ tiT{'R:I) ~)<t:lH<1{<ai:l 

~'Q:i: Bcf~IC~'R:IT ~ ~ ~'ai: ll 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~s~ tiT{~ ~«R~: 

"BCl'Q:i: Bcf!<i<:l~ ~ ~ ~~: ~I 

en= en= i a:T "# i m m ~83 ~83 ~ m m "# ~ ~ ~, 

~~qiS)Cfii l[\lllflfG "'111: II 
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~&llf34: II 

~ 311 @ snl ~ ~ "Q: CK'ff "@ ~ cPI~I:if@ 3"l l ~~llll~~lll 3lT ~ snl 
ijt~lf5l~fqof) ~ 311 ~ sn1 l1li ~ 3"!1Cie.;IC!e.; ~ ~ ~ 311 ~ snl 
l1li ~ ~ feR fuliO fuliO 311 ~ sn1 ~ ~ ml'l (jt~lf5l~~ql5}hi '{'Jllllf'l 

-;:p::t: II 

3"llctll!Olllllctll!Olll Ollll!CIIlll ~3lll iftctf~Olllllctll!Olll Ollll!CIIl!IOllctf3frl ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ ml'l Clll!Olllf54~415;Cfli lf~l!lfi:t -;:p::f : II 

~:II 

~ 1liT ~ 61J~ Bcffcll''11?11~1ll ~ ~ ~ ml'l 

61J~-3fi415;Cfli ~£ITfl:r ";f11: II ~ II 

"( "@ CK'ff 31$~ (~) ~ ml'l 

~~ ~ q IS}h i '{'Jill I fit -;:p::r: II ~ II 

3A 1lil ~ 'I@'~~ 'fficfi'4ll~<lll Bcf~l3)fi.e.;I<Cfllll "( (~) ~ 
~ ~I ~~.m415;Cfli '{'Jll!lfi:t -;:p::f : II ¥ II 

cf -{ "( ~ 1lil ~ fcrirll~ Bcf~13)fct'11~1'11ll ~~CIIe.;'11ll ~~oq~ 
(~) d"6il li!lll "6il li!ll ~ ~ '4&ilct>,<:> '4&ilct>,<:> ml'l ~~~415}hi '{'Jilllf'l 

-;:p::t : II '-\ II 

"@ W \cffi~ ~1Cicti 41~'11~ 1 ~"5:._qlctlll '1CII ~C::~ lll'llll "Wfu ~ 1Jft "Gi W 
~ -q: 3"l llll f'lctil4 ere:: ere:: a:tf@ctl41fil ~ ~ ~rqrn:j ~ -q "fC!Tml \CRf~~415;Cfli 
If 'Jill I fg ";f11 : II ~ II 
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~ ~ ~ ~a;IOII'{ct~ ~ f~ ~ ~ ~I 

-;p:J : II ~ II 

-~ ~ 1'"1f.(qri'P=I'{ct~ ~ -m ~I 
~a;IUII~~qi~Cfii '{\illllf"i -;p:f: II )f II 
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~ "@ ~ "ifa:~anttcfil ~umm ~ ~~ 

~8;1 a tt'iffi 5311 q I S)Ch i '{ \J1 ~ lf'"i -;:p:f: II G II 

~ficntHi~Rttctil -;:p:f: I ti~R<:;fa;~uu'tffi~')qfS)Chi '{\J1lftf'"i -;:p:f: II \9 II 

~ -;p:fi ~ cUa;IOif'{ctll f;j~;i4(lf f;jCf)(t"f~f1(~ ~cf~l1&11lf ~qfqfl"ll{fq(\I{O((lf 

~ W<:f ~ ~ ~f41Cjj,<' ""H""4lCjj,<' ~ ~ ~ 3'iqfl"(l{f1Cicfcti(\ffBUII'iffi~q(S)Chi 

'£. '51<'11 f'"i -;;q : II G II 

~:II 

31tiTtcans~ ""Effi'all ell.<ethct{'R:f:l ~'R:f: ~cf~t4~ ~ ~ ~'R:f:ll 

acntn~" q'~ ~ ~ -;:p:f : l ~.mqts;cni '{\J1lflf'"i -;:p:f :t t 

VISHNU SRI-VISHNU 
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~ f11'11 fiqtOffct'iD~cHl II 

~ "@ ~ ~. fCR1?114~S::~ ~ ~:1 

'ifa:l UIIJ011l!fil4l! fqogl~q{) ~filofl~Ol!l'41.m q15;Cfli 'i\lllllf'"l 111: II ~ II 

~ i) (Cl I 62:Cfl '1Cl ffl~ blClSiCh '51l! q~~:pm ft;C11 ~ mcqp llfCI~IfC::BIOi ll fCI ;g) ~Cl ~l q<:f'"d 

f;i~lffi~'bi~Cldlqf<flfCIC11~ ~ ~fu!loiiAil!fi!Oifte{C'Mo ~ .m !Oi~lf~g<tl)~ll 
111:1 ·.m!Oi~lf~g<tl)~~l.mqi5;Cfli 'i\lllllf'"l 111: 11 

~ 'ifa:~uriAil! : lfolffilf<4la: II ~ II 

( ~ ) 

'1cF~lf1 :qs6 fi~ 'GIRl~ qf.< :q q IAil!l f~ q~SU>Sifi'1 i <ill<'irct=ffi ~ oa Sl'Gi so;sq I C11 mf 
(CfdCl~l""i(OIIjJlq'1i ~~ ~'l:l: qr~~~~ll'*""ll!lcHcn<i ffi;rf ~ ~~qosC11{11 

!];~5ll!l{ll ~~II 

JALANDHARA-PITHESVARI 
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~ 3TI m: ~ * m: 41 ... lP<Wi ffi53'11 q 15)Cfl i tt'*llfq -;:p:f: II ~ II 

~ 3TI 
,, 
~ m m: q'(f.1 ffie&'11~1'41~('ll~ qi5)Cfli tt'*'llfq m: -;:p:f: II ~ 11 

3l OlT m: ~ m m: '"H~14l '""ll'41~cfl53'11 qi5)Cfli 1{\lllllfq 1B: II ~ II 
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al 3lf ~: "@ m ~: 14tw"llf1ffia&'"112:llkll~dl.mqi~Cfli L[\l'llJifA 111: II ~ II 

al 3lf ~: "@ m ~: ft\Ol!lli'""llkll~cfl~qi~Cfli L[\l'llllfA 111: II ~ II 

al aTI m: "@ m m : ft\&:1 4J f-1 ffi Of; '"1121rkl1.m q I ~Cfl i '"[ \l1'4 I f11 111: II G II 
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al 31f m: "@ s;ff m: ~1®·4t"4kl l 1_dl ~ q)~Cf) i l{\314111i 111: II \9 II 
•·· ··· 

al 31f m: "@ s;ff m: ~ ~~·lllf1 fua&'11 ~1kl l 1_ol ~ q 1~c:ni l{\31liJfG 111: II t., II 

al 31f m: "@ s;ff m: q<Q4l "4kll1_dl ~ q ) ~Cf) i \{\31<:!1 fq 111: II ~ II 

31 31f m: "@ s;ff m: q<Q4l f'1 ffl0&'11~1kll1_ffi ~ q)~Chi l{\31lllf'l 111: II ~0 II 
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DIVYAYONYAMBA-DDTI 
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MAHA YONYAMBA-DOTI 
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qo:sH31(4'( 11 

W .!3ff ~ W .!3ff ~ W .!3ff m: ctf~qu;g~1-3(lqfS)Cfli '{-5141fA ~: ll ~ II 

W .!3ff ~ W .l3ff ~ W m m: ({4Gvsct-3{lqfS)Cfli '{-Ji41fA ~: . ll ~ II 

W .!3ff ~ '@ .!3ff CR'if '@ m: ~,m41S)Cfii '{-5141fA ~: II ~ II 

~:II 

'@ .!3ff ~ "tfii ii ~ftscc:ih:~~41S)Cfli '{-5141fA ·~: ll ~ II 

W .!3ff ~ "tfii ii ~~~l41S)Cfii 'i-5141fA ~: II ~ II 

HAYAGRIVA 
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m m ~-q;f 
m m ~-q;i 
m m ~-qrf 
m m ~-q;f 
m m ~-q;f 
m m ~-q;f 
m m ~-q;i 
"@ m ~-q;f 

~:qftef~;&l: II 

~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

~sm 415)Cfl i '{'ll<'llf"' -;:m: II ~ II 

~sm415)Cfli '{'J1'!'11f"l ";:flf: II ~ : II 

~~qi5)Cfli '{~lHf"l "lll: II ~ II 

~~q15)Cfli '{~41f"l ";:flf: U ~ II 

~~qi5)Cfli '{~41f"l "lll: II \9 II 

4Vilc6cflt~smq15)Cfli '{~41ft:! "lll; II l II 

"ilctO:Sqt{~~qi5)Cfli '{~~lf"l "lll: II ~ II 

CflR'11fi'1('1S::~~qi5)Cfl( . '{~41ft:~ "lll: II ~ o II 
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~ m m CRVff m m ~= m m ti{\·t'11'1 1~smq,s;Cfii .'{~41F"l -;:m: 11 ~ 11 

(~ ~o<f-8~HI"ifq smq15)Cfllf"l~lfC::) 

Jtfb:SCflHI~o II ~ II 

~6dl'11~o II ~ II 

Cfl"tlfCfi'11~o II ~ II 

q(!61'11~o II t.-. II 

"Cfi11Rr~ o II ~ II .,. 

~~o II \9 II 

.,..-~~ o II l II 

'1'1'11'11~o II ~ II 

"id{\·'11~o II ~ o II 

~UlCfll'11~o II ~ ~ II 

~qof'11~o II ~ ~ II 

t:lld{\·'l"i'11'11~o II ~ ~ II 

~<qa.:IT'11~ o II ~ 'lt II 

~a:TAT~ o II ~ t.-. II 

~lt'11'11~o II ~ ~ II 

~~o II ~\9 II 

'l'l~~q{l'11~o II ~l II 

~~o II ~~ II 

146114141'11~o II ~o II 

f.:l~111~o II ~~ II 

~11~1'11~0 II ~~ II 

fct~q'11~o II ~~ II 

Cfil"il'11~o II ~¥ II 

"3lWn~o II ~t.-. II 

~~o II ~~ II 

~'q7TRJ~o I~ ~\9 II 

';fcql'q8JRT~o II ~l II 

~faCflHI~o II ~~ II 

~NCflHI~o II ~o II 

~~o II ~~ II 
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( ~ ) C::O:S"'II~I t=J a:~ 1"" u:u r., II ~ Cfl(\~~~ ';J1l: II 

~ ~ ';J1l: II ~ Cflt\~CI~CIIR:F~ ';J1l: II 

~ ~~ ';J1l: II ~ ti(\14(\1~ ';J1l: II 

~ ~~ol~ -;p:f: II ( ~ ) HfHHI~1ffl~IM "'114if., II 

~ ~whctll -;p:f: II ~ R:i~lti~~qa ';J1l : II 

~ ~ ';f4': II ~ ~ft1o1~ ';J1l: II 

~ 4'lf~u~ ';f'"i': II ~ 4~1~1~ ';J1l: II 

~ ~ ';f4' : II ~ q~~~~~~~ . ';J1l : · II 

~ CIIOT~ -;p:f : II ~ iliM.a ';J1l : II 

~ 4~1~~~~ ';f4': II ~ ~ -;:p::r: II 

~ 3il:tiloqsthctll ';J1l: II ~ 4~1~g;~~~a ';J1l: II 

~ ~ ';f4' : II ~ {!"<::f<:qSfH I~ ';J1l : II 

( ":? ) ql).;coft ~ "'1141 f.:t II ~ ti~l~ -;:p::r: II 

~ ~~~o~1n1.a ';J1l : II ~ :q~u~ -;:p::r : II 

~ ~~141~ -;:p::r : II ~ :q~~qa -;:p::r : II 

~ 4f~~lf4Cfll~ ';J1l: II ~ 4~ 1~oll -;:p::r: II 

~ 4~0~ -;:p::r : II ~ en I~~~ -;:p::r : II 

~ ftf-t:~<hrr.a ';f4' : II ~ q~~~qa -;:p::r : II 

~ "5(~ -;:p::r: II ~ Cfl l 4 ~r \ilrn~ •~ -;p:f: II 

~ :uq;rn~•~ -;:p::r : II · ~ Cfll4 <illRcn l ~ -;p:f : II 

~ cilollq~ -;p:f: II ~ :q~qffi~ -;p:f : II 

~ ~ro~~ -;:p::r : II ~ 4~1fCI'Ell~ -;:p::r : II 

~ 1_!~0~ -;:p::r : II ~ rocrra -;:p::r :· II 

~ flJI ~ Cfi flJI ~ I ~ ';f4': II a~ 3H~·CIR1~: ';J1l : II 

~ AlqRJi~ ~ a -;p:f: II ~ tiCITCii~HC!IfB~ -;p:f: I I 
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31f<:J -311 ~0!;~ 1 FCR1 fi ~~'4 "*1 q 1 e11•:nw=t '"'54 f'4, ~~ tldl P'lct 'tl o 11 fc:;fll ~P,. it 1l"J: 

fum:T1 lllll::ft ~;:e:fl 1l"J: ~I filftctCflCflCfli<'4~<'!1<Cfl cflaf~df~lctCfll4~cHI~f-1(1lll~ 
Cfll4~cHJ efcldl'"itil'4~<'!1kCfll~ ~ 1l"J: m1 

11: m, CR'ff "Wffi:, ~: cnleCfl·, €l~•lfB~ fqf-i<:tlll:l m ~flllfC::'11 
Cfl{~~lllfC::""<''Ifi: I 

utl"1'( -

~ €l~•l'"ilcrtlfct <R ~ ~I 
3i t:l<'!li!;~l'"iti&l 4fit;11&_'41cRrr cqfq G!:jfct II 

H f~H~•u fd: q il '{-Jill 

,Z m ·m ~ '1'"iff'l9)<{i~U ( ~ ~) ~c;ll~fq f~iil~fct ~l€ll~fq ijiq:q~fq 

~51~04B'4~fq ( ~\9) Cfil4~cti\ '4ll'"ilf(i'lf;l f-ifllfCR1~ ~ ctf~ctlfBf-1 l""l6i94JI~cti\ 

~~ct~ct ~ cne{i"<!;R ~ 1lt14d1Cfi ~ w:fq~·cil \R:II(11'"ilf(?1f'1 ~ '"i61f-itil 

( ~ 0~ ) q{q~q{q{q~q{) P"lil~l'"if4 1:'46dl~IRljA.Sl~ll'"if4 ~~ <1l4~S::I'"iU'Ill~'"if4 

Cfil(1di4'1'"ifll ~qf•c:mqf4 ~CR1Cfi~fl1{cH'"if4 <{lqCfl(11'11~ fq~~ct'"ifll >J"""ICfl<~ct'"ifll 

d>lll~ct'"if4 '"i1l\l1~ct'"ifll Cfi('"41Ui~ct'"if4 <61~ct'"if4 ctl{i~ct'"if4 ( ~ ~\9) -3fl<l'"ii'1~'4U'IfUI'"ilfB~ 

(1~'"ilfB~ '"if6'"ilf~~ ~~~~fB~ q~l~fB~ 4<1CfliR'IfB~ ~FCR1FB~ ~~fu~ SIIMfB~ 

flcfCfil'"ifB~ (~t.~ ) ~ '"il~~ctR ~ ~ "'Cfi"Ufu '"il~f~ '"CII~u;g ~~ 
( ~~~) ~~ flcffcts::lfctfUI fictfCflffifUr ficfct~I~R fictT""iif~f'1 {"lcf'"i61~~) 
(=t<;f@:qf< flcfcfiJ\ ficf<:tl~ flcff:il€JU;g ~(1)Cf4q'J{i'1'"CISfl~lf'"lf~ SICfl<'!<:f'lfilf-1 ( ~~t.._) 

Cfll'"ii Cflffi fUr 1"''41Cfl ffi Ollti ~I<Cfi ffi f01 ~1&\ICfi ffiful ftl~lfit>ffifUI {C\41Cfi ffifUr <{"IICfi ffifU1 

Tf:4":41Cfi r&fb1 FT.I uictir&fUr flct f~n qft:l[<Cfl '"CISfl ~ 1f'"!f1 c~t... ~) !:[l(1<:tl fi lo:lj'1 ~·en tt4 s 

'1 ~·4€l<il~'1~·'"i~~s '1~·~'"1'1igb-~s~ lli-il'1~·1~~ls'1~·'"1if(i'lf1 ~a.:flcqoj:qSfl~lf'"if1 
!!'<Hlllfilf1 (~~~ ) ~anf<qfUJ flcffqS::IfqfUI (=tqfq;ffifUI {"lctf~lf<::f1 Bcf(=t'4'1f6f1 

~ ~ (=t cfct~I~R flcff~f'1 (=tcit""ilf~f~ "B'Cfi~~ ficf(=t'qf-n'{<fUI 

ficf'"l'"'54'"ifll ficft;""G~ ~"""llll~lllCfi'"CISfl~lf'"lf'1 fi·SI~Illll'lfilf1 ( ~ ~~) {"lcff<=tf.;& SI~ 
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tich•iqtS~~ Bcff~P"'tR Bcf'"l~·clChiRfUI BcfChi'"ISI~ ~:@Jfq'f)f..qf.i Bcf~t=gSII{'I'"If1 · 
Bcffq&~f.ic.uRfUr . BC4f~·~~R ~'i"il'4<=:1f4f1 ~~Ch'CfSfl~lf~f~ CfiHl'ffiof41nlf1 

( L~~) W' ticfi{'JCRl B4:tC44SI~ Bcf4!1"1'"1f4 Bcf<X"'If~fq"1J~IH ~t4J<~(ii\q Bcf4146{ 

BC4i~'"lf4 ~e:ll~~f"'fUI B4f4:taSI~ ~e:!ICfl<'CfSfl~Jfi:tH f;m\ft:flflJH (\9~~) 'C4fiTR 
ChJ4:tC4U 'l1lAA ~s~ ~ B4:tC4R Cfl~fclf1 Bcf(l'I~<'CfSfl~lflif1 <~fQ4'1fllf~ 

' 

( L ~ ~) qJfUJf1 'i'.l1Mf1 qjf~lr<:!~~lf~ '"I~ICfll4:tC4U '"I~IC4;it:tC4R ~\!f ...... lJ'"I~IRF-=..cl~f1 ~'>lltt«::R 

BcffBf.;&SI<!;'i'.lSfl~lf~r<:~fd<~fQ4lf~f1 ( LL~) m~'i"i(llf<Cfi BC4f"1«::'"14'CfSfl~lf~f1 

4<r4«~~4'1fllf1 c t~~) ~ r~~{F~r r~~<tt~R r~~<C4rFBf.1 ~'>ilff~~<4rf<:1F"1 
f~~<JfB~ f~~<l'41 4~1f~~<~~R (~~0 461f~~tt~R (~~~) '"l~l'i~I{'C4R '"1~146J<Jf~ 
46146J:(JcM 461461!Jc{t 4614~r4fc{t 4~14~1"1~ 4~14~Jfq~ 4~146r:tr4 46146J~'Cf34"1'RB£1if~ 

(fif:) ~ m m .q: ii~o~~ll (QOChBf:tre:f~Chti6JJIU4erofUT) 

&~I"'IHI'P;f: ( ~) 

(T.«<~:) 

3w:f ~@J'('I41cll'"l~fQ ~t4fldlfil~ C4<1UIIfC::fl"'=::tit44 op:f: film:~, 3 114::ili0«:;~ 
1l"f: ~. clfcloi~C4t11~ 1l"f: m, q; ~. ~ 1l"f: ~ ~(~) ~ op:f: ~: 
tf ("~) CfllclChlt"! -;p:J: ;;'1~, ~clfclt'IISIBI<=:fBO!;t"'~ "tfT3 fqf14l'l:l ~l"344m<tfifi"'l 

Ch<&<=:t"'lfC::P<:~Iti :1. 
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~ "@ ~ 

~II 

~lt"liCflf~old\jjfi f~1'41i 'lCRilklilctVJif-81~11{ 

ft . ' ' 1111t1'5:.._'fl C1'll\jj411qg)~ qiQ11'§)'ll~~l@'lll{ 

~~~:~ofltl)41<1'lli_ "tfM ~ fc:Jmff 

~:qSflf~dtl)P<:\H f5J\jjlldl41'tln:~ ~II 

~~~:~1 

~ 111: f~ g)'l{ir<:\ll ~ ~ 111: 

~ 4~1f1f41~ 

II 

111: II 

111: &~ll~oa 111: II ~ 4'lill<q'l4'l'hq4 -;p:f: 

~~~~sa 111: II ~ fl:l ;ft I< I~ 111: II 

~~~~~oa14: 111: II ~ 4~1q~l<q4 111: II 

cnq'q~oa 111: II ~ ~~q~ 111: II 

cnlill<q4 111: II ~ qltl)~q4~ 111: II 

'ql 141ft1ooll 111: II ~ ~ 'll411 P<:\4 ~ 111: 

f1fllfCR1?tl~ 111: II ~ 3iful41f-8o.<;:~ 111: II 

cq~o;s 1~ 111: II ~ t1ftl41fu~~ 111: II 

q IT!i q 1m o:ll 111: II ~ 4fu41fu~~ 111: II 

~~~sa 111: II ~ ~~lcqfu~~ 111: II 

3i~~oa 111: II ~ q~lcqfu~~ 111: II 

II 

~Rdl~ -;p:f: II ~ SliCfll~fu~~ 111: II 

Cti.~t!P<:\4 -;p:J: II ~ '9;fcre fu ~ ~ . 111: II 

~ -;p:f : II ~ ~~~m~~ 111: II 

;ftt"lqalcnl~ 111: II ~ su fi::<l m ~ ~ 111: II 

fCf\jjlll~ "1ll: II ~ ~tldll<l4~ "1ll: II 

~cf4~·(1 1~ "1ll: II ~ 3~-511<14~ ';f4': II 

Z7ql~ 1 41f(1ooll ~= II ~ wWIT~ ';f4': II 

II 
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~ ~JI@44~ 111: II ~ SfCfl24 fil;:l) 111: II 

~ Cf) 1(1(11 q{14~ 111: II ~ Cfli41Cflffloa 111: II 

~ 'tl4i'Cll<:f4~ 111: II ~ ~o&_lliCflfflO~ 111: II 

~ g;~~~n~~<4~ 111: II ~ ~~~I{ICfl~Oa 111: II 

~ c;l q Cf) (.1111~ 111: II ~ ~ 1 iii!\ I Cf) ffl o a 111: II 

~ ~~~q4~ 111: II ~ ~~lictlffloa 111: II 

~ >1'41 Cf) {~q 4 d) 111: II ~ ~cii'"4Jfc;~ 111: II 

~ tt\i1Hqt:tdl -;:p:J: II ~ ~cf4~~*i~"a -;:p:J: II 

~ ~ ~ d) 10111\il-qt:t- -;:p:J: II ~ ~1~·cn'ti41a -;:p:J: II 

~ ~cfq:; 14f~""~ -;:p:J: II ~ ~1~-i!~t11a -;:p:J: II 

~ ~ -;:p:J: II ~ 311~·4c::11a -;:p:J: II 

~ 1011~~qa -;:p:J: II ~ 311~·4C::11U(Ia -;:p:J: II 

~ ~ 111: II ~ 311~·~fil;:l) -;:p:J: II 

~ ~&ll~ -;:p:J: II ~ ~cft:t~,*i~"a -;:p:J: II 

~ t:tl~~ -;:p:J: II ~ 311~-c:n~t:t,a "1"t:t': II 

~ ·t:Hg;o:s, a -;:p:J: II ~ 311~-i!~(?lla "1"t:t': II 

~ ~a.:cil -;:p:J: II ~ 311~·4(\11~ -;:p:J: II 

~ ~~~ -;:p:J: II ~ 311 ~·~ fi I ;:l) "1"t:t' : -II 

~ ~cffc1S::J~O~ -;:p:J: II ~ 311~·~~~~~~ -;:p:J: II 

~ ~cfq~~~a "1"t:t' : II ~ 311 ~-'i I H.1 ;:l) -;:p:J: II 

~ Cf)~JOJ~q'id) -;:p:J: II ~ ~a:fi'401't:l~ (41f"i~ "1l1: li 

~ {('1~q4dl ~ )lp\ 
111: II ~~qp:HJ "1l1: II . 

~ ~cfm=a "1l1: II ~ ~a:flf~ -;p:{ : II 

~ ~cf~\il,a "1l1: II ~~ (C\qiCflffloa -;p:{: II 

~ cf ~ ;:l) ~-l.t,- "1l1: II ~ {~ICflfflo~ "1l1: II 
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SRI CAKRA, THE PYRAMID AND PI 

Om Ganganantasthayai namah 

bm PraQarupiQyai namah 

Om Sri Cakraraja nilayayai namah 
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PREFATORY 
r. S~i Cakra is always adored for its remarkable powers, in bringing 

prosperity and breaking misfortunes; its very possession deemed sufficient. Mere 
construction of the Yantra is hailed for the Sannidhya of Divine Mother. Of many 
blessings, Japa of the Divine name may confer, the knowledge of Sri Cakra is 
ranked as the highest. One may be naive to accept such references in Sakta 
Literature literally. Such hyperboles may indicate the near impossibility for most 
to produce a Perfect Diagram. 

2. Life is the same as Akasa, the subtlest of all the five elements of the 
physical universe, says Sh. Lakshmana Sarma, an authority on Nature Cure. He 
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considers Akasa as the most important of all sources of Vital Power. For many, 
such statements may sound academical/utopian, having no practical utility in the 
immediate concerns of health and disease. 

3. The Great Pyramid has mysterious powers in promoting health, physical , 
mental and spiritual. Such claims cannot however be dismissed with same ease 
as with the other two ideas. A I-8 foot Pyramid in solid granite stands in 
Coimbatore beckoning all who wish to understand and to be benefited by the 
secrets and mysteries the Pyramid offers. 

4. Sri Cakra, the most revered and feared Yantra of Sakta cults of elaborate 
rituals and symbol of esoteric thought and mysticism may have no relevance in 
day to day life of modern times. The Pyramids, beyond being one of the seven 
wonders of the world, have nothing to offer in this High-Tech era, being tombs 
of the dead Pharaohs of Egypt. And yet, by no means of myself being a Devi 
Upasaka, by some fortuitous circumstance, I was stuck up with ancient formula 
of Sri-Yantra, lying untried in my possession for years, when my cousin sister 
wanted my assistance in the drawing . And I was trying several possibilities to 
produce as satisfactory a diagram as possible, after an initial advance in 
identification of three basic triangles from which the whole diagram takes its 
shape. It was at this stage, ·again by Divine Will , a copy of the Book on Pyramid 
by Mr. Ranganathan, Founder, Perks Institutions, Coimbatore fell into my hands. 
A study of "Pyramid-Its Secrets and Mysteries" not only brought meaning to 
the words of Sh. Lakshmana Sarma but also led to understand Sri Cakra as a 
2~dimensional version of generators of Cosmic Energy, quite astonishingly 
revealing Pyramidal Configuration as the key to raise all the three generating 
Triangles of Sri Cakra, and to get beyond arbitrary constructional prescriptions. 

5. For critical judgement of discerning minds, knowledgeable in the 
respective fields, in the following pages is offered an account how one can look 
for an organic whole in the three seemingly unconnected fields of thought in 
gaining direct access to Akasa as the Prime Source of Vital Power. Hence the 
stress upon constructional aspects of Sri-Yantra. A separate effort is called for 
in elucidating its mystical applications. 

6. It is in this context, one cannot help wondering at the role of Pi , of 
unending decimals in the consturction of Pyramid and Sri Cakra as 3/2-
dimensional restrictors of space, Akasa, manifesting Cosmic Power. This 
demands a non-Euclidean procedure of transfer of an Arc-length on to a straight 
line, vice versa, in which technique, the use of only ruler/compass is inadequate. · 
While Diagram-! incorporates one such technique, Appendices 1 and 2 explain 
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how the technique is useful in constructing a Pyramid/cone as generators of 
Cosmic Power. 

7. Diagram-1 exclusively deals with Pyramid: Diagrams 2,3 and 4, with Sri 
Cakra. Appendices 3, 4 and 5 are added to clarify the issues involved in the 
construction of Sri Cakra. Finally a note is included as Appendix-6 to show how 
certain basic concepts of Sri Devi Worship well integrated into the design of 
Sricakra, lend themselves to the organisation of data in evaluating the complex 
yantra and providing a rationale for the procedure adopted. Again they enable 
us to appreciate certain intriguing aspects in the construction in terms of such 
concepts. Indicators by asterisk mark against certain words/phrases in the Text 
are separately listed as Appendix-7 with a view not to impede the flow of the 
text. The "Closeness" of traditional data of Sri-Cakra with those of diagram 
proposed in accord with Pyramidal angles allows us to conclude that the tradition 
was not quite unaware of Pyramidal Connection. The data of five speciments of 
Sri Cakra in print, would elucidate (i) Traditional data may not produce a perfect 
diagram, straightaway, (ii) Starting from those data, one may have to resort to 
modifications for obtaining a perfect diagram. (iii) Such attempts do not yield 
a unique solution. In other words, there are many configurations of Sri Cakra, 
while yet being "Perfect" (For a detailed treatment one can refer to the Geometry 
of Sti Cakra) (iv) Perhaps Sri Cakra with Pyramidal angles can yield such a 
unique solution. Closeness of Traditional Data to diagram drawn as per 
Pyramidal angles ~ay be a pointer to this conclusion. 

8. The above conclusion may not be a speculation or wishful thinking . Even 
as the Great Pyramid of a particular specification alone was found . Productive 
among many Pyramidal Shapes, Sri Cakra of particular configuration in accord 
with the angles of the Great Pyramid can reasonably be expected as the reflector 
of Cosmic Energy among many configurations of Sri Cakra. However, this should 
await confirmation by experiments and credible feed-back. Conversely, Sri Cakra 
as proposed may be found to contain the clue in raising the pyramid and the 
cone as reflectors of cosmic energy (see Appendix-2). 

9. The writer owes a word of explanation to the reader in the midst of long 
winding arithmetical work-outs for pages; the intention never was to make the 
treatment more mystifying than the subject itself, should such an impression arise 
in perusing the workings. That was unavoidable to establish the emergence of 
a point in the cornm.ingling of Siva and Sakti Triangles of "Pyramidal" character; 
without its association, the development of enchanting Diagram of Sri Yantra 
would remain an enigma for ever. Even as a Third element, as revealed by the 
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Vedas and the Agamas, is essential in the formation of an embryo and its further 
growth into an healthy offspring, so is this "hidden' point, vital in generating 
the whole Diagram the existence of both being unrecognisable, indeterminable 
and theretore verbally indescribable. Perhaps that was one of the secrets of life 

. principle Sri Cakra, as a symbol , was intended ro convery. In the following pages 
a methodology is presented in the discovery of this point without appearing to 
be esoteric or dogmatic through school level mathematics. This is..._rhe first phase; 
in the second , it remains to transfer a properly designed Sri Cakra on to metallic 
or other appropriate 2-dimensional surface expecting the Descent of Cosmic Sakti 
without leaving It as a matter of faith , belief, or consecreation . Until that moment 
arrives , the search has to continue. 

10. It may also be found that a Pi-based Sri Cakra (in~er circle of one metre 
diameter) directly gives a measure of radius of EARTH, one crore times of the 
base of its Triangle, identifiable with BASAL Triangle of the Great Pyramid, a 
base upon which whole Diagram depends for its construction (Note 4/Table of 
Para 8 of Ch .5). 

In developing in the following pages Pyramidal solution with possibilities of 
unlocking hidden powers of Sri Cakra, I was seized of certain impulse that 
emboldened me, casting aside any hesitation, to rush to our respected Indologist 
and Visiting Professor of Swami Vivekananda Chair of Philosophy, University of 
Mysore for advice and consultation. In his kindness the Professor unreservedly 
passed on . the material to come up as a supplement to his own work, Sri Vidya 
Ko~a, being published by the prestigious KALPATARU RESEARCH ACADEMY. 
For this favour and consideration extended to the write-up. I am extremely 
beholden to the Professor and to the Editorial Board of the Research Academy 
and I have no words to adequately express my gratefulness to the Professor and 
to· the ACADEMY. 

Lakshmipura Village 
Tataguni B. 0. 
Doddakallusandra Posr 
Bangalore - 560 062 . 

- This completes the text of the "Prefatory" 

R.S . Narasimhan 
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1. HEALTH AND THE GREAT PYRAMID 

1. The Lord said, "Becoming the fire of life in the bodies of living and 
mingling with praQa and apana, I digest four kinds of food." Bhagavad 
GHa : 15114. This is not a bland statement, easily deductable from the 
immanence concept of God-head, but a fact of life as observable 
phenomenon upon which the whole edifice of Nature Cure is built up. 
The human body is not an inert machine working on supply of 
appropriate fuel. The foods consumed go only to set right "wear and 
tear" and build "spares". The fire of life, Jiva Sakti, emanating from 
Energy Reserve, the Indwelling spirit, is the real force behind the 
digestion and certainly not the product of food consumed . 

2. Neither one can get at the location of Vital Reserve, nor reach for the 
the whole of it in the human body, a mystery beyond the ken of ordinary 
mortals. That which maintains health and restores, when lost, is Jrva 
Sakti. By its interaction only with air, water, fire/sunshine, food etc., the 
structural integrity of different organs of the body as Health is maintained, 
keeping muscles, nerves etc. , in good shape, form and working order. 
To the extent of its manifestation, its interaction is promoted/hindered . It 
is therefore essential to recognise the degree of its manifestation as Vital 
Response to mode of living in following or not following the Path of Right 
Living, exercising moderation in everything as expounded by wisemen of 
all ages and cultures. 

3. The degree of health resulting in the manner described above can be 
sourced ultimately to the five elements of Nature viz., earth, water, fire, 
air and space in which also the Lord resides with Cosmic Sakti (the word 
cosmic, to distinguish the field of manifestation as external to the physical 
body of living, otherwise, there is no difference). This Vital Power is 
maximised in directly accessing Akasa, space that affords accommodation 
to all tangible and intangible things of the Universe. One of the leading 
exponents of Nature Cure, Sh. Lakshmana Sarma in his great work, 
"Practical Nature Cure" declares "Space, Akasa is the most important 
subtlest of Sources of Vital Power. More of it is received by moderation 
and self-control in indulgence of sense pleasures. Perhaps, Life is the 
same as this subtlest of all the five elements of creation .. .. .. ". Perhaps 
one such mode results when mind "thins" out more and more with fewer 
thoughts, and merges, as it were with Akasa in certain forms of 
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Meditation. Surely a subjective approach to Vital power oependent upon 
individuals' initiative and application of effort. 

4. Among many scientific riddles it confronts the modern thinking with, in 
offering an objective approach in accessing Akasa directly, the Great 
Pyramid of Cheops of fourth dynasty of Pharaohs of Egypt, raised some 
4000 years ago, functions as a 'generator' of Cosmic Power in some 
inexplicable manner. To verify the power of Avakasa under the cover of 
Pyramidal shape, we need not have to undertake a long and arduous 
journey to Egypt. Fortunately for us, a 18-foot Pyramid stands in the 
sprawling campus of Perks Educational Foundation at Coimbatore 
exhibiting bio-friendly properties of health and healing of disease. It is one 
of many instances of the genius of the Egyptian Thinkers and Scientists 
in almost isolating Cosmic Sakti at a point identical with the centre of 
Gravity of solids of smilar Pyramidal shapes. 

5 . The Perks applications of Cosmic Sakti overflowing the Pyramidal 
enclosure revealed at a purely physical level. 

(i) Decrease in humidity in the Pyramidal Avakasa - a property of 
fire from which the structure takes its name Pyramid. 

(ii) Enhancing the Oxygen content and reduce the Carbon-di-oxide 
proportion in the atmosphere - an aspect dear to living. 

(iii) Even a small Pyramid, kept in a roo.m purifies air-pollution, kills 
disease-causing germs and keeps the inmates sound and healthy, 
both in body and mind . 

(iv) Heating does not destroy curative properties imparted to water 
and other items, exposed to Pyramidal Avakasa for considerable 
number of hours. Clearly therefore all these properties are 
attributable to Akasa when it is restricted in a particular manner. 

6. In this respect, it is worthwhile to mention that Prasna Upanishad (3/8) 
brings in the concept of of gravitational pull in defining the function of 
apana in the body and Brihad Ara~yaka Upanishad (317 /2) ascribes to 
pral).a the power of holding in position of all heavenly bodies, like 
connective wire, transcending the concept of "air" usually associated with 
"vayu" and anticipating gravitational operation. Vital Power, as Prar:ta 
flowing along gravitational routes, perhaps collects Itself in the restricted 
space, Avakasa at a point identical with the centre of gravi~y of solids of 
particular shapes, Pyramidal shape being one of them. In other words, 
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gravitation (attributed to the "Curvature" of Space in the Theory of 
Relativity) and over-flow of Oxygen in the gravitational path, as noted in 
the Pyramidal Avakasa may perhaps be a physical dimension of Life Itself 
as spoken by Sh. Sarma ! 

7. It is important to remember : 

(i) Pyramids with the specifications of the Great Pyramid alone can 
operate as generators of Cosmic Energy. 

(ii) They should be so placed that they are in line with geographical 
. North-Smith direction, slightly inclined west-ward of magnectiv N/ 
S line. 

(iii) Pyramidal shape is more important than the material of which it is 
made, iron/iron related materials excepted, even as devotion of mind 
is more important to earn the grace of the Lord than birth, place 
and refinement of that mind on mundane level provided there are 
no blockades of an evil past ! 

(iv) The environs should be free from any electro-magnetic field for 
effectivenss of the Pyramid. 

(v) In Perks experience, even cones work in the same way as the 
Pyramids radiating Cosmic Energy at one-fourth of the height from 
the Ground Level. Restrictions of (ii) and (iv) do not apply to the 
cones, making them more versatile reflectors of Cosmic Energy. 

8. The European inve~tigators have discovered that the height of the Pyramid 
is relatable to the earth's mean solar distance (1.496 x 10 exp . 11 metres) 
and its side of the square base, to the distance (465 metres per second) 
moved by the earth in one second in its rotation. In simple 
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terms, the ratio of the double the measure of its side,s, to its height,h, 
was found to be 1t (Pi), the ratio of the circumference of a circle and 
its diameter. Diagram- I shows a rough sketch of the Great Pyramid, with 
associated triangles to bring out the mutual relationship between its 
height,h, sides,s, of its square base and H, altitude of facial triangle of 
equal siqes. It is also accompanied by a drawing reproducing exactly the 
Pyramidal angles. This consists of a non-Euclidean technique of cutting 
a straight line to a length equal to an arc of a circle, to represent exactly 
Transcendental No. n (Pi), of unending decimals viz. 3.141 5926 5358 
9793 2384 6264 3383 2792 ........ . .. . . vide Vedic Mathematics by His 
Holiness Bharati Krishna Theertha Maharaj, Sankaracharya of Govardhan 
Peeta·, Puri, and therefore its effectiveness very much depends upon the 
dexterity with which this procedure is executed, Appendicies 1 and 2 deal 
with construction procedures in detail for both the Pyramid and Cone. 
People in the field of Pyramidal investigations report that full potentialities 
of the Great Pyramid are yet to be fully understood and realised for the 
benefit of mankind. Much more revelations are awaited . 

Sri par~matmane N amah 
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" -2. SRI CAKRA AND THE GREAT PYRAMID 
1. Pyramidal avakasa would appear to cause Cosmic Sakti to converge 

at a point within, like lenses collecting heat and light of the sun at their 
focal points, as a characteristic of the Pyramidal shape. it is quite 
possible that there exist in Nature shapes other than that of Pyramid/ 
cone with similar property. 2-Dimensional space of planar surface may 
also be associated with similar property when restricted by criss
crossing lines/curves upon the surface. Space within the organism may 
be causing manifestation of Cosmic Power as Jiva Sakti under the 
operation of such a property of space, restricted in a particular manner! 
In our own land, Thinkers should have experimented with different 
shapes and surfaces but with what success we are yet to recognise, 
consider, for example, mystical powers attributed to different liquids 
after abhisheka of Siva Lingas of different shapeS, purificatory powers 
attached to waters kept in pots with coconuts placed on the top to 
accord a cone like shape, Satari, Holy Sandles of the Lord, atop 
hollow metallic cone, bowed down in Vaishnava Temples, Gopurams, 
rising in shapes similar to that of Pyramids, right above the Sanctum 
Sanctorum of Temples, pair of conical objects to represent Divine 
Couple brought to sanctify the venues of auspicious rituals/ceremonies! 
Various Yantras inscribed upon planar surfaces of metals, credited with 
Powers inexplicable within the domain of our knowledge of external 
world may perhaps belong to 2 Dimensional class of Restrictors of 
space exhibiting similar phenomenon. In recognition of identity of 
Agnihotra Vessel with Pyramidal shape (when turned upside down) 
and the similarities in effecting physical health and mental peace 
between homa performed/Bhasma obtained and the Pyramidal Avakasa, 
Mr. Rama Ranganathan observes, "Never did we in India build any 
Pyramid, nor were the Egyptians accustomed to Agni-hotra. Still one 
could not wink at the basic truth that these two great forces emerged 
in two different countries during a long drawn out period, which is 
beyond our comprehension" (P.20 of the Pyramid - its Mysteries and 
Secrets). An unmistaken hint that this discovery and knowledge should 
have had a common origin in remote Antiquity of a forgotten past of 
"Pre-Historic Ages". 

2. For similar reasons, one suspects, strong affinites between Sri Cakra, 
yantraraja and the Great Pyramid. For some, it may appear odd and 
sacrilegious to associate Sri Yantra with Pyramids, built as tomb
chambers of the dead Kings and Queens. The first one of Cheops, the 
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Great Pyramid and the second one, built by his son, were exceptions, 
and they were kept empty. The Egyptologists suspect that these two 
were kept purposely so, perhaps as tools of study and research. An 
ancient reference to Sri Cakra says : "By mere construction of this 
(Yantra) one acquires Wealth and Prosperity". Perhaps with health and 
creative mind, heralded by the Yantra, one goes into robust creative 
activity that brings wealth and prosperity. Another verse is eloq-uent 
in saying: Sri Cak.ra raja sannidhyam griha dosha nivaraiJ.am! sarvanishta 
prasamanam sarva sowbhagya karaQ.am!! "The king of all Yantras, by 
its very presence is enough to ward off all evils and afflictions of 
household and to bring good luck and all fortunes" . These words, for 
appearance exaggerative, and laudatory, acquire literal meaning in the 
context of what we understand about the Great Pyramid. These words 
should be treated as revelatory in character disclosing the unobtrusive 
but marvellous influence Sri Cakra exerts upon the environment, 
irrespective of personal attunement with the mystic design. Sri 
Bhaskara Raya only commentator of Sri Lalita Sahasranama in his 
introduction to the commentary, quotes approvingly from Vamakeswara 
Tantra in stating that knoweldge of Sri Cakra is to be ranked as the 
highest Blessing one can earn by Namajapa, manasa samsmarati asya 
yadi -namapi sadhakah! tadaiva matr cakrasya vidhito bhavati priye!. "0, 
My dear, the mind, deeply entrenched even in single name of Divine 
Mother, at once acquires the knowledge of yantra of Divine Mother" . 
Vamakeswara Tantra. 

Nama smarana samanyasya matr-cakrantam prasiddhih phalamuktam! 
"By the single act of dwelling the mind upon Divine Name, several 
siddhis (even) upto the knowledge of Cakra of Divine Mother will 
ensue as a result" . Sri Bhaskara Raya. 

3. in all the above quotes, what is unsaid was to draw Sri Cakra is almost 
an impossible task for many to accomplish. Therefore, success in 
drawing is considered as the greatest Blessing of Divine Mother, 
perhaps because, like the Great Pyramid, Sri Cakra facilitates direct 
access to Akasa tatwa to gain Vital Power without any more personal 
initiative/ effort! 

Om namo brahmane ! 

Namaste vayo ! 

Tvameva pratyaksham brahmasi! . 

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . ·.. . tad marri avatu 

tad vaktaram avatu ...... .. .. .. .. .. 
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3. SRI CAKRA-DESIGN DESCRIPTION AND PI 

1. Sri Cakra is mainly co~posed of a set of five (sakti) triangles, 
altitudes falling upon a single vertical line, bases neatly coming up 
horizontally and enmeshed with another set of four (siva) triangles, 
similarly arranged about the same vertical axis of symmetry, serving 
as the diameter of the circle enclosing all the nine triangles. Call this 
as the Main Frame, (DIAGRAM-2) This fig. of enmeshed triangles, 
crowns or apexes of one set in opposition to those of the other set, 
is further enveloped first, by 8-lotuses and secondly by 16-lotuses, 
all further enclosed within 2/3 circular rings. Finally, the whole 
diagram is housed within an outersquare in two lanes with four gate 
ways, one each in four directions. The drawing of main frame is 
rather very complex as already mentioned as compared to Lotuses, 
Rings and outer square. We will therefore confine ourselves with the 
construction of Main Frame only. In the following pages any 
reference of Sri Cakra should therefore be taken as a reference to 
the Main Frame of Sri Cakra only. 

2. A unique feature of this arrangement of triangles is : at nine pairs 
of points, actually 14 pairs, adding base ends of Triangles No.1, 3, 
4 , 7 and 9, called marman-s, literally "sensitive" points, lines of nine 
sets of triartgles of three each, meet. It is important that this chief 
condition should not be violated. Thus these nine sensitive pairs of 
points accord a kind of integrity to the whole diagram. As this 
condition looked almost impossible to comply with, perhaps the 
tradition regarded a success in this task as the greatest blessing of 
Divine Mother for one to aspire. Equally it also instilled fear about 
likely doom a defective Yantra may cast about. Further each point 
of everyone of these pairs should be equidistant from the vertical 
diameter. Of course, this is a consequence of Isosceles character of 
each triangle. This condition of symmetry is taken care of by 
baselines running perpendicular to the vertical Diameter as the axis 
of symmetry. In this process a Net-work of 43* triangles is created 
and taken up for their esoteric significance in five groups 
(14 + 10+ 10+8+ 1) of triangles. It may be noted that any violation 
of marman-s may foul with this network of 43 triangles, creating 
further addition of triangles, and splitting into parts of some of these 
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43 triangles. Hence the importance of marman-s. 

3 . The traditional* method of construction starts with a vertical diameter 
of 48 units, marking apexes/base mid-points (BMP) of all the nine 
triangles. Then horizontal chords are drawn through BMP's and the 
base of each triangle is determined, delimiting the chords concerned 
in a prescribed manner. Vide Para-5/Ch 5. Then the triangles are 
completed joining the apex of each triangle to its base-ends. As one 
proceeds with the construction, it would be soon clear that both the 
conditions of integrity and symmetry are vitiated in respect of one 
or other of the triangles. Hence emphasis upon integrity. 

4 . Thus, we do not have an Unique solution and a diagram, precisely 
definable by line-measures. This will be clear from Appendix-5 in 
which are tabulated the data of apexes/BMPs for five specimens of 
Sri Cakra in print with corresponding Theoretical data as per 
tradition. It may be observed how each one, starting from initial data, 
ended up in diagrams* of varying configurations in securing integrity. 

5 . In this endeavour, even computers were reported to have failed to 
produce a satisfactory figure. It means : straight lines of such 
measures definable .by ruler and compasses and inadequate to 
produce a 2-Dimensional medium of reflector of Cosmic Power. By 
a stroke of mere good fortune, Pyramidal association naturally 
suggests itself to the mind in resolving the tangle. To recognise the 
existence of Pyramidal connection with Sri Cakra, not only by way 
of kinship in manifesting Cosmic Power but also in design is surely 
a master-key in solving the issue of drawing satisfactorily. In the first 
place, it is an advance from the maze of data of enmeshed triangles 
to identify three basic triangles from which the diagram can be 
developed taking the cue from the location of marmans. In the second 
place, to visualise the Pyramid as constituted by three triangles, is 
a major step forward. Solution eventually unfolds itself in sensing 
tota1 identity between two sets of triangles in their angular measure,_ 
as detailed below: 

THE GREAT PYRAMID 

(Diagram-1) 

1. Vertical Cross-Sectional 

Triangle 

SRi CAKRA 

(Diagram-2) 

The fourth and the biggest 

of Siva Triangles 
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2. 

3. 

Facial Triangle 

.Basal Triangle 

Srividya-Ko~a 

The fifth of the Sakti 

Triangles 

The second of the Sakti 
Triangles 

Such a parallelism between 3-Dimensional Pyramid and 2-Dimensional 
Sri Cakra is more than a chance coincidence and needs serious 
attention for a better understanding of Sri Cakra from what we gather 
by personal experience from the Great Pyramid. Reverting to 
constructional aspects, the only remaining question is incorporation 
of pyramidal angles in the respective triangles of Sri Cakra, from 

_ which the rest of the diagram can be generated with remarkable ease, 
elegance and confidence in no time, This question is a simple 
geometrical proposition presenting no hurdles, once we have determined 
Pyramidal angles as shown in Diagram-1 . 

6. It is in this context amazing to contemplate the role of Pi, 
Transcendental number of unending decimals in the construction of 
the Pyramid, vide ch.l and also in the construction of Sri Cakra 
(through Pyramidal connection) both as efficient generators of 
Cosmic Sakti, the Entity transcending the domain of the physical 
Universe beyond which our mental or other faculties cannot extend. 
This role acquires enormous significance and profound meaning 
when one recalls its obvious connection with the modern concept of ·
limited but unbounded Space Time (Spherical) Universe. It is not 
surprising that andent thinkers regarded pi of unending decimals, a 
no. not representable by conventional means in a straight line, as a 
mystical number. This explains why a satisfactory diagram could not 
be produced using line measures alone. The involvement of Pi, really 
defies all attempts to produce a perfect diagram of Sri Cakra . A 
near-perfect diagram thus takes us very close to, though not exactly 
to the Point where Transcendental Energy manifests itself. (Theoritical 
data of the Table at the end of Ch.5). Of course, spiritually and 
esoterically, it is as it should be. Revelation is within the sphere of 
will of the Spirit and not the end-result of personal efforts. Is it not? 

Om aprakatakrityai namah 
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4. SRI CAKRA : OTHER DETAILS 

1. Bindu : Tradition reverse Bindu as the Abode of Divine Mother, the 
point of manifestation of Cosmic Power, while the whole Sri Cakra 
is taken as the body/vehicle of the Divine &Juple, Sivayoh Vapuh. 
However, there are two school of devotees, --who differ among 
themselves in several details of Sri Cakra worship. The Kaula school 
prefers Sakti Triangles with apexes down in the treatment of the 
Diagram and locates Bindu at the centre of the circle. The other 
school of Samaya form of worship treats Sri Cakra with Siva Triangles 
inverted (apex down) as the correct form. Also they locate the Bindu 
at a point, along the vertical diameter, within the quadrilateral formed 
by parallel bases of Triangles No.3 and No.4 and bounded by the 
sides of Triangle No.6; vide Diagram-2. This location is at one-third 
of the altitude of the biggest of Siva Triangles (no.9) and this location 
exactly corresponds to the point where cosmic energy radiates in a 
Pyramid whose cross-sectional triangle is identical with the triangle 
of Sri Cakra in question (No.9). This is quite in accord with the 
concept of identity between these two in angular measures. Also it is 
quite appropriate to have Siva Triangles inverted since the Agnihotra 
vessel as a receptacle of fire is similar to Pyramid upside down and 
their cross section has the same angular measure as that of the biggest 
of Siva Triangles (No.9 of Diagram-2), Siva always being identified 
with fire principle. Thus the Samaya school treatment of Sri Cakra 
upoholds at least in two aspects the Pyramidal connection. 

2. Orientation: Pyramid to work, the base-line of its cross-sectional 
triangle should fall upon geographical north-south line (slightly 
inclined westward of magnetiC NiS line (Para 7 (ii) I Ch.l). So also 
it is reasonable to keep the base-lines of Sri Cakra along the North
South line in the same manner we arrange for a Pyramid. The apexes 
of Sakti Triangles will therefore be pointing towards geographical 
East, a devotee also facing east as per traditional practice in worship 
of Sri Cakra on a pedestal say, level with ground. 

3. Material: The planar surface upon which the Yantra to be drawn may 
be of a material* which is non-ferrous, non:..magnetic metal, or cotton/ 
silken cloth impervious to electro-magnetic influences preferences 
being the same as in the case of Pyramid/cone (Para 7 iv of Chapter I) 
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4 . 
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When properly drawn and correctly placed, nothing more may be 
required as amply hinted in the ancient references (Para 2 Ch. 2) in 
gaining direct access to Cosmic Sakti inherent in Akasa as in the case 
of Pyramids/cones. One may n~t be erring in anticipating benefits like 
what we seek from the Pyramids/cones. Still controlled experiments 
and close observations with credible feed-back may unearth hidden 
treasures of Avakasa in the 2-dimehsional context of Sri Yantra. This 
no doubt calls for a separate effort, individualistic and collective. 

Om bhakta sowbhagya dayinyai namah 

Om sarva vyadhi prasamanyai namah 

Om ameyayai namah 
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5. SRI CAKRA-A MATHEMATICAL APPROACH 
It may be observed from the description of Sri Cakra design and Digram 

- 2 that 

(i) The sides of one set of triangles will intersect those of only other set. 

(ii) The sides o~ one set may intersect base-lines of either sets. 

(iii) The baselines are all parallel and do not intersect. They have one 
common perpendicular bisector in the vertical diamerer (Vert. Dia) of 
the circle enclosing all the nine triangles. 

(iv) When the point of intersection of sides of two triangles (i) lands upon 
the base of third triangle (ii) a marman is formed in pair, one each 
on either sides of central axis of symmetry of the Diagram viz. Ver. 
Dia due to isosceles character of the triangles. 

The apexes of five Sakti Triangles first take position one after another from 
the top of ver.dia and then follow apexes of four Siva Triangles. In Diagram-
2 they are indicated by letters V, A, B, C, D, G, H, I J down the line VJ, 
the ver.dia. We can therefore conveniently address Sakti Triangles as No.1 to 
No. 5 and Siva Triangles as No. 6 to No. 9 in the same order. F. and E would 
represent base midpoiints (BMPs) of Triangles No. 3 and 4. 

2. An attempt is made in the following pages to study the mathematical 
implications of the marmans and to examine why the construction of Sri Cakra, 
unaided by the available ancient models, defies all independent efforts and why 
even those so modelled after such ancient specimens are not uniform in their 
configurations, like what we see in Hexagonal Cakras. Computers, in their failure 
to produce a satisfactory diagram in a way testify to the situation where, perhaps, 
no solution exists amenable to usual geometrical drawing practices. The undue 
warnings/caution in securing all marmans perfect is therefore quite understandable. 
It becomes therefore very essential one makes oneself thoroughly familiar with 
their locations so that even a casual observation of the Diagram can spot out 
defective formations. Marmans are indeed the key to enter into this complex 
pattern. Thus we can identify 14 pairs in three different types including the nine 
well-known ones. 

Type I : Along the sides of Triangles 

(i) No. 5 and No. 6-7 pairs 

(ii) No. 1 and No. 9-2 pairs } 
Determine 

The configuration 

of Sri Cakra 
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Type II 

Type III: 

At the base_. ends of Triangles 

(iii) No .3, No.4, and No. 7-3 patrs 

At the base-chord ends of Triangles 

(vi) No.I and No. 9-2 pairs 

Srividya-Ko~a 

} 

The magnitude 

of line segments. 

This is in agreement with the count given (with no details) By Acharya 
Lakshmidhara in his great commentary on Soundaryalahari, citing an ancient 
work, Candra Gnana Vidya. 

The arc of the circle in this case intersects the sides of these triangles instead 
of sides of another triangle. From the geometry around each pair of the first two 
types (which is common to all of these 12 pairs) we can establish definite 
relationships among the altitudes, hs and the bases, bs of the triangles from which 
emerge four identities, linking twenty line-segments of Ver. Dia as a mathematical 
expression of the net-work of triangles, that is Sri Cakra : the third type, in 
defining the size of the diagram provides an opening to unravel the mystic pattern 
and to understand Indeterminable nature of points and lines in exact measures 
built into the diagram which cannot be handled by rulers/compass in the usual 
manner in a geometrical construction. Before going into further details we need 
a recapitualtion of the generating triangles. 
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3. Basic Relationship and Values 

In Sri Cakra 
Diagram-2 

In the Great Pyramid 
Diagram-1 

Base angle (approx) 

1. Triangle .No.9 

2. T~iangle No.5 

3 . Triangle No.2 

Vertical cross-sectional 
Triangle 
Facial Triangle 

Basal Triangle 

(a) Tan ~ o = 4/n = 1.2732395 
or 1.2732 (say) 

(b) Tan Y0 = Sec xo = ~1 + Tan2x = ~1 + 16 I n2 

= .J2.6211389 = 1.6189931 
or 1.619 (say) 

(c) Tan W
0 =2 

(d) In Triangle (Diagram- 2) 
(i) No . 9= h9/b9=Tan X 0 1 2=2ht 
(ii) No. 5 = h5/b5=Tan yo/ 2=Sec X 0

/ 2 

~ = l/2Cos x o = ~ ~ (b-above) 

(iii) No.2 = h2/b2=Tanwo/2=2/2 = 1 (h
2
=b) 

Read 
directly 
from 
Mathe
matical 
Tab)e of 
Tangent 
the 
following 
value 

Diagram-1 
7t = 3.1415927 

n 2 = 3.1415927x 

3.1415927 

= 9.8696046 

In one half of 
the triangle, 
Tan X 0 =Altitude/ 
Base 

= 2h/ b9 
:. h/ b9= Tan X 0 /2 

Similarly h/b
5 
= 

Tan y 0 /2 
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Para - 4 SKETCH = 1 

v 

In Siva triangle ABC 
Triangles AOP and AFC are similar : 

:. AOIAF = OP/FC 

In Sakti triangle XYZ 
Triangles XGY and XOP are similar. 

This represents first two types of 
marmans accounting for twelve pairs. 
VFXOALG stands for Ver.Dia . Siva 
triang_le ABC (apex down in Samaya 
School) intersects (at P&Q) Sakti 
triangle XYZ upon the base line of 
triangle LMN (a Siva triangle in this 
case) . Marmans are formed upon NM 
at P and Q . F, 0, and G are Bmps of 
respective triangles. : . FC = 1/2 BC; 
GY= 1/2 YZ. 

: . XGIXO = GY lOP. Multiplying the corresponding sides of the two equations, 

AO/AF x XG/XO=QP/FC X GY/QP = GY/FC 
Realign AF and GY : XG/XO x AO/GY = AF/FC 
= XG/XO x A0/112YZ = AF/ 1/2BC 
or AO/XO x XG/YZ = AF/BC. 
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Vertical line segment between apex A of Siva triangle and 0, 

BMP of "Base" triangle LMN accomodating 
marmans P and Q (numerator) , X [Altitude, h J 

---- of Sakti triangle 
Vertical line segment between apex of Sakti Base B 
triangle and 0, BMP of "Base" triangle LMN ' 
(denominator) 

[
Altitude, h ] = of Sakti triangle 

Base, B 

: . We can readily write down the realationship between h/b of Siva triangle and h/ 
b of Sakti triangle intersecting upon the baseline of a Siva/Sakti triapgle, given their 
apex position and BMP of the "Base" triangle. 

Thus following Table is prepared for all the twelve marmans· of first and second 
types. 

SKETCH-2 

Sketch-2 represents third type of 
marmans at the base - chord ends (K 
and L) of Triangle No.9, formed by 
the intersection of its sides with the 
circle, landing upon its base KL. Base 
angles, JKl=JLK=X0 
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. ·. In rt : angled triangle JKV, 

In rt. angled triangle KCV, 

Srividya-Ko~a 

VCJ is perpendicular to the base KL 

:. KCV =goo 

chord KJ subtends angles KVC and KU 

at points V and L of the circle. 

:. KVC = KU = X
0 

Diameter VJ subtends a rt angle at K of the circle 

:. JKV =goo 

Cos X0 = KV/VJ 

Cos X0 = VC/KV 

:. Cos X
0

X cos X
0 = KV/VJ x VC/KV 

:. Cos2 X
0 = VC/VJ 

:. VC = VJ Cos2 X
0 = 2R Cos2 x 

[VJ is diameter, R, radius] 
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Para 4 - TABLE OF. MARMANS showing relationship between bslbs of tl_le 
triangles concerned. 

Sl.No. of Intersecting triangles Base trian~le Emerging Remarks 
pairs of No. No. Apex of the Relationship as per 
mannans Siva Sakti MARMANS FORMULA OF 

No. BMP SKETCH-I 

1. 9 J ~/b9=h/b5 X JH/DH 
2 H 

5 D 

2. 8 I h/b8 =h/b,x IG/DG 
1 G 

5 D 

3. 7 H h,fb7=h,fb5 x HF/DF 
3 F 

5 D 

4. 6 G h/b6=h/b,x GE/DE 
4 E 

5 D 
5. 6 G h/b6 =h/b3 x GD/BD 

7 D 
3 B 

6. 6 G h/b6 =h/b2 xGC/ AC h2 = b2(para3) 
9 c :.h/b6= 

2 A GCIAC 
7. 6 G h/b6=h/bl X GB/VB 

8 B 
1 v 

8. 8 I h/ b8 =hJb1 x IC/VC 
r 9 c 

1 v 
9. 9 J ~/b9 =h/b2 x JG/ AG h2 =b~ 

1 G : .h/b9= 
2 A JG/NJ 

10 . 8 I h/ b8= h/ b3 x IF/BF 
3 F 

3 B 
11 . 7 H h/b7= h/b4 x HE/CE 

4 E 
4 c 

12 . 7 H h/b7=h/b2 X HD/A[ h2=b~ 
7 D :.tt,Jb7= 

2 A HD/AD 
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We can combine some of these relationships and write down the results -

(a) SLI/SL9 : h/b9 = h/b5 x JH/DH = JG/ AG; :. h/b5 = DH/JHx JG/ AG 

(b) SIAl SL6 : h/b6 = h/b5x GE/DE=GC/AC; :. h/b5 = DE/GE x GC/AC 

(c) SL2/ Result (b) : h/b8 =h/b5x IG/DG = DE/GE X GC/AC x IG/DG 

(d) SL5/SL6 : h/b6 = h/b3 x GD/BD=GC/AC; :. h/b
3 

= BD/GD x GC/ 
AC 

(e) SL7/SL6: h/b6 = h/b, x GB/VB = GC/AC; :. h/b, = VB/GB x GC/ 
AC 

(t) Slll/SL12 : h/b7 = h/b4 x HE/CE = HD/ AD; :. h/b4 = CE/HE x 
HD/AD 

But h4 = CE; :. llb4 =1/HE x HD/AD 

or b
4 

= (HE x AD) I HD. 

Eliminate* all bs in the relationship of the TABLE using the above results : 

(1) Equate Result (a) = Result (b) = h/b5 

or DH/Jh x JG/ AG = DE/GE x GC/ AC 

Bring all the factors to the left hand side (LHS) of the equation and deduce 
: DH/JH x JG/ AG x GE/DE x AC/GE = 1 

or JG/GA x AC/CG x GE/ED x DH/HJ = 1 . ..... IDENTITY -1 

(2) SL8/TABLE : h/b8 = h/b, x IC/VC. 

use results (c) and (e) and susbsitute for h/b8 =and h/b, : DE/ GE x GEl 
AC x IG/DG = VB/GB x GC/ AC x IC/VC 

Bring all the factors to the LHS and deduce : 

VC/IC X GB/VB X DE/GE X IG/DG = 1 

or VC/CI x IG/GD x DE/EG x GB/BV = 1 .. . . IDENTITY -2 

(3) SL3/TABLE : h/b7 = h/b
5 

= x HF/DF : use SL 12 I TABLE and result 
(a) Above. 

HD/AD/ = DH/JH x JG/AG x HF/DF 

Bring the term AD to the RHS and deduce : 

AD/JH x JG/AG x HF/DF = 1 

or HF/FD x DA/AG x GJ/JH = 1 .... IDENTITY- 3 
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. (4) SLlO I TABLE : h/b8 =h/b3 x IF/BF ; use results (c) & (d) and substitute 
for h/b8 and h/b3 : DE/ GE x IG/DG x GC/AC = BD/GD x IF/BF x 
GC/AC . 

Bring all the factors to the RHS and deduce : 

IF/BF x BD/IG x GE/DE = 1 

or IF/FB x BD/DE x EG/GI = I .... IDENTITY- 4 

We shall revert to these IDENTITIES for their utility later (para 6). 

5 (i) It may be noted that the base-chord marmans of Triangle No 9 (SKETCH -
2) in facilitating the location of its BMP not only define the Triangle No 9 
but also reveal the point [VC = 2R cos2x] from where and how the 
construction should be started, when once the size of the Diagram is decided 
upon with the choice of radius , R, ·for the circle tp enclose all the nine 
triangles. Next comes up for consideration the pair of marmans upon the 
base of Triangle No 2 created by the intersecting Triangle No 9 and No 5 
(SLl/ Table of marmans). Thus we can locate, H, BMP of Triangle No 2, 
by suitably defining the D-Position, apex of Triangle No 5 from the 

relationship h/ b9 = h/b5 x JH/DH 

or Tanx o = Tany a x JH/DH [Para-3] 

Sinx 0 /COSX 0 = l /coSX 0 x JH/DH or JH/DH = sinx 0 

Since h, = b , AH, a proper choice of A-Position would completly 
- 2 

define Triangle No 2. This naturally leads to fixation of G. Position of 
Triangle No 1 [SL9 I Table of marman]. Thus having obtained all the six 
positions including I, BMP of Triangle No 5, remaining three positions of 
E,B, and F can be readily derived from the IDENTITIES of Para 4. With 
this exercise the whole Sri Cakra would have been defined. Obviously, 
perfectness or otherwise of the diagram entirely depends upon how each 
one of these three triangles discussed above was defined and the manner in 
which their consturction executed. This, then, is the theoretical basis for the 
concept of generating triangles we arrive from the study of marmans. This 
many be looked upon as a variant of "samhara krama" form of contruction 
mentioned in SAKTA literature, proceeding towards Bindu sthana from the 
outer circle.* This concept of generating triangles can also claim support 
from RIG VEDA (TRIPUROPANISHAD Mantra - 2) when It adumbrates 
creation of nine triangles initially in the development of SRI CAKRA from 
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out of two intersecting Sakti triangles and one Siva triangle, usually associated 
with triangles No4, No5, and No6. Srishti Krama form of consturction, 
purely descriptive in the ancient texts, in fact starts with these three triangles 
moving from Binu Sthana towards the outer enclosures (Acharya 

Lakshmidhara). 

5 (ii) A Drawing, based upon the theoretical values of the nine positions 
mentioned above does not produce an ideal diagram straight away since 
those measures are not readable over the scale with any accuracy, for which 
reason the calculated values derived from these basic data are all approximates. 
And yet we have no other means except approximate calculations and 
measurements further approximated for working with rulers in reaching the 
goal. Neither have we any faculty superior to the mind, however much 
imperfect in grasping the Ungraspable spirit. So too, we may try to approach 
mathematically to get closer to the ideal and strive practically for obtaining a 
proper Diagram that can bring to us the manifestation of COSMIC SAKTI. 
Such efforts may not fail us, since the ancient references to SRI CAKRA do 
contain assurances that the task was not difficult to get over. Hence this 
attempt. It may be contended that we have to make do with approximates 
having introduced numbers involving Pi in the basic calculations. It may be 
argued that there could well be a solution making it possible to construct a 
blemishless Sri Cakra. Had it been the case, the tradition has no reason to 
hold back such a solution and to recommend, instead a formula manifestly 
imperfect, enatailing a trial and error process in getting error-free marmans. 
h is interesting to note that the application of this concept of generating 
triangles to the traditional data on record (Diagram-3) not only enhances 
the prospects of getting most of the marmans properly but also dispenses 
with the cumbersome* process of first drawing all the bases as chords of the 
circle (Sri Kaivalyasrama 's Commentary on Soundarya Lahari) and then 
limiting them at both the ends as follows to obtain the baselengths. · 
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Top 
or 

Dia 

v 

DIAGRAM-3 : SRI CAKRA (MAIN FRAME) CONSTRUCTION as per 
Traditional data for locations as applicable to THREE 

GENERATING TRIANGLES · N·o.9, 5 and 2. (Chapter 5 / Para 5) 
Note the defective pair of Marmans upon 

the base of Triangle No.7 in need of adjustment. 

VJ~ 48 Units 
(I unit=0.4~:m) 

A fBI c D (E) (FI G H 

Traditional 6u 
Data 

12u l8u 21u 25u(25.51 28u 31u 36u · 42u 
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Bottom 
of 

Dia 

48u 

Locations derived by construction within brackets. Deviation in 'E' in brackets. Side of Triangle 
No.5224. 75u (J.03125 x RADIUS) 

Base Angles, By Measurement of 
Triangle· No. 9=x"=51 °; Triangle No.Say0 · 58" 30' ; Triangle No.2- w"=63° 
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Triangle No 

~ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Extent of- 51 48th l/3rd 3/8th II 16th II 16th l/3rd I /12th 

reduction or 

prescribed II 12th 

at both the of the 

Ends of the chord · 

chord length 

Further, as we shall see later, Diagram- 3, raised from traditional data applying the 
concept of generating triangles exhibits some 'closenes' to Sri Cakra constructed 
according to the pyramidal angles, suggestive enough of a common origin for both. 
With this background let us proceed to work out the Theoretical positions of 
apexes/base mid points of all the nine triangles. 

6 (i) A- Position I Apex of Triangle No 2 

Consider the marmans, SL9 I TABLE of marmans I para 4 

h/b9 = JG/AG or Tanx 0 I 2 = JG/AG = VJ = VG/VG-VA = 217t 

(Para 3 -Diagram - 2) 

Apply the notation.: VG = 2Rxm; VA = 2 Rxn; R, radius of the circle. 

:. 2/n=2R-2Rxm/2Rxm-2Rxn= 1-m/m-n·: 

Simplify : 2m-2n = n-nxm 

:. m(n+2)=(n+2n) or m=(n+2n/n+2) 

and 2n=2m-n+nxm 

=2m-n (1-m) 

It means A-Position of Triangle No2 (Apex) and G-Position of Triangle Nol (BMP) 
are mutually dependnt. Before the resolution of this indeterminate equation in m/n 
let us consider other·po~itions. 
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6 (ii) C- Position I BMP of Triangle No9 

We know, VC = 2R Cos2x 0 [SKETCH-2] 

= 2R I SEC2x0 = 2Ril +Tan2X 0 =2R/1 + 16/n2 [Para-3] 

= (2R/ 1 + 16/9. 8696046) = 2R/ 1 + 1. 6211389 

= 2R/2.6211389 = 0.763027 X R. 
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: . VC =0. 763027 in a circle of UNIT radius, reckoning the Point C, from Point V, 
top of Ver. Dia. Line-segments of Ver.Dia, VJ hence-forward would be expressed 
as a ratio of the radius of the circle. In other words, their lengths/measures will have 
relevance to a circle of Unit radius, the corresponding measure in a circle of any 
radius, R, is readily obtained by multiplication with radius, R. 

6'(iii) D-Position I Apex ofTriangle No5* · 

There is no ·bar in freely locating I, BMP at a distance R from the known Position 
- C :. CI=R :. VI=VC+CI = 0.763027xR+R= 1.763027xR 

= 1. 763027 in a circle of Unit radius. 

We can likewise, conveniently, take the sides of isosceles Triangle No5, also equal 
to R, radius of the circle. This way we avoid measuring activity throughout, once 
radius has been chosen. :. Sin yo = Di/Side = DIIR (Diagram-2) 

:. DI = R x Siny o = R/cosecyo=R/ ~1 + cot
2

y
0 

= R/ ~1 + l/tan2y =R/ ~1 + cos2x [ Para-3) 

= R/ .J1 + 0.3815135 [2 Cos2x =0. 763027/para 6ii] 

= R/1.175378 = 0.8507901 x R 

: . VD=VI-DI = (1.763027- 0.8507901) R 

6(iv) H-Position I BMP of Triangle No 2 

Consider the marmans of SL 1 /Table of marmans/ Para 4 

We know, JH/DH = Sin X 0 (Para 5) 
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1 1 1 

- -co_s_e_c_x - ~ 1 + Cot 2·~ - £ 1/ Tan 2 x 

= 11 ~1 + 1t2 /1~ [Tanxo = 4/n-Para3] 

= 11.J1 + 9.8696046/16 = l/.JL6168502 

= 111.2715542 = 0.7864391 

:. JH/DH = 0.786439 (say). Add 1 to both the sides. 

:. DH = JDI1.786439 

Srividya-Ko~a 

But JD = VJ-VD = (2-0 . 912237) [VJ = Vert.Dia of 2 UNITS of radius] 

= 1.087763 

: . DH = 1.087763/1.786439 = 0.6089001 

:. VH = VD+DH = 0.912237+0.6089001 

= 1.52ll371 in a circle of UNIT radius 

We have now-

Baisc Theoretical positions, down the Ver.Dia, VJ, reflecting the Pyramidal character 
of Triangles No.9 and No.5. 

VC = 0 .763027 

VD = 0.912237 

VI = 1. 763027 

VH = 1.5211371 

in a circle of UNIT radius 

With the 'siting' of Triangle No 5 within the circle we are able to find the magnitude 
of these line-segments using the Type III marmans 

6(v) Position- G I Triangle No 1 I BMP 

Positin-G in mutal relationship with Position- A of Triangle No 2 [Para 6 
(i)] is exclusively linked with the Basechord end marmans of Triangle No 1, vide 
SKETCH - 3 BELOW. 
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Sketch-3 

T 
Triangle No.1 
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VJ =Vert. Diameter, 2R; 

Base PQ=b · 
1' 

G=BMP. P,Q are marmans. 

The chords of the circle PQ and 

VJ (Ver. Dia) intersect at G (here BMP) 

:. PG x GQ = VGx GJ 

But PG = GQ = b,n 

VG = h
1

; GJ = VJ=VG = (2R-h) 
. 1 

: b x b = h x (2R-h
1
); Divide both the sides by h1

2 
. 'h 'h 1 

Thus we have- ~ ( b/ I h/) = ( h1 I h1
2
) = (2R-h) = (2R I h1-1); use notation 

2RI h =11m (see para 6i) 
I 

: . (b
1
2 1 h/ ) = 4 (1/m-1) = 4 (1-mlm) .. .. . (A). 

Ratio (h
1 
I b

1
) also has reference to marmans of SL218 of Table ofmarmansiPara-4 . 

Thus, h / b
1 

x ICIVC = h8 I b8 = h5 I b5 x IGIDG 

susbstituting repective values, 

· h/ b
1 

xRI2R cos2x = 112 Cosx x VI-VGIVG-VD 

IC =R, radius .. . . para 6iii 

vc.:.2R cos2 x SKETCH-2 

h/ b
5 

= 1h cosx ..... Para3 

IG =[VI-VG] Diagram-2 

DG=VG-VD 

Simplifying-

h/ b
1 

x 1 I cosx = VI-VGIVG-VD 

= V l/2R-VGI2R/VG/2R-VD/2R 

h/ b
1 

=Cosx [p-m/m-q]. ... (B) 

Use notations 

VGI2R =h/ 2R=M .. .. Para 6 (i) 

VII2R=p 

VDI2R=Q 
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square both the sides of equation (B) I and read with equation (A) I Sketch - 3. 
Thus we have (b/ h1 )

2 = llcos2x x (m-q)21 (p-m)2 = 4 (1-m)lm ; cross multiply; m 
(m-q)2 =4 cos2x0 (p-m)2 (1-m); put 4 cos2x=k. 

Expand and simplify-

m3+mq2-2m2 q = k (p2 + m2 - 2pm) (1-m) 

= k (p2 + m2- 2pm-p2m-m2+2m2p) 

Bring all terms to LHS-

. m3(1 +k)-m2 (2pk+2q+k)+m (P2k+2pk+q2)-p2k=O 

This is a non -algebraic equation in 'm' ·of third degree, all coefficients being non -
algebraic (not expressible in the form of ratio of whole nos) involving trignometric 
functions of cosx0 • Therefore, solution for 'm' as a trnascendental no., also cannot 
be put in terrns of a ratio of whole nos, and hence it cannot retu.rn a value directly 
readable on a scale for purposes o( measurement. In other words, we cannot exactly 
pin-point G- Position and therefore A-Position along the Ver.Dia, VJ Even if the 
four positions of.para 6 (iv) could be made exactly measurable with rulers I compass 
on the Ver. Dia, the A/G positions would still remain '_Indeterminable'. Hence the 
failure of all covemional methods of geometrical drawing based upon 'measurable' 
numbers. Practical :working along. in every attempt is the answer by securing every 
marman in tact. Amazingly, this result carries intimations of SPIRIT THAT is a 
matter of PLENARY EXPERIENCE at the individual level beyond intellection and 
all theorising! In proceeding further, let us evaluate the coefficients of the equation. 

k=4cos2x=4x 0.3815135=1.526054 ... [para 6ii] 

p=V:V2R= ~.763027/2 } 

in a circle of UNIT radius [Para 6 iii] 
q = VD/2R=0.91223712 

:. coefficient of in3 = (1 +k) = 2 .S26054 . 

coefficient of m2 = 

(2pk+2q+k) = 1.763027 X 1.526054 + 0.912237 + 1.526054 

= 2 .6904744 + 0.912237 + 1.526054 

= 5.1287654 
coefficient of m 

(p2k + 2pk + q2) = (1.763027/2)2 X 1.526054 + 2.6904744 
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+ (0.912237/2)2 

= 1.1858446+2.6904744+0.208044 

= 4.084363 . . 

constant term = p2k = 1. 1858446. 
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Substitute these approx. values in the above equation: m3 x 2.526054 - m2 x 
5.1287654 + m x 4 .084363- 1.1858446=0. 

By a "trial apd error" method, quite by chance, a value for m=0.656793* was 
found to satisfy the above equation, as shown below -

m=0.656793; m2 = 0.431377; m3 =0.2833253 

substitute these values in the LHS of the euqation. 

[

0.2833253: 2.526054] 

0.656793 X 4.084363 [

0.431377 :5.1287654] 

1.1858446 

= (0. 715695 + 2.682581) - (2.2124314 + 1.1858446) 

= 3.398276- 3.398276=0 

:. Take m = VG/2R=0.656793 or VG= 1.313586 x R 
: . 2n=VA = 2m-7t (1-m)[para 6i] 

= 1.313586-3. 1415927 (1-0.656793) 

= 0 .2353694 or 0.23536~ (say) -in a circle of unit radius. 

A question may arise : Position - G (and position-A) is g<?t as a solutio~ to a non
algebraic equation with approx. values for. its coefficients. How far are we j~stified 
in relying upon such values of doubtful ~tility?" In "refining" these figs ·of A/G 
positions* at this stage, the IDENTITIES of para 4 (equivalent to the marmans in a 
similar role in the actual constuction) come to our rescue. We may recall the 
mutually alterable nature of A/G position (para 6i) in contrast to the fixed character 
of positions of C,D,H, and I (Para 6iv) . This makes it feasible to select the most 
suitable pair of values from among various paris of A/G position that can satisfy 
these IDENTITIES. One cannot help wondering at parallel situation where, within 
the rigid frame work of FATE, in making peace with oneself, FREEWILL is 
allowed full scope to play! Such a selection process would be on the following lines-

6(vi) E=Position I BMP of Triangle No.4 
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Deduce, from IDENTITY - 1, JG/GA x AC/CG x GE/ED x DH/HJ = 1 

GE/ED=C9/AC ... .... .. .... . (v, variable factor w.r.t.A-Position) 

x GA/JG x HJ/DH . : . (u, constant factor for any Position of A) 

0.550559 

CG=VG-VC= 1.313586-0.763027 

= 0.550559 

or GE/ED= x u 
0.527658 

AC = VC-VA =0. 763027-0.235369 

= 0 .527658 

0.550559 
:. GE/ED = X 1.2353354 

1.2889504 

1 

0.527658 

GA/JG=7t/2= 1.5707962 .. . Para 6(i) 

HJ/DH=0.786439 ... Para 6 (iv) 

:. u= 1.57707963 x 0.786439 

= 1.2353354 

DG-VG-VD= 1.313586-0.912237 

= 0.401349. 

Add numerators to the respective 

GE 1.2889504 
denominators : = ----

GE +ED 1.2889504 + 1 

GE 1.2889504 
or-= 

GD 2.2889504 
. . GE = 1.2889504 x GD 

2.2889504 

= 1.2889504 X 0.401349 
2.2889504 
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= 0.226007 

:. VE= VG-GE= 1.313586- 0.226007 =-' 1.087579 

6 (vii) B-Position/ Apex of Triangle No.3 

Deduce, from IDENTITY - 2 VC/CI x IG/GD x DE/EG x GB/BV = I 

GB/BV = GD/IG x EG/DE .. . .. (v) 

x CIIVC . ... (u) 

0.401349 
- O X 1.2889504 XU 

.449441 

= 0.401349 X 1.2889504 

X 
1.3105696 

0.449441 

= 1.5085015 

GB 

EG 
GD = 0.401349 } from 

- = 1.2889504 above 
DE 

GI = VI-VG 

= 1.763027- 1.313586 

= 0.449441 

CI "= unit RADIUS = 1 [para 

6 iii] 

VC = 0. 763027 .. . [para 6 ii] 

1 
U= ---

0.763027 

= 1.3105696 

Add 1 to both the sides : 1 + - = 2.5085015 
BV 

BV +GB 
--- = 2.5085015 = VG/BV 

BV 

:. VB = VG/2 .5085015 = 1.313586 I 2.5085015] 

= 0.5236536 
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6 (viii) F=Position I BMP of Triangle No.3 

Deduce, from IDENTITY-3 : HF/FD x DA/AG x GJ/JH = 1 

HF/FD = 1 IDA .... (v) DA = VD-VA = 0.912237 

X (AG/GJ) X JH . .. .. (u) 0.235369 

1 
--- X 0.752196 
0.676868 

= 1.111289 

Add 1 to both the sides 

HF FD + HF DH 
1 + - = 2.111289 = --

FD FD FD 

0.6089001 
:. FD = DH/2.111289 = ---

2.111289 

= 0.288402 

0.676868 

AG 1t 
- = -

2 
= 1.5707963 ... PARA 6 (i) 

GJ 

JH = VJ-VH =2.00-1.5211371 

=0.4788629 

: . U = 1.5707963 X 0.4788629 

= 0.752196 

DH = VH-VD 

= 1.5211371-0.912237 

= 0.6089001 

:. VF = VD + DF = 0.912237 + 0.288402 

= 1.200639 

Use IDENTITY- 4 as a Test of reliability of these approximate figs. IF/FB x BD/ 
DE x EG/GI = 1 [All factbrsare variable w.r.t. A/G positions.] 
LHS 

Numerators 

IF = VI - VF = 1.763027- 1.200639 = 0.562388 

BD = VD - VB = 0.912237-0.5236536 = 0.3885834 

EG = VG-VE = 1.313586-1.087579 = 0.226007 
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FB = VF-VB = 1.200639- 0.5236536 = 0.6769854 

DE = VE-VD = 1.087579-0.912237 = 0 .175342 

GI = VI-VG = L 763027 - 1.313586 = 0.449441 

0.562388 X 0.3885834 X 0.226007 

:. LHS of IDENTITY-
4 

: 0.6769854 x 0.175342 x 0.449441 

0 .9257736, falling short of UNITY (1) of the 

RHS by 0.0742264 

OR Deviation percentage )c-) 7 4201 
in IDENTITY- 4 . 10 
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The result is only as expected and deviation is too large to be ignored. It may be 
pointed out that in evaluating long multiplications and divisions of 7 digit nos, 
calculators also add to the "level" of approximation! 

7. Keeping in view the observation made in para 6 (v) let us try values for VG, 
around the fig. discovered as a solution of the non-algebraic equation in the rang 
·between 1.3135 - 1.32, looking for that critical value turning the deviation in 
IDENTITY - 4 from a negative to positive quantity. The results of such trials are 
tabulated in Appendix -3 from which it may be seen that such a critical value for 
zero deviation would be so subtle, lying somewhere between 1.3189998 and 1.3189999 
(SL13114 of Appendix- 3). 

As a working hypothesis, value chosen for VG, 1.319 was found to return a deviation* 
percentage in IDENTITY - 4 very negligible and of no consequence (0.00056% 
SL15 I Appendix- 3). Moreover, the corresponding value of m = VG/2 = 0.6595 
shows only a deficiency of 0 .05% as a solution to the non- algebraic equation of 
Para 6 (v) as worked out below : m = 0 .6595; m2 = 0.4349402; m3 = 0.286843. 
Substitute these value in the LHS of the equation in question. 

[

0.286843 : 2.526054] 

0.6595 X 4.084363 

- [0.4349402 : 5.1287654] 

1.1858446 
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= (0.7245809 + 2.6936373)- (2 .2307062 + 1.1858 446) 

= 3.4182182 - 3.4165508 

Srividya-Ko~a 

= ( +) 0.0016674. This is the excess over 3.4165508 t&satisfy the euqation LHS =0; 
a deficiency of(+) 0.05% . Now, a re-work on the lines of para 6 (vi), 6 (vii) and 6 
(viii) to derive E, B and F-Positions corresponding to the revised value VG-1-319 
selected-

No change in VC, VD, VH and VI (para 6 iv) 

VG = 2m = 1.319 : . VA = 2n = 2m - n (1-m) .... [para 6i] 

= 1.319 - 3.1415927 (1- 0.6595) 

= 0.2492877 

E-Position(ReferPara6vi) CG = VG-VC = 1.319-0.763027 

= 0.555973 

GE CG 
- = v xu=- X 1.2353354 AC = VC- VA = 0.763027 
ED AC 

0 .555973 X 1.2353354 
-

0.5137393 

= 1.3368903 

GE = 1.3368903 = 1.3368903 
.. 

GE + ED 1.3368903 + 1 2.3368903 

GE/GD = 0.5720808 

:. GE = 0.5720808 X GD = 0.5720808 X 0.406763 

= 0.232701 3 

:. VE = VG-GE = 1.319-0 .2327013 = 1.0862987 

0.2492877 

0.5137393 

GD = VG-VD 

= 1.319-0.912237 

= 0.406763 
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B-Position (Refer Para 6 vii) 

DG = 0.406763 } 
.EG = 1.3368903 as above 

DE 

GBIBV =v x u= DGIIG x EGIDE x 1.3105696 

=0.406763 X 1.3368903 X 1.3105696 

0 .444027 

= 1. 60504 7 4; Add I to both the sides 

IG=VI-VG 

= 1.763027-1.319 

=0.444027 

GB BV+GB =VG = 1.319 
· BV 1 + - = 2.6050474 = BV 

BV BV 

:. BV or VB = 1.31912.6050474 = 0.5063247 

F-Position (Refer Para 6 (viii) 

HFIFD=v xu = 1/AD x 0.752196 

=0. 752196 I 0.6629493 

= 1. 1346207. Add I to both the sides 

AD= VD= VA=0.912237 

0.2492877 

0.6629493. 

DH=VH-VD= 1.5211371-0.912237 

= 0.6089001 

1 + HF = 
2

.1346207 = FD + HF _ DH = 0.6089001 
FD FD FD FD 

:. FD = 0.6089001 I 2.1346207 = 0.2852497 

:. VF = VD + FD = 0.912237 + 0.2852497 = 1.1974867 

Deviation percentage in Identity - 4 

LHS = IFIFB x BDIDE x EGIGI 

Numerators 

IF= VI-VF = 1. 763027 - 1.1974867 = 0.5655403 

BD = VD-VB = 0.912237-0.5063247 = 0.4059123 

EG=VG-VE= 1.319-1.0862987=0.2327013 
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Denominators 

FB=VF-VB= 1.1974867-0.5063247=0.691162 

DE=VE-VD-1.0862987-0.912237=0.1740617 

GI=VI-VG= 1.76~027-1.319=0.444027 

:. LHS of IDENTITY - 4 : 
0.5655403 X 0.4059123 X 0.2327013 

0.691162 X 0.1740617 X 0.444027 

= 0.0534188 I 0.0534185 

= 1.0000056 

:. Deviation percentage = ( +) 0.00056% (as mentioned above) 

[

observe, how even very small variations in 2 I 3rd decimal places] 
produce 1 arg e deviations and therefore badly affect the status of 
marmans. 

These theoretical figs, being approximates only as reiterated before, still we have to 

grope our way towards the goal, although there is reason to believe our having 
moved far closer to the exact location of AIG - position as reflected in infinitesimally 
small deviation in IDENTITY-4. That can perhaps be reached in actual construction, 
carefully checking the status of each marman and making finer adjustments in A/G 
-positions to get best results. As a guideline, behaviour of various points and lines 
in response to small increasesin VA (shift to A-position down the VJ line) is well 
worth keeping in mind. 

It will cause increase in VG and b8 

decrease in b2, b6 and b7 

decrease in VB/VF 

upward movement of points of intersection of sides of Triangles 
No. 3 and No.6* expected to land upon b7 (SL 51 TABLE of 
marmans1Para4). 

In this context Appendix - 3 may also be consulted. Very significantly, the 
Vedic concept of generating triangles (mathematically identifiable with Triangles 
No.9, No.5 and No .2) combined with a simple geometrical procedure of transfer 
of pyramidal angles to them immensely simplifies the construction procedure and 
liberates us totally from all measurements and worrisome approximates, except 
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perhaps in respect of A-Position. Calculations and approximates ultimately bring us 
to this conclusion only to get themselves banished! Even with regard to A-Position 
- as we are going to see in the next chapter - these approximates and calculations do 
give us a lead, to get finally out of their hold! At no time, therefore, they could be 
termed as irrelevant merely judging from the final outcome as indicated above! So 
too, with the attainment of the SPIRITUAL GOAL, all strivings of the mind 
culminate in the annihilation of the mind! 

8. To sum up-the completion of the construction of Triangles No.9 and No.5 
decides the shape of the final result with the positioning of apex of Triangle No.2. 
Certain measure of freedom of choice in making finer adjustments in the location of 
that point, if found necessary, in no way vitiates the pyramidal character of all the 
three basic triangles. Hence the UNIFORM CONFIGURATION in every Diagram 
in the Pyramidal approach . "CLOSENESS'' of traditional data on record and those 
of a Diagram restricted to the extent necessary in raising the three triangles is a 
factor to be pondered over w. r. t the theoretical data of a Diagram conforming to 
Pyramidal specifications. The TABLE at the end of this Para would make the point 
clear. As already mentioned in Para 5, there are no marked variations in the Base 
angles of Diagram-3 and the Pyramidal angles as noted below. 

Base angle 

Generating Diagram-3 Corresponding angle of 

triangles of based on traditional the GREAT 

SRiCAKRA data w. r. t. the PYRAMID 

generating triangles Diagram-I 

No .9 51 ° 51 ° 51 ' vide 

No .5 58° 30' 58° 18' para3 

No.2 63 ° 63° 26' also 

[Observe how even a small variation in the angles could turn the diagram imperfect.] 

Undoubtedly this could be a pointer to a valid inferenc that both the SRI 
CAKRA and the GREAT PYRAMID as reflectors of COSMIC SAKTI should 
have had a common origin and that our own tradition might not have been quite 
unaware of the correct prescription, now forgotten/corrupted with the long passage 
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of time. How else there could have arisen, among the votaries of SRI CAKRA 
UPASANA (chapter-4) divergent . v,iew points, even in a matter, central to the 
concept, like Bindu Sthana as the focusof radiating COSMIC SAKTI? Perhaps the 
Egyptians preserved the mystic tradition culminating in the structures, the Pyramids 
as we know of them today! Perhaps their 2 - dimensional version in SRI CAKRA, 
carrying identical angles could operate as an YANTRA equally radiating COSMIC 
SAKTI! Whether ITS FOCAL POINT is ascertained or not, ITS potentialities 
certainly will not be denied to us as acclaimed in ancient TEXTS! Following Table 
gives ITS complete specifications as worked out in para-7 above together with the 
traditional data on record for a comparison. Corresponding data of Diagram-3 may 
also be compared with these specifications. Strangely, SRI CAKRA as proposed 
may be found to contain specification of a cone as well that exhibits similar character 
reflecting cosmic power (Appendix-2) 

SRI CAKRA (SAMAYA SCHOOL)- Main Frame 

TABLE SHOWING THEORETICAL POSITIONS OF APEXES AND 

BASE MID POINTS ACCORDING TO PYRAMIDAL ANGELS 
POINT APEX of BMP Length of Line Segments Corresponding Deviation 
along Triangle of reckoned from the TOP DATA as per of Col.6 
Ver. Triangle of Ver. Dia, VJ (para-7) recorded w.r.t. 
Dia No No in a CIRCLE of UNT Tradition col-4 
VJ Radius (percent-

(APPROXIMATES) As As age) 
part pan 
of of 
Dia- Radius 
meter 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

v 1 - 0 - - -
A 2 6 0.2492877 6/48 0 .25 ( +) 0 .29 

B 3 8 0.5063247 12/48 0.50 (·) 1.25 

c 4 9 0 .763027 18/48 0.75 (-) 1.71 

D 5 7 0.912237 21/48 0.875 (-) 4.08 

E - 4 1.08622987 25/48 1.0416 (-) 4.11 

F - 3 1.1974867 28/48 1.167 .(-) :.55 

G 6 1 1.319 31/48 1.29167 (-) 2.07 

H 7 2 1.5211 371 36/48 1.50 (-) 1.39 

I 8 5 1.763027 42.48 1.75 (-) 0.74 

J 9 - 2 .00 1 2 
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Note- I Basic data w.r.t. generating triangles are given by the positions V,J,C,D,G 
and I from which constuction may be started. 

Note-2 Diagram-2 is based upon the above theoretical figs (col-4) 

Note-3 Diagram - 3 is developed from the traditional data (col 5) as applicable to 
the positions mentioned in Note- 1 1 above. It may be seen that there are no large 
deviations from (col4) theoretical figs. except for D/E- Positions. 

Note - 4 AH/2, half of the altitude of Triangle No.2 is a measure useful and 
convenient in consturcting this triangle, it being equal to half of its base. 

AH/2=VH-VA/2=(1.5211371-0.2492877)/2=0.6359247, A little less than 2ht 
(0.6366197), a number defining the relationship between the height and the side of 
the square base of the great Pyramid. It is significant to find the same no 2ht is also 
associated with the vital Position-A, controlling the whole diagram after completion 
of Triangles No .9 and No.5. At a more mundane level, AH/2 or half the base of 
Triangle No.2 gives the measure of Radius of Earth (Polar 6359 Kms, Equatorial-
6379 Kms, Mean-6371 Kms). In other words, Sri Cakra of inner circle of one 
metre dia, directly gives the Radius of Earth, one CRORE times of the base of this 
Triangle No.2. 

Note-5 the best results are obtained with smaller sized circles, since even smaller 
variations in 2/3rd places of decimals in the Theoretical figs (col 4) are bound to 
affect badly the status of marmans. Traditionally recommended plate size-of SRI 
CAKRA (lOx 10cm) would not have a circle of diameter exceeding 5 ems ! 

om durgamayai namah : 

* * * 
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6. SRI CAKRA (SAMAY A SCHOOL) 

CONSTURCI'ION ACCORDING TO PYRAMIDAL ANGLES 
Pyramidal Angles (Diagram 1) 
1. (i) BQ is a square of side, h, say, Diagonal BQ cuts the arc, AS (Centre Q, 

radius h) into two equal parts. 
Arc AS = 114 of the circumference of the circumference of the circle 
of radius h 

= 114 X 21t X h 
112 Arc = 114 x 27t x h 

(ii) To mark P along AQ, so that AP= 1/2 Arc, ruler and compass are not 
useful. We should resort to some unconventional (non-Euclidean) 
procedure. For this purpose, take a striaght thin but flexible wire and 
place it along the arc, in a curved shape, and mark upon the wire for a 
length of half of the arc length. Then straighten the wire and lay it along 
AQ and mark P, so that AP= 1/2 Arc length. Utmost care should be 
taken during the execution of this technique as the success of the whole 
process of construction of SRI CAKRA depends upon this simple 
technique of transfer of an arc-length on to a stright line 

(iii) Extend PA to R, so that AP=AR= 114 x 1t x h. Join BP and BR. 
Triangle BPR represents vertical cross-section of Great Pyramid. 
Thus we have a drawing exactly representing basic relationship of the 
Great pyramid viz., 2s = 1t x h, s=PR. 

(iv) Draw CPD perpendicular to BP. Let PC=PD = PA = s/2, half of the 
side of square base of the Pyramid, Join BC and BD. Triangle BCD 
represent FACIAL triangle of the Great Pyramid. Its altitude BP, H , is 
the side of Triangle BPR, representing the vertical cross-section of the 
Pyramid. (para 1. (iii) above) . 

. (v) We can conceive Basal Triangle of the pyramid representing the 
squareness of its BASE. Join the two ends of a side of the square base 
to the mid-point of the opposite side. This triangle has its altitude equal 
to its base. 
Approximate angular measure of base angles of these three Triangles 
will be :- (para 3/ch.5) 

x o of triangle BPR - 51 o 51 ' 
Y0 of triangle BCD - 58° 18' 

w o of Basal triangle - 63 o 26' [Tan w o = 2] 

This will help cross-checking the accuracy of the drawing and of the 
trnasfer of these angles to Triangles No.9, No.5 and No.2 subsequently. 
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2. SRI CAKRA AND ITS TRIANGLES (DIAGRAM-4). Avoid as far as 
practicable measuring lines with rulers in starting the consturction as we 
cannot represent quantities involving n by points in a straight line by using 
ruler/compass as already discussed earlier. The chief merit of drawing the 
Yantra according to Pyramidal ~gles consists in complete absence of measuring 
activity using rulers, taking us closer to success. It may be noted that in no 
stage of reproduction of Pyramidal angles also, we resorted to linear 
measurements. 

2A . Transfer of Pyramidal angles of Diagram - 1 to the generating triangles of 
SRI CAKRA of DIAGRAM-4. 

A(i). Triangle No.9 : This is an inverted Triangle with apex at J and base, as the 
chord of the circle of radius R, of our choice, vide working drawing (Diagram-
2). Mark a point along JV, at a distance equal to BA of Triangle BPR/ 
DIAGRAM-I, from J. Let arcs, of radii equal to BRand AR, with centres 
respectively at J and the point marked along JV cut at a second point. Join J 
with this point and extend to cut the circumference of the circle at a third 
point. Draw a chord through this third point perpendicular to JV, intersecting 
at C, BMP of Triangle No.9. Coruplete the Triangle by Joining the two ends 
of the chord to J . Cross-check the base angle. 

A(ii). Triangle No .5 : Mark BMp; I along VJ so that CI=Radius of the circle. 
Draw the baseline through I perpendicular to VJ. Now in Triangle BCP of 
Diagram-I, extend BC (if need be) to a point K, BK=R, radius of the circle. 
Drop a perpendicular KT to BP (T, upon BP extended if need be). Reverting 
to Diagram-4 under construction, take a point D along JV so that ID=TB of 
Diagram- 1. Complete the ISOSCELES Triangle No.5 of side=R, radius of 
the circle, with the baseline through I, already drawn perpenducular to VJ. 
Cross-check the base angle and BASE LENGTH equals KTx2 of Diagram I. 

A(iii)(a). Triangle No. 2 : Take the baseline through points of intersection of sides 
of Triangle No.9 and No.5 already drawn. Let H be the point where baseline 
cuts the vertical Diameter VJ. Check up whether it is perpendicualr to VJ 
and rectify if it is not the case. Thus we have secured pair of marmans SLI/ 
TABLE/Para 4 Ch.5. 

A(iii)(b) We ·have now reached the most crucial stage of construction. The success 
of the whole process of construction hinges upon where and how we propose 
to locate the apex A and the accuracy with which the Triangle is going to be 
drawn. With the Theoretical value of AH (Altitude) VH-VA = 1.2718494 x R 
or 0.6359247 x R, we can arrive at the half of the base of the Triangle as 11 
2 x 1.2718494 x R or 0 .6359247 x R. Hence calculate and fix the base ends 
on either side of H and the apex" A" accordingly and complete the Triangle. 
As this involves line measurement it is not preferable as a first choice. 
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DIAGRAM-4: SRI CAKRA (MAIN~)- SAMAYA SCHOOL 
CONSTRUCTION ACCORDING TO PYRAMIDAL ANGLES IDIAGRAM·I I applied to 
Generating Triangles No.9, 5 and 2 : Radius : 8.8cm; side of Triangle No.S: Radius 

DEVIATION IN IDENTITY·! (·)I.S%,._GRADING tr 'IDENTITY·2 (.)1.6~ . 
IDENTITY·) (+)1.57% IDE!IITITY·4 1·)1.09% 

LOOK FOR 14 PAIRS OF MARMANS UPON 
(i) Sides of Triangles No.5 and 6 : 7 PAIRS Base-ends of Triangles No.3,4,7; 3 PAIRS 
Iii) Sides/Bases of Triangles No.I and 9 : 2 PAIRS Base-c:nds of Triangles No.I and 9 : 2 PAIRS 

Top 
of 

Dia 

Bottom 

(Scale : lcm ,1.33 em) 
of 
Dia 

Ia) V A B c D E F G H J 

0 2.3cm 4.5cm 6.7cm 8cm 9.55cin · 10.5cm 11.6cm t3.5cm 15.5cm 17.6cm 
Theoritical 2.19 

Figs. 
4.55 . 6.71 .s:o3 9.559 

( 
10.53 IJ.{J07 

BASE ANGLES OF Generating Triangle, by meaaurement 

(b) TrianaJe No.9, •"· 52"; TrianaJe No.S, y•.ss• ··30'; Triangle No.2; w"-63° 

13.38 15.51 

fct Bindu, at whic:h cosmic power rnanifcsJa : Located below c. at 1/3rd CJ or at a point 1.17535 1311Radius 
. down v, Top of the Vcnical Diameter. 
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A(iii)(c) 1. *Consider following three other alternatives to avoid line measurements. 

217t = 0.6366197, 0.109% 

Abovetheoretical value of 112 b2. 

2ht =(Tan X 0 /2) is already built into the diagram in Triangle No.9. 

SKETCH 
PARA 2.A. iii(c)/ch.6 

ALTERN A TIVE·l 

HX·R. radius 
MP·PX 
PT perpendicular lo HX. 

Triangle No.9 

Base line of 
Triangle No.2 

Triangle No.S 
Extend XT to cut JV a1 

A. AH it the Altitude of 
Triangle No.2 

Fixation of Position 'A' : Three alternatives 
...., / 

·Base lin~s of Triangles 
No.9 and No.2 are 
parallel. 

: . TMP·x0 

£\le~ TMP and TxP 
are idenlical 
:. TXP • TMP·x0 

In 61e AxH, HX•R 

:. AH " Tan x0 x R 
• 4 x R 

Jt 
• 1.2732395 
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SKETCH 

AL TERNATIVE-l 

VX is the chord 

making an angle 
of 50"30 ' with 
the Diameter YJ 
at the e nd. V. 
mark A so that 
AH • VX 

SKETCH 

~L TER...'IA TIVE-3 

Draw MP perpendicular 
to base line of Triangle 
No.9 M11rk A so that 

G AH·MB 

Position 'M' is already 

defined by the 
intersecting Triangles 
No.9 and No .5. 
: . No fresh attempt 
is called for in fixi ng 

'A' so that AH· BM. 
Nor· any calculation/ 

measurements . 

..., 

-r 

Srividya-Ko~a 

subte nds 90" at 

point X lying upon 
the circle. 

:. VX • Cos 50"30' x VJ 
• Cos 50"30' x 2R 
• 0.636 1 x 2R 
• 1.2722 x R 

.. AH a VX-1.2722 x R 

MP • C l • Radius (Pa ra 
f> iii ch.S J 

In Triangle MPB · 

.. MP/MB. :\in ,.! ' 
R/MIJ . 

.. MB R/sin x" . R x Co~ec x" 
Thus AH • MB 

• R x cosec x" 
• Rlll.27 1 5~42 

!Para 6 i• ch Sl 

T his is the closest to the 
t heoretical value. 

Make the base of Triangle No.2 (through H) = AH, and 
complete Triangle No.2, jolnning A to base-ends. 

I 
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On working the thoretical values of all line-segments as shown in Para 6/ 
Ch .5, deviation in IDENTITY No.4 comes around(-)· 0.76% (SL4/Appendix-3) a 
v~ry negligible fig . indeed . 

. Now as to the construction : Extend on one side of H, for a length R, radius 
of circle, the baseline of Triangle No.2 to a point X. Draw the perpendicular 
bisector of the portion of the baseline between X and the marman upon the base
line. Let it cut the side of Triangle No.9 (base angle=X 0

) at T. Join X and T, 
extend to meet. VJ at a point A. (Vide Sketch) . 

Having located apex A, complete the triangle No.2 with base=AH, as before. 

A(iii)(c)2 As a second alternative, consider Cos 50°30' = 0.6361,+0.028% 
above the theoretical value of 1/2 x b2, still less than that of the first alternative. This 
figure produces deviation in IDENTITY No.4 around (-) 0.193 %, far less than the 
first alternative, vide SL 6/Appendix-3 . Corresponding to VA= VH-2 x-.6361 = 
0 .2489371 X R. 

Now as to the construction : Draw a chord VX, making an angle of 50° 30' 
with the diameter VJ at one end V. Thus (VX/VJ) =cos 50° 30' and VX =0.6361 
x 2 R . Mark A along VJ as apex of Triangle No.2 so that AH=VX and fix the 
base length accordingly and complete the Triangle No.2. (Vide Sketch) 

A(iii)(c)3 As the thirdalternative; consider 112 1;>2 = 0.6357771 , 0.023 % below 
the theoretical value of 0.6359247 in a circle of Radius of one unit. 

This value is readily given by the side of Triangle No.9 (already drawn) 
limited by the Base of Triangle No.5 (already drawn), vide Diagram-2 [CI Cosec 
X 0

, CI=R]. No calculations and no measurements are involved in this case. 

Then b
2 
=AH = 1.2715542 = Cosec X 0 [Para 6 iv/ch.5] 

Take point A so that, 

AH = -side of Triangle No.9, limited by ·the base of Triangle No.5 = 
1.2715542 x R = 0.6357771 x 2R. (Vide Sketch) 

Having fixed A, rest of the procedure is the same as before This choice for 
A position may be seen to produce a deviation of ( +) 0.18 % in IDENTITY No.4 
(SL 17 I Appendix 3). Since we are dealing here with the theoretical value for AH 
we may have to try all the three alternatives* and choose the best suited to the 
diagram being developed. It may however be noted that the third alternative offers a 
very satisfying solution, making use of a measure already built into the diagram and 
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rendering sway of Transcendental no pi total in the construction of the Diagram as 
is the case with the Pyramid. 

2B. Having complete!! all the three generating triangles as described above, 
the rest of the construction is rather a smooth affair, each of the Triangles No.1 , 
No.8, No.7, No.6, No.3 and No.4 unfolding themselves in that order from bottom 
to top in a very pleasing manner, keeping in view the locations of other 8 pairs of 
marman-s (one pair of marman-s already disposed of in drawing base line of 
Triangle No .-2 (para 2A). Following TABLE summarises the rest of the procedure. 
It is worthwhile to notice that above construction order of Triangles is facilitated by 
adopting Samaya School Pattern of SRI CAKRA with apex down for four Siva 
Triangles (Chap.4). The Kaula School Pattern, if desired, is obtained by turning the 
drawing upside down and shifting Bindu to the centre of the circle. 

Unless generating Triangles are properly drawn, simultaneous satisfaction 
of two pairs ofmarman-s in the construction stages of Triangles No.8 and No.3 will 
present problems, either due to non-perpendicularity of base-lines or due to improper 
positioning of A, apex of Triangle No.2 . Base-line errors may be rectified and finer 
adjustments in location of A carried out as already mentioned in Para 7 I Ch.5. 
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TABLE SHOWING THE ORDER IN WHICH REMAINING 

TRIANGLES SHOULD BE TAKEN UP FOR CONSTRUCTION 
Take the Base line through Take the sides of Triangle from its Apex 

Constru- Intersection of Through 

ction Sides of Refer intersection of 

Order Apex Tria- Table of Limit the Base/sides of 

of ngle mar man Base line . Apex AI 

Triangle per pen No Tria- Tria- SI.No. by Base of Sides of 

No dicular ngle ngle triangle triang le 

to VJ No No no no 

Triangle 9 2 9 As a V, Join 

chord with 

No I@ Circle Chord end 

'Triangle I I 5 

No 8 9 I 

Triangle 

No 7 5 D 12 Sides of H, Join 

Triangle 2 

Base ends 

Triangle By its OWl G derived 

No 6 2 A sides of 

BMP of 9 2 

Triangle 

No I 

Triangle 3 B I 6 7 By its own 

No 8@ derive sides@ 

d 

Triangle 5 7 10&3 Sides B, derive( 

No 3@ iriangle as 

No 8 
BMP of 7 6 

Trlatlgle 
I 

Nll a 

TrianJIO .s 6 S I II S ides o f <'; Join 

No 4 Clll Triangle With 

No 7 
Sl 4 Base c uds 

@ 

@ :- Check u pperpe ndicularit y of the base line with veritcal diameter V 

365 

Refer 

Table of 

Marmans 

SI.No. 

2 

8 

6 

5 
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Generally, 

Deviation in 

Identity No. 1 
Identity No. 2 

Identity No. 3 

Identity No. 4 

Reveals Defects In 

Transfer of pyramidal Angles 
Construction of Triangle No.8 

Construction of Triangle No.3 

Construction of Triangle No.3 

3. Finally mark the Bindu, by a dot, seat of SAKTI, at one-third of the altitude, 
CJ of Triangle No.9 from i~s BMP, C. Its location would be in the region 
between baselines o~ Triangle No. 3 and No.4, bounded by the sides of 
Triangle No.6, at a distance of 1.1753513 x R from the TOP of Vertical 
Diameter, VJ As an excercise of cross-check, find out and verify the length of 

·base, b4 of Triangle No.4, by calculation of [AD x EH I DH], result 'f' Table 
of Marmans [ch-.5] and by actual measurement of the line segment concerned 
(Theoretical value = 0.4734369 x R). 

4. GRADING : Find out the actual measures of all the 20 line segments relevant 
to four IDENTITIES from the completed Diagram and work out the LHS for 
each IDENTITY. The deviations above/below unity (one), will provide a 
grading of the extent of accuracy accomplished in the consturction. It will be 
useful to have LHS figs (Theoretical) for all the four IDENTITIES for critical 
appreciation of how defects cropped up and how they may be rectified. 

Identity No Numerator of LHS Denominator of LHS 

1 0.0495717 x R4 Same as Numerator 

2 0.0479247 X R~ Same as Numerator 

3 0. 1461179 X R4 Same as Numerator 

4 0 .0534188 x R3 0 .0534185 X R3 
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IDENTITY No .. 4 has built-in deviation of ( +) 0.00056% as already examined 
(para 7 /Ch.5) 

5. Diagram - 4 will show how the figure comes out when it conforms to pyramidal 
angles as described in the previous pages. Appendix - 4 may be seen further 
comments in this reagard. Thus we can banish certain arbitrariness attending 
the constructional processess with the necessity of going by the finished 
Diagrams and understandinly strive for near perfection in producing a Diagram 
of great value. 

Om tamopahayai namah : 
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7. GREAT EXPECTATIONS AND PRAYER 

1. It was observed how the whole figure could be generated from the three basic 
triangles of a SRI CAKRA. It was also mentioned that this factor seemed to 
have support in TRIPUROPANISHAD (Mantra - 2) from the CQ.nstruction 
point of view. It was also explained how application of this factor could greatly 
lessen constructional difficulties in following the traditio-(l_al prescriptions and 
enhance greater chances of getting marmans coming off perfectly, if only we 
take the clue from the locations of these marman-s. Diagram-3 demonstrates 
how this actually results, taking the data regarding line-segments closer to the 
correspo~ding data of SRI CAKRA based on Pyramidal angles. This observed 
"closeness" of the two sets of data makes a strong case for the existence of 
Pyramidal connection to the SRIYANTRA, but forgotten in the memory of a 
pretty long past, though preserved in matters of deail in the construction as 
obtainable from engraved diagrams in stone, metal sheets down the ages. 

2. In this respect, Appendix-5 shows how we could nor obtain "unique" solution 
with a particular configuration of SRI CAKRA, five specimens of the Diagram 
in print going about solving the problem of marman-s in their own way having 
started from the traditional prescription. Hence the question : Whether a 
diagram of any configuration but with all marman-s intact (like the 5 different 
specimens in print) or a diagram of a particular configuration, of .course, 
perfect w.r.t. all marman-s would be an effective reflector of COSMIC 
ENERGY. It appears both the conditions areimportant viz., configuration and 
marman-s. A configuration carrying Pyramidal angles would be the proper 
choice, not only becasue of the "closeness" of data as per recorded tradition 
but also because of the observed properties of the Great Pyramid in health and, 
cure of diseases. The fact that SRI CAKRA can be drawn quite assuredly 
about its symmetry and integrity based on pyramidal angles (Diagram - 4) 
with ease and without depending upon pre-determined linear measurements 
offering an "Unique" solution and The Pyramids carrying specifications of 
the Great Pyramid alone operate as reflectors of Cosmic Energy, supports the 
view that configuration also is an important as marman-s and that configuration 
could only be the one carrying pyramidal angles. SRI CAKRA , raised from 
Pyramidal angles, having perfect correspondence with the Great Pyramid 
construction wise, Sakti-location wise (placement of Bindu) justifies the 
expectations as widely eulogised in SAKTA LITERATURE. 
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3 . That is the justification for elaborate treatment in these pages, more on 
constructional aspects with the concern of producing a near perfect YANTRA 
of uniform configuration, reputed to confer all prosperity, well-being, casting 
out all evils with nothing more than its presence, like what you observe in a 
PYRAMID. No doubt, this hope and expectation awaits a separate study for 
an unassaila.ble confirmation. 

May Divine Spirit .bestow upon us clarity in thinking to a degree '?f grasping 
its NATURE and POWER! 

May the Grace of DIVINE MafHER be showered upon all those striving to , 
look beyond the VEIL of MYSTERY, AWE and UN-UNDERSTANDING 
cast upon SRI CAKRA! : · · · · .· · · · · ' ····· · .. ··. · · 

Om cakra raja niketanayai namah 

.. . · 

.. 
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APPENDIX-I 
CONSTRUCTION OF THE PYRAMID 

(Para 7/8 - Chapter-1) 

1. For exact specification of the GR.EAT PYRAMID in angular dimensions 
DIAGRAM-I may be referred. For the purpose of construction, angle yo of 
the facial triangle may be transferred on to the planar material selected for the 
purpose geometrically on the lines indicated in para 2 A(ii) of Chapter-6, this 
would certainly give excellent results. 

2. Alternatively, following approximate dimensions may be utilised. Select such 
values for the side of the square base, s, and the altitude, H of the facial 
triangle that can be measured in a scale with ease and accuracy as far as 
possible corresponding to the height, h, of the proposed Pyramid. For a 6" 
height Pyramid (found sufficient for most of the applications) for e.g., the 
corresponding dimensions will be : s = 24 .7 em, H = 20 em. 

3. Construction: 

(i) Select a plate material of uniform thickness (iron, iron related materials 
excepted) and cut it into a rectangular shape of size 2.5 s x H. 

(ii) Mark two points as shown below on each side of its length and join. 

(iii) Cut off the material along the 'sloping' sides L, to get four identical 
pieces of triangular shape, as the four faces of the Pyramid. 

(iv) Join them by their sides to obtain Pyramidal shape. 

4. If transfer of angle y0 preferred, (i) cut to size a rectangular sheet of breadth 
H of your choice corresponding to the height, h, of the proposed Pyramid. 
Transfer angle y0 of facial Triangle of the Pyramid - Diagram - 1 on to one 
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corner of the rectangular sheet. Let one side of the angle cut the opposite 
length side at a point to determine "112 s" from the adjacent corner along that 
side of the Rectangle, vide· sketch above. Then mark other points as before, 
fixing the length of the rectangular material to 2 1/2 s. Rest of the procedure 
is the same as in Para 3 above. 

5. COSMIC ENERGY radiates at one-third of the height of the Pyramid 
constructed on the above lines, from the level of the base. Objects of consumption 
kept inside at this level (avoid ever-silver containers) overnight automatically 
get energised with curative and many bio-friendly properties. 

6 . Keep the baseline exactly along NORTH-SOUTH line (para 7 I ch.1) and rhe 
Pyramid away from all electrical gadgets, in operation. Following will be the 
dimensions of Pyramid corresponding to the choice we make "h" or "H". 

A . Perfered Paramater, h: 

(i) s, side of the square BASE h x rr/2 or h x 1.5707963 

(ii) L, side of the Isosceles Triangular FACE : h x 1.4945569 

(iii) H, altitude of the Facial Triangle : h x Cosec x0 or h x 1.2715542 

B. Prefered Parameter, H: 

(i) h, height of the Pyramid : H x sin x0 or H x 0. 786439 

(ii) s, side of the Pyramid ; H x 1.2353356 

(iii) L, side of the Isosceles Triangular Face : H x 1. 175378 

C. For a material of considerable thickness, t, the plate material of each face of 
Pyramid will have to be so cut that "inner" and "outer" dimensions will have 
the following measures:-

If h, s, Hand L are all inner dimensions : 

Let (h +h
1
), (s+2s

1
), (L+ L

1
), (H + H1 + H2) be outer dimensions. 

(i) Then, h
1 

= t x sec x0 or t x 1.619 

(ii) At each end of s, extend by s1, so that outer dimensions may be (s + 2s 1). 

Then s =t x Cosec x0 or s
1 
= t x 1.2715542. 

' I 

(iii) H
1 

(base end) = t x rr/4 or t x 0 .7854 

H~ (Top end) = t x 4/rr or t x 1.27324 

(iv) L
1 

= t x 2.4196775 . 

_This is for cross - checking the actual of L1 after cutting the plate of each 
face with reference to calculated values of s1, H1, and H

2
• 
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CONSTRUCTION OF A CONE 
1. Cone is easier for construction and no less effective than the Pyramid according 

to PERKS researches. It has no special conditions (i) attaching to N/S direction, 
its base being circular and (ii) regarding the presence/absence of electro
magnetic fields in its vicinity. The requirement of plate material is almost same 
as that for a Pyramid, approximately of area 4 x h2

• Volume of the cone for the 
same height, h, is slightly greater than that covered by the PYRAMID. Cosmic 
Power radiates at one fourth of its height from the base level, identical with the 
centre of gravity of a solid right circular cone of the same height, h. Only 
condition is that the plate materiaf concerned should be supple enough to be 
folded into 3- dimensional cone. 

2. CONSTRUCTION: 

(i) From a circular plate of diameter 2L, cut off a sector having an angle at the 
centre· equal to 2 Radians = 114° 35' 30" or 114° 30' say, Fold the major 
portion of the circular plate into a cone joining the two radii sides of the secotr. 

(ii) Alternatively, we can also obtain the exact measure of 2 radia.ns at the centre of 
the circular plate resorting to the non-Euclidean technique in measuring the 
circular arc from one end of the diameter to a length equal to the diameter. In 
other words, we have to transfer length of line-segment (diameter) on to the 
circular arc adopting the same device used for transfer of length of an arc on to 
a straight line in respect of Pyramidal Drawing (Diagram-1 and para 1 I ch.6). 
After m<;trking the point along the arc to a distance = Diameter from one end 
of the Diameter line, cut off the arc-segment and proceed as befqre. 

3. A 6" height cone may require a sheet material of area 45 x 45 em. Following 
will be the dimensions required for construction purposes. 

A: In terms of L, slant height of the cone. (As we have to start with circular sheet 
material of radius L). 

(i) height, h, of the cone that will be formed out of circular sheet material of 
radius, L. 

h = 0. 731641 X L. 

(ii) R, radius of the circular base = 

[ ( 7r - 1) I 7r L or 0.68169 x L] 
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Cross-check with angle by· actual measurement slant side, L, of the cone 
makes with the diameter of the circular base. It should be around 47° 1' if the 
cone has come out properly. 

C: For a material of considerable thickpess, t: 

(i) If Lis the "inner" measurement, outer measurement should beL + L
1 
+ L

2 
such that, 

Thus L
1 

(Base end) = t x 0.9317276 

L
2 

(Top end) = t x 1. 073277 

(ii) Let "outer" measurement of Radius of the circular base be, R + R
1
, R being 

the inner measurement. 

Then, R
1 
=t x 1.3667905 

(iii) Let "outer" measureme~t of height of the cone be h + h
1
, h being the inner 

measurement. 

Then, h
1 

= t x 1.466942 

The quantities of (ii) and (iii) will help cross-checking the correctness of 
outer/inner measurements of the circular plate material, cut according to the 
calculations of (i) above. 

Verify and observe a very astonishing relasionship between the base angle 
of the vertical cross-section of the CONE (CN°) and the base angle of Triangle 
No.4 of SRI CAKRA (CRK0) [Cosec CN° = Thn CRK0] comparabte to Sec x0 of 
pyramidal cross-section and TAN y0 of triangle No.5 of SRI CAKRA. It may also 
be seen that the Ration CG/DG in SRI CAKRA (Diagram-2) Viz. , 0.5559731 
0.406763 is almost equal to Cosec CN° = 1.3667905 (Lih). These are the two 
elements from which a construction process from the inner to outer of SRI CAKRA 
(Srishti Krama) should start. It is pleasant to contemplate how SRI CAKRA 
incorporates within itself the basic features of both the PYRAMID and the CONE, 
all the three being efficient reflectors of COSMIC ENERGY! 

1. CG/DG = 0.555973/0.406763 (Ch.5 I Para 7 I E. Position) 

= 1.3668229 (Cosec CN° + 0.0000324) 

2 . Tan CRK0 :._ CEihalf the base of Triangle No.4 

= VE-VC I half of 0.4734369 (ch6./Para 3) 

= 0 .3232717 I half of 0.4734369 (ch5 I Table I Para 8) 

= 1.3656379 (Cosec CN° - 0.0011526) 
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Variation in A-G : How it affects positions of E,B,F and deviation in ldentity-4 
(Pdra 617 Ch.5) 

St. VA VG VE 
no. 

Para 6 (I) Para 6 (I) 6 (vi) 

1 0.235369 1.313586 1.087579 

2 0237462 1.3144 1.087397 
2 

3 0.24 1.315387 1.087168 
2 6 

4 0.247897 1.318459 1.086432 
7 2 9 

5 0.248902 1.318850 1.086330 
1 9 

6 0.248937 1.318863 1.08633 
1 6 

7. 0.249159 1.318895" 1.086311 
1 2 

8 0.249236 1.31898 1.086303 
3 7 

9 0.249262 1.31899 1.086301 
2 

10 0.249280 1.318996 1.086299 
9 5 

11 0.249~84 1.318998 1.086299 
g Q 0 

12 0.249286 1.318999 1.086298 
4 5 9 

13 0.249287 1.318~ 1.086298 
2 8 8 

14. 0.249287 1.318999 1.086298 
7 9 8 

IS 0.24928'7 1.319 1.086298 
7 7 

16 0 ."249313 1.31901 1.086296 
4 I 

17 0.249582 1.319114 . 1.086252 
9 8 I 

18 0.25 1.31927 1.086229 
7 4 

19 0.250573 1.3195 1.086173 

1 4 

VB VF 

6 (vii) 6 (viii) 

0.523653 1.200639 
6 1 

0.521058 1.200169 
9 

0.517897 1.199597 
2 2 
0 .508058 1.197804 
8 4 
0.506794 1.197575 
9 1 
0.506761 1.197567 
9 
0.506484 1.197516 
9 3 
0.506388 1.197498 
7 6 
0.506356 1.197492 
6 7 
0.506334 1.197488 
2 6 
0.506328 1.197487 
I 'i 

0.506326 1.197487 
1 2 
0.506325 1.197487 
6 0 
0.506324 1.197487 
8 0 
0.506324 1.-197486 
7 7 
0.506292 1. 197480 
3 g 

0.505900 1.197419 
1 4 
0.505435 1.197323 
9 8 
0.504720 1.197192 

3 6 

Deviation 
% 

. in Identity 

(-) 7.4 

(-) 6.3 

(-) 5 

(-) 0.76 

(-)0.21 

(-) 0.193 

(-) 0.071 

(-) 0.028 

(-) 0.018 

(-) 0.0019 

(-) 0 .00108 

(-) 0.00027 

(-) 0.00022 

Sh 
ofti 

ape 
ny 
g1e trian 

-

.1 

s iva 
ypc T 

( +) 0 .00023-

( +) 0 .00056 

(+ )0.015 

(+)0. 18 

(+)0.39 

( + )0.71 
,... 

6 
Sakti 

pe Ty 
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1. The above Table is just a device, to computationally assess the possible location 
of A/G upon VJ line (Ver. Dia) in search of proper solution of the grand 
equation of Para 6 (v) of Ch. 5. Each position of A/G in terms of VG is 
assumed as valid solution in the close range (1.3135 - 1.3195), taking 
IDENTITIES 1, 2 & 3 as satisfied to examine the extent of variation in 
IDENTITY - 4, so that we can move very close to the ideal location of A/G. 
Once have reached a point in the close to the ideal locati~n of A/G. Once 
having reached a point in the close range, we shall see in the construction 
stage, how far one can get still closer to that eluding location- between 13th & 
14th positions of the above Table - unascertainable in precise terms by any 
known methods. In. other words, how to make "finer adjustments" at the 
construction stage so that " imperfections" could be minimised as far as 
practicable, if not completely wiped out in our repeated attempts, inevitable in 
the absence of precise data. It means in simple terms, a small move down VJ 
line - if the ideal location is likely to be found just below the present position of 
AIG - (a ·positive move, to neutralise its negative orientation). If the ideal 
location is likely to be found just above the present position of A/G, it is clear 
the move should be towards V above (a negative move, to neutralise the 
positive orientation of A/G). In other words, a positive move increases VA/VG 
and a negative move, decreases. This obviously calls for ascertainment of 
present position of A/G in relation to likely location of desired position of AI 
G. 

2. In the exercise, we have to first study the effects of a move, positive or negative . 
of A/G point along VJ, ve.r. Dia. ·one can find out, as A/G moves down VJ 
line (increase VA/VG) from Diagram 2-

(i) Apex angle increases in respect of Triangles No.3, and No.8 - positive 
category. 

(ii) Apex angle decreases in respect of Triangles No.1, No.4, No.6 and 
No.7- negative category. Obviously, a negative move (towards V of VJ 
line) causes opposite results. It may be noticed in only two cases, 
Triang~es of opposite characteristic go to form marmans - No.5 and 
No.8 of the Table of Para 4/Ch .5. 
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(iii) Other marmans formed by members of the same category or "Fixed" 
Triangles: No.9, No.5 and No.2 supplying the other member of the 
pair of intersecting Triangles, do not pose any difficulty if, geometrically, 
construction is blemish-free, their base-line intersections merging with 
their own mutual intersecting point. These three intersections remaining 
distinct and separate, only these two marmans of pairs of contrasting 
categories of Triangles continue to persist, in displaying tiny triangles 
upon the concerned base lines, until A/G point finds its ideal location 
upon ver. Dia. VJ. Let us analyse Marman No.5, forming tiny triangle, 
in the light of computed results of the above Table as A/G is on the 
positive move (VA/VG increasing) in search of the ideal location likely 
to be beyond the present position of A/G. 

3A . In the sketch, ND
1 

0
2 

is the tiny triangle with its apex, N, below the Base D . 
Line, siva type, typical of its parent Triangle No .6 of negative category. 

D
2
D

1 
is part of Base 0-Line through BMP/0 of Triangle No .7 , a fixed point. 

N D
2 

is part of side of sakti Triangle No.3 of positive category. 

N D
2 

is part of side of siva Triangle No.6 of nega.tive category. 

Angle 0
1 

= Base angle of Triangle No.3, b0
3, say. 

Angle D
2 

= Base angle of Triangle No.6, b0
6 , say. 

NS is the altitude of triangle N01 Oi . 

3A. (1) While N is the point of intersection ofsiva-sakti Triangles, No.6 and No.3 
D2 and D 1 are baseline intersections of these Triangles at two different point 
upon the base of Triangle No.7, so that 02 is farther away from BMP-D than 
D 1 or D 02 is more than D 0 1 , the basic feature deciding the type of tiny 
triangle by virtue of their relative positioning from the BMP: which of the two 

points farther from the BMP and which, nearer. 

A small move of A/G down VJ , increasing VA/VG (a positive move) , causes-

(a) · 01 to move away from BMP-0, Apex angle of sakti Triangle No.3 of 
positive category increasing (0 1 upon ~he widening side of Triangle 
No.3). 
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(b) D2 to move towards B.MP-D, Apex angle of siva Triangle no.6 of 
negative category decreasing (D2 upon the narrowing side of Triangle 
No.6). 

(c) This movement in opposite directions upon Base D-line will bring 
ultimately Dl and D2 together, pulling apex, N of the tiny triangle to 
join their meet creating true marman point No.5 upon BaseD-line. 

(d) Obviously, a negative orientation of A/G, above its ideal location, has 
caused its positive move (downward) to culminate in its reaching the 
ideal point, so far eluding our search, resulting in the liquidation of tiny 
triangle. This is the objective sought in "finer adjustments" in actual 
constuction. It is significant to note that the tiny triangle ND

1
D

2 
has the 

same type (siva) as that of its parent Triangle No.6 of negative category. 

3A. (2). If for instance the positive move had further continued, passing over the 
ideal location inadvertently-

(a) A/G point would find itself in positive orientation below the ideal 
location. 

(b) Point D 
1 

would have crossed the marman point in its move along the 
Base D-line, and moved away, from BMP-D. 

(c) Point D
2 

would have gone beyond the marman point towards BMP-D 
upon baseD-line. In other words, DD

1 
is now more than DD

2
• 

(d) Apex N of the tiny triangle would have re-appeared but now, above the 
base-D-line. In this altered positions of D 

1
, D

2 
and N, a negative move 

for A/G to seek the ideal position above, is indicated. Thus sakti type of 
tiny triangle ND 

1
0

2 
typical of its parent positive category Triangle 

No.3- would. be a pointer to the present position of A/Gin the positive 
orientation and to the need for 'minor adjustments' by negative moves 
(decrease VA/VG), (apex up). 

' . 
(e) Accordingly, negative category type (siva) of Triangle No.6 would 

characterise tiny triangles in respect of A/G positions 1 to 13 of the 
Table in the negative orientation and positive category type (sakti) of 
Triangle No.3, in respect of other positions Sl.14 to 19 of Table, in the 
positive orientation, associating Marman No.5 with IDENTITY-4. 
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(f) It further follows from the Table,' a value less than one, for the associated 
IDENTITY -No.4 would corr(!spond to siva type of tiny triangles for 
the positions of A/G in the negative orientation (Sl.- r -to- !"3 of the 
Table): a value, more than one, to sakti type for the rest of the positions 
in the positive orientation. 

(g) It may thus be concluded: The type (siva/sakti) of tiny triangle can be 
easily identified with the direction (below/above VJ line) A/G should 
take in seeking the ideal location, (more positive/negative). Indirectly, 
with its present· position (above/below its ideal location) as negative or 
positive orientation. 

3B. In mathematical terms, in the sketch-

In the tiny triangle ND1 D2, SD/SN = Cot b0
3; SD/SN = Cot b0

3 

:. D
2
D

1 
· SD

2 
+ SD

1 
= SN Cot b0

6 + SN Cot b0
3 ~ SN (~otb06 + Cotb0

3) 

or SN = D
2
D

1 
I (Cotb0

6 + Cob0
3
) •• ••• •• (1) 

Now, in triangle GDD
2

, DD/DG = Cotb0
6 or DD2 = DG Cotb0

6 • 

in triangle BDD
1 

DDJBD=Cotb0
6 

or DD
1 

=BD Cotb()
6 

DD
2 

more than 
DD

1
, by the sketch. 

:. (DD
2
-DD

1
) = DD

2 
= [ DG Cotb0

6 -BD Cot b0
3 ]. •• • •• • (2) 

Further, in triangle GDD2, Cot 0 2 = DD/DG = Tan G = Cotb0
6• 

Apex angle at G decreasing, TanG and : . Cotb0
6 in decreasing mode. 

In triangle BDD1, Cot D
1 
=DDJBD=Tan B=Cotb0

3• 

Tan B and :. Cotb0
6 

in increasing mode, as Apex angle at B increasing. 

From Para 4/Ch.5 , we know-

Cotb\ 
1 b3 1 bg IF 
--=--X-- 2 h3 2 hg BF 

(Sl. 10/Table) 

bg 
Substituting for h from S 1.2/Table, 

8 

1b5 DG IF 
=--x-x-

2h5 IG BF 
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bs 
Substituing for h from Result (b) below Table, 

5 

0 
Cotb 3 IG£ AC DG IF lAC 
---=-=--x-x-x-1--
Cotb ~ 2DE GC IG BG 2GC 

GE DG IF BD 
=-x-x- Multiply both sides by 

DE m ~ DG 

Srividya-Ko$a 

0 
BD CotH 3 GE DG IF BD IF BD EG 
-x =-x-x - x-= - x-x-
DG CotbO DE IG BF DG BF DE GI 

6 

= LHS OF IDENTITY-4=L Say. (not being equal to one, vide above Table) 

we can also derive-

Cotb03 ODI 
---=-- x 
cot bo6 BD 

Substituting for Cotb0
3 

in equation 2 above, 
or D0/002 = L 

(DD2-DD1) = D
2
D

1 
= (OG Cotb0 

6
- BD x DG x L x Cotb0 

6 
I BD) 

= DG x Cotb0 
6 

[1-L]. Cotb0 
6 

in decreasing mode. :. D
2
D

1 
also in decreasing 

~ode, for small increases in DG (VG) , not crossing beyond the ideal point, 
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down below G. :. Movements in D2 and D1 in opposite directions, as described 
in Para 3A-l-(C). After crossing, (1-L) becomes negative (para 3B-(2) below) , 
to contiue the "decreasing" mode in D

2
D

1
• making it also "negative" (Now 

DD
2

, less than DD
1
). 

(1) LHS is positive (by sketch) :. RHS is positive or L is less than 1 or 
calculated .value of IDENTITY - 4 will be -less than one, so long as DD~ 
remains more than DD

1 
or A/G position remains with negative orientation 

[Para 3A-1-(d)] , vide Sl. 1 to 13 of the Table : . positive moves indicated in 
the search of the ideal location. 

(2) In the above equation, if DD
2 

is less than DD
1 

as discussed in Para 3A-2-cf, 
LHS is negative: :. RHS is negative or Lis more than one or the calculated 
value of IDENTITY - 4 is more than 1 for positions of A/G with the positive 
orientation, vide Sl.14 to 19 of the Table above, indicating negative moves. 

(3) In the above equation if D
2
D

1 
=0 or D

1 
and D

2 
merge themselves into a point 

as described in Para 3 A-·1- (c), when A/G finds its ideal location, LHS=O 
and RHS=O or (1-L)=O L= 1. Or IDENTITY- 4 gets satisfeied only at the 
ideal location forA/G. Jdcidentally, association of IDENTITY - 4 with Marman 
No.5 is established . 

(4) Regarding apex, N of tiny triangle ND
1
D

2 

SN = D2D1 / (Cotb0
3 
+Cotb0

6
) ...... equation (1) above. 

= DG x Cotb0
6 

(1-L-)/ (Cotb0
3 
+ C_otb0

6
). D

2
D

1 
in decreasing mode, :. SN in 

decreasing mode (Para 3A-1-C) to pull N above. L is less than 1 from above 
:. RHS is positive, making SN positive; for positions below base D-line 
attaching the notion "positive". Thus N, apex below the baseline is also 
positive in the siva type of tiny triangle :. for positions above the baseD-line, 
we should assign· the symbol negative. In the above equation, if L is more 
than one, RHS is negative, :. SN becames negative or Apex N appears above 
baseline turning tiny triangle ND

1
D

2 
into sakti type or for positions fo A/Gin 

the positive orientation for which L is more than one, sakti type of tiny 
triangle becomes the indicator, vide Para 3A-2-(d) and (f). 

4A. Let us now pas·s on to Marman No.8 with a sketch of its tiny triangle, say 
simialr to the one of Para 3. As per the sketch , MC

1
C

2 
is the tiny triangle of 

sive type, trypical of its parent, Triangle No.8 of the positive category. 

C 1C2 part of Base C-line through BMP/C of Triangle No.9, a fixed poim. 

MC 1 is a part of side of siva Triangle No.8 of positive category. 
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MC
2 

is a part of side of sakti Triangle No.1 of negative category. 

Angle C 
1 
=Base angle of Triangle No.8= b0

8
, Say, 

Angle C
2 
=Base angle of Triangle No.1= b0

1
, Say, 

MR is the altitude of tiny triangle MC
1
C

2
• 

While M is the point of intersection of siva - sakti Triangles of No. 8 & 
No. I, c I, c:! are base C-line intersections of these Triangles at two different points 
upon the base of Triangle N 0 . 9, so that c I is farther away from BMP-C than c:! or 
CC

1 
is more than CC

2 
• In view of the above data of the sketch, one can notice C/ 

C 2 positions upon the base C-line are analogous to positions ofD
1
D

2 
upon the base 

D-line as discussed in Para 3A-2 and therefore A/G position is in positive orientation. 
Siva type of tiny triangle of the sketch is typical of its parent positive category 
Triangle No .8 indicating the orientation and the nature of move. All these results 
can as well be deduced from those of Marman No.5 Keeping in veiw siva-sakti 
types of parent Triangles have exchanged their categorisation (positive or negative) 
between these two marmans. This can be generalised as noted below. 

Indicator of Siva/Sakti Type What is indicates 

Marmans in a Tiny Triangle Categorisation, Orientation of Suggested move 
given Diagram siva/sakti type typical of present position towards the 

intersecting ofA/G Ideal position of 
Triangles NG 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (S.) 

A. Marman (i) Siva type Siva Triangle Orientation - Positive move 
No .5 (sketch No.6-negative negative (above (increase 
(Para 3) Para 3) category the ideal VA/VGas 

position). suggested by 
orientation) 

(ii) Sakti Sakti Triangle Orientation - Negative move 
No.3-positive positive (below (decrease 
category the ideal VA/VGas 

position) suggested by 
orientation) 

B. Marman (i) Siva (sketch Siva Triangle Same as A (ii) Same as A (ii) 
No.8 (Para-4) para 4) No.8 - positive above above 

Category 
(ii) Sakti Sakti Triangle Same as A (i) Same as A (i) 

No. I - negative above above 

category 
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Thus in a given Diagram, though these tiny triangles may differ in their 
types siva or sakti, they get the same categories, positive or negative, in both the 
marmans, so that they do not differ in what they indicate. A very simple working 
rule emerges from the above table : Link up, to positive I negative moves (last 
column), common to both the marmans, with respective siva/sakti types of tiny 
triangles (second column) of the marmans. [A (i) + B (ii) or A (ii) + B (i)] in a 
given diagram . More specifically, while apex (above/below the baseline) ofMarman 
No .8 concerns itself with the present position of A/G (above/below of the ideal 
location), apex (below/above) of Marman.No.5 points to the direction A/G should 
take in its move towards that ideal location (Para 3A-2-g). 

4B. In mathematical terms in the sketch 

In the tiny triangle MC
1
C2, 

RC1/RM=Cotb0
8 or RC1 =RM Cotb0

8 ; RC/RM=Cotb0
1 or RC2=RM Cotb0

1 
:. clc:! = RCI+RC2=RM Cotb08+RM Cotb01 = RM (Cotb08 +Cotb01 
) ... 1 

Now, in triangle ICC
1
, CC/IC=Cotb0

8 or CC 1 =IC Cotb0
8 

in triangle vcc2' CC/ VC=Cotb0
1 or CC2=VC Cotb0

1 

By sketch cc I is greater than cc:! 
: . CC

1
-CC

2
=C

1
C

2
=(1C Cotb0

8 -VC Coth0
1 

) ••• • •• • •• 2 

. cc1 
Further in triangle ICC

1 
Cot C

1 
= -- = Tan I = Cotb0

8 IC 

Apex angle at I decreasing Tan I and :. Cotb0
8 in decreasing mode. 

In triangle VCC
2

, CotC2 = CC/VC=Tan V=Cotb0
1 

Apex angle at V increasing Tan V and Cotb0
1 

in increasing mode. 

From Para 4/Ch.5, we know, 

· lbg lGE AC DG 
Cotb0

8 = 2hg = 2DE x GC x IG (Result ciTable) 

lbl lGE AC 
Cotb0 = -- = - - x- (Result 2/Table) 

I 2hl 2VB GC 
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Cotb 
0
1 1GB AC IGE Ae DG DE IG GB 

-----=,...--=--x-I --x-x-=- x -x-
Cotb08 2VB Ge 2DE GC IG GE DG VB Multiply both 

ve 
sides by

ei 

0 
VC Cotb 1 ve DE IG GB VC DE GB 
-x =-x-x-x-=-x-x-
CI Cotb 0 CI GE DG VB ei EG VB 

1 

IDENTITY-2 = 1, Sy. (but nothing to do with L of Para 38) 

or 

=LHS of 

-----
Cotbo

8 
ve (ei, Radius of the circle of~nit measure equal to one) or Cotb0

1 = 

L 
VC x Cotb0

8 

Substituting for Cotb0
1 

in equation ... (2) 

Cotb0
8 

in decreasing mode. :. C
1
e

2 
also in/decreasing mode. 

We can also derive : 

L CC2 Je 
-----x 

C b
O - VC - ve ee

1 
or CC.,I CC, = L (IC= 1) 

ot 8 -
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(1) : . As C 1 merges with C2, with A/G gaining its ideal location, LHS is zero. 
: . RHS is also zero or [I-L] =0 :. L, the calculated value of IDENTITY - 2 
equals one, only when A/G position is lodged in its proper location . Until 
then L, will be more or less than one (as before, Para 3 B-3). Just as 
Marman No.5 is associated with IDENTITY - 4, Marman No.8 is found 
associated with IDENTITY - 2, an interesting result. 

(2) In the above equation, C
1
C

2 
is positive (by the sketch) for positions of A IG 

of positive orientation, vide Para 4A . : . Lis less than 1, or IDENTITY- 2 
will return a value less than one; for positions of negative orientation (CC

2 

more than CC
1
) a value more than one [as before : Para 3B-(1), (2) and (3)]. 

Reading together, values of "L" of respective IDENTITIES for both the 
marmans, we gather-

.· 

Marman No.8 Mam1an No.5 

In a given Type of Its IDENTITY-2 Type of Its IDENTITY-4 
Diagram tiny category anticipated 

• J 
tiny category anticipated 

triangle value triangle value 

1. A/Gin Siva Positive Less than Sakti Positive More than 

Positive one one 

orientation, 

below its 

ideal 

location 

2 . A/G in Sakti Negative More than Siva Negative Less than 

negative one one 

orientation, 

aoove its 

ideal 

location 

(Read with table of Para 4A-above) 

Thus siva type of tiny triangle anticipates a value less than one for the 
INDENTITIES concerned; sakti type, a value more than one. In the Siva
Sakti samagama as it were, as C l /C2 and D l /D2 merge respectively with M 
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and N upon the respective base lines, the relevant value is ONE, Piirnatwa, as 
A/G attains its ideal location. 

(3) Regarding apex M of tiny triangle M ·c,C
2 

RM=C,C/(Cotb0
8 + Cotb0

1
) •• :. : •• • ••• equation (1) above. 

= Cotb0
8 (1-L) I (Cotb0

8 + Cotb0
1 ). Cotb?

8 
in decreasing mode, :. RM in 

decreasing mode to justify upward movement of Mas in the case of N (para 
3).· As before, RM is positfve_, vide para 3B-(4) and notion of positive attaches 
to positions below the base-line and negative, to positions, above the baseline. 
This condition of equations lends substance to notions of positive/negative 
orientitations and moves, as adopted in the treatment of positions, moves etc. 
When-L is more than one, RM is negative and the tiny triangles MC

1
C

2 
is 

turned into sakti type, apex appearing above the baseline, as seen in para 3B
(4) above. 

5. To sum up-Marmans No.5 and No.8, persist with imperfect formations in the 
shape of tiny triangles, (apex above or below the respective base lines) until 
A/G position finds its ideal location, like Avidya until the Dawn of True 
Knowledge. Having spotted its close range, using the above computed table 
or otherwise, "finer adjustments" have to be carried out, as indicated in Pdras 
3 and 4 above, in the preliminary drawing of the Sri Cakra in search of the 
ideal location of A/G. The end of search,_ immediately after redrawing Triangles 
(No.9, No.5 and) No.1/No.2 relocating A/G position properly, is in sight
like early Dawn, promising a perfect Diagram in the making-when the tiny 
triangle vanishes (in fixing the side of Triangle No.8) into a point upon base 
C-line-symbolic of Siva-Sakti samagama of which no depiction is possible. If, 
inadvertently or otherwise, early warning of imperfection at this stage is 
ignored, Marman No.5 at the final stage is sure to reveal this failure to 
relocate A/G to its proper place displaying a tiny triangle upon base D-line. 
Restarting the whole exercise of "finer adjustment", once again, one has to 
watch the emerging side of Triangle No.8 for any more blemishes. Thus, a 
satisfying solution lies in actual construction by repeated attempts, because no 
parameters exist for Sri Cakra that could be spell out precisely. Towards· this 
end persisting pair of tiny triangles serve as indicators for small positive 
moves, if of sak~i (Marman No.8) I Siva (Marman No.5) types; or negative, 
if it is the other way about (Table/Para No.4) . Association of Identities- ID-2 
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with Marman No .8 and ID-4 with Marman No.5 would enable us to 
computationally assess the degree of success achieved in the actual construction 
in working out deviations from the ideal value one. 

6. In conclusion, it is plain, generality of specimens of Sri Cakra may go with 
imperfections unrectified whether detectable or undetectable to the naked 
eye. By the whole group of Siva Triangles, in their intersections of bases.~nd 
sides, No.6/No.7, No.8/ No.9, the UNIQUE ONE is too zealously guarded , 
perhaps, to permit spontaneous manifestation of SAKTI, THAT is seated on 
the LAP of Sri Kameswara. 
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APPENDIX-4 
DIAGRAMS-NOTES AND COMMENTS 

DIAGRAM-I 

In reproducing the Pyramidal angles by non-Euclidean process, if found 
difficult, one can Straight away adopt angular measures x0 ::51° 51' and y0 58° 18' 
in constructing Triangles No.9 and No.5 (para 2A/ch.6) and cross-check with 
theoretical values of VC, VD, VH and VI in the first phase of construction of the 
Diagram. Diagram-2 follows only the later option, directly using theoretical figures 
of C, D, I ana H positions. 

DIAGRAM-2 

This is to serve as a working drawing. It also helps to understand defects 
inherent in going purely by theoretical figs .. which are only approximates as already 
emphasised, vide grading percentages. While the deviation in respect of 
IDENTITY-I is negligible and therefore fn the incorporation of Pyramidal angles, 
the deviation is rather on the higher side in respect of IDENTITY No.2 relating to 
the formation of marman-s along the sides of Triangle No.8 (SL 2 and 8 of TABLE 
of Marman-s - para 4/ ch.5). Similarly, the deviation percentage in respect of 
IDENTITY-No.4 is not satisfactory as is evident from the formation of marman-s 
upon the sides of Triangle No.3. In respect of IDENTITY No.3, deviation is within 
1 %, not to worry about another set of marman-s upon the base of Triangle No.3. 
Of course, for all practical purposes of UPASANA diagram may be acceptable. 

DIAGRAM-3 

This is drawn based upon Traditional data on· record in respect of those 
"positions" relatable to the generating Triangles No.9, No.5 and No.2 vi~ . • C, D, 
H, I and A . G position is also included to fix the base of Triangle No.2 in the course 
of construction. The coristurction is greatly simplified in that initial drawing of base 
chords and then reducing them in the prescribed proportions: para 5/ ch.5 and then 
look for marman-s all have been dispensed with (para 3/ ch.3). The procedure is 
greatly lightened taking the cue from the location of 9 pairs of marman-s (para 4/ 
ch.5). From the drawing it may be seen that deviadon from the theoretical fig has 
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come about only in E-position out of three positions derivable in the course of 
construction- Details in Apendix-5. 

It may be observed from the diagram, the pairs of marman-s along the sides 
of Triangle No.6 upon the bases of Triangles No.9 and No.7 have not come out 
properly. Perhaps in an effort to rectify such errors, different hands have tried and 
brought out different configurations, of which five specimens in print have been 
examined in Appendix-5. It may however be noted that traditional data are "closer" 
to those of a diagram based upon pyramidal angles except for positons, D, E, F. 
Also base angles of generating triangles are almost identical with corresponding 
pyramidal angles in respect of Diagram-3. 

Cakulated as As per Diagram-3 

Pyramidal angle per Traditional Traditional 

data method 

simplified 

Triangle No.9 51°51' 52°01' 51° 

Triangle No.5 58° 18' 51°41' 58°30' 

Triangle No.2 63°26' 57°35' 63° 

The above analysis makes out a strong case for SRI CAKRA drawn as per pyramidal 
angles to be more authentic. However, this should await further investigations and 
studies and reliable feed-back for a confirmation. 

DIAGRAM-4 

1. A notable feature in the construction is : it required no linear measurements 
by scale. Pyramidal angles of Diagram-I were transferred to the respective 
Triangles from which the whole SRI CAKRA is developed, vide para 2A/ 
ch.6. There is no difficulty in constructing Triangle No.9 with its base as the 
chord of the circle and apex at the bottom of vertical diameter. In the construction 
of Triangle No.5, it must be conceded that there is an element of arbitrariness 
both in locating its BMP-I at a distance of R, Radius of the circle, from the 
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BMP-C of Triangle No.9 and taking its sides equal to Radius. (Para 6iii/ 
ch .5) . This is in the fust place in accord with the traditional data in locating 
the BMP-1, vide TABLE at the end of ch.5 . The BMP-C, of triangle No.9 is 
a "natural" point of reference after the construction of Triangle No.9 enclosed 
within the circle of radius R. And, radius of the circle offers a convenient 
standard of linear measure, without having to measure with a scale, for any 
other line. segment with R as the basis. Having decided about I, the BMP of 
the triangle No.5, now we have to deal either with base or side of the trLangle 
with that standard measure viz., Radius. It should be noted that unlike Triangle 
No.9, Triangle No .5 has its base, shorter than. the chord that passes through 
its BMP-1 ( 118 the chord length- vide para 5/ch.5) . The choice naturally falls 
in favour of the side of Triangle No .5 and the same is taken= Radius, so rhar 
this can facilitate construction of the Triangle No.5 with base angle identical 
with that of facial triangle of the pyramid . If we take the base length equal to 
R, that takes Apex D, very close to the centre of the circle, hindu STHANA 
·for KAULA school, which is expected to be located in the "middle~· of the 
triangle surrounding the BINDU. Hence the sides of Triangle No.5 are 
taken=R, radius of the circle. In this manner, one completely avoids all 
measurements with the aid of any contrivance. This may be considered as the 
chief advantage and merit in going for pyramidal angles as the procedure is 

. applicable to any dimension of the diagram and no calculations and 
approximations are called for throughout the construction procedure. 

Z. In locating 'A' (for two other choices available and yet not requiring l ~ne 
measurement, vide SL 4,17 I Appx-3 and para 2A iii/Ch.6), apex of triangle 
No.2, a chord is drawn making an angle of 50° 30' (mark positions of 50° and 
51° and take the point exactly at the middle of those two positions) at V, the top 
end of the vertical diameter as described in para 2A0ii)(c) qf Ch.6 and point A 
is marked along JV, so that HA=length of the chord mentioned above. Use 
the compass for this purpose. No measurement of the chord is required by 
scale. Fix the base = AH with BMP at H as already mentioned. Thus Triangle 

No.2 is completed. 

3. The grading shows variations ( +or -) 1.5 % in respect of all the four identities, 
not indicative of any fundamental error in the concept of the drawing. A more 
care~ul execution of the procedure takes us close to perfection. 

4 . From the actual measurement of base angles, the generating triangles show no 
major variation from the theoretical values, vide ch.5 at its close. This is an 
additional confirmation that SRI CAKRA conforms to Pyramidal angles. 
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, -
SRI CAKRA - FIVE SPECIMENS IN PRINT 

Each one a variant from Traditional Formula, differs in configuration 
from others. · · 

The following TABLE shows the positions of apexes/BMPs from the vertex 
V of 5 specimens of SRI CAKRA in print (according to SAMAYA school, SAKTI 
triangles with apex, up) against the th~oretical positions as per traditon on record 
(KaivalY,asrama's commentary on SOUNDARYA LAHARI) and those of the diagram 
proposed as per pyramidal angles for comparision . 

~he relevant data in respect of Diagram - 3 (Traditional data simplified) and 
Diagram- 4 (according to Pyramidal angles) are also included to show how these 
specimens come up as against the theoritical positions. [SI 2 and Sl 9 of the Table]. 

Notes: 

1. Figures give the distances from V as a ·ratio of the Radius. 

2. Figures within bracket give actual line measurements. Second decimals are all 
only approximates. 

3. Diagram-3 not corrected in respect of marmans which have not been formed 
properly. · 

4. *Deviations- from traditional data. · 

Specimens in print referred to are from the following publications· : 

Specimen-1 : SRI LALITOPAKYA.NAM (TAMIL) by Brahmasri. Somadeva 
Sarma (reversed) Published by N. Rajam & Co (1940) 

Specimen-2 : MAHA Y AGA.KRAMA (SANSKRIT) Published by Brahma Sri 
K.P. Narayal)a Sastry, Sanskrit College, Bangalore (1956) 
(reversed). 

Specimen-3/4: SOUNDARYA LAHARI by Pdndit S. Subrahmanya Sastry and 
Sri T.R. Srinivasa Ayyangar Published by Theosophical Publishing 
House, Madras - 1977) - Reprint of 1937 edition. 

Secimen-5 : SOUNDARYA LAHRI (TAMIL) by Brahmasri Thethiyur, 
Subrahmanya Sastry, Giri Press, Madras ( 1968 reprint) 

* * * 
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APPENDIX-6 

SRI CAKRA : CERTAIN ASPECTS OF SRI DEVI 
WORSHIP VIS-A-VIS CONSTURCTION OF YANTRA 

1. Let us consider how the concept SRICAKRA as the body/vehicle of the 
Divine Couple (ch-4) is central theoretically to devise a mathematical approach 
and practically to embark upon a construction procedure. In pairing the marmans 
as under-sll-sl7 , sl2-sl-6, sl3-sl-5, sl-8-sl-9 and sl10-sll2 of the Table (para 4/ 
ch-5) one can sense the existence of a "double" in one set of Triangles for 
every Triangles in the other set, symbolic of the co-equal nature of male and 
female principles in godhead., Samarasya ParayaQa- Sri Lalita Sahasra Nama. 
Thus Sakti Triangles No.1 No .2 No.3 and No.5 have their "doubles " in Siva 
Triangles No.9, No.8, No.7 and No.6. In other words, we can read from the 
marman-s of a Triangle, the locations of all the marmans of its "double " as 
can be verified from the above pairings of marmans-s. Such "doubles" (eg. 
Triangles No.3 and No .7) do not however contribute any marmans with their 
intersecting sides (exception : Triangles No.5 and No.6) , vide Diagram-2. 
This concept lends itself naturally towards the development of a mathematical 
expression of SRI CAKRA in the form of four Identities (Para 4/ch-5) . 

2. Thus, using the notation ts = h/ bs , find out the continued product of t~ in 
respect of the grouping of Triangles Nq.9, No.6, No.5 and No .2: (all non
doubles) creating marmans in their mutual intersections. 

[t/t2] X [t/t6] X [t/ t5] X [t/ t9] = 1 

From sl 9,6,4 and 1 of the TABLE of marman-s we can write down

(JG/ AG) X (AC/GC) X (GE/DE) X (DH/JH) = 1 

and obtain Identity- I 

(JG/GA) X (AC/CG) X (GE/ED) X ( DH/HJ) = 1 

Consider now their "doubles"- Triangles No.1, No.5 No.6 and No.8 and the 
continued product of their t 

s 

[t/t8] X [t/t5] X (t/tJ X [t/t
1
] = 1 

As before, we can write down from sl8, 2,4 and 7 of the TABLE of Marmans

(VC/IC) X (IG/DG) X (DE/GE) X (GB/VB) = 1 
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and obtain Identity - 2 

(VC/CI) X (IG/GD) X (DE/EG) X (GE/BV) = 1 

3. Take up another non-double grouping of Triangles No.9, No.7, No.5 and 
No.2 for similar treatment. In any such grouping, Triangle No.8 cannot find a 
place together with Triangle No.2 both being mutual "doubles" not generating 
any marmans. 

(t/t2] X (t/t7) X [t/t5) X (t/tJ = 1 

From Sis ·9, 12, 3 and 1 of the TABLE of marmans as before, we can readily 
write down 

(JG/ AG) X (AD/HD) X (HF/DF) X (DH/JH) = 1 

ahd derive Identity - 3 

(HF/FD) X (DA/AG) X (GJ/JH) = I 

.As before, using their "doubles" viz Triangles No.1, No.3, No.6 and No.8, 
we have-

[t/t8] X (t/t3] X (t/tJ X [t/t1] = 1 

From sis 8,10,5 and 7 of the TABLE of marmans we can write

(VC/IC) X (IF/BF) X (BD/GD) X (GB/VB) .= 1 

Read with ldentity-2, we deduce ldentity-4 

(IF/BF) X (BD/GD) = (IG/GD) X (DE/EG) 

or (IF/FB) x (BD/DE) x (EG/GI) = 1 

4. In the process, we have all the marman-s included except sl.ll of the TABLE. 
This exclusively deals with Triangle No.4 which is its own "double" perhaps! 
It is interesting to note the role of Triangles No.9, No.5 and No.2 as generating 
Triangles in the formation of all the possible groupings as above from which 
we derive the IDENTITIES. It is also significant to observe how elegant the . ( 

derivation truns out to be (compare para 4/ ch.5) on the application of the 
concept of co-equal nature of Siva and Sakti . This with regard to mathematical 
appraoch to SRI CAKRA. 

5. As regards ITS construction aspect SRI BHASKARARAYA, Great Master 
in SAKTA Tradition in his VARIVASYA RAHASYA expatiating on the 15-
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lettered SRIVIDY A MAHA MANTRA, takes up the question of the origion 
of the ·universe in the macrocosom, drawing a parallel in the microcosom of 
the individual. In doing so, he makes a cryptic reference to a facet of secret 
doctrine of SRIVIDYA, when he mentions about a white element-, Sweta 
Bindu and .a red element, Rakta Bindu coalescing themselves into a union of 
Siva-Sakti. Out of this union, emerges a third element, Harda kala (Sakti in 
essence) ascertainable only by word of mouth from one's own spiritual Preceptor. 
Creation follows thereafter in all its splendour (Varivasya Rahasya 2/68). 

6. lf one is permitted to identify the Siva element, Sweta Bindu, with the Siva 
Triangle No.9, and the Sakti element, Rakta Bindu, with the Sakti Triangle 
No.5, in their intersections "secretly" is embedded the correct specification 
for Sakti Triangle No .2 answering to the third secret element, Hardakala . The 
ascertainment of its base/altitude is what we have seen in great detail as a sort 
of verbal explanation in chapters 5 and 6, their exact measurement, being 
impossible of expression in terms of numbers.! We have also seen how w~thout 
a properly composed Triangle No.2 a genuine SRI CAKRA cannot be raised . 
Even as the whole universe springs out of those three primordial bindus, the 
SRI CAKRA diagram emerges out of these three basic triangles. SRI CAKRA 
is in truth kamakaHi (a technical term for the collective of three bindus) from 
which It takes its shape, declares YOGINI HRUDAYAM 1/24. It is fascinating 
to contemplate how IDENTITY with Siva-Sakti is sought not only in the SRI 
CAKRA diagr~ but also implied in the process of its geometrical consturction!. 

... ... ... 
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APPENDIX -7 
ASTERISK INDICATORS EXPLAINED 

1. Curiously, above the king 's chamber of the great Pyramid 43 granite beams 
are running north-south in five layers with alternating 9 and 8 nos. in each 
layer [9+8+9+8+9] to creat five air-chambers. Ch.3 I para 2 At page 394 
curiously, above the King's chamber as the spot generating unusual energy 
fields in the great pyramid, 43 granite beams are running north/south in five 
layers to creat five air - chambers, 9 and 8 nos. of beams alternately arranged 
in each of them [9.- 8- 9- 8- 9 = ToT : 43] (p.68- PYRAMID AND ITS 
MYSTERIES). Notice in SRI CAKRA also 9 smaller triangles around central 
line, 8 inner triangles and 9 outer triangles on both the sides of the central line, 
making up similar "order" in a regrouping of 43 triangles (Diagram-2). 

2. Ch 3 I Para - 3 P 394 . The earliest description, traceable to SRI 
V AMAKESWARA TANTRA (vide ARTA RATNA VALl, a commentary on 
NITYA SHODASIKARNAVA - 1 I 58). Sri Kaivalyasrama's prescription as 
given in his commentaries on Soundarya Lahari is only its adaptation. 

3. Ch 3 I Para 4 P 394 We may also similarly consider 22 such specimens of 
"Geometry of Sricakra" selected as acceptable according to strict TVA I 
tvtNR norms out of more than 59 thousand computer trials. 

4. Ch- 4 I Para 3 P 398 Metallic surface, more appropriate, with tiny depressions 
of cris - crossing lines of the YANTRA. These depressions would definitely 
alter in a subtle manner the geometric position of the centre of gravity of the 
uniform planar surface. Perhaps this subtle effect is enough in manifesting 
cosmic energy as is associated with the gravitational position in a Pyramidal 
avakasa. 

5. Ch 5/Para-4 P 407 For a better treatment with a rationale Appendix - 6 may 
be referred. 

6 . Ch 5 I Para- 5 (i) P 409 According to the description of Acharya Lakshmidara, 
Samhara Krama proceeds from the outer most bases of Triangles No.6/No.5 
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towards ·the inner most Triangle No 4 in the order of Triangles No.8/2, No.9/ 
1 and No 7/3. Observe the pairing of Triangles as doubles (Appendix-6). 

7. Ch 5 I Para 5 (ii) 410 "Geometry of Sri cakra", likewise, simplifies the 
traditional prescription, taking five input data points only as sufficient in building 

. up a suitable computer program for generating the Diagram. Compare with 
the Note- 1 Below the TABLE at 'the end of this chapter. TANTRA RAJA 
TANTRA, 33/24, 25 offers a similar simplification based upo.n BMPs of 
Triangles No 1,2,5,6,9 and 8 (a super-fluous item). In all these, the choice of 
locations is practically The same, Though they may differ in -spacing between 
them along the vertical dia. 

8. Ch5/Para 6 (iii) p 413 Observe certain elegance, spacing of base lines of 
middle Triangle No .5 and the last Triangle No.9 is one- half of that between 
apexes (Diameter) of the first and the last Triang.les no.l/No.9 . In otlter words, 
IC = 1/2 VJ =Radius, R 

9. Ch5/Para 6 . (v) P 418 The other two root of the equation happen to be 
"imaginary", not real, this leaves no other alternative solution to the equation, 
making it unique. 

10. Ch 5 I Para 6 (v) p 419 The crown of the one (A-Position) and the foot of the 
other (G-Position) of these Sakti Triangles No .2 and No. 1 are so inter-realted 
in determining the unique Diagram. The BMP/H, the foot of Triangle No.2 
rises up the moment Triangle. No.9 and No.5 are completed with their 
intersecting sides, while its crown, Apex I A, eludes recognition until BMP/ 
G, foot of Triangle No.1 is lifted out of the equation, its. crown, Apex-V very 
much is evidence from the very . early stage of construction at the top of 
vertical Diameter of the Circle. Such is the beauty of the hidden secret of the 
Diagram. 

11. Ch5/Para 7 p 423 A deviation percentage around 0.5% in IDENTITY - 4 
may appr<?ximately correspond to TVA/MNR norm of 0 .05% adopted in 
"Geometry of Sricakra" in deciding a Diagram as acceptable. These norms 
respectively have reference to ratios DD/DD2 and ND/2R of tiny triangle 
ND1D2 of Sketch/Appendix-3-Para 3. (R=Radius). 
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12. Ch51Para 7 P 427 This requirement IS mathematically represented by 
IDENTITY-4. 

13 . Ch -61para 2A - (iii) c (1) P 435 we may as well proceed straight away from 
the traditional prescription VA =0.25 of the radius (Table at the end of Ch.5). 
The deviation percentage in IDENTITY-4 only within 0.39 %. 

14. Ch - 6 I Para 2 A - (iii) - c (3) P 438 We may also fix G - Position and then 
derive A- Position and proceed as before. Let JG = IC

1 
= 0.6809, taking C1 

along the base line through I, BMP I Triangle No 5, so that angle lcc 1 = 34° 
114 =[Tan 34° 114= 0 .6809, CI -Radius] Thus VG becomes 1.3191 (2-
0.6809). Complete Triangle No.I drawing its baseline chord through G with 
Apex at V. Mark A - Position so that GA = the segment of this base .. chord 
limited by the two intersecting sides of Triangle no 9. Join A to each end of 
this segment and produce downward to meet the horizontal through H, BMP 
of Triangle No.2. Thus Pyramidal character of Triangle No.2, so obtained is 
secured (Base = Altitude) . Deviation percentage around + 0.14. 

15. Ch - 6 I Para 2B - TABLE P 439 This step envisages Apex - I and two 
marmans upon bases of Triangles No.1 I No.9- all lie in one st. line, the side 
of Triangle No.8. This is represented by the grand equation of Para 6 (v) of 
Ch. 5 as the modified form of IDENTITY-2. 
A successful accomplishment of this step signals a perfect result. 
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